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Searching and exploring online is a part of our everyday lives – shaping how we learn,

work and innovate. However, today, people are still drowning in information, with few

mechanisms for managing or synthesizing large volumes of disparate information. It is a

struggle to find the right information or identify relevant unknown unknowns for those

who lack knowledge of a particular domain or well-defined goals. Even experts juggle

dozens of disparate information silos spread out across different apps, websites, and

work sessions. This is cognitively overwhelming and time-consuming, preventing people

from developing a comprehensive understanding, gaining deep insights, and achieving

their creative potential. This is especially true in complex creative information work
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like scientific research, founding a startup or innovating to protect the public during a

pandemic.

As the Web paradigm evolves to include Generative AI models and beyond, we are

experiencing a shift in how we search, learn, work and create. With this transformation in

human-AI interaction, it is important to investigate how we might present the user with

the right information in the right context, the right representation, and at the right time.

This thesis explores this in the context of cognitively complex information work (such as

knowledge discovery, synthesis, and creativity). It presents two types of contributions:

(1) Empirical studies that further our understanding of how people explore, make sense

of, and create using information on the Web. The studies follow a mixed-methods

approach, combining large-scale and longitudinal quantitative data analysis with in-depth

qualitative inquiry. (2) Computational and interaction techniques that augment these

cognitive processes by seamlessly integrating knowledge from the Web into the user’s

work context.

Each study observes user behavior, challenges, and strategies at different stages of

information exploration, sensemaking, and creative processes. Each system introduces

an approach for inferring contextual signals from user-generated artifacts. For example,

such as CoNotate mines an individual’s unstructured artifacts for knowledge gaps and

patterns to make query suggestions, InterWeave analyzes and presents suggestions in the

user’s evolving sensemaking structures to present suggestions, Relatedly mines existing

knowledge structures on the web from previous users to present dynamic topic overviwes,

and Amethyst enables users with affordances to specify and refer to personal, project-

level, and external contexts. User evaluation studies demonstrate how these techniques,

mining rich contextual signals from work done during cognitive processes, can promote

information exploration, synthesis, and creativity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1



Whether conducting scientific research, innovating a new product, or developing

effective public policy — online search and exploration are integral to how we learn,

work, and innovate. During cognitively complex information work like this, people

need to explore, find, read, extract meaning, identify connections and gain creative

insight across various sources. The Web was originally envisioned as a “cognitive

boost to empower intelligence” [254, 64]. However, today, we are drowning in an ever-

rising sea of information [366]. It is hard to articulate complex and fuzzy information

goals [40, 65, 316], discover insights [36] and make breakthroughs beyond our narrow

perspectives [52] while making sense of information across a fragmented ecosystem of

resources, apps, and work sessions [38, 74].

While this information work is a time-consuming and cognitively overwhelming

process, it can also cognitively rewarding. Searching for information and making sense

of multiple information sources can help us feel more confident in our understanding of a

topic [55, 57], and learn search as a skill [286]. People often take notes when making

sense of found information [107]. Taking notes involves manipulating information by

summarizing, paraphrasing, and mapping. This engagement can help cognitively encode

and gain a deeper understanding of the information [225, 206, 275, 163]. When taking

notes, searchers often select and record relevant concepts [280, 420], process-related

information (e.g. queries, links, etc.), and their own interpretations [107, 74, 420]. This

suggests that the purpose of notes goes beyond just helping people record and process

information but also serves to synthesize low-level raw data into high-level meaning, ideas

and decisions [231, 357, 34, 163]. Furthermore, creating this artifact of their thinking and

sense-making makes it easier for searchers to share knowledge and collaborate with others

[420, 137, 176, 232, 163]. Organizing and structuring information in different ways can

help us see interesting connections and have creative insights [37, 134]. Furthermore,

planning, monitoring and evaluating artifacts generated during this process helps build
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meta-cognitive skills [135, 135] Therefore, instead of automating these processes, we

build on foundational visions of human-AI interaction research (like [132, 253, 180, 190])

to design and implement interactive systems in which humans and AI work together.

To build systems that support these cognitively complex processes in human-centred

ways, we must first observe how people behave when working on these processes in the

real world, what challenges they face and the strategies they use. Prior research in Inter-

active Information Retrieval (IIR) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has mostly

observed these searchers in the context of learning in lab studies with controlled tasks

[106, 105] and developed learning-based measures for such tasks [444, 447]. Building on

this research, this thesis contributes empirical studies advancing our understanding

of how people think, learn, and create, leveraging online information and gener-

ative AI in the real world. Here, I follow a mixed-methods approach that combines

longitudinal and large-scale quantitative data analysis with in-depth qualitative inquiry.

Today, web search engines and chat-based LLMs are the primary mechanisms by

which people seek information online. When exploring a new domain through Web

search, people often struggle to articulate queries because they lack domain-specific

language and well-defined informational goals [439]. Current web search engines attempt

to assist people with query formulation by leveraging search log data to detect user

intents and context [52, 406]. General-purpose search engines, like Google and Bing,

recommend queries to help people fulfil their information needs quicker by predicting

query formulations (e.g., auto-complete), resolving ambiguity (e.g. people also ask),

showing what other people searched in this area (e.g., related searches) [31, 203, 270,

79, 144, 336]. Search systems have also explored different ways of presenting query

suggestions, usually in lists and visualizations [219, 323, 412, 44, 73, 387, 455] separated

from the tools where the user synthesizes and works with information. Therefore, the user

must determine which suggestion is most relevant to their situation, follow the information
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scent to find the resource, extract information, and adapt it to their context. This is

exacerbated by having to consult and identify connections across multiple information

sources to develop a comprehensive, nuanced understanding of a topic. This process

is getting progressively harder with the exponential growth of information on the Web

[141, 51, 210, 421], and the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of information work

required to solve today’s problems [422, 309]. And even further exacerbated by needing

to go across the many work sessions and stages of thinking it takes to complete a project

[74, 212].

As the Web paradigm evolves to include foundational AI models and beyond, we

stand at a pivotal opportunity to define the next generation of tools used for searching

and working with information. With this transformation in human-AI interaction, it

is important to investigate how we might present the user with the right information

in the right context, the right representation, and at the right time. Towards this, this

thesis contributes novel algorithmic and interaction techniques that seamlessly

integrate knowledge from the Web into user’s work contexts to promote information

discovery, synthesis, and creative insight. These approaches are implemented as tools

and evaluated in lab studies and real-world deployments.

This thesis presents these contributions of empirical studies and interactive systems

in the following parts:

1.1 Observing Information Seeking & Sensemaking Work-

flows Longitudinally

Chapter 2: To understand and identify opportunities to augment people’s workflows

as they work on cognitively complex information goals, we conducted a longitudinal

observational study. We collected and analyzed application logs from search and work
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documents (e.g., Google Docs, Notion Workspaces, Overleaf documents) of 15 creative

information workers (including startup founders, researchers, policy advisors, journalists,

and novelists) throughout their project lifecycles (1 - 6 months long, avg. 2.5 months

long).

We developed a novel method to collect data in a way that provides the participant

transparency and control around what data is being collected while also enabling reflection

on their work patterns by generating real-time semantic-zoomable data visualizations.

Among other findings, we observed that participants use search across all the iterative

stages of their work, from discovering relevant information and defining project scope to

generating and developing ideas into narratives that can be communicated to the world.

It was interesting to note that search plays a role in ideation and project scoping, which

are thought to be just mental processes. We also found that artifacts generated along

their iterative creative journeys can encode rich contextual information. This includes

the user’s goals, what they already know about a topic (or what they are missing), how

they feel, their design preferences, how far they have come in their project, how they link

what they know to what they are finding, and how they structure their thoughts. This

way in which people exhibit distributed cognition— by externalizing thoughts in work

documents — provides an opening for supporting complex creative knowledge work.
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1.2 Getting Started With Information Exploration

Chapter 3 The ”Active Search” Hypothesis: Characterizing Search

Behavior and Challenges When Starting to Explore Information in

Creative Projects

To investigate how people use web search to learn about a new domain and frame their

thinking about an open problem, we collected and analyzed search log and self-report

data from 34 students in a project-based design class. Participants reported struggling

with scoping broad, ill-defined information goals into queries, learning domain-specific

language, and assessing the usefulness of information. Analysis found that more active

and diverse search behavior (i.e. issuing more frequent and diverse queries, and opening

more webpages) related to more progress in early-stage design (i.e. gathering more facts,

articulating more insights, and developing better problem frames). These findings imply

that search behavior and strategies exhibited during exploratory creative information

goals differ from those seen during the simple lookup searches that search engines are

currently optimized for. Based on these findings, we discuss implications for designing

search tools to support peoples’ creative processes.

Chapter 4 CoNotate: Supporting Articulation of Exploratory Infor-

mation Goals By Mining User-Generated Content

Towards addressing the challenges observed and expanding this contextual under-

standing of a user during exploratory searches, we introduce a novel system, CoNotate.

CoNotate offers query suggestions based on analyzing the searcher’s notes and previous

searches for patterns and gaps in information. To evaluate this approach, we conducted a

within-subjects study where participants (n=38) conducted exploratory searches using a
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baseline system (standard web search) and the CoNotate system. The CoNotate approach

helped searchers issue significantly more queries and discover more terminology than

standard web search. This work demonstrates how search can leverage user-generated

content to help people get started when exploring complex, multi-faceted information

spaces.

1.3 Symbiotically Supporting Information Exploration

and Synthesis

Chapter 5 InterWeave: Presenting Search Suggestions Within Evolv-

ing Schema in User-Generated Content Promotes Information Search

and Synthesis

Exploring and synthesizing information into knowledge can be slow and cognitively

demanding due to a disconnect between search tools and the workspaces where people

make sense of and work on found information. In this chapter, we explore how might

we integrate contextual query suggestions within a person’s sensemaking environment.

Building on CoNotate, we developed InterWeave, a prototype that leverages a human

wizard to generate contextual search guidance and to place the suggestions within the

emergent structure of a searcher’s notes. To investigate how weaving suggestions into

the emerging structures in their sensemaking workspace affects a user’s search and

sensemaking behavior, we ran a between-subjects study (n=34) where we compared Inter-

Weave’s in-context placement with a conventional list of query suggestions. InterWeave’s

approach not only promoted active searching, information gathering and knowledge

discovery but also helped participants keep track of new suggestions and connect newly

discovered information to existing knowledge, in comparison to presenting suggestions
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as a separate list.

Chapter 6 Relatedly: Scaffolding Information Exploration and Syn-

thesis With Existing Web Content and Structure

Today, it is still a struggle to quickly get a comprehensive understanding of an

evolving multi-faceted topic (like research around COVID-19 in 2020 or how to mitigate

misinformation). This requires time to read, extract meaning, and identify connections

across various sources, which is becoming more challenging due to the web’s exponential

growth. We explored this challenge in the domain of scientific discovery through our

project, Relatedly. Our approach is informed by the observation that the Web offers not

only information on various subjects but also insight into how to effectively structure

knowledge for human consumption. An example of such structure is Wikipedia’s detailed

table of contents, subtitles, and in-line references. Similarly, scientific articles have

specific sections with headers and in-line citations, though this is scoped to support a

single paper. When the user queries a topic in Relatedly, the system generates a list of

subtopics (like a Table of Contents) and provides a descriptive summary for each. It

does so by leveraging related work paragraphs from papers on the topic. It scaffolds

exploring and making sense of this topic using features such as dynamic re-ranking and

highlighting to spotlight unexplored dissimilar information and low-lighting redundant

information. Using Relatedly, scholars explored twice as many scientific papers and

subtopics and generated more coherent, insightful, and comprehensive topic outlines as

compared to using a standard paper list within the same time. This system illustrates

opportunities for leveraging prior effort (i.e., existing content and structure in related

work section paragraphs written by previous researchers) to scaffold new users’ discovery

and synthesis journeys.
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1.4 Augmenting Creative Workflows

Chapter 7: The Practitioner Perspective on Creativity Support Tool

Adoption

Most cognitively complex processes span multiple operations across multiple tools.

With the rapid development of new tools, creative practitioners (e.g., designers, artists,

architects) have to constantly explore and adopt new tools into their practice. While

HCI research has focused on developing novel creativity support tools, little is known

about creative practitioner’s values when exploring and adopting these tools. This is

an important gap to address, to help us present the user with the right capability at the

right context and right time in their workflow. So, we collect and analyze 23 videos, 13

interviews, and 105 survey responses of creative practitioners reflecting on their values

to derive a value framework. We find that practitioners value the tools’ functionality,

integration into their current workflow, performance, user interface and experience,

learning support, costs and emotional connection, in that order. They largely discover

tools through personal recommendations. To help unify and encourage reflection from

the wider community of CST stakeholders (e.g., systems creators, researchers, marketers,

and educators), we situate the framework within existing research on systems, creativity

support tools and technology adoption.

Chapter 8: Evolving Roles and Workflows of Creative Practitioners

in the Age of Generative AI

Generative AI (GenAI) models are transforming information work and creative

practice by producing text, imagery, and other media that can rival human output given

well-crafted prompts. Today, most existing sensemaking and creativity support tools only
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leverage these models to support individual tasks, not focusing on the broader cognitive

process that can include planning, exploration, ideation, reflection, and refinement. To

identify challenges and opportunities for supporting the cognitive process, we interviewed

ten practitioners who had successfully completed a creative project using GenAI. We find

that they have trouble aligning model outputs with user intents, managing context, and

operating across fragmented tool ecosystems while prioritizing their need for creative

control and empathetic system responses. Our observations let us derive a set of factors

that capture practitioners’ perceived roles, challenges, benefits, and interaction patterns

when creating with GenAI. Our insights serve to encourage reflection from the wider

community of Creativity Support Tools and GenAI stakeholders, such as systems creators,

researchers, and educators, on how to develop systems that meet the needs of creatives

in human-centered ways, we propose design opportunities and priorities based on these

factors.

Chapter 9 Amethyst: Enabling Affordances for Specifying and Re-

ferring to User-Generated Context Fosters Creativity and Human-

Centered Orchestration of GenAI

Based on the insights and design guidelines derived from the above two studies, we

implement Amethyst, a smart notebook that aims to address the above challenges by

leveraging GenAI to support cognitively-complex processes involving sensemaking and

creativity in an integrated, context-aware manner. Amethyst’s features include supporting

goal decomposition, grounding prompts to specific contextual information, modulating

GenAI output through simulated expert personas, and providing a range of in-line,

nonblocking operations. We evaluated the potential of Amethyst to support the creative

process through a within-subjects user study (n = 12), comparing Amethyst to a baseline
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condition of standard tools such as web search, LLM-based chat, and digital notebooks.

We find that participants generated more novel, feasible and creative ideas and preferred

using Amethyst as it helped interact with GenAI in a more integrated, empathetic and

context-aware manner.

Figure 1.1: This thesis contributes the following: (i) Empirical studies advancing our
understanding of how people think, learn, and create, leveraging online information
and generative AI in the real world, and (ii) Interaction techniques and algorithms that
seamlessly integrate knowledge from the Web and GenAI into user’s work contexts to
promote information discovery, synthesis, and creative insight. These approaches are
implemented as tools and evaluated in lab studies and real-world deployments.

1.5 Thesis Statement

Together, these user studies, systems and their evaluations support my thesis state-

ment:

Mining rich contextual signals from cognitively complex work can help
intelligent systems scaffold information exploration, synthesis and creativity.

Each study observes how people work at different parts of the information exploration

(ch. 3), sensemaking (ch. 6, 2) and creative process (ch. 8, 7). Each system introduces

an approach for inferring contextual signals from work patterns: mining an individual’s
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unstructured artifacts for knowledge gaps and patterns in CoNotate (ch. 4), emerging

sensemaking structures in InterWeave (ch. 5), existing knowledge structures on the Web

from previous users in Relatedly (ch. 6), and presenting users with affordances to specify

and refer to relevant personal, project-level and external contexts in Amethyst (ch. 9).

These are evaluated in user evaluation studies that find that the context-aware systems’

approaches promote information exploration, synthesis and creativity.

Chapter 10 presents a discussion of the challenges that remain and open questions

prompted by this research. This chapter explores the future of building systems that

balance automation with other cognitive and social goals, such as learning, critical

thinking, creativity, and collaboration. It explores ways to improve the applications and

generalizability of context-aware interaction mechanisms introduced by the systems in

this dissertation, to allow them to scale to other cognitive tasks that might also require

“good friction” in interactions. It also looks into how to build on these interaction

mechanisms to address the challenges of collaborative information work. Additionally,

this chapter discusses how future work could use the empirical insights gained about

user behavior and human cognition from the studies in this dissertation to derive more

human-centered evaluation metrics for intelligent systems. This dissertation demonstrates

the potential of distilling and integrating the immense knowledge on the Web within the

context of everyone’s workflows to help augment cognitively complex work.
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Chapter 2

Observing Information Seeking &

Sensemaking Workflows Longitudinally
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Searching and exploring online is integral to information work. To shape the future

of information search and synthesis tools in a more contextual and human-centered

manner, we must understand how people search and synthesize information over the

course of such projects. In this paper, we collected and analyzed search activity logs,

work document activities, and self-report data from 15 knowledge workers over their one

to six-month-long projects. We developed a novel experimental protocol and browser

extension to observe their natural behavior while preserving privacy. Our findings provide

insights into patterns of knowledge work, search and sensemaking behavior, information

needs, and user challenges across creative activities and temporal stages of a project.

2.1 Introduction

Knowledge workers make up 30-50% of the global workforce, and this percentage has

been growing steadily in today’s information age [287, 373]. The nature of Knowledge

work often requires people to search the Web and make sense of information to produce

some creative outcome (e.g., scientific papers, policies, startups, news articles, etc.)[462].

This goes beyond merely looking up facts, navigating to webpages, or making a purchase

[54, 276]. Creative knowledge work involves grappling with complex and exploratory

information goals across diverse sources, work sessions, and project phases [29]. With

the rapid advancements in Large Language Models (LLMs), we stand at a pivotal moment

in the evolution of Web and AI technologies where we can re-imagine such systems to

better support complex creative work. This starts with understanding how people probe

and interact with online information throughout creative work.

Prior work has started to shed light on how people search online during complex

creative projects. A 2019 survey study [461] found that people use web searches across

a range of creative domains, such as the arts, writing, cooking, and technical projects.
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Most prior research on complex creative search has taken place over brief periods of

time, typically using simulated tasks in a lab setting [204, 447, 316]. However, a 2020

diary study [462] captured qualitative insights on how people search when working on

creative projects over a two-week period and discovered that creatives preferred different

information resources for various purposes at each creative stage. For instance, people

often use images to help support ideation, Q&A sites to find tips and recommendations

from other creators, and social media to collect feedback on their creative projects. While

prior work hints at the complexity of search and sensemaking practices during creative

work, understanding the full, rich context requires more quantitative and qualitative data

collected over a longer period of time.

To better shape the future of information search and synthesis tools in more contextual

and human-centered ways, we must zoom out of what a searcher types into the search bar

and clicks on. Instead, we must understand the knowledge worker’s context around the

nature of creative work, when they search what and why, when and how they synthesize

information in different ways, the challenges they face, and how they want tools to

better support their creative process. Therefore, we observe 15 real-world knowledge

workers over the course of their projects. These observations ranged from 1-6 months

long (avg. 2.5 months) and used a mixed-methods approach to collect rich self-report

perspectives combined with activity logs of search and sensemaking behavior. This

study builds on prior knowledge by extending the time scale of analysis (i.e., months

rather than weeks or hours), level of data richness (i.e., quantitative and qualitative data),

and sources of data (i.e., work documents and search activity). To observe participants’

natural in-situ behavior longitudinally, we developed a novel experimental protocol and

browser extension that logs participants’ search activity and sensemaking work in their

associated work document. Participants could use the tracked document for various

tasks, including taking notes, organizing information, and synthesizing insights into
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writing. The data was collected in a manner that protects privacy, values transparency,

and preserves the participant’s agency. To collect qualitative data, we asked participants

to fill out an online survey every week where they could view an activity visualization and

retrospectively reflect on their search and synthesis behaviors. Over time, this protocol

and visualization method proved to be a stable way of not only collecting data but also

providing opportunities for the participants to reflect on and share perspectives about

their own work patterns. To get a rich understanding of how people search and synthesize

information within different units of analysis, we partitioned the data into different

time scales: by overall projects, by project stages (early, mid, and late in the overall

timeline), and by creative activities (discovering insights and research, defining project

goals, generating new ideas, refining and implementing ideas, and communicating ideas

and artifacts). In this study, we investigate the following research questions:

• RQ1: How much time do participants spend engaged in and away from information

search and synthesis work over the course of a creative project?

• RQ2: How do the different creative activities unfold over the timeline of a creative

project?

• RQ3: How do participants search and synthesize during each creative activity and

each project stage?

• RQ4: What information needs do participants want to fulfill during each creative

activity?

• RQ5: What challenges do participants face during each creative activity and phase

of a work session? And what kind of support do they want systems to provide to

address these challenges?

Quantitative analysis of web search and work document activity logs and qualitative
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analysis of weekly survey responses reflecting on this activity validate prior self-report

findings and give us additional insights into the nature of knowledge work. First, we

find that most participants exhibited a double peak in productivity – spending more time

during early and later sessions of the project but showing a lull in activity during the

middle of the project. They also took longer breaks between work sessions early on,

and these breaks progressively shortened as the project advanced. Second, we can find

quantitative evidence demonstrating that creative processes are non-linear and iterative in

nature. For instance, we find that while the activity of discovering insights largely takes

place earlier in the process, participants continue to discover new insights even in the

mid and later stages of the project.

Third, participants actively search and synthesize information across all creative

activities – including stages generally assumed to be offline or mental processes such as

defining and scoping their project, generating new ideas, and refining and implementing

ideas. Fourth, delving deeper into why they search, we add to previous research on

the distinctive types of information needs workers have during each creative activity.

For instance, we find that participants search for examples of other finished or drafts of

in-progress projects to help define their own projects and generate new ideas. Fifth, we

list the unique search and sensemaking challenges each creative activity and phase of a

work session presents and how participants envision future tools helping address them.

We also found that artifacts generated along their messy iterative creative journeys

can encode rich contextual information. This includes the user’s goals, what they already

know about a topic (or what they are missing), how they feel, their design preferences,

how far they have come in their project, how they link what they know to what they are

finding, and how they structure their thoughts.

Overall, this study makes the following contributions:

• Empirical longitudinal observations of search and synthesis behavior of knowl-
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edge workers engaged in complex creative projects: that validate prior findings

with quantitative analysis and suggest practitioners have different information

needs, work patterns, and challenges depending on one’s stage in the project or

creative activity engaged in.

• A novel mixed-methods approach and web browser extension that collects

and visualizes web search and sensemaking activity: that logs in a manner that

provides transparency around what data is being collected and gives participants

control over what data to share with the researchers, while also enabling real-time

reflection on their own behavior patterns.

2.2 Related Work

This research builds on prior work to capture and understand web search and synthesis

behavior, and to study how knowledge workers engage in search for creative work.

2.2.1 Information Seeking, Sensemaking and Creativity in Knowl-

edge Work

Most people use web search to look up facts or to get timely information to complete

some other task. But people increasingly use the Web to explore, learn, and do more

complex information synthesis for more open-ended goals. For example, academics

reviewing literature, designers exploring which tool to use, startup founders performing

market analysis, or individuals exploring, learning and making decisions like where to

vacation. Exploratory searches involve multiple iterations and return sets of information

that require cognitive processing and interpretation and often require the information

seeker to spend time scanning/viewing, comparing, critically assessing and making
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qualitative judgments before being integrated into personal and professional knowledge

bases [439, 29]. Searches done during knowledge work typically involve a combination

of exploratory and focused information retrieval activities [123, 439].

During the exploratory knowledge discovery process, people engage in sensemaking

activities as they move through the information space. They take notes, gather informa-

tion, and create representations to organize information to free their mind from having

to recall everything [420, 280, 256], and from having to mentally synthesize all the

information [225, 206, 275, 163]. This process of encoding information into external rep-

resentations to answer complex, task-specific questions is called Sensemaking [358, 357].

People search for information by interacting with search results, web pages and other

information sources. As they process this information, they collect and curate relevant

and promising information by clipping and extracting information from web pages. Then,

they organize it into structures, haphazardly at frst and later systematically into a schema.

Schema are representations of the knowledge and understanding gained during the ex-

ploration and sensemaking pro- cess. Schema can be essay outlines, comparative pros

and cons lists, concept maps, etc. The searcher continues the sensemaking process until

they have developed a concrete, well-tested schema. Schema or sensemaking structures

can change slightly to assimilate new information or signifcantly to accommodate new

paradigms and perspectives. As the searcher develops a more concrete and polished

schema, they progress to a state where it can be presented in a narrative that makes sense

- for example, in an essay or article [358, 329].

Creativity is generally defined as producing ”something original and worthwhile”

[393]. This can be generating novel and appropriate ideas, processes, or artifacts in

knowledge work[393]. The creative process, though defined in various ways across disci-

plines, is generally seen as a journey encompassing problem discovery, idea development,

and final delivery [101, 307]. Web search is one of the most commonly used tools during
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this creative process [381]. However, only recently have we started studying how people

search online during creative tasks [346, 461, 89, 316]. While prior work hints at the

complexity of search and sensemaking practices during creative work, understanding

the full, rich context requires more comprehensive data collected over a longer period of

time.

2.2.2 Work Patterns, Information Needs, Challenges During Cre-

ative Work

While the HCI and Information Retrieval research communities have gathered insights

on exploratory and creative, most of the prior work has only observed individuals during

a short period of time in controlled lab studies [204, 447, 444] or gathered data from over

a large group of people [397]. We aim to build on work done so far to add rich qualitative

and quantitative data-driven insights from data collected longitudinally throughout a

knowledge worker’s real-world project. In this section, we organize prior research along

with our three research questions: investigating work patterns around time spent and

browser interactions, information needs, and user challenges during creative knowledge

work.

Work Patterns:

In previous research efforts, scholars have explored the relationship between search

behavior and learning outcomes, focusing predominantly on laboratory studies. The

Search-as-Learning community has contributed by developing tasks and measures based

on Anderson and Krathwohl’s Taxonomy of Learning, which identifies six cognitive

processes: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create [237]. Jansen et

al. [204] found that search tasks at the apply and analyze levels required more effort in
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querying and result exploration than tasks at other levels. Conversely, Wu et al. [447]

discovered that search interaction increased with higher levels of cognitive learning, as

indicated by time on task, the number of queries, results clicked, and URLs visited. More

recent work has started extending this exploration into the realm of creative work beyond

learning [316]. They find that engaging in more active and diverse search behavior,

characterized by frequent and varied queries and exploring a greater number of web

pages, was associated with greater progress in the early stages of design, resulting in the

accumulation of facts, insights, and refined problem frames. In 2000, [418, 416] studied

students’ problem stages in writing research proposals, connecting them to changes in

search tactics, term choices, and relevance assessments. Both studies highlighted the

interconnectedness of task performance stages with information types, search tactics, and

relevance judgments, although the applicability of these models to the present WWW3

landscape remains uncertain. Furthermore, these studies focus on creative work as

primarily one type of activity instead of iteratively working through a range of creative

activities, including discovering insights and research, defining project goals, generating

new ideas, refining and implementing ideas, and communicating ideas and artifacts (as

described by [101, 307, 393]). Our study builds on these insights to add how workers

spent time engaged in and away from searching and sensemaking work over the course

of a project and maps how different creative activities unfold over the project’s timeline.

Information Needs:

Zhang et al.’s 2019 survey study found that people use web search across a range

of creative domains such as the arts, writing, cooking, and technical projects [461],

and across creative stages like creating ideas, combining ideas, executing plans, not

discovery and definition and communication of ideas. This research also found that

people searched for different resources and tools depending on the creative stage of the
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project. For example, users in the discovery stage are likely to use search engines, while

those creating ideas may lean more on image galleries and social media [461]. Zhang et

al.’s 2020 diary study [462] conducted over the course of a two-week period built on these

results and found that during creative work people search for procedural information,

domain information, tips/opinions/recommendations, information about specific topics,

and inspiring or motivating information. This study updates and builds on this knowledge

by understanding the evolution of information needs in the context of different creative

activities in a project.

Search and Sensemaking Challenges:

In the 1980s and early 2000s, Kuhlthau’s Information Search Process model provided

valuable observations by interviewing secondary school students throughout an extensive

research assignment. This model revealed a common trend in more complex information-

seeking tasks, where feelings of uncertainty tended to rise before gradually diminishing

during the focus formulation and construction stages of the process [239, 240]. This

rise in uncertainty was frequently unexpected and caused apprehension and confusion in

some searchers to the point of obstructing the task. Recent studies have expanded on this,

indicating that participants encounter challenges related to uncertainty even earlier in the

process, particularly when scoping broad and ill-defined information needs into queries,

as well as when assessing the usefulness of information [316]. A week-long diary study

of daily challenges faced by information workers finds interruptions and task-switching

challenges and highlights the limitations of existing software in supporting the resumption

of complex, long-term projects [112]. Our study builds on these insights by distilling

distinctive challenges experienced during each creative activity (discovering insights and

research, defining project goals, generating new ideas, refining and implementing ideas,

and communicating ideas and artifacts) and phase of a work session (beginning, during,
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ending of a work session and in-between two sessions). We go a step further and gather

user insights on how to build tools to address these challenges.

2.2.3 Methods To Study Web Search

Researchers have employed a variety of methods to study web search and sensemaking

patterns. These methods include analyzing search engine and web browser logs (e.g.,

[215, 405, 438]), gathering self-report data through surveys, interviews, or diary studies

with end-users (e.g., [296, 462]), and recruiting participants for controlled tasks (e.g.,

[204, 447, 444]). However, as is the case with any methodology, there are trade-offs to

consider. Logs can provide in-situ data from a large user base but may lack qualitative

depth. Self-report data, while valuable, may exhibit gaps or inconsistencies compared

to observed behavior. Additionally, controlled, in-lab task performance may exhibit

unexpected differences from natural search behavior. To record a user’s interactions with

search browser during a search session, IR and HCI researchers have developed systems

for activity logging that record queries issued and web pages visited over time, click

depths, mouse trails and movements, eye fixations and saccades, dwell times, key-presses,

etc. [285, 399, 318, 433, 43].

This study also extends prior methods by extending the time scale of analysis (i.e.,

months rather than weeks or hours), level of data richness (i.e., quantitative and qualitative

data), and observing multiple sources of information (i.e., search engine and work

document logs). To log interactions with the search browser and work documents when

working on a long-term project across multiple work sessions, we develop a custom

web browser extension that logs in a privacy-protecting, transparency-preserving manner,

which gives participants control over what data to share with the researchers, while also

enabling real-time reflection on their own behavior patterns. Our study adds rich data

and builds on this prior work by triangulating a mixed-methods approach by logging
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activity with privacy controls and structuring self-reports using the participants’ data as a

reflective prompt.

2.3 Method

We conducted a longitudinal study to investigate the information needs, search and

sensemaking behavioral patterns, and challenges faced by a range of knowledge workers

throughout a creative project. As data for this investigation, we collected search logs and

activity history from document where participants took notes and synthesized information

into a creative outcome. Participants submitted self-report reflections through a digital

survey every week through a digital survey every week throughout their projects, which

lasted between one to six months long. We applied mixed methods to analyze these

data at different time scales (by session, by stage and by project) to understand how the

information needs, search strategies and challenges played out over time.

2.3.1 Participants

We chose purposeful sampling [48] as a recruitment strategy, mixing direct contacts as

well as recruitment at a large public university. We recruited a diverse mix of participants

across different practices, ages, organizations, genders, and locations. We recruited 15

participants (eight female, seven male, average age 29.8 years) across six creative fields,

including scientific research, product design, data visualization, product management,

machine learning engineering, and policy-making (see Figure B.1). They were also based

in 10 different locations across the US, Germany, and India.
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Figure 2.1: Participants spanned many different professions and worked on projects
related to a range of creative goals over different time periods.

2.3.2 Browser Extension for Data Collection and Visualization

To collect data longitudinally in a manner that protects privacy, values transparency,

and preserves the participant’s agency, we built a custom Chromium browser extension.

Participants could easily view logged data by clicking on the browser extension’s home-

page where they had full control over data collection, including the ability to start and

stop logging, delete collected data points, and share data with the researchers. Partic-
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Query issued

Webpage opened

Note added

Figure 2.2: An illustrative screenshot showcasing the zoomable visualization designed
for a participant to reflect on their weekly search and sensemaking patterns. This
screenshot shows activity for a single hour-long work session, and plots queries issued,
web pages opened and notes added to the work document.

ipants provided us with a URL for the key work document used for note-taking and

sensemaking during their project (i.e., a notion workspace, overleaf document, google

doc, etc.). The extension monitored if their work document was open and active. If the

work document was active and the log system was currently turned off, the system would

send participants a notification reminding them to turn on logging. Additionally, to avoid

unnecessary data collection, the extension would stop logging when it detected inactivity

in the work document tab for more than 20 minutes, notifying the participant about the

logging status.

The extension prioritized the privacy and security of data through encrypted commu-

nication and maintaining the same encrypted ID across sessions. To enable participants to

reflect on their own work patterns, the real-time logged data can be seen in a tabular view

or a zoom-able time series visualization (see Figure 2.2), which offers comprehensive

views of Web search activity over multiple days, weeks and months. We ensured that it

was a zoomable visualization to prevent occlusion of data points when there are periods

of lots of activity and some periods of no activity. For user convenience, participants

could log in using their Google accounts, integrating the extension seamlessly into their
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daily workflow.

In terms of implementation, the browser extension was built using React JS frame-

work, and the visualizations were generated in real-time using the d3.js library with the

d3-timeline package. Activity log data was stored in real-time to a Firebase database.

The open-source code for the custom browser extension can be found here (to add when

de-anonymized).

2.3.3 Procedure

Informed consent  + 
Screening Survey

Pre-Study Interview 

+ Setup

Reflection Survey + 
Visualization


 (weekly throughout project)

Post-Study Interview 

+ Uninstall + Debrief

Work sessions Work sessions

Record search + 

notes logs

Record search + 

notes logs

Record survey responses 

reflecting on work patterns

Record audio + annotate

 visualized logs

Record audioRecord survey responses

Figure 2.3: Participants underwent a brief screening, followed by a one-hour orientation
session with the research team. Weekly surveys tracked their search and sensemaking
activities, and a post-study interview and debrief concluded the study, including unin-
stalling the extension.

As part of the recruitment process, participants answered an informed consent form,

and brief screening and demographics questionnaire that collected information about

age, gender, occupation, and the creative project that we would observe, its timeline and

how they thought they might use online information resources during the project. As

noted above, we excluded participants who were under the age of 18, whose projects

were too ill-defined or too long for us to follow i.e., more than 6 months, and/or if it

did not require complex searching and sensemaking across sources, sessions and stages.

To get participants setup at the beginning of their projects, the research team met them

for one hour to obtain informed consent, to review study procedures, and to walk them

through how to use the browser extension and weekly surveys to participate in the study.
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After the participant received training and felt confident in how to monitor and edit their

logged data, they could start searching and working on their creative projects.

To collect qualitative perspectives, the research team shared a survey link every

week asking participants to reflect on their own work patterns and data, verify the

data collected, delete any unnecessary data, and submit it to our database. To support

reflection, participants viewed a visualization within our custom browser extension (see

Figure 2.2, and details in the section 2.3). To gain insights into their work patterns. We

also sent out regular reminders and messages to keep participants engaged throughout

the study. The institution’s ethics review board approved the recruitment process.

The reflection survey questions included: a semantically zoomable data visualization

of data collected from the previous week (see Figure 2.2 for example), and for each work

session it included questions (1) asking them to map each work session to a creative

activity, (2) what were the information needs sought, (3) challenges encountered in the

overall work session, (4) challenges encountered at the beginning, during, ending of

this work session and between work sessions, (5) tool support envisioned to overcome

experienced challenges.

When they were close to finishing up their projects, participants indicated that they

were done in an email and we set up a post-study interview to reflect on their overall

process, challenges, and strategies; we also helped participants uninstall the extension

and thanked them for their participation.

2.3.4 Measures

To observe and analyze differences in search and sensemaking patterns, we collected

the timestamp and content of search queries, opened web pages, and edits to their

work document. These data may provide insights into the users’ information retrieval

habits, the extent of their engagement with external sources, and the evolution of their
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understanding and creative products as they interact with the information.

To observe information needs, search and sensemaking strategies, and challenges

across the project, we analyzed qualitative self-report data. The audio recordings un-

derwent an intelligent transcription, removing pauses and filler words and doing minor

grammar adjustments. The subsequent analysis encompassed open coding, where data

were initially categorized without predefined labels, followed by thematic clustering

using affinity mapping [48] to uncover overarching themes and patterns within the dataset.

First, two coders independently coded two randomly chosen participants’ data through

open coding. Then, these two discussed the emerging themes and agreed on a common

vocabulary. Once similar codes and themes were identified across the two participants’

data with no significant discrepancies, the two researchers finalized the coding scheme

and shifted to a focused coding approach. To ensure inter-rater reliability [359], we

compared the independent coders’ results. There was a 75.12% to 98.82% agreement

level across all code categories. Given the moderate to high agreement, one of the coders

independently coded the remaining participants based on the agreed coding scheme.

2.4 Findings

With the rapid advancements in Large Language Models (LLMs), we stand at a

pivotal moment in the evolution of Web and AI technologies where we can re-imagine

such systems to better support creative knowledge work. In this study, we unpack the

nature of search and sensemaking work around creative projects to inform how we build

tools to better support this complex process. In this section, we report the findings from

our longitudinal study observing 15 creative practitioners over the course of their projects,

which investigated:

• RQ1: How do participants spend their time engaged in and away from search and
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sensemaking work over a creative project?

• RQ2: How do different creative activities take place across the stages of a project?

• RQ3: How do participants spend their time searching and sensemaking during

each creative activity and project stage?

• RQ4: What information needs do participants want to fulfill during each creative

activity?

• RQ5: What challenges do participants face during each creative activity and phase

of working on a session? And what kind of support do they want systems to provide

to address these challenges?

2.4.1 Participants allocate more time to work during the early and

late project stages while taking longer breaks early on that

progressively shorten as the project advances.

To understand how people spend time searching and sensemaking over the course

of their creative projects we first analyze the total time spent actively searching and

working during each work session. A work session is defined as the time between the

start and stop of logging. On average, the length of a work session was 118.3 mins, and

participants had an average of about 92 work sessions. Then, to gain insight into the

evolution of time allocation across the various stages of a creative project, we analyze

each participant’s total work sessions by dividing them into three equal parts, referred

to as ”project stages”: early, mid, and late. To compare the average time spent working

across project stages (early, mid, and late), we used a one-way between-subjects ANOVA,

and there was a significant difference level (F(2,15) = 4.95, p = 0.01∗).
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Figure 2.4: Work session length in minutes across the entire project for two participants.
Participants typically exhibited one of two work patterns illustrated by P1 (left) and P5
(right): Double peak shows spikes of activity in the early and late sessions of the project,
but a lull in the middle, and late Peak shows a spike in work activity in the later stages,
after a steady amount of work done up to that point.

When we visualize how time was spent by each participant across the course of their

individual projects, we see two patterns emerging: Most participants exhibited a Double

Peak of activity in the earlier and later stages of the project but had a lull in the amount of

time spent per session in the middle of the project. This might suggest empirical evidence

for the ”messy middle” when creators engage in conversations and deep thinking that

might not have been captured by the activity logging system (for example, see Figure 2.4

(left)). The other trend was that of a Late Peak in work activity after a steady amount of

work done at the beginning and middle stages of the project (for example, see Figure 2.4

(right)).

In the post-study interview, P01, a participant who exhibits the Double Peak, reflected

on the lull ”During this phase, we held extensive discussions with experts, stakeholders,

and our team, exploring economic nuances, assessing policy impacts, weighing pros and

cons, and engaging in numerous brainstorming sessions. These activities formed the

foundation for the eventual policy recommendations.” Similarly, P03, also a Double Peak

worker, explained the lull in the middle as ”At first, fueled by excitement, I delved into

research, market analysis, and product development, driven by the thrill of something
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new. Learning as much as possible, I later engaged industry experts and stakeholders

to refine our business model with a customer-centric approach. Once everything was in

place, I worked tirelessly to execute and deliver.”

On the other hand, P09, a participant who exhibited a Late Peak, reflected on their

work pattern, ”Initially, I diligently gathered and analyzed data, conducted literature

reviews, and laid the groundwork for my white paper. In the final stretch, I raced to finalize

my findings, refine arguments, and collaborate with colleagues. It was a productive burst

of activity to ensure a high-quality white paper.” Similarly, P05 said, ”I first focused

on building a solid foundation for our data visualizations, emphasizing accuracy and

relevance. In the project’s final stages, my efforts intensified, involving refining visuals,

integrating the latest election data, and ensuring our graphics communicated the most

current information effectively.”

To investigate how people spent their time when not actively working on the

project, We compared the time spent between work sessions across stages of the project,

using a one-way ANOVA to find significant differences between the early, mid, and late

stages in the project (F(2,15) = 5.58, p = 0.01∗). We found that participants took longer

breaks in the earlier sessions than in the later sessions. Further, to understand how the

gaps before a session affected how they spent their time in the work session, we do a

correlation analysis and find that in sessions after longer breaks, there is more searching

(r = 0.40, p = 0.01∗) and lesser time actively synthesizing information in the working

document (r = −0.16, p = 0.01∗). This might indicate that creative workers re-orient

to their previous creative activity by focusing on searching for more information rather

than synthesizing the information they already had. P13 said, ”After a long break, where

I’ve been thinking about the topic deeply and discussing it with collaborators, I often

have many open questions or new ideas that I want to whet, so I dive into searching

for information.” P10 reasoned about this as, ”After a long break, I usually find myself
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mostly searching to refresh my perspective or fill in any gaps. The initial wave isn’t about

putting the information into place just yet, but more about finding where I left off and

gathering any new insights I may have missed.”

2.4.2 Creative activities take place in a non-linear, iterative manner

across project stages

To understand how different creative activities play out across the stages of a

project, we used data from the participants’ weekly self-reflection surveys where they

categorized what they did in each work session as a creative activity: discovering insights

and research, defining project goals, generating new ideas, refining and implementing

ideas or communicating ideas and artifacts. Additionally, we split all the work sessions

in each projects’ into early, mid and late work sessions or project stages. This lets us map

each different creative activity to project stages.

Averaging the percentage of work sessions spent on each creative activity across

participants, we find that Discovering Insights occurs mostly in the early work sessions

of the project but does not stop and continue until the end of the project. The stages of

Defining the Project and Generating Ideas happen throughout but peak in the mid-sessions

of the project. Lastly, the stages of implementing ideas and communicating artifacts

happen throughout the project but peak in the later work sessions. This illustrates the

non-linear, iterative nature of creative work (see Figure 2.5).

2.4.3 Participants actively search and synthesize online information

across all creative activities

To delve deeper into understanding how participants spent their time searching and

synthesizing online information during the different creative activities and stages of a
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Figure 2.5: Average percentage of work sessions spent on each creative activity mapped
to early, middle, and late stages of the project. Notice the non-linear and iterative nature
of creative work. For instance, how participants continue to discover new information
across time.

project, we analyze the participants’ search and work document logs.

To understand how participants spent their time searching and sensemaking

during different creative activities, we sum the total time spent actively searching for

information and the total time spent actively working in the document during the work

sessions categorized in each creative activity (see Figure 2.6). We find that participants

actively search and synthesize online information across all creative activities of their

project. When Discovering Insights, participants spent more time searching than synthe-

sizing. However, when Defining Goals, Generating, Developing and Communicating

Ideas participants spent more time synthesizing information in their work document than

searching. To statistically compare and contrast time spent searching vs synthesizing

across each creative activity, we conducted a two-way ANOVA test and Tukey’s post-hoc

test. There was a significant main effect of time spent on search being significantly

different across the creative activities (F(4,15) = 3.34, p = 0.03∗). There was another

significant main effect of time spent sensemaking changing across the creative activities

(F(4,15) = 2.53, p = 0.04∗). Additionally, the interaction between time spent searching

and sensemaking is significant (F(4,15)= 7.34, p= 0.02∗) and the post-hoc revealed that
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Figure 2.6: Average time spent (minutes) by a participant on searching and synthesizing
online during each creative activity. When Discovering Insights, participants spent
more time searching than synthesizing. Conversely, participants spent more time
synthesizing information in their work document than searching as they worked to
generate, implement, refine, and communicate ideas.
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Figure 2.7: Average number of queries issued (left), number of webpages opened
(middle), and number of words changed in the document (right) per participant during
creative activities. The data show participants spent most of their search and sensemak-
ing activity when implementing and refining their ideas. However, we also lot of search
queries being issued, and webpages opened when discovering insights.

the mean difference was between time spent search and synthesizing information during

three creative activities: Discovering Insights, Defining the Project, and Communicating

ideas (p = 0.04∗).

To investigate participants’ interactions with online information during each
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creative activity, we look at the three main interactions with the browser: number of

search queries issued, webpages opened and change in the number of words in the work

document across the creative activities (see Figure 2.7). These interactions also reflect

the same user behavior patterns as above. When Discovering insights, we also see many

search queries being issued and webpages opened. Participants show most of their search

activity when Implementing and Refining their ideas, and most of their words are added

to the document when working to Communicate the idea in the final stage. A MANOVA

test and Tukey’s post-hoc test showed significant differences in search and sensemaking

behavior across all stages, except between implementing ideas and communicating them.

2.4.4 Artifacts generated can encode rich contextual information

Here, we present the different types of artifacts users generate and the additional

contextual signals they can encode about the user. Each participant had a document in

which they tracked the overall objectives of the project and what needed to be done to

complete it. Some were more structured than others. For example, one semi-structured

one was the MD-PhD researcher trying to keep track of all the to-do items to complete the

project in a single document. Another more structured example was the policy advisor

keeping detailed notes for each stage of the project, its scope, schedule, resources, etc.

Some were shared documents with other project stakeholders, whereas others were just

meant for the individual themselves. These project planning documents can encode what

are the project’s goals and how far the user has come in their project.

All participants had a document for working with and making sense of the information

they collected. The notes included background information about the topic, key concepts,

specific details, useful information sources, and information to help with the broader

work task. Key phrases in work documents and notes taken can reflect what they already

know about a topic (or what they are missing) and could even encode patterns about how
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their topic knowledge shifts and grows over time.

Notes were primarily structured in lists, and reflected a combination of linear note-

taking strategies and grouping by information source or topical themes. The spatial

organization of information within these documents can help us infer how the participant

links what they know to what they are finding, how they structure their thoughts, and

how this emerging schema can grow and shift over time.

Looking at the edit histories of these documents could give us insight into otherwise

tacit knowledge about how each individual likes to work, what they prefer, and their

implicit process for doing their work stage-by-stage.

2.4.5 Participants have distinctive information needs during each

creative activity

To understand why participants searched during each creative activity, we thematically

analyzed their responses to weekly self-reflection surveys which asked them to list their

information needs during each work session, and categorize each work session as part of

a creative activity.

When discovering insights and research, participants reported wanting to gather

relevant information to form a broad overview and gain deep insights into their chosen

topic. Interestingly, they did not limit their searches to just textual information but also

looked for information across a range of modalities including data visualizations, news

articles, research papers, YouTube videos, etc. For example, P01 a policy advisor had

information needs like ”Comparative study of rice export policies across countries”, ”Find

USDA Rice Data”, or ”understand and evaluate India rice export restrictions and global

food market effects data”. Startup founder, P03 had information needs like ”conducting

market research through customer reviews about 3D printers”, ”Common problems with

3D printing machines + harsh environments”, ”Best 3D printers and alternatives”.
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When defining project goals participants searched for examples of projects, and par-

ticularly how they were scoped. Examples include reading policy briefs and particularly

reading the policy recommendation statement (P01, P01), or papers’ research questions

(P01, P01), design briefs (P01, P01) and product specifications documents (P01, P01).

When generating new ideas to find inspiration, participants searched for examples

finished projects or work in progress across different media including scholarly search

engines, conference proceedings, dribble, codepen, pinterest, github, etc. For example,

the ML engineer P08 searched through paperswithcode, github, kaggle and codepen.

Startup founder P04 looked for ”plastic alternatives for consumer goods” in academic

journals, industry reports and whitepapers, and blogs.

When implementing and refining ideas participants looked for procedural informa-

tion like text and video tutorials, domain-specific language or expertise to address specific

target audiences, or implement specific styles. For example, P08 the ML engineer, ”

searched for coding guidelines and tutorials specific to Python web development to

ensure the technique I was implementing met industry standards.” Similarly, P03 said

”To create a marketing campaign using SEO, I followed YouTube tutorials on optimizing

e-commerce websites.”

When communicating refined ideas and artifacts, participants searched for the

most well-defined information needs here, compared to other stages. They often were

re-finding information they had already found before, or looking up specific information

like spellings, synonyms, code samples, and specific colors, images, materials, etc.. For

example, P13 when writing their paper searched for ’another way to say tech savvy’,

’viable definition’, ’undoubtedly synonym’. Similarly, P12 ”searched GitHub for code

samples that execute the web crawlers more efficiently”. Additionally, participants were

interested in finding perspectives of users or domain experts on similar products to get

initial feedback on their ideas to get initial feedback on their ideas. For example, when
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crafting their pitch deck startup founder P02 said, ”similar pitch decks and how much

funding and what feedback these pitches received from investors on ProductHunt and

Pitches.” Participants also searched for similar finished examples to see how to improve

on their final deliverable. As technology consultant P06 said, ”I revisited my earlier

policy recommendations as inspiration on how to refine it further”.

2.4.6 Each creative activity and phase of work session presents

unique search and sensemaking challenges, and participants

envision how future tools could help

To gain insights into the challenges participants encountered and the tool support

they sought to overcome these challenges during each creative activity,

we thematically analyzed participants responses to weekly self-reflection surveys

which asked them to list their challenges during each work session, and design opportu-

nities for tools to address these challenges. Participants were also asked to categorize

each work session as part of a creative activity.

When discovering insights and research, participants struggled to convert abstract

goals into specific search queries. P03 stated, ”I knew I wanted to innovate in the

sustainable packaging space but I didn’t know the right terms to search for, particularly

as I am new to this field.” Another challenge was the overwhelming amount of redundant

information, as P08 explained, ”The web is a sea of information - it feels like every

article is just rehashing the same points, I found it hard to prioritize which ones to read.”

Similarly, P13 said, ”I can barely distinguish what’s identical to what I’ve previously

read making it hard to prioritize.”

To help overcome this, the system could lower the barrier to cold start problem and

help articulate fuzzy goals by giving the user either ”A comprehensive list of keywords
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that (they) should check out” (P12), ”Recommend several gold standard papers in this

area.” (P14), or offer a visual representation summarizing user’s query or topic. The

system should also suggest related queries and topics for further exploration, encouraging

users to constructively elaborate their search goal.

When defining the project , achieving a comprehensive enough understanding of

the topic to come up with a fresh or effective definition was challenging. P05 said, ”I

thought I had a clear vision of my project goals, but when I started searching the web,

there was a lot of information and a lot of it was conflicting. So, it’s hard to come up with

a good angle without understanding this labyrinth of information”. Another challenge

was that it was emotionally a struggle letting go of previous work when the project was

re-defined or re-scoped. P03 expressed frustration, saying, “When the project vision

evolved and we pivoted, I felt like my hours of searching on the original angle were

wasted.” To address these challenges, participants suggested ”topic maps or knowledge

graphs depicting inter-connectedness of ideas explored and worked on so far” (P05),

and ”version controls or rollback features to help painlessly and safely let go of previous

work, and help do more trial and error” (P13).

During the idea generation stage, participants found that search results, though

relevant, were not stimulating or diverse enough. P11 noted, ”I was trying to create a

novel concept but often the search results were just providing me with what’s already

out there, and it’s hard to keep coming upon the same redundant information, instead

of finding what the gaps are or exciting aspects of each are.” P03 said, ”The problem

with these search results is that they’re often relevant but not inspiring-ly diverse.” To

mitigate this, participants suggested ”prioritize both novelty and diversity of search

results” (P06). ”Sometimes, presenting information not just from well-known sources,

but also highlighting less popular yet valuable resources and perspectives can spark

creativity.” (P11)
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In the implementation and refinement phase, the main challenge was tracking the

evolution of topics and ideas. One user voiced his struggle, saying, ”It becomes hard to

keep tabs on all idea adaptations and topic modifications across the project.” To help

with this, as ideas materialize, systems should ’monitor the evolution of topics and ideas

keeping users informed of any updates or changes in their domain’(P05). Alerts or push

notifications can be used to draw users’ attention to these changes, ensuring their ideas

align with the most recent developments.

When communication of ideas and artifacts, participants talked about redundancy

across different mediums as a challenge. P07 said, ”Replicating the same design in

PowerPoint, then in Word, then in our project app was a drag.” Additionally, scheduling

breaks and work times proved problematic, with P06 user stating, ”Since we communi-

cated globally, scheduling suitable times for in-depth discussion and rest was no easy

task.” P15 also talked about how ”Deciding when to rest and when to work is challeng-

ing”. To avoid redundancy across mediums and promote effective time management,

participants suggested providing ”text summarization, generation and rephrasing” (P04)

that help users to communicate their work more efficiently.

To gain insights into the challenges participants encountered and the tool support

sought to overcome these challenges at various phases of a work session,

we conducted a thematic analysis of their responses to weekly self-reflection surveys

which asked them to list their challenges phased and tool support wanted to address these

challenges, during each phase of work session (beginning, during and ending of a work

session, and between two work sessions).

Beginning of a work session: Participants noted considerable difficulty resuming

mental context at the beginning of each session. P14 exclaimed, ”Getting started is

always the hardest part, I have to rebuild my focus from scratch”, while P12 shared
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frustration with recalling previous matters, stating, ”Every time I begin a new session,

it’s as if I am starting the project all over again. Remembering where I left off is really

tough”.

To help with resuming a work session, participants suggest that systems should

provide functionality that facilitates context resumption. P11 said, ”Returning me to the

state I was in at the end of the previous session – helping me recall where I left off or even

just popping up the right windows in the right layout, including being at the point in the

paper and notes doc that I was previously at”. P10 said, ”Briefly help me to summarize

tasks I have done and the to-dos.”

During a work session: The challenge in this stage was largely around prioritizing

tasks and scheduling breaks. P09 noted, ”I find it hard to decide what task deserves my

immediate attention and what can wait. It feels like a constant juggling act.” Scheduling

breaks was a common struggle, with P15 expressing, ”It’s overwhelming trying to balance

work and rest. Figuring out when to be productive and when to rest can sometimes be as

taxing as the work itself”.

Participants suggest that their work environment could implement advanced task

management features to mitigate these challenges. These features may include a smart

task scheduler that learns user behavior and suggests optimal time for intensive tasks, and

priority indicating marks that help users visualize and prioritize their tasks. An intelligent

notification system could provide meaningful reminders for scheduling breaks based on

user activities. For example, P12 wanted the system to help with task decomposition

”help me focus possibly through helping create a more directed sub-goal.”. Similarly,

P04 wanted the system to help with directing focus even during a task ”automatically

highlighting important and relevant points.” And it could even help direct focus between

tasks ”keeping track of the work that I’ve done so far, and what to do items it checks of

for me” (P14).
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Ending of a work session: Towards the end of sessions, most participants reported

feeling a deep emotional connection to the project, so much so that their self-worth

was impacted. P12 admitted, ”It’s not just about being productive, my feelings of

accomplishment and worthiness are tied to how much progress I’ve made”, while P02

mentioned, ”I often end up feeling stressed and burnt out, even when I made considerable

progress, simply because it feels like it’s never enough.” A secondary challenge was

having to terminate sessions abruptly due to a variety of factors. Examples ranged from

boredom to hunger, mental exhaustion or events unrelated to the project. P02 shared,

”There’s a lot that disrupts my work sessions - hunger, fatigue, you name it. Occasionally,

it’s simply a case of losing interest”. P07 commented, ”Work emergencies often cut my

sessions short, and so do personal issues like taking care of kids and family. Trying to

navigate between everything and maintain productivity is extremely challenging”.

To help with this, participants suggested that the system could incorporate features

that support recommending effective termination points. Providing a brief summary of

the user’s activities during the session can enhance a sense of progress. Furthermore,

a functionality that enables saving the current status of work and setting reminders or

tasks for the next session can help users end their sessions in a controlled manner. For

example, P14 said, ”Summarize what I have already done and then show it to me when

I resume the working session next time.”. Similarly, P15 said, ”Helping me save the

current state/progress in a way that it’s easy to return, helping summarize what I’ve

learned/done in a way that I can quickly glance and feel like I made some progress”.

Between work sessions of actively working on something, participants wanted the

search and sensemaking system to continue making progress on the project goal. P10

wanted the search system to, ”Make sure I don’t miss anything important – finding

relevant papers to my searches that I might not have come across; continuing to search in

the background when I’ve moved on to other parts of the research process.” P11 wanted
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something similar in a search and synthesis system ”monitor the latest new publications

and inform me of new relevant papers.”. They wanted the synthesis of information to also

continue. P13 said, ”it would be great if someone could finish synthesizing and cleaning

up the notes I took and information I collected into neat, useful representations.”. The

search interfaces or sensemaking environments could provide richer structures that can

better reflect users’ mental models, making it easier for them to (re-) orient themselves in

the information space and resume work.

2.5 Discussion

This study and its findings unpack the nature of search and sensemaking done during

creative knowledge work at the level of creative activities, project stage in the timeline,

and phases of a work session. In this section, we discuss insights gained about work

patterns, search and sensemaking patterns, information needs, challenges and how these

insights can help inform the design of information-seeking and synthesis tools in more

creative- and human-centered ways.

2.5.1 Insights on Creative Work Patterns

The average length of a working session observed in our study, an average of 118.3

min per session across 92 work sessions, is considerably higher than the prior studies on

web search and sensemaking [316, 447, 204]. This supports prior reports with quantitative

data that creative tasks are inherently complex, often requiring extended periods of deep

work [101, 428, 307].

First, we find that most participants exhibited a double peak in productivity – spending

more time during early and later sessions of the project, but showing a lull in activity

during the middle of the project (Figure 2.4). The ’double peak’ phenomenon echoes
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the ”messy middle” concept discussed in design research [41], when creators engage

in conversations and offline thinking that might not have been captured by our activity

logging system. The ’late peak’ pattern could be because of the ”deadline effect” [103],

which asserts that individuals work more intensively when faced with an impending

deadline. If it is the deadline effect, it is still interesting to see the use of search so actively

in this state, alongside working in the document.While these worker patterns have been

discussed in self-reports, it has not been quantitatively observed and analyzed using both

logs and self-reports by participants.

They also took longer breaks between work sessions early on, and these breaks

progressively shortened as the project advanced. Perhaps discovery-related activities

can make steady progress despite less frequent touch points, while synthesis requires

more sustained focus. It might also suggest that people work hard and long on their

projects before a deadline. A correlation analysis finds the length of a time gap between

work sessions correlates with the ratio of time spent searching vs. working in their

document. This might indicate that creative workers re-orient to their previous activity by

focusing on searching for more information, rather than synthesizing information already

collected.

Second, we can find quantitative evidence demonstrating that creative processes are

non-linear and iterative in nature (as suggested by practitioner reports [101, 307, 393]).

For instance, we find that while the activity of discovering insights largely takes place

earlier in the process, participants continue to discover new insights even in mid and later

stages of the project (see Figure 2.5).
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2.5.2 Insights on Search and Sensemaking Patterns, Information

Needs and User Challenges

Log analysis finds that participants actively search and synthesize information across

all creative activities – including activities generally assumed to be offline or mental

processes such as defining and scoping their project, generating new ideas, and refining

and implementing ideas.

Delving deeper into why they search during each creativity activity, we analyzed

their survey responses reporting their information needs. When discovering insights and

research, participants reported wanting to gather relevant information to form a broad

overview and gain deep insights into their chosen topic. Interestingly, they did not limit

their searches to just textual information, but also looked for information across a range of

modalities including data visualizations, news articles, research papers, YouTube videos,

etc. When defining project goals, participants searched for examples of finished artifacts,

particularly how they were scoped and what lessons could be applied to their current

design scenario. Similarly, when generating new ideas to find inspiration, participants

searched for examples of finished projects or works-in-progress to help refine or pivot

their ideas. When implementing and refining ideas, participants looked for procedural

information like text and video tutorials, domain-specific language or expertise to address

specific target audiences, or implement specific styles. When communicating refined

ideas and artifacts, participants tended to have well-defined information goals. Often their

goal was to re-locate information they had already found before or search for specific

guidance on how to communicate their creative work.

To understand how we might improve their experience when searching and synthe-

sizing information, we analyzed survey responses to the questions: what challenges

they faced in each work session, and how they want future tools to address these chal-
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lenges. First, we analyze these at the level of different creative activities, then at the

level of different phases of a work session. When discovering insights, our findings align

with existing research highlighting the difficulty of articulating vague information needs

during the project’s early phases [240, 316, 302]. The challenge arises from grappling

with uncertainty in the absence of clear information paths or concrete search queries.

When Defining Project, participants struggled to attain a comprehensive understanding

of the topic, emphasizing the ongoing challenges in navigating and defining project

scope. While the challenges of redefining and pivoting a project are conventionally

acknowledged, our study adds nuance by identifying the emotional struggle associated

with letting go of previous work. During Idea Generation, participants find it challenging

to come across diverse and novel information, with the outcome significantly influenced

by the information presented by search engines. When Implementing Ideas, participants

identified monitoring the project’s evolution and development as a significant challenge.

When Communicating Ideas, managing the avoidance of duplication across mediums and

effective time management for work and breaks proved to be daunting for participants.

Analyzing user challenges at the level of different phases of a work session: beginning,

middle, ending and between two work sessions, participants reported distinct challenges.

At the beginning of each session, there is considerable difficulty in resuming mental

context. During a session, challenges included prioritizing tasks and scheduling breaks

effectively. Towards the end of sessions, an emotional connection to the project progress

became pronounced. A secondary challenge emerged as participants had to terminate

sessions abruptly. In the intervals between work sessions, participants expressed a desire

for the search and sensemaking system to continue progress on the project goal. This

involved conducting searches toward fulfilling larger information goals, and presenting

the findings to the creator upon resumption of work.
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2.5.3 Limitations and Future Work

This study has limitations as it tries to balance ecological validity and the need to

analyze data to understand behavior. Here, we discuss their potential impact, how we

tried to address the limitations and propose future work.

First, to preserve participant privacy and agency over what data is collected, while the

browser extension’s logging mechanism automatically detects whether they are working

on the project, it requires the participant to start and stop logging. This means that

we could have missed data points that could add to our understanding. To analyze the

collected user behavior, we needed to operationally define units of observation, such

as work sessions and project stages. Work sessions are the times when their work

document is open and active and the participant remembered to turn on logging. To

avoid unnecessary data collection, the extension would stop logging when it detected

inactivity in the work document tab for more than 20 minutes and let the participant edit

the logs to remove data points. We hope that by triangulating data collected across not

only application logs but also self-reports of work behavior, we can mitigate the loss of

insights.

Second, our focus on logging information exclusively from the search browser and

designated work document is a deliberate choice, but it limits our view of the broader array

of tools and collaborative elements present in knowledge workers’ creative workflows.

The intricate context within this ecosystem holds valuable insights into search and

sensemaking behavior during creative work, suggesting a need for future studies to

explore and understand this rich context.

Next, our study involved a relatively small sample of 15 participants observed over

approximately 2.5 months, engaging in diverse projects of varying complexities and

scopes. Recognizing that this sample may not be fully representative of all knowledge

workers and creative domains, and acknowledging individual differences, we propose
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future research to recruit larger and more diverse samples or to extend data collection

periods. This would enable a more nuanced understanding of creative projects across

different contexts.

Last, the dynamic nature of evolving technologies poses a temporal constraint on the

validity of our results, given that the study was conducted between 2021-2022. As web

search technologies and the landscape of work continue to evolve, it is imperative for

future research to revisit and update our understanding of work practices surrounding

knowledge creation. Despite these limitations, the mixed-method approach and apparatus

of this study may provide valuable insights for future investigations. Future research is

required to overcome these limitations. Overall, these findings from this longitudinal

study of web search and sensemaking during creative work reveal process insights from

a range of different practitioners.

2.6 Conclusion

To better shape the future of information search and synthesis tools in more contextual

and human-centered ways, we must understand the knowledge worker’s context, when

they search what and why, when and how they synthesize information in different ways,

the challenges they face, and how they want tools to better support their creative process.

In this study, we observe 15 real-world knowledge workers over the course of their

projects ranging from 1-6 months long (avg. 2.5 months). This study builds on prior

knowledge by extending the time scale of analysis (i.e., months rather than weeks or

hours), level of data richness (i.e., quantitative and qualitative data), and sources of

data (i.e., work documents and search activity). To observe participants’ natural in-

situ behavior longitudinally, we developed a novel experimental protocol and browser

extension that logs participants in a privacy-preserving and promotes reflection on work
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behavior. Analysis of web search and work document activity logs and weekly survey

responses reflecting on this activity gives us insights into the nature of creative knowledge

work and adds context around what participants searched and synthesized in their work

documents.
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Chapter 3

The ”Active Search” Hypothesis:

Characterizing Search Behavior and

Challenges When Starting to Explore

Information and Frame Problems
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While research shows that web search plays a role throughout the creative process,

less is known about how people use web search to learn and frame their thinking about

an open problem. People need web search to gather information about a problem area,

but this can also influence the rest of the creative process. To understand how web search

affects early-stage design, we collected and analyzed search logs and self-report data

from 34 students in a project-based design class. Participants reported struggling with

scoping broad, ill-defined information goals into queries, learning domain-specific terms,

and assessing the usefulness of found information. Analysis found that more active and

diverse search behavior (i.e. issuing more frequent and diverse queries, and opening

more webpages) related to more progress in early-stage design (i.e. gathering more

facts, articulating more insights, and developing better problem frames). Based on these

findings, we discuss implications for designing search tools to support peoples’ creative

processes.

3.1 Introduction

Large, complex challenges – like keeping the public safe during a pandemic, dealing

with climate change, and enabling equitable access to public transportation – often

require problem solvers to form a broad and deep understanding of facts, constraints, and

existing solutions [348, 129, 162]. This process of gathering information and discovering

insights can have a significant impact on how designers approach or ”frame” a problem

[125, 236, 368].

Prior research has revealed the importance of web search throughout the creative

design process, including to find existing solutions, search for inspiration, learn how to

use prototyping tools [158, 148, 461, 462]. Based on a recent diary and survey study

[462], researchers have found that people search to support a range of creative tasks across
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different domains, such as academic writing, cooking, design (e.g. visual, architectural,

etc.) [461, 182, 281, 456]. Searchers use specific information resources (e.g. images,

videos) strategically to support different stages of the creative process [462]. However,

less is known about how specific web search behaviors influence early-stage design and

problem framing. This study builds on prior self-report studies to understand how search

behavior relates to learning and problem framing, by gathering search log data to observe

in-situ search behavior and survey data to gain qualitative insight into the meaning of

quantitative results.

Prior work, by the Search-as-Learning community, has developed tasks [447, 204]

and measures [444, 18] using the cognitive learning dimension of Anderson and Krath-

wohl’s Taxonomy of Learning [238] a well-known education resource. In this taxonomy,

six types of cognitive processes are identified: remember, understand, apply, analyze,

evaluate and create. Early stages of a design process require the designer to learn about

a new domain, and involve all these types of learning: from recalling facts (remember) to

synthesizing information to discover insights (understand, analyze, evaluate), and asking

questions and posing problems in a fruitful and radical ways, generating ideas (create),

etc. [102, 368, 124, 321]. Rieh et al. [346] conceptualizes this comprehensive task as

”creative learning”. While there has been some prior work [157, 213, 447] to understand

the relationship between search behavior and learning outcomes, these studies focus on

learning rather than creative tasks. This study builds on this prior work to investigate the

following research questions:

RQ1: What does search log and self-report data reveal about the information goals,

challenges experienced and strategies employed by searchers during early-stage design?

RQ2: How do web search behaviors relate to creative learning outcomes (such as

gathering facts, discovering of insights, and framing the problem)?

To address these research questions, we observed 34 students in a project-based
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design classroom as they searched the web for 30 minutes during their early-stage design

process. Our analysis of search log data, together with participants’ self-reports about

their experiences found that: participants have cognitively-complex information goals

– for example, to understand domain-specific language and context, to find patterns

and design constraints, and seek inspiration to generate ideas. Participants reported

challenges with scoping broad, ill-defined information needs into queries, and assessing

the usefulness of information. Analysing the search logs found that active searching

(i.e. issuing more, longer, and more diverse queries and opening more webpages)

relates to higher creative learning gains (such as gathering more facts, discovering more

insights and developing more well-defined problem frames). Based on these findings,

we discuss implications for designing search tools to better support peoples’ creative

learning process.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Participants

34 undergraduate students from a project-based design course were recruited, and

received 1% extra course credit for their participation. The study was conducted over

a period of the first two days in the first week of classes. Participants had a diverse

range of prior design experience (µ = 2.19,σ = 1.07). Participants had only a little prior

knowledge about the topic (µ = 1.38,σ = 0.72, on a scale of 1=no knowledge at all,

5=know a lot) All participants reported extensive prior experience with web search, in

general everyone reported searching multiple times a day, and using web search for more

than five years. 32 of them reported using Google, and 2 using Bing and Baidu as their

primary search engine. All of them used Google Chrome as their primary search browser
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3.2.2 Procedure

At the start of the study, the researcher explained the study procedure and guided par-

ticipants through how to install and use a Chrome browser plugin (https://tinyurl.

com/HistoryMaster) to collect search logs. All search log data was automatically

anonymized upon collection. A pre-task survey captured participants’ web search experi-

ence, prior design experience, prior domain knowledge, and information seeking goals.

As the main task, participants had 30 minutes to search and take notes on one of four

topics being studied in a project-based design course (Refer to Supplementary Materials

at https://tinyurl.com/SearchTasks for Search Tasks). The breadth and depth of

these four multi-faceted topics provides a good opportunity to study web search in the

context of early-stage design.

Before and after the task, participants were required to summarize what they knew

about the topic in 3-5 sentences or 200-words, and write a problem statement that could

be the focus of a quarter-long project. Additionally, in the post-task survey students were

asked to report any challenges faced and strategies used when using web search during

this early-stage exploratory creative design task. The study lasted 60 minutes: 30 for web

search and 30 minutes for filling out the pre-and post-task surveys.

3.2.3 Measures

Qualitative Insights from Surveys

Survey questions about information seeking goals, challenges faced and strategies

used were analyzed using a grounded-theory approach to thematic analysis.

Web Search Logs

To understand search behavior, from the search logs we calculated the following

measures for each participant: (i) Number of queries issued; (ii) Length of query (i.e.
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average number of terms per query); (iii) Diversity of query (i.e. number of unique query

terms, stemmed to reduce the query terms to their respective base forms without affixes);

(iv) Number of unique web pages opened.

Creative Learning Metrics

To measure creative learning outcomes, we calculated the following measures for

each participant:

(i) Change in Number of Declared Facts (Remember) is measured by the change in

number of distinct facts per statement between pre- and post-task summaries. To reliably

measure number of facts, we randomly selected 20% of all 34 pre- and post-summaries

for four raters to independently count facts. To account for agreement between four raters

we calculated the Fleiss’ κ. The raters had an inter-rater reliability of 0.74 Fleiss’ κ. The

rest was coded by one of the raters. (ii) Depth of Learning (Understand, Analyze,

Evaluate) is measured by three metrics proposed by Wilson and Wilson [444] (refer to

Table 3.1).

(iii) Degree of Problem Definition (Create) To understand the process of moving

from an ill-defined to a well-defined problem scope (i.e. from level 1: Problem Discovery

to level 5: Problem Definition) we adopt Abdulla and Crammond’s Problem Finding

Hierarchy [15]. Level 1: Problem Discovery: the problem statement is very ill-defined

or defined very similar to the given problem. There is no relevant information and no

insight to build on. Level 2: Problem Formulation: the problem statement is yet to

specify the problem, however, there is enough information that they could discover

insights from. Level 3: Problem Construction: the problem statement includes some

background information, but the problem finder needs to further evaluate the information

to specify a well-informed and well-reasoned problem. Level 4: Problem Identification:

the problem statement includes some information and has some preliminary insights
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Table 3.1: Depth of Learning Measures corresponding to the Understand, Analyze
and Evaluate Cognitive Learning Levels of Anderson and Krathwohl’s Taxonomy of
Learning. [238, 444] Fleiss’ κ is significant at p < 0.05.

Metric Defintion Fleiss’
Kappa

Quality
of Facts

(Understand)

Usefulness of recalled facts (0-3,
where 0: irrelevant or useless facts,
3 :facts demonstrate technical
understanding)

0.64

Interpretation
of Facts

(Analyze)

Synthesis of facts to draw
conclusions (0-2, where 0: simply
listing facts with no further
interpretation, 2 : finding patterns
across multiple facts)

0.58

Critique
of Facts

(Evaluate)

Evaluation of facts to raise
questions, identify outliers and
inconsistencies (0-1, where 0: true,
1 : false)

0.74

about the problem; however, there is no specific problem identified or the problem

identified is still rather vague. Level 5: Problem Definition: (most well-defined stage

of problem finding) the problem statement identifies as specific, well-informed and

well-reasoned problem. When classifying the pre- and post-task problem statements, the

raters had an agreement of 0.69 Fleiss’s κ

3.3 Results

10 participants chose to work on the topic of the Last Mile problem; 10 on Safe

Roadways; 8 on Equitable Access and 6 on Autonomous Vehicles. Since there were

no significant differences in search behavior across the topics, for the remainder of this

chapter we do not differentiate between search task topics, and treat them as independent

trials of the study.
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3.3.1 What information goals do searchers have during early-stage

design?

Participants reported using web search to fulfill the following information goals: (i)

To get an overview of the information space: 22 participants mentioned wanting to know

key concepts and terminology in their chosen topic and related topic areas. As P39 wrote,

they searched ”to learn more about related topics and potential avenues to go down;

for basic understanding of concepts”. 14 participants mentioned wanting to know more

about the ”history and current practices to get the context and background” (P16). 4

participants mentioned wanting to search for perspectives of users and experts. As P99

stated, ”search forums for solutions to see if other users or experts have encountered

similar issues... to collect related images and concepts.” (ii) To discover design patterns

and criteria: 27 participants mentioned that they used web search to analyze and evaluate

found information by trying to determine patterns and critique how different pieces

relate to one another through differentiating, organizing, and attributing. For example,

P12 stated that they use web search to, ”compare and check ideas to come up with a

criteria and give me some direction”, and as PO3 stated, ”to look for counterpoints or

alternatives”. (iii) To seek inspiration and generate ideas: 21 participants mentioned

using web search to get inspiration to plan to or to generate ideas. For example, P48 says

that they search, ”to find design inspiration when I am starting a design. ... to check and

compare existing solutions.” Similarly, P115 states that they - ”seek design inspiration

from what others have done as well as find resources to make the design possible.”.
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3.3.2 What search strategies emerged to meet these information

goals?

Results from the post-task survey enrich our understanding of challenges faced and

strategies employed by searchers to fulfill the above-mentioned information goals. 29

participants reported struggling to formulate their informational needs as a query. For

example, P9 stated, ”I didn’t know what to search for... I don’t know what I don’t know

and what I’m missing out on. I have this FOMO [Fear of Missing out] like feeling”. To

try to better articulate their information need in an effective query, participants talked

about issuing multiple queries in quick succession in an iterative manner. For example, P8

issued their first query ”congestion” followed by the queries: ”Car congestion san diego”,

”car congestion san diego map”, ”car congestion san diego hotspots”, ”car congestion

san diego hotspots map”, ”road congestion solutions san diego”, ”environmental-friendly

road congestion solutions san diego” . Commenting on this P8 said that their strategy

was to ”start searches broad and then add terms to narrow down by adding terms”.

This strategy was used by other participants to specify contexts (e.g. P8’s ”san diego”),

information sources (e.g. P8’s ”map”), or other constraints (e.g. P8’s ”environmental-

friendly”). Another strategy to help articulate information needs as queries was to ask

natural language questions – like P6 stated, ”I didn’t know how to phrase it as a search.

I just searched the way I would tell it to my friend and hoped something interesting came

up” (for the query: ”why unsafe driving behavior on the rise?”). These natural language

questions, and adding terms to specify the query tend to make these queries longer than

keyword queries [17].

12 participants reported challenges learning domain-specific terminology. P16 il-

lustrates this in their use of the term ”hub” ”I didn’t know what the term for a bus or

train station generally was in urban design. Now that I found it in an article, it makes
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it so much easier to search” P16 used the term ”hub” across 7 consequent queries.

Additionally, 10 participants reported challenges assessing the usefulness of information.

P19 discusses their strategy to assess usefulness of search results ”I now know this is

a reliable source since a lot of articles refer to it”. Similarly, P18 also said, ”it occurs

as the top result across multiple queries so it must be relevant and trustworthy”. Partic-

ipants also reported ”opening webpages in new tabs for reading later” (almost like a

”bookmarking” strategy).

3.3.3 How do web search behaviors affect creative learning out-

comes?

From the search log data we defined key searching behaviors: the number, depth,

diversity of queries and number of webpages opened. Doing more of these search

behaviors were indicative of more ”active searching behavior”.

Active, Diverse Searching Behavior Correlate with Learning More Facts

To analyze how search behavior relates to the change in number of declared facts

post- compared to pre-search, we performed correlation analyses (see Table 3.2). We

found a significant correlation where searchers who saw the greatest increase in number

of declared facts also tended to have issued more, longer, more diverse queries, and

opened more web pages.

Active Searching Behavior Relates to Articulating Deeper Insights and More Well-

Defined Problem Statements

To understand the relationship between search behavior and the depth of learning

measures, we performed ordinal logistic regression analyses. First, we explore the rela-
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tionship between search behavior and how well searchers ”understand” the information

space (as measured by Quality of Facts) [444]. Searchers who issued more queries, and

opened more web pages had significantly higher increases in quality of facts mentioned

post- rather than pre-task. There were no significant differences in the length or diversity

of queries issued with respect to the change in quality of facts reported (see Table 3.3(a)).

Second, we explored how search behavior corresponds to how participants ”analyze”

the information space (as measured by Interpretation of Facts) [444]. We found that

searchers who issued more, longer and more diverse queries had significantly higher

increases in their interpretation scores post- rather than pre-task. There was no significant

difference in change of interpretation scores with respect to the number of web pages

opened (see Table 3.3(b)).

Third, we explored how search behavior relates to how well participants ”evaluate”

the information space (Critique of Facts) [444]. Searchers who issued longer and more

diverse queries had significantly higher increases in critique scores, post- rather than

pre-task. There were no significant differences in change of critique scores with respect

to the number of queries issued and web pages opened (see Table 3.3(c)).

Last, searchers who issued more, longer and more diverse queries also have sig-

nificantly better defined problems post-search than pre-search. There is no significant

difference in problem definition level with respect to the number of webpages opened

(refer to Table 3.3(d) for details). All analyses were corrected against effects of multiple

Table 3.2: A correlation analysis found a significant positive relationship between higher
gain in facts stated and issuing more, longer, more diverse queries, and opening the
more web. * significant at p < 0.05, ** significant at p < 0.01

Measure r p
Number of Queries 0.69 0.01**
Length of Queries 0.38 0.03*
Diversity of Query 0.18 0.04*
Number of Webpages 0.65 0.02*
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Table 3.3: More active and diverse searching relates to deeper learning and more well-
defined problems. Ordinal Logistic regression analyses results * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01

Measure Odds Ratio p
(a) Quality of Facts
Number of Queries 1.28 <0.01**
Length of Queries 0.20 1.20
Diversity of Query 1.09 0.08
Number of Webpages 1.04 0.03*
(b) Interpretation of Facts
Number of Queries 1.71 <0.01**
Length of Queries 1.23 0.03*
Diversity of Query 1.11 0.03*
Number of Webpages 0.75 0.17
(c) Critique of Facts
Number of Queries 1.09 0.09
Length of Queries 1.42 0.04*
Diversity of Query 1.64 0.02*
Number of Webpages 0.96 0.89
(d) Degree of Problem Definition
Number of Queries 1.27 <0.01**
Length of Queries 1.04 0.03*
Diversity of Query 1.10 0.02*
Number of Webpages 0.75 1.20

comparisons using Bonferroni correction.

Overall, we observe that more active, diverse searching (as shown by issuing more,

longer, and diverse queries, and opening more web pages) generally corresponds to

higher increases in creative learning outcomes (such as gathering more facts, articulating

deeper insights, and framing more well-defined problems).

3.4 Discussion

This study sheds light on how people use the web to search for information during

early-stage design to help them frame a problem. By analyzing search log and survey

data, we find that searchers have cognitively-complex information goals during early-
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stage design – goals that go beyond the recall and lookup tasks that current search tools

are optimized to fulfill (ref. 3.1) [462, 346, 276, 439]. Designers’ information goals

include learning about key concepts and terminology, history and current practices, and

the perspectives of users and experts to get an overview of the information space. This

exploratory behavior is consistent with research that describes how designers explore a

problem space to find a problem [156] and then iteratively re-framing that problem by

discovering and integrating new information [368, 124, 321]. This divergent exploration

and convergent synthesis is a hallmark of the design process [162] and is exemplified

in the Design Thinking model [409]. Additional information goals included wanting to

discover design patterns and criteria, and seek inspiration to generate hypotheses and

ideas. Trying to surface patterns and previously unknown connection can be an effective

technique to also generate ideas through creative combination (i.e. coming up with

something new by combining two concepts/ideas) [70, 441, 389, 133] and analogical

reasoning (i.e. the process of making connections through examples) [158, 164, 426].

Searchers reported challenges scoping broad, ill-defined information needs into

queries, learning domain-specific language, and assessing the usefulness of information.

Theses challenges are related to those faced by design novices [95, 156, 124, 162, 367].

Active, diverse searching strategies (such as issuing more, longer, and diverse queries,

and opening more web pages) related to higher creative learning gains (such as more,

better quality facts and insights, and more well-defined problems). This strategy of

iteratively probing the information space is similar to the design-thinking strategy of

using prototyping as a method for actively probing and getting feedback from the design

space and user community [368, 124, 321, 162]. By issuing more frequent and diverse

queries and opening more webpages, searchers might have had more opportunities to

learn terms to better articulate their queries, explore a subset of the information space

and develop their relevance judgement criteria. Promoting discovery of domain-specific
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language and query diversity should be an important design goal for future search tools.

They should build on work like [26, 158, 84, 83], to guide novice designers to articulate

more diverse queries and support discovery of domain-specific language, hypothesis and

idea generation.

We observed significant relationships between active searching behavior and creative

learning outcomes, however, we cannot make any causal claims. It could be that these

relationships are a better reflection of the searchers’ skills or aptitude, rather than a

function of specific strategies. Future work needs to conduct a large-scale analysis of

naturalistic search behavior during design to further test the hypotheses generated by

this short paper. Furthermore, the study has limitations as it tried to balance ecological

validity with experimental control. For instance, we controlled all participants’ search

sessions to be 30 minutes long to help us compare between participants. However, this

might be different from the individuals’ usual searching behavior. Since complex search

tasks such as exploratory search are often carried out over multiple sessions and devices

[276, 439, 461], we encouraged participants to continue searching beyond this session,

and to think of this as their first search session. Future research is required to overcome

these limitations, build out and test suggested design implications of these findings.

3.5 Conclusion

By collecting and analyzing search logs and self-report data from 34 students in

a project-based design course, this study provides insights into the information goals,

challenges faced, and strategies used by people when using web search during early-stage

creative processes. This study applies measures from information science and creativity

research to operationalize creative learning outcomes in early-stage design. We learned

that active, diverse searching (as shown by issuing more, longer, and diverse queries and
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opening more web pages) relates to higher gains in creative learning outcomes (such

as breadth, depth of learning and problem framing). We conclude by reflecting on our

findings to propose design implications for search systems to support cognitively complex

tasks such as creative learning during design.
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Chapter 4

CoNotate: Suggesting Queries Based on

Notes Promotes Knowledge Discovery
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When exploring a new domain through web search, people often struggle to articulate

queries because they lack domain-specific language and well-defined informational

goals. Perhaps search tools rely too much on the query to understand what a searcher

wants. Towards expanding this contextual understanding of a user during exploratory

search, we introduce a novel system, CoNotate, which offers query suggestions based on

analyzing the searcher’s notes and previous searches for patterns and gaps in information.

To evaluate this approach, we conducted a within-subjects study where participants

(n=38) conducted exploratory searches using a baseline system (standard web search)

and the CoNotate system. The CoNotate approach helped searchers issue significantly

more queries, and discover more terminology than standard web search. This work

demonstrates how search can leverage user-generated content to help people get started

when exploring complex, multi-faceted information spaces.

4.1 Introduction

Web search provides a powerful way to browse, learn and discover new information

about topics of interest from the largest repository of knowledge – the World Wide

Web. However, people who lack knowledge of a particular domain or well-defined

goals generally struggle to articulate useful search terms: They have not yet learned

domain-specific language that could help them translate their fuzzy goals into concrete

queries [276, 439, 29]. During this exploratory knowledge discovery process, people

often also take notes to help process, store, and share information [74, 294, 107, 420].

Current search engines attempt to assist people with query formulation by leveraging

search logs data to detect user intents and context [390, 445, 222]. Others have explored

the potential of recommending queries based on prior searches from others (e.g. People

Also Search, Related Searches) [31, 203] and presenting search trails (i.e. interactive
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visualizations of how previous searchers explore an information space) [44, 73, 387, 455].

Existing query assistance approaches aim to predict query formulations (e.g. auto-

complete), resolve ambiguity (e.g. people also ask), and help searchers find information

quicker [270, 79, 144, 336]. While these query assistance strategies may be helpful in

many circumstances, they lack a rich understanding of searchers’ goals, interests, or

gaps in knowledge [72, 346, 439]. Our research investigates whether we can generate

contextual insight for query suggestions by leveraging how searchers naturally capture

and synthesize information.

The personal notes that people take during an exploratory search task can encode

rich contextual information about a users’ goals [231, 29, 357], and current state of

learning [107, 420, 225, 280]. Notes can provide a signal of what a user finds relevant

across multiple sessions and information sources [406, 107, 74, 295]. Further, notes

potentially reflect the searchers’ current understanding of a domain, or vice versa, the

gaps in knowledge. Mining personal notes for these richer insights could improve query

assistance, especially for more exploratory tasks where users grapple with vast amounts

of information, by arming searchers with domain-relevant language and indicating what

else there is to learn. Therefore, this project explores the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does leveraging notes to inform query suggestions affect query formu-

lation and search behavior compared to standard web search?

• RQ2: How do notes-based query suggestions affect knowledge discovery and

learning behavior compared to standard web search?

• RQ3: How do notes-based query suggestions affect the perceived value of query

suggestions compared to standard web search?

To explore the potential for integrating note-taking and searching, we developed the

CoNotate system (Fig. 4.1) to provide query suggestions based on patterns and gaps
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in the searchers’ notes and previous searches. The system mines the users’ notes and

prior searches to implicitly infer relevant and potentially undiscovered information and

recommend them as query suggestions. We conducted a within-subjects study (n=38)

where participants were asked to search on two different multi-faceted exploratory topics.

Participants used CoNotate for one topic and then used the Baseline system (standard

web search) for the other. Analysis shows that the CoNotate approach helped searchers

issue significantly more queries and discover more domain-specific terminology than

standard web search. Also, participants reported preferring notes-based suggestions over

standard query suggestions, particularly to help them discover new terms and concepts

related to the topic.

This work makes the following contributions:

• CoNotate system: a browser-based tool that integrates note-taking and searching

to recommend contextualized query suggestions for exploring broad multi-faceted

information spaces,

• Empirical insights from a within-subjects experiment that suggest leveraging rich

context from the knowledge development process to inform search assistance can

encourage active searching and knowledge discovery.

4.2 Related Work

This research builds on prior work in the CHI community related to note-taking, and

query formulation assistance during exploratory search. We extend the prior work by

leveraging contextual information captured in notes to recommend queries.
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4.2.1 Note-taking helps individuals store, learn, and share informa-

tion during exploratory search

Searchers explore the web to learn more about a topic of interest, and often take

notes to help store, process and share found information [294, 420, 107, 225, 280, 256].

The note-taker records relevant information, freeing their mind from having to recall

everything. As a searcher consults multiple sources and explore unfamiliar domains

across multiple sessions, it is hard to hold all the information in memory to satisfy their

information goal. Note-taking bridges the gap of carrying information learned in one

session or information source to the next [280, 294, 256].

Taking notes involves manipulating information by summarizing, paraphrasing, and

mapping. This engagement can help cognitively encode and gain a deeper understanding

of the information [225, 206, 275, 163]. When taking notes, searchers often select and

record relevant concepts [280, 420], process-related information (e.g. queries, links, etc.),

and their own interpretations [107, 74, 420]. This suggests that the purpose of notes goes

beyond just helping people record and process information, but also serves to synthesize

low-level raw data into high-level meaning, ideas and decisions [231, 357, 34, 163].

Furthermore, creating this artifact of their thinking and sense-making makes it easier for

searchers to share knowledge and collaborate with others [420, 137, 176, 232, 163].

Existing information gathering tools support (i) capturing information (eg. Web

clippers for Google Keep 1, EverNote 2 , Information Scraps [42]), (ii) structuring

notes to help people make sense of information (eg. Knowledge Accelerator [176],

Scatter/Gather [110], Web Summaries [111], SearchLens [84]), and (iii) using notes

to help individuals or collaborators resume a search session (eg. SearchBar [294],

CheatSheet [425], SearchTogether [297]). However, previous tools have not explored how

1Google Keep Chrome Extension: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/google-
keep-chrome-extens/lpcaedmchfhocbbapmcbpinfpgnhiddi?hl=en

2EverNote Web Clipper: https://evernote.com/features/webclipper
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search tools can leverage the rich contextual information from notes to guide querying

and searching. CoNotate builds on previous work by leveraging the rich contextual

information captured in notes and previous searches to suggest queries and reflexively

further the search process.

4.2.2 Query assistance methods in exploratory search

The Human Computer Interaction and Information Retrieval communities have

explored different approaches for query assistance to help people search more effectively

[211, 223, 244, 17, 365, 437]. Silvestri [385] provides an overview of the different query

assistance techniques which include: (i) Query auto-completions (e.g. autocomplete

or auto-correct: These aim to help a user complete their query formulation by mining

searcher’s history and similarities across users 3; (ii) Session-based search: This considers

similarity between query terms, clicked documents, or sequences of queries in a session

to improve the accuracy of suggested queries, links and snippets of information [270,

79, 144, 336]; (iii) Related query recommendations (e.g. Related Searches): These

suggestions aim to help the user explore the information space [31, 203]; (iv) ”People

Also Ask”: These suggest questions asked by other users who issued the same query, in

order to help specify their information needs [23, 353]. These computational approaches

aim to better understand a user’s information needs by predicting search formulations,

resolving ambiguity, or getting searchers to specific information quicker. Standard

evaluation metrics such as the precision, recall, and relevance of search results retrieved

by the query aim to help people find specific information faster, but they do not necessarily

help a user broadly explore a domain [347, 417, 439].

Hsieh-Yee [192] found that when working with less familiar topics, subjects were

3Google Auto-complete Suggestions: https://blog.google/products/search/how-google-
autocomplete-works-search/
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more likely to consult a thesaurus for term suggestions. Vakkari [415] found that as

subjects learned more about the topics they began to use a wider and more specific search

vocabulary. Niu and Kelly [303] found that participants with lower search experience

used more suggestions and they used more suggestions when searching for more difficult

topics. Jansen and McNeese [205] found that users adopted query suggestions in 71% of

instances where it was requested. This prior work shows that people find value in query

suggestions and that they might be particularly useful when users are unfamiliar with

topics.

Computational algorithms for query assistance are limited in their ability to infer con-

text and intent as they only have access to users’ search logs and webpage metadata (e.g.

title, authors, date of creation, etc.) [32]. To capture additional user context, previous

work has explored how to leverage user-generated metadata (e.g. descriptive keywords,

annotations, etc.) [214, 84, 209, 332, 185]. While helpful in guiding exploration, these

approaches are limited by users’ abilities to effectively articulate their needs and interests

(which is especially hard during exploratory search when searchers lack familiarity with

the domain). Therefore, to improve query assistance and provide adaptive recommen-

dations to aid knowledge discovery, we need to be able to effectively leverage both

user-generated information and computational methods. While the above-mentioned

methods consider search as an isolated activity, CoNotate leverages the rich contextual

information in the notes taken and previous searches to suggest queries and reflexively

further the search process.

4.2.3 Leveraging information in user-generated documents to pro-

vide query assistance

Prior work has proposed using user-created artifacts (e.g. written papers, emails

or notes) to implicitly get feedback on whether a search result is relevant to the user
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[224, 153, 406], and measure what people learned during search [107, 74, 347]. Notes

include relevant information and ideas spanning across documents, information sources

(e.g. online documents, friends, books), and can monitor the note-taker’s progress through

the information space [107, 74, 256]. However, to the best of our knowledge, prior work

has not explored the value of mining contextual information in notes to guide query

formulation.

Modern text-editing software (e.g. Google Docs, Microsoft Word) includes the

ability to select words/phrases in the document and issue them as queries. This allows

users to search without leaving the document. Furthermore, Teevan et al. [406] re-rank

search results to help users find information quicker by implicitly inferring interests from

user-generated documents and emails. While this prior work moves in the direction of

integrating search and note-taking, these methods still rely on the user to identify and

articulate their information need as queries, and do not recommend queries that help

them further explore knowledge gaps. CoNotate leverages the notes taken by a searcher,

a context-rich activity beneficial to both the user and the computer, with their searching

activity to recommend query suggestions based on patterns and gaps in searcher’s notes.

4.3 CoNotate

CoNotate is a browser extension that aims to help users articulate queries related to

their information goals during exploratory search tasks by leveraging a user’s notes to

computationally offer query suggestions. This section describes CoNotate’s user interface

and system architecture.
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Figure 4.1: The CoNotate Environment: including (a) Default Chrome Search Interface,
augmented with (b) Suggestions Bar with six query suggestions and (c) the Note
Taking Interface. The system supports additional interactions including (d) scrolling
query suggestions, (e) resizing note-taking interface, and (f) highlighting, dragging and
dropping web page content into notes.

4.3.1 User Interface

The CoNotate interface (see Fig. 4.1 or watch supplementary video for a demo)

augments the standard Chrome browser with two main components:

1. Suggestions Bar: As the user issues queries and takes notes, the Suggestions Bar

updates with query suggestions (Fig. 4.1b). It displays a row of six randomly-

ordered query suggestions as buttons (Refer to Section 4.3.2 for details on the

suggestions). Clicking on a suggestion issues it as a new query, and displays search

results in the chrome browser window. When the Chrome browser window is not

full screen, some of the query suggestions are hidden. Clicking the scroll markers

(see Fig. 4.1d) in the Suggestions bar reveals any hidden query suggestions.

2. Note-taking Interface: a window that allows users to create a new notes docu-

ments and take free-form notes (Fig. 4.1c). The note-taking window by default

takes up 50% of the screen. Users can resize the notes window (to take up 10% or

50% of screen space) by clicking the toggle arrow (Fig. 4.1e). The notes docu-

ments created are modified Google docs. We chose to use Google Docs since they

are widely used for note-taking and offer the basic tools for adding and modifying

text. To maximize space in the user interface, we hide the default Google Docs
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menu such that only the document and toolbar are presented to the user. Searchers

can take notes by either typing them in, or by copying in content and links from

the browser window (either by using Ctrl + F, or highlighting, dragging and

dropping as seen in Fig. 4.1f). Our note-taking interface was designed to allow

flexible, idiosyncratic note-taking styles since individuals structure notes very

differently. Crescenzi et al. 2019 [107] found that searchers organize information

in lists, outlines, matrices, and tables. Therefore, we enabled tools in the Google

Doc to allow these. Since they [225, 107] also found that people organize their

notes chronologically and linearly, sometimes grouping information by information

source or topical themes, we let searchers type and modify text as they would

naturally.

Front-End Implementation Notes: The front-end of the CoNotate prototype is a browser

extension developed using Javascript alongside the ReactJS framework. The Suggestion

bar is part of an injected content script which renders every new page load. The same

content script is also responsible for scraping data from each url visited for the search

logs and text analyses. The Note-taking Interface has three main components: (i) a master

container which allows document creation and contains the other two components; (ii) an

iFrame containing the Google Doc (ii) a DOM Watcher that monitors updates to the notes

document and triggers updates to the Suggestions bar. All of these scripts communicate

with each other through a background script which makes API requests to our server,

stores our persistent data, and sends search log data to a Firebase database at the end of

each study session.
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of the CoNotate system, a browser extension that parses a
user’s notes and search terms in order to offer context-relevant query suggestions.

4.3.2 System Architecture

CoNotate outputs two types of suggestions:

1. NotesOverview Suggestions: these suggestions aim to present opportunities to dig

deeper into phrases/concepts the user has already mentioned in the notes document.

2. NotesGap Suggestions: these suggestions aim to present opportunities to expand

the area of exploration by suggesting phrases/concepts that are mentioned in the

top 10 search engine result pages (SERPs), but are missing from the user’s notes

documents.

Step 1: Detecting Contextual Information

To implicitly infer user interests we mine user-generated notes. We consider the notes

taken by the user during the search task as a snapshot of what they have explored so

far and found interesting [231, 357, 29]. Furthermore, to mine and surface additional

opportunities for exploration, we mine the top 10 SERPs of the issued query. Since

searchers do not usually go beyond the first SERP, these terms have potentially unknown

information and interests [195, 90]. Search result diversification algorithms ensure that
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SERPs cover multiple possible subtopics and intents for the given query, and minimize

redundancy across retrieved documents for each subtopic or intent [335, 457, 410].

First, we extract all the noun phrases from the notes, and titles and snippets from

the top 10 SERPs of the issued queries. Since there are a lot of individual differences

in note-taking [107, 42, 295, 74], and we wanted CoNotate to work across individual

differences we do not consider the notes’ structures and extract noun-phrases. Moreover,

noun-phrases include persons, locations, organizations (i.e. named entities), as well

as values, characteristics and emotions (not named entities). Therefore, they preserve

more meaningful and contextual information than named entities. Before extracting

noun-phrases we pre-processed the data to remove special characters, HTML tags, and

punctuation.

Then, we create sets of extracted noun-phrases from both the Notes (notes phrases),

and all titles and snippets in the top 10 SERPs (SERP phrases). To get a mutually exclu-

sive set of suggestions unique from the query’s autocomplete suggestions, which many

search engines offer already as part of the default search experience, we compare and

exclude the query autocomplete suggestions from the notes phrases and SERP phrases.

Since the NotesOverview suggestions aim to present opportunities to dig deeper

into familiar phrases and concepts that the user had already mentioned in the notes

document – we considered only the notes phrases set. On the other hand, since the

NotesGap suggestions aim to present opportunities to expand exploration by suggesting

phrases/concepts mentioned in the SERPs but missing from the notes documents, we

calculate the set difference between SERP phrases and notes phrases and create a new

set called gap phrases. These are the SERP phrases not in notes phrases (See Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: Noun phrases extraction from SERPs and notes (bold text). The gap phrases
are SERP phrases not in notes phrases. After word embedding, clustering and labeling,
six noun phrases, highlighted in green and yellow respectively, are added to the original
query as NotesOverview suggestions and NotesGap suggestions and presented to the
user in random order.

Step 2: Creating Semantic Vector Representations

To contextualize and determine the semantic relationships between phrases, we create

a semantic vector representation for each set of phrases (notes phrases, gap phrases).

These vector representations are CoNotate’s ”context” of what is covered in the notes

document, and what is missing from the notes, but could be related.

Once we have two semantically meaningful vector spaces (as trained by Word2vec [291]),

we want to compute a mutually exclusive set of phrases that represents each set. To do

this, we run a k-means clustering algorithm using cosine similarity on the vector space.

Since the size of notes phrases set is smaller than the gap phrases set, especially at the

beginning of a search session, we set the clustering algorithm to k=4 for the notes phrases

and k=8 for the gap phrases. We experimented with different numbers of clusters for

each vector space and this appeared to be an optimal cutoff to get a representative set of

phrases. When there are few notes taken or when a query is too specific, higher k values

generate an overlapping, repetitive set of clusters. On the other hand, lower k values

create a set which is not representative of the diversity of phrases in the notes and SERPs.
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Step 3: Choosing Suggestions to Present

We choose to present six suggestions (three of each type: NotesOverview and Notes-

Gap) so that it proactively presents the users with enough options, yet does not overwhelm

them. The six suggestions are presented in a random order in the Suggestions Bar in

the CoNotate interface. Before presenting the suggestions, we conduct a “final check”

to guarantee the list of suggestions was mutually exclusive from each other as well as

from the issued query. We did this by calculating the pairwise cosine similarity between

each of the NotesOverview suggestions and NotesGap Suggestions against the original

query. We only present the query suggestion if it had less than 0.4 cosine similarity with

the original query. We tested this algorithm on user-generated data from pilot studies

to set a custom threshold value for the similarity score such that it recommends a set

of minimally overlapping set of terms. We chose to present the suggestions as query

expansion terms concatenated to the end of the issued query since the suggestions were

specific or related to the currently issued query. Participants can issue variants of these

suggestions by issuing it and then editing it in the search bar.

Back-end Implementation Notes The backend of CoNotate was implemented in Python,

using TextBlob [266] for noun phrase extraction, gensim [338] for the the word semantic

model, and NLTK [45], and sklearn [322] for the k-means clustering. We experimented

with other libraries and variants, however, these seemed to work best for our particular

usecase. The Flask Python framework was used for our HTTP server. All events in

the search and notes logs (such as new queries, webpages, notes, etc.) were logged to

Firebase in a JSON format (see Fig. 4.2, or refer to the code 4 for implementation details).

All communications between the server, database and users’ browser are encrypted and

anonymized by creating anonymous session and Firebase IDs.

4CoNotate Source Code Repository: https://github.com/creativecolab/CHI2021-CoNotate.
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4.4 Evaluation

A comparative within-subjects experiment (n=38) investigated the following research

questions:

• RQ1: How does leveraging notes to inform query suggestions affect query formu-

lation and search behavior compared to standard web search?

• RQ2: How do notes-based query suggestions affect knowledge discovery and

learning behavior compared to standard web search?

• RQ3: How do notes-based query suggestions affect the perceived value of query

suggestions compared to standard web search?

4.4.1 Conditions

To control for individual differences in searching, note-taking, and learning behavior,

we compared the CoNotate system to a Baseline (standard web search & note-taking

interface, see Fig. 4.4) in a within-subjects study (i.e. each participant experienced both

the systems using different search topics). We counterbalanced topics and conditions to

reduce order effects.

To ensure parity we only changed the types of query suggestions presented across

CoNotate and Baseline systems, and kept all other system features the same. When using

the Baseline interface, participants could issue queries using the Suggestions Bar that

presented the the standard search engine auto-complete suggestions. In order to maintain

parity across conditions, we moved the autocomplete suggestions to the Suggestions

Bar and disabled the character-by-character responsiveness as it aims to predict users’

query before they finish typing. This allowed Baseline users to access query suggestions

not only when typing queries but also as they search and take notes (Fig. 4.4a). They
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could also issue queries using features standard to the search results page, such as People

Also Ask and People Also Search (Fig. 4.4b, c), and Related Searches (Fig. 4.4d). They

could also choose to not use any of the query formulation assistance, but manually

type the queries in the search engine. To isolate the effects of just CoNotate’s query

suggestions, we removed the query suggestion features found in standard web search from

the CoNotate system. When using the CoNotate system, participants could issue queries:

using suggestions provided in the Suggestions Bar (randomized order of NotesOverview

and NotesGap suggestions); or manually typing the queries.

Figure 4.4: The Baseline Environment: The Default Chrome Search Interface, aug-
mented with (a) Suggestions Bar with query autocompletion suggestions. The standard
query assistance features remain like (b) People Also ask Related Searches. (c) Note-
taking Interface is to the left of the Search Interface. Picture cropped excluding some
search results

4.4.2 Search Tasks

Participants were given a simulated work task scenario [50, 107] to help contextualize

their searching and note-taking task. We chose two topics with relatively large and com-

plex information spaces and where the average person has relatively limited knowledge

coming into the task. This effectively simulated a work scenario where participants
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would need to take notes in order to synthesize major themes for the topic. Participants

read the following task:

”Imagine that you are a journalist writing an article for an online magazine.
As part of that process, your editor asked you to do research for an article on
the following topic:

[One of two search task topics: Impact of Non-Native Species OR Impact of
Technology on Mental Health]

Today, your editor would like you to do initial research to get a broad
overview of the topic. Your goal should be to identify as many terms/con-
cepts and perspectives related to the topic as you can find by searching and
gathering information on the internet. Use the notes document displayed on
the right-window to take notes that would be helpful to yourself to resume
work on this task in the future.”

As part of the within-subjects study design for evaluating user behavior across the two

conditions, each participant worked on the above task twice (i.e. once for each condition).

To prevent carryover effects in learning, each participant completed the task on the two

topics listed below. To avoid order effects, participants were counterbalanced such that

they saw a different topic with each condition.

• Impact of Non-native Species: Non-native species are a species living outside

its native distributional range, but which have arrived there by human activity,

either deliberate or accidental. Non-native species can have various effects on the

local ecosystem. While they are often seen as a detriment to local environments,

they can be beneficial as well. Your editor asked you to write an article about the

benefits and consequences of non-native species.

• Impact of Technology on Mental Health: While technology has opened up

opportunities to benefit mental health, there are significant risks and unintended

consequences too. There are many factors that affect mental health (i.e. our

emotional, psychological, and social well-being). Your editor asked you to write

an article about the benefits and consequences of technology use on mental health.
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4.4.3 Participants

38 participants (22 female) were recruited through online advertisements (on SONA, a

university-based participant pool) and e-mails to remotely-enrolled students at a university.

All studies were conducted remotely over a video conference call. As incentive for

participating in the 90-minute study, participants received extra credits that could be

used to fulfill lab study requirements in their classes. As part of the recruitment process,

participants answered a brief screening questionnaire that gathered demographics and

information about their search and note-taking behavior. We excluded participants under

age 18 (M = 20.1 years) and not enrolled at the university. The exclusion criteria, together

with the entire study procedure were approved by our institution’s IRB.

All participants reported that they use Google as their primary search engine, and use

search engines multiple times a day. Some reported using Bing or Baidu when they were

overseas. All participants reported taking notes multiple times per week. All of them

reported taking notes on paper, as well as using a variety of applications to take notes on

their computer: 32 primarily use Google docs, 4 participants use Evernote, and 2 reported

using combination of other applications (e.g. Notion, Notability on iPad, Microsoft

Word). Before searching, participants were asked to rate their level of knowledge about

each topic on a scale of 1(not knowledgeable at all) to 5 (extremely knowledgeable).

Participants reported having little to no prior knowledge about the two topics covered

by the search task: Impact of Non-native Species (M = 1.02); and on the Impact of

Technology on Mental Health (M = 1.52).

4.4.4 Procedure

The experimenter reviewed the study procedure and then walked the participant

through setting up the browser extension and how to use the browser extension for
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searching and note-taking (see Fig. 4.1). All participants signed an informed consent

to agree to recording the screen and audio, and sharing their search logs and notes

documents with us. The study then proceeded as follows: Participants were asked to

complete the two search tasks, with a maximum of 20 minutes to complete each task.

During the 20 minutes of using the interface, participants could issue queries, view pages,

and take notes. Before and after each search task, participants filled out a questionnaire

which assessed their knowledge level on the topic by asking them to (1) Self-rate their

knowledge level on a scale of 1-5 (where 1=not knowledgeable at all, 5=extremely

knowledgeable); (2) List out all known topic-related key terms/concepts.

In addition to the knowledge questions, the post-task questions also asked them to rate

their level of agreement with statements about the helpfulness of query suggestions (e.g.

”query suggestions helped me discover new terms and concepts related to the topic.”, all

statements in Table 4). Furthermore, after the post-task questionnaire, to gain insight into

the participant’s thought processes, participants were asked to perform a retrospective

think-aloud (for a maximum of 10 minutes) as they scrubbed through a screen-recording

of them doing the task. They were prompted to reflect on how and why they issued

each query, and if the query suggestions helped during this process. At the end of the

study, once they had experienced both types of suggestions (Baseline and CoNotate),

they were asked if they had a preference for the first or the second version of suggestions

encountered.

4.4.5 Measures

First, to observe and analyze differences in participants’ search behavior, we logged

all interactions with the search engine. To understand the differences in use of query

suggestions, we measured: (i) Number of queries issued; (ii) Number of times query

suggestions were used; (iii) Total number of query suggestions presented to the searchers
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during the session.

Second, to measure learning as information gain, we examine the change in knowl-

edge level between the pre- and post-surveys: (i) Change in Self-rated knowledge; (ii)

Change in number of domain-specific terms listed For each topic, we had a standard glos-

sary of terminology that fit the domain specifications. For topic: Impact of Non-Native

Species we referred to the Wikipedia Glossary of Invasion Biology Terms 5. For topic

Impact of Technology on Mental Health we referred to the National Institute of Mental

Health’s Glossary of Digital Media Use and Mental Health 6. We counted the number of

unique domain-specific terms that were covered in the pre- and post-task questions that

asked them to list all known terms in this topic. (iii) Number of open questions at the end

of task: We asked them to list out the questions or queries they might want to explore

further if they had more time

Third, to understand the perceived value of query suggestions we monitored state-

ments made in their retrospective think-alouds. Also, in the post-task survey questions,

we asked participants to rate their level of agreement to statements (see Table 3) on a

scale of 1-5, where 1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree.

4.5 Results

In this section we report the findings of our user study that investigated how integrating

notes to inform query suggestions might affect query formulation, breadth of exploration,

and user perception of query suggestions compared to standard web search.

5Wikipedia Glossary of Invasion Biology Terms: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glossary_
of_invasion_biology_terms

6National Institute of Mental Health’s Glossary of Digital Media Use and Mental Health: https:
//www.nimh.nih.gov/health/topics/schizophrenia/raise/glossary.shtml
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Table 4.1: Averages (and standard deviation) for key search metrics. Participants issued
significantly more queries, particularly by clicking on the suggestions, and typed fewer
manual queries when using CoNotate than when using Baseline system. *statistically
significant at p¡0.05 level .

Query Formulation Measure Baseline CoNotate p F37

Number of Queries Issued 4.71 (2.88) 6.12 (3.03) 0.02* 5.57
Number of Typed Queries 4.16 (0.32) 2.17 (0.32) 0.00* 18.48
Number of Suggestions Issued 2.28 (2.46) 4.27 (3.29) 0.02* 6.16
Number of Queries issued from Suggestions Bar 1.85 (0.43) 3.80 (0.43) 0.00* 10.16

4.5.1 Effects on search behavior: Notes-based query assistance en-

courages more active searching

Participants issued more queries, particularly by clicking on the suggestions, and

typed fewer manual queries when using CoNotate rather than the Baseline system (See

Table 4.1 for details).

This could be either due to the content of the query suggestions or the quantity of

query suggestions. CoNotate updates its query suggestions list every time the notes

document was updated or a new query issued. On the other hand, the Baseline system

only updates query suggestions when the user issues a new query. When analyzed using

a paired-samples t-test, the difference in the number of query suggestions participants

saw in Baseline (M = 56.17,SD = 42.34) and CoNotate (M = 76.86,SD = 40.28) was

not statistically significant (t37=2.78, p=0.24). Since we did not know how many queries

participants would issue or the changes to notes, it was hard to control for the number of

query suggestions shown experimentally. Therefore, we control for this as a co-variate

during analysis. To examine just the effect of the content of query suggestions on querying

behavior, we controlled for the number of query suggestions participants potentially

saw in each system for all our analyses. We performed two-way repeated measures

ANCOVA to examine the effect of using Baseline vs CoNotate, and the two topics on

each of our measures of querying behavior. Based on post-hoc analyses using Tukey’s
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HSD and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, we found that participants

issued significantly more queries and typed fewer queries when using CoNotate rather

than the Baseline system (See Table 4.1 for details).

Since the positioning of query suggestions varied across the two search systems, we

conducted two separate analyses to examine if this had an effect on querying behavior.

In the CoNotate system, query suggestions are presented only in the Suggestions Bar

augmenting the default chrome browser window. In the Baseline system (standard web

search), query auto-completions of the issued query were shown in the Suggestions Bar.

However, if issued queries had other query suggestion features (e.g. People Also Ask,

Related Searches), they appeared as they naturally would on the SERP of the issued

query. We examined if this had any effect on querying behavior by performing the same

two-way repeated measures ANCOVA test as above for two separate dependent variables:

(i) number of query suggestions issued overall, and (ii) number of query suggestions

issued from just the Suggestions Bar. In both cases, we found that participants issued

more query suggestions when using CoNotate rather than the Baseline system (See

Table 4.1 for details).

There were no statistically significant differences between the topics and no significant

interaction effects between topics and system used for querying behavior across all the

query formulation measures. This suggests that the search task topic did not have an

effect on querying behavior or on the use of the two search systems.

To observe if there were differences across the type of query suggestion used, we con-

ducted a chi-square ( χ2) test between the types of query suggestions when using CoNo-

tate: there was no significant difference in how often participants used NotesOverview

suggestions (n=52) vs NotesGap suggestions (n=69)(χ2(1,37) =1.42, p=0.03).

As participants explored the topics using CoNotate we saw some interesting patterns

of behavior emerge. Even participants who manually typed out their queries reported
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finding the query suggestions helpful. In retrospective think-alouds after using CoNotate,

18 participants explicitly said that they scrolled through the suggestions bar to identify

relevant terminology and concepts in the topic and used them as inspiration before typing

out their own query. When prompted to reflect on it, participants said typing out the query

allowed them to restructure the query suggestion. “While the recommended suggestions

had some useful terms, they had grammatically-incorrect structure” (P43). P18 described

how CoNotate helped them explore the connection between the suggestions:

“I kept seeing a suggestion for ’invasive species restaurants’. So I decided
to click ... and found this really interesting connection that restaurants ... are
putting invasive species on the menu as a way to curb their spread... And
since I read about over-fishing and had seen the suggestion for ’invasive
species climate change’ I wanted to search on both to see if there were any
interesting connections there...”

This suggests that people might be using the query suggestions in unexpected ways, for

example finding novel connections between suggested terms/concepts.

4.5.2 Effects on learning: Notes-based query assistance promotes

knowledge discovery

In terms of information gain, we found that participants reported a greater increase

in knowledge and discovered more domain-specific terminology when using CoNotate

versus using standard web search.

Table 4.2: Averages (and standard deviation) for key information gain metrics for the
Baseline and CoNotate system. *statistically significant at p < 0.05 level. CoNotate led
to greater increase in self-rated knowledge and terminology than the Baseline approach.

Measure of Information Gain Baseline CoNotate p F37
Change in self-rated knowledge level 0.94 (0.89) 1.43 (0.83) 0.04* 4.39
Change in number of domain-specific terms 0.36 (0.96) 1.97 (1.42) 0.03* 8.03
Number of webpages opened 1.68 (1.33) 1.97 (1.73) 0.08 3.13
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Figure 4.5: Averages (and standard deviation) of searchers’ level of agreementto these
statements on a scale of 2 (Strongly Agree)to -2 (Strongly Disagree) for Baseline and
CoNotate suggestions. * are signifcant diferences at p=0.05 level. Participants reported
higher agreement to the statement ”Query suggestions helped me discover new terms
and concepts” after using CoNotate than after using Baseline

This could be because CoNotate encourages more active searching (as discussed

above) or because the query suggestions are more helpful. To tease apart these confound-

ing effects, we performed a 2-way repeated measures ANCOVA with condition (Baseline

or CoNotate) and topic (non-native species or mental health), with two covariates for the

number of query suggestions presented and number of queries issued. On performing

post-hoc analyses using Tukey’s HSD and using a Bonferroni correction for multiple com-

parisons, we found that participants reported a significantly higher increase in self-rated

knowledge and to a larger number of domain-specific terms listed on the post- rather than

the pre-survey (see Table 4.2 for details). However, there was no significant difference

in the number of web pages opened across both conditions. We found no statistically

significant differences between the topics and no significant interaction effects between

topics and system used for querying behavior. This suggests that the search task topic did

not have an effect on information gained when using either of the two search systems.
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4.5.3 Effects on user preferences: Participants preferred notes-based

suggestions over baseline suggestions

To understand how searchers perceived the value of query suggestions, at the end of

the study, participants were asked to rate their preference for one of the two systems they

had used. 23 participants reported preferring the CoNotate for these broad, multi-faceted

exploratory tasks, while 13 participants preferred the Baseline system, and 2 had no

preference. Those who had no preference reported not using the suggestions bar because

they spent their time mostly reading and taking notes, rather than issuing queries.

The post-task questionnaire asked each participant to rate their level of agreement

on a Likert scale (2=Strongly agree, 0=Neutral or Did not use Query Suggestions, -

2=Strongly Disagree) with the statements in Table ??. To check if there were any

statistically significant differences between searchers’ perceived value of Baseline and

CoNotate suggestions, we ran Friedman tests, along with post hoc analysis using a Bon-

ferroni correction applied. After using CoNotate system, participants agreed significantly

more strongly to the statement: “Query suggestions helped me discover new terms and

concepts”. Similarly, after using CoNotate, participants agreed marginally more with

the statements “Query suggestions helped me reflect on what I had learned so far”

(p=0.05*); and “Query suggestions inspired me to ask questions” (p=0.06) compared

to using the Baseline suggestions (refer to Table 4.5 for details). There were no other

significant differences (Table 4.5) across the two search task topics or conditions.

4.6 Discussion

This paper presents a novel system, CoNotate, that integrates note-taking and search-

ing to recommend contextualized query-suggestions to help explore broad multi-faceted

information spaces. To evaluate this approach, we conducted a within-subjects study
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where participants (n=38) conducted exploratory searches using both a baseline system

(standard web search) and the CoNotate system. The CoNotate approach helped searchers

to issue significantly more queries and discover more terminology than standard web

search. Also, participants reported preferring using CoNotate suggestions over standard

web query suggestions.

4.6.1 How does notes-based query assistance support exploration

and knowledge discovery?

The CoNotate approach appears to encourage more active searching. When using

CoNotate, participants issued significantly more queries— particularly through the use

of the Suggestions Bar — than when using Baseline search. CoNotate users also typed

fewer queries. Digging deeper, there could be multiple explanations for these behavioral

differences. CoNotate users not only got query suggestions based on the contents of

their notes, they also got them more frequently. CoNotate updates its query suggestions

list every time the notes document was updated or a new query issued. On the other

hand, the Baseline interface only updates query suggestions when the user issues a new

query. To tease this apart, we considered the number of query suggestions presented to

the searchers as a co-variate in all our analyses. Even when controlling for the number of

suggestions, participants issued more query suggestions in CoNotate than in the Baseline

system. This suggests that it is, indeed, the content, the actual words behind the query

suggestions that promotes more active searching.

In terms of information gain, we found that participants reported a greater increase

in knowledge and discovered more domain-specific terminology, when using CoNotate

versus using standard web search. This could be because CoNotate encourages active

searching (as discussed above) or directly because of the content of the query suggestions.

To tease these confounding effects apart, when analyzing information gain measures, we
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controlled for not only the number of query suggestions presented, but also the number

of queries issued. Controlling for these, we still found a significantly greater increase in

self-rated knowledge level, number of domain-specific terms, and number of web pages

opened in the CoNotate system than in the Baseline. This suggests that notes-based query

assistance promotes knowledge discovery, particularly domain-specific terminology and

information sources. This could be because participants discover new domain-specific

terms and sub-topics without even having to open web pages. This would align with

previous work that visualizes the topical overview of search results [323, 242]. On the

other hand, it could be that notes-based query suggestions also led searchers to find more

useful information sources where they discovered these domain-specific terms. Previous

work has explored the role of query suggestions in creating information scent (i.e. the

proximal cues from which searchers perceive the value of distal information sources)

[327, 186, 219, 222]. Since CoNotate is able to review what has already been covered in

the notes — and look ahead at 100 result snippets across 10 SERPs to glean what has

not been covered in notes — it could create a more contextualized trail of information

which in turn helps with knowledge discovery.

During the retrospective think-aloud interviews, at least 18 out of 38 participants

reported making new interesting connections in the CoNotate system. This could be

because CoNotate query suggestions presented related phrases representing concepts,

entities, or perspectives next to each other as query expansions. This parallel presentation

could stimulate conceptual blending (i.e. the process of making connections between

concepts) or analogical reasoning (i.e. the process of making connections through

analogy) [441, 134]. Even in the Baseline system, query suggestions were usually

presented as query expansions (e.g. in query auto-completions in the Suggestions

Bar, and Related Searches). However, the CoNotate suggestions might suggest more

heterogeneous and diverse phrases next to each other which could stimulate creative
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combination when exploring one query or across queries. Other research seeks to

help people break out of filter bubbles in personalized search. Prior work shows that

highlighting suspicious sentences [450] and disputed topics in the search results rankings

[451] are perceived as useful during credibility assessment. Since NotesGap suggestions

explicitly and persistently suggest phrases that are not covered in one’s notes, but are still

related, they could be helping people step out and diversify exploration [34]. However,

further research is needed to explore how the diversity and heterogeneity of suggestions

affects exploration, and creativity.

4.6.2 Study Limitations

As the study tried to balance ecological validity with experimental control, we limited

the task time to only a 20-minute session. While this controlled the amount of time taken

for each task across participants, exploratory searches often take multiple sessions of

searching and note-taking [276, 29, 439], and this might have altered the searching and

note-taking behavior during exploratory search [229].

We recruited searchers only above the age of 18 from a university. This recruitment

method biased us to a population with a certain level of technical literacy. Also, all

participants reported having little to no prior knowledge about the two domains covered

by the search task (refer section 4.3). Therefore, our sample size was biased towards a

lower domain expertise which impacts search behavior [187, 435]. In future studies we

could employ different recruitment and sampling methods to reduce these biases.

In addition to using user-generated notes for the CoNotate algorithm to implicitly infer

users’ patterns and gaps, the notes also present an opportunity to experimentally measure

each user’s level of knowledge over time (as proposed by prior work [107, 346, 444, 123]).

However, due to a logging error not all notes got logged to the the Firebase database with

the rest of the study data. Therefore, we leave it to future work to explore how notes
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taken over time can be analysed to measure learning over that time period.

4.6.3 Future Work

Many design decisions were motivated by our particular use case of exploring new

multi-faceted domains through search. Currently, CoNotate shows only six query sugges-

tions in the Suggestions bar and randomly orders it. Future systems could dynamically

assess learning from notes, and calculate measures such as relevance, novelty, and di-

versity to dynamically change the number and order of suggestions presented. Also,

CoNotate currently presents suggestions as query expansions. This form of query refor-

mulation adds phrases to the issued query, just like query auto-completions and Related

Searches, to further refine the previously issued query [344, 222]. Since novices usu-

ally start out with high-level goals instead of specific queries [344, 194, 259, 94], this

design decision might have helped them further specify their informational goals, find

new connections, and therefore issue more queries. However, at least four participants

mentioned that they would prefer more natural language, better grammatically-structured

queries, such as the People Also Ask feature in standard web search. Future work should

consider how different presentations of query suggestions influence search behavior and

exploration (e.g. [222]). Furthermore, the text analyses performed to detect patterns

and gaps in notes and previous searches do not consider the context or structure of the

phrases. We leave it to future work to explore how additional information signified by

the context and structure of notes can inform the text analyses algorithms.

While proactive support can be beneficial, a key challenge is providing assistance

without being too disruptive [282, 423, 448]. Since newbies to a topic may not even

realize when they need help, CoNotate proactively provides suggestions every time

the user issues a new query or edits the notes document. Some participants found this

distracting. Improving the contextual understanding of the searcher’s workflow [74, 107]
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and assessing their current knowledge level [347, 417, 157] could help inform both the

timing and content of query suggestions.

CoNotate requires searchers to write notes in order to suggest relevant phrases. When

the user has not yet added anything to their notes document, no query suggestions are

provided. Mining user data and notes history is, by definition, retrospective (i.e., it

describes what the user has already done). In contrast, search is often prospective (i.e.,

looking for something the user has not explored yet). To overcome this cold-start problem,

CoNotate suggestions could be combined with standard query assistance features (such

as autocomplete, People Also Ask, and Related Searches) to offer relevant queries when

the user first begins to search, and transition to notes-based queries as notes accumulate.

In the post-survey, we asked participants to rank their agreement with the statement:

”Query suggestions helped me structure my notes better”. Participants, on average,

disagreed in both the Baseline and CoNotate versions. While our system focuses on

leveraging notes to guide querying and exploration, prior work has already explored how

to help searchers quickly gather relevant information [42, 256] and make sense of it (both

individually and collaboratively) [176, 110, 333, 111, 163]. Future work could explore

integrating these systems with CoNotate to build a holistic system that integrates the

knowledge development workflow more closely with the search process. This system

could help with quick capture, sense-making, re-finding and sharing of information

[294, 297], as well as adaptively guiding querying and exploration. Future work should

examine how these alternatives might change people’s behavior and workflows over time.

This project’s major insight is that given a source of user context (e.g., notes), search

systems can highlight patterns and gaps to guide exploration of a broad multi-faceted

information space. Beyond notes taken, search systems could glean contextual infor-

mation from other artifacts (e.g. documents, emails, annotations etc.) that give insight

into a user’s goals that could guide exploration and knowledge discovery. CoNotate
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demonstrates this approach using text; however, it could be modified to mine other

types of content. Extending beyond this domain, different exploratory activities (e.g.

programming, exploratory data analysis, visual design) may benefit from mining other

types of content (e.g. code, images, video). For example, it could mine the searchers’

Jupyter notebook and data-set to infer what variables, connections have already been

explored, and recommend insightful connections that are yet to be explored. It could

build on current systems that already recommend contextual help to debug programming

errors (like Unakite [260]) or present example code (like Blueprint [53]) to further guide

exploration of that data and information space. Similarly, for visual design search systems

could mine artifacts like mood-boards and large idea galleries (like Behance or Pinterest)

to detect patterns and gaps in exploration of the design space. A challenge for future

work is to convert video, code, image data to textual data that can be parsed by a search

system [145, 425]. We leave it to future work to overcome these limitations, build and

test out suggested design improvements from these findings.

4.7 Conclusion

This paper introduces an approach that integrates contextual information present

in note-taking and search systems to recommend query suggestions. CoNotate, our

prototype system, shows that by detecting patterns and gaps in a user’s notes and the

SERPs of issued queries, we can inform query suggestions in a flexible, domain-general

way. A comparative user study demonstrated that notes-based query suggestions helped

people explore broad multi-faceted information spaces by promoting active querying,

and discovery of domain-specific terminology and information sources. Future work

should investigate these challenges and examine how contextual help affects workflows

in the real world through a longitudinal study. This work brings us one step closer to
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leveraging the wisdom of the Web for contextualized knowledge discovery and learning.
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Chapter 5

InterWeave: Presenting Search

Suggestions Within User’s Evolving

Sensemaking Structures Promotes

Information Exploration and Synthesis
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Web search is increasingly used to satisfy complex, exploratory information goals.

Exploring and synthesizing information into knowledge can be slow and cognitively

demanding due to a disconnect between search tools and sense-making workspaces. Our

work explores how we might integrate contextual query suggestions within a person’s

sensemaking environment. We developed InterWeave a prototype that leverages a human

wizard to generate contextual search guidance and to place the suggestions within the

emergent structure of a searchers’ notes. To investigate how weaving suggestions into

the sensemaking workspace affects a user’s search and sensemaking behavior, we ran a

between-subjects study (n=34) where we compare InterWeave’s in context placement with

a conventional list of query suggestions. InterWeave’s approach not only promoted active

searching, information gathering and knowledge discovery, but also helped participants

keep track of new suggestions and connect newly discovered information to existing

knowledge, in comparison to presenting suggestions as a separate list. These results point

to directions for future work to interweave contextual and natural search guidance into

everyday work.

5.1 Introduction

People increasingly use web search to learn and work online. When searching the

Web to address complex, exploratory information goals – such as academics reviewing

literature, policymakers researching policy briefs, lawyers engaged in case discovery,

startup founders performing market analysis, or individuals learning how to take care

of a loved one – people not only look up facts, they also read, collect articles and take

notes to make sense of the information space. However, exploratory information-seeking

is often arduous and difficult. The user must first articulate a search query to fulfil their

information goals. This can be especially challenging in new areas where people often
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lack domain knowledge to know what to ask, let alone how to ask it [439, 346, 276].

Then, once the user finds useful information, they must switch their attention back

and forth between the resource and sensemaking applications – like note-taking tools –

where they collect, annotate, and synthesize information from multiple queries, sources,

and sessions. Furthermore, to make progress on exploratory, complex projects, users

must synthesize and make connections between newly discovered information and their

existing knowledge about the topic [439, 358, 74]. The work required to synthesize

information while continuing to discover new resources can be time-consuming and

cognitively demanding.

To help alleviate some of these challenges around exploratory search, search engine

developers and researchers have devoted much attention to developing and fine-tuning

search recommendation and suggestion algorithms. For example, current search engines

attempt to assist with query formulation such as: Auto-completions to help people type

queries quicker, People Also Ask to clarify the information need, or Related Searches

to explore related topics [31, 203, 270, 79, 144, 336]. Researchers have also explored

presenting search guidance in representations such as hierarchical lists [69], concept

maps [362, 71, 323], lists of stacked bar charts [412] and trails [436, 44]. While evalua-

tions of these systems show evidence of supporting active search processes, they often

create a representation space that is independent of the searcher’s own representation

of the information space [436, 69, 362, 326]. This forces searchers to reconcile the two

representations or to adopt the representation provided by the system (e.g., using the

category space from Topic-Relevance maps). This also forces users to switch back and

forth between the query suggestions lists and their own work to check for updates. This

context switching is not only distracting and cognitively demanding, it also makes it

hard to discover updated suggestions and integrate new information into the sensemaking

workspace. Our work explores how we might integrate contextual search suggestions
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within a person’s sensemaking environment.

Prior work has shown that integrating guidance with the user’s work context can make

it easier to seek help for learning and creative production [317, 143, 148, 147, 170, 283].

Modern text-editing software (e.g. Google Docs, Microsoft Word) includes the ability to

select phrases in the document and issue them as queries. Personalized search systems

go further by recommending suggestions based on user-generated content. For example,

Teevan et al. [406] re-rank search results to help users find information quicker by

implicitly inferring interests from user-generated documents and emails. More recent

systems such as CoNotate [317] and ForSense [334] demonstrate how search systems

can offer search and sense-making suggestions based on analyzing the searcher’s notes

and previous searches for patterns and gaps in information. While this approach helps

make query suggestions more relevant, these suggestions are typically presented as a list

separate from the user’s work context. Therefore, users still need to context switch back

and forth between their search tool and sensemaking workspace.

Recent work has also demonstrated the benefits of presenting search suggestions

within the workspace where the information is used. This has been particularly explored

in the context of computer programming [148, 147, 170] where embedding software

tutorials [147, 170, 93, 160, 196] and discussion topics [283] reduces the need for context

switching and supports active learning. It is unclear whether contextual placement of

search query suggestions also provides an advantage for free-form, unstructured activities

like note-taking.

To explore the potential of weaving query suggestions directly into a user’s emergent

synthesis of a knowledge space, we developed a wizard-of-oz prototype [128] called

InterWeave as a web browser extension that piggybacks [169] on top of the online

whiteboarding platform Miro (https://miro.com). InterWeave embeds search suggestions

within the emerging representation of a searcher’s sensemaking structures (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: InterWeave’s user interface augments (a) a search browser with (b) a
sensemaking workspace where contextual search suggestions are presented at up to
four levels within user’s evolving sensemaking structure at the (c) title, (d) cluster, (e)
cross-clusters, and (f) individual note levels

Different types of suggestions appear (1) on the document title, (2) around clusters of

similar information (3) across multiple diverse clusters and (4) on individual units of

information. InterWeave was built as a wizard-of-oz prototype where a confederate ob-

serves how users search and add content to notes. The wizard paid attention to the content

and structure of the searcher’s notes and previous searches, in order to infer relevant and

potentially undiscovered information. The wizard then has the ability to recommend

pre-assembled query suggestions at the appropriate level of the emergent sensemaking

structure. The context-aware search suggestions appear seamlessly integrated into the

user’s representation of information.

To evaluate how in context placement of suggestions affects search, sensemaking, and

learning behaviors, we conducted a between-subjects study (n=34) where we compare

InterWeave’s placement of suggestions with a conventional list of query suggestions.

Participants search the web on an exploratory topic (e.g. future of space travel or

environmental impacts of COVID-19 pandemic), while they also collect information, take

notes, and synthesize their knowledge within the digital whiteboard space. Participants
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were randomly assigned to either InterWeave or a baseline system which lists the same

suggestions outside the user’s sensemaking context. The baseline condition attempts to

simulate the placement of suggestions on general-purpose search engines (e.g. Google,

Bing) while controlling for the content, quantity and timing of query suggestions.

Our analysis shows that, compared to seeing a list of query suggestions in the web

browser, InterWeave participants issued significantly more queries, discovered more

domain-specific terms and concepts, gathered more information and made connections

across subtopics towards a more holistic understanding of the topic. Also, participants

reported that the InterWeave suggestions were more easy to discover, led to greater

information gain, and helped them connect new information to information already

gathered. These results provide directions for future work to interweave contextual

and natural search guidance into everyday work. This chapter offers the following

contributions:

1. We conceptualize the potential of inferring a user’s emergent sensemaking struc-

tures in order to present query recommendations weaved into a note-taking and

synthesis workspace.

2. We created a prototype, InterWeave, that leverages a human wizard to present

contextual search guidance on a digital whiteboard and weaved into the emergent

structure of searchers’ notes.

3. We conducted an evaluation study that demonstrates the InterWeave approach

not only promoted active searching, information gathering, and knowledge dis-

covery, but also helped participants keep track of new suggestions and connect

newly discovered information to existing knowledge, in comparison to positioning

suggestions as a list.
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5.2 Related Work

This research builds on prior work related to information foraging and sensemaking

assistance during complex, exploratory work.

5.2.1 Exploratory Information Seeking

Most people use web search to look up facts or to get timely information to complete

some other task. But people increasingly use the Web to explore, learn and do more

complex information synthesis for more open-ended goals. For example, academics

reviewing literature, designers exploring which tool to use, startup founders performing

market analysis, or individuals exploring, learning and making decisions like where to

vacation. Exploratory searches involve multiple iterations and return sets of information

that require cognitive processing and interpretation and often require the information

seeker to spend time scanning/viewing, comparing, critically assessing and making

qualitative judgments before being integrated into personal and professional knowledge

bases [276, 439]. The search task does not exist in isolation from the surrounding task

context. Not only does the context influence the performance of the task, but it also affects

what action should be taken with the found information. Given the strong relationship

between exploratory search and information use and information understanding, it is

likely that these searches will involve engagement with multiple applications in the user’s

information workflow.

People engaged in exploratory searches are generally: unfamiliar with the domain

of their goal (i.e., need to learn about the topic in order to understand how to achieve

their goal); unsure about the ways to achieve their goals (either the technology or

the process); and/or even unsure about their goals [439]. There may also be periods

of heightened uncertainty and confusion as people try to articulate their information
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needs, discover new information and assimilate knowledge to make sense and acquire

meaning. Exploratory search can give rise to feelings of doubt, confusion, frustration,

and anxiety [240]. The complexity and uncertainty of exploratory search leads to a

nonlinear, dynamic process involving a tacking back and forth between deduction and

induction [63]. It involves balancing divergent thinking with the convergence of ideas

[140]. The processes of exploring and working with information are critical for building

connections, discovery, and creativity. These processes rely on the effective provision,

processing, and manipulation of information at all stages of an exploratory search and

information work. As the information need evolves, the searcher’s ability to articulate

query statements and identify relevant information increases based on their improved

level of problem comprehension [40, 439]. Furthermore, the creativity, innovation, and

knowledge discovery that is often necessary as part of exploratory searches requires

traveling beyond what is known by the user – exploratory search involves lateral thinking,

and serendipitous connections [35, 142].

Systems such as the Relation Browser [277], Phlat [109] and mSpace explorer [369]

try to support exploratory search by dynamically updating presentation of search results

in real-time during the session. Other systems, such as [179, 243] employ categorization

or clustering of search suggestions and results. To determine how well systems support

exploratory search activities, they must be evaluated in terms of their ability to facilitate

key elements of search exploration such as helping users obtain new insights, assisting

learning, etc. [439]. Therefore, in our evaluation study we not only measure search

activities, but also information gathering, sensemaking and learning activities. InterWeave

aims to build on this prior work by leveraging search context to support exploratory

search, particularly query formulation, learning and understanding.
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Figure 5.2: While many search systems recommend search queries, InterWeave goes
further by inferring the user’s sensemaking structures, formulating context-aware query
suggestions and then weaving suggestions back into the sensemaking workspace

5.2.2 Integrating Search and Sensemaking

During the exploratory knowledge discovery process, people are constantly engaged

in sensemaking activities as they move through the information space. They take notes,

gather information, and create representations to organize information to free their mind

from having to recall everything [420, 280, 256], and from having to mentally synthesize

all the information [225, 206, 275, 163]. This process of encoding information into

external representations to answer complex, task-specific questions is referred to as

sensemaking [358, 357].

Figure 5.2 (adapted from [328, 330, 357]) illustrates how foraging and sensemaking

activities can be organized and iterated through during knowledge work. During the

foraging loop, people search for information by interacting with search results, web-

pages and other information sources. As they process this information read, they collect

and curate relevant and promising information by clipping and extracting information

from web pages. Then, they start organizing it into structures, haphazardly at first and

later systematically into a schema. Schema are representations of the knowledge and

understanding gained during the exploration and sensemaking process. Schema can be
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essay outlines, comparative pros and cons lists, concept maps, etc. The searcher continues

the sensemaking process until they have developed a concrete, well-tested schema.

Schema or sensemaking structures can change slightly to assimilate new information,

or significantly to accommodate new paradigms and perspectives [326, 358]. As the

searcher develops more concrete and polished schema, they progress to a state where it

can be presented in a narrative that makes sense - for example in an essay or article.

Prior work has focused on designing tools help with quickly moving information from

the information foraging loop to the sensemaking loop (refer to Figure 5.2) [327, 328,

357, 358]. For example, there are several research and industry tools to support active

reading while searching using highlighting and note-taking [356, 355, 107], collecting

information by bookmarking and clipping web content [42, 176]), curating and organizing

collected web content in a way that helps make sense of information [430, 261, 110, 84],

re-finding information or resuming search sessions [294, 425, 143].

However, there has been relatively little work done to support query formulation and

the foraging loop based on the searcher’s context-rich sensemaking. Recent work has

started to explore this opportunity of leveraging user-generated content and sensemaking

to support search. For example, InkSeine [185], Google Docs and Microsoft Word allow

people to issue words and annotations in their notes as queries. However, these methods

still rely on the user to identify and articulate their information need as queries, and do

not guide the searcher to further explore their knowledge gaps. Research systems like

CoNotate build on this and offer query suggestions based on analyzing the searcher’s

notes and previous searches for patterns and gaps in any multi-faceted information

space [317]. Similarly, ForSense suggests parts of web pages to clip and cluster based

on what information the user has previously clipped and gathered [334]. InterWeave

builds on these systems that leverage not only the content of the user’s sensemaking,

but also embeds contextual suggestions in the user’s evolving schema and sensemaking
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knowledge structures.

5.2.3 Presenting Search Suggestions

Current search engines support query formulation with assistance such as: Auto-

completions to help type queries quicker, People Also Ask to help clarify the information

need, or Related Searches to help explore related topics [31, 203, 270, 79, 144, 336].

Research systems designed to support search have also explored different ways of pre-

senting query suggestions. For example, Search Trails visualizes how previous searchers

explore an information space [44, 73, 387, 455]. ScentBar [412] visualizes to what extent

valuable information remains to be collected from the search results of individual queries.

SParQS [219] helps searchers understand inter-query relationships by presenting query

suggestions into automatically generated categories. Topic-Relevance Map [323] visual-

izes a topical overview of the search result space as keywords with respect to relevance

and topical similarity. These search tools can be cognitively overwhelming because

they require the searcher to not only articulate their ill-defined information goals as

queries initially, but also reconcile the two representations or to adopt the representation

provided by the system. Also, they have to constantly switch back and forth between the

suggestions lists and their work to check for updates.

In the related field of software learning, research has shown that presenting resources,

such as relevant software videos [148, 147], tutorials [148, 170], and discussion fora

[453, 283], in context reduces the need for context switching and supports active learning

[170, 145]. Similarly, other systems embed resource suggestions such as reusable

examples [384, 53], executable operations [146] which helps people more easily integrate

these into their tasks. In this chapter, we introduce InterWeave, a system that presents

query suggestions within the searcher’s evolving sensemaking context and structure, and

evaluate whether it makes sense to weave work-aware suggestions into the sensemaking
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workspace or to present them as a separate list, as most general-purpose search systems

currently do.

5.3 InterWeave

InterWeave is a web-browser extension and a wizarded prototype that presents con-

textual search suggestions within the user’s evolving sensemaking representations. In

this section, we first describe the user challenges that inspired our design goals, then we

provide details on the system’s user interface and it’s implementation.

5.3.1 User Challenges & Design Goals

Inspired by the extensive prior work done by the HCI and IR communities to doc-

ument the user challenges when searching the web to address complex, exploratory

information goals, we identified our design goals. These are the user challenges we

aimed to address:

• It is cognitively overwhelming and time consuming to switch attention back

and forth between the search browser and sensemaking applications – like

note-taking tools – where people collect, annotate, and synthesize information

from multiple queries, sources, and sessions [148, 355, 356, 74].

• When exploring a new domain through web search, people often struggle to

articulate queries because they lack domain-specific language and well-defined

informational goals. [439, 29]

• When encountered new information during an exploratory search session, people

often struggle to synthesize and make connections between newly-discovered

information and their existing knowledge about the topic [439, 74, 29]
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Based on these user insights from prior work, we present InterWeave’s key goals and

design principles:

• Integrated with Sensemaking Workspace: to support quick connections between

newly-discovered information and their existing knowledge about the topic the

suggestions should be well-integrated and adapt to the users’ sensemaking exter-

nalized in their sensemaking workspace. The system should present timely and

limited options for search that arrange spatially within notes in their sensemaking

workspace.

• Context-aware: The suggestions should be relevant and connected to what the

searcher currently knows, however, it should still push them to learn about infor-

mation that is a certain extent beyond their current level of knowledge.

• Discoverable: the searcher’s should be able easily find and interact with the

suggestions

• Easy-to-learn: the user interface should have a smooth learning curve and build

on existing tools they use.

• Domain-general: The suggestions should not be domain-specific, and adapt to

provide contextual guidance regardless of the searcher’s domain or topic. This

system should work across any topic or domain.

• Natural note-taking: We ensured the interactions within the sensemaking workspace

were based on studies of note-taking during search. Our note-taking interface was

designed to allow flexible, idiosyncratic note- taking styles since individuals struc-

ture notes very differently [107].
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5.3.2 InterWeave Interface

To investigate how the presentation of search suggestions affects search, sensemaking,

and learning behavior, we wanted to build a system that just slightly modifies the search

and sensemaking tools that users might already use. Therefore, we designed InterWeave

as a Chrome browser extension that is integrated with with Miro (https://miro.com), a

general-purpose digital whiteboard. Chromium-based browsers (e.g. Google Chrome,

Firefox, Microsoft Edge) make up 80% of the world’s market search browser market

share [8]. Miro is used widely used by 20 million users, and more than 100,000 enterprise

clients [5, 6]

InterWeave shows a digital whiteboard space for notetaking and sensemaking (Figure

5.1b) on the right of any Chrome browser on the left (Figure 5.1a). Each window defaults

to 50% of the user’s screen, but can be re-positioned and sized as desired. Miro offers

the basic tools for adding and modifying text, images, videos, etc. and users may use the

infinite 2D space to spatially arrange their notes. Users can take notes either by typing,

adding sticky notes or dragging and dropping in links, images, videos, etc. from the

browser. When users want to explicitly relate two pieces of content, they can draw a line

between them. When they want to form a cluster, they can use the cluster tool to draw an

outline box around the content they want to cluster. Clusters usually indicate semantic

similarity or conceptual relatedness [107, 17].

Suggestions appear as green search icons within the searcher’s emerging sensemaking

structure. Different types of suggestions appear (1) on the document title (Figure 5.1c),

(2) around clusters of similar information (Figure 5.1d) (3) across clusters (Figure 2e)

and (4) individual units of information on note-cards (Figure 5.1f). Clicking on any

green search suggestion icon opens a list of suggestions at that location (Figure 5.1c).

Dark green icons indicate that there are new query suggestions at that location (Figure

5.1d, 5.1f). Light green indicate that all the query suggestions at that location have been
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Figure 5.3: InterWeave’s system architecture which leverages NLP algorithms and a
wizard to present contextual suggestions within the searcher’s emergent sensemaking
representations.

previously viewed (Figure 5.1c, 5.1e). Clicking on a suggestion in the list at a location

issues the suggestion text as a new query and displays search results in the web browser.

To add additional context cues, the suggestion text is appended with the text at the

corresponding location in the sensemaking structure. For example, title-level suggestions

append the document title to the suggestion text before issuing it as a query. Similarly,

the cluster-level suggestions add the cluster-title text to the suggestion text and the cross-

cluster-level suggestions append the corresponding clusters’ title texts to the suggestion

text when issuing it as a query. For the notes-level suggestions, the notes’ content is

appended to the suggestion text when issuing it as a query. However, if the note on which

a suggestion is placed has more then 10 words, then the document title is appended

instead.

5.3.3 System Architecture

Infer searcher’s current knowledge level

(NLP) First, to implicitly infer the searcher’s current knowledge level, the system’s

NLP algorithm mines the searcher’s sensemaking workspace for noun-phrases at regular

intervals and creates a dictionary called sensemakingphrases. The system considers these
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to be a snapshot of what they have explored so far and found interesting [231].

Generating queries that guide the searcher to new areas of knowledge

(NLP) To surface additional opportunities for exploration, the system also mines

the content of the top 100 Search Engine Results Pages (SERPs) of each issued query

and websites visited for noun-phrases from the titles and snippets to create a dictionary

called SERP− phrases. Since the suggestions aim to present opportunities to expand

exploration by suggesting phrases/concepts mentioned in the SERPs but missing from

the sensemaking workspace, we calculate the difference between SERP− phrases and

sensemaking − phrases and create a new dictionary called gap − phrases, which is

ordered based on the number of times each phrase occurs in the SERPs. For every

significant change to the notes (¿50 characters) or each new query issued, the system can

only present three new suggestions to avoid overwhelming the searcher with too many

suggestions while still providing proactive guidance. The top three gap− phrases are

chosen to be sent to the wizard as search suggestions.

Placing the suggestions with respect to emerging sensemaking structures

(Wizard-of-Oz) Then, the wizard selects where to place these suggestions within

the searcher’s emerging sensemaking structure. We decided to use a wizard-of-oz

Figure 5.4: Wizard’s interface when choosing and placing search suggestions in the
emerging sensemaking structure
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approach to quickly prototype how the presentation of query suggestions would affect

search, sensemaking and online learning behavior. The wizard places the suggestion at a

particular 2D location in the searcher’s information hierarchy based on the conceptually

similarity to what is already in the emergent sensemaking structure at a particular location.

The wizard used the following heuristics for choosing between four options to place

query suggestions::

• The title-level suggestions aim to present opportunities to expand exploration

by suggesting phrases/concepts that are entirely missing from the notes, and

conceptually far from the phrases mentioned in clusters and note cards, but still

related to the topic. The wizard checks the phrases on the board at the cluster and

note card level to ensure there is little overlap with themes there before presenting

title-level suggestions. For example, say the board has clusters about ”air pollution”,

”water pollution”, and the wizard sees suggestions such as ”heritage conservation”,

”global warming”, ”restaurants”, the wizard will present ”heritage conservation”

and ”restaurants” at the title as these are conceptually far and missing from the

searcher’s notes.

• The cluster-level suggestions aim to present opportunities to dig deeper into the

information mentioned within a cluster of notes and and other clusters of notes in

the sensemaking work-space. The wizard considers conceptual similarity between

the suggestions and the phrases in this particular cluster to suggest conceptually

similar, but missing concepts from the cluster. Extending the example from

above, suppose the cluster is about ”air pollution” and wizard sees suggestions

for ”heritage conservation”, ”global warming”, ”restaurants”, then the wizard will

suggest ”global warming” on the cluster as this is conceptually similar to ”air

pollution” but is not already included in the cluster.
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• The cross-cluster suggestions aim to present opportunities to learn more about

the concepts/phrases at the intersection of more than one cluster. Therefore, if

a suggestion is not mentioned on the board, but is conceptually similar to more

than one cluster, the wizard will choose to present this at the intersection of the

conceptually-similar clusters. Say the board has clusters about ”soil pollution”,

”water pollution”, and the wizard sees suggestions such as ”heritage conservation”,

”global warming” and ”farming”, the wizard will present ”farming” on a line

connecting the ”soil pollution” and ”water pollution” clusters as this is conceptually

similar and relevant to both clusters.

• The individual note-level suggestions aim to present opportunities to dig deeper

into the information mentioned on a particular notes unit. The wizard consid-

ers conceptual similarity between suggestions and the phrases on this particular

note-card to suggest similar, but missing concepts on this card. For example, if

the note card is about ”ozone spikes” and the wizard sees suggestions such as

”CO2 emissions”, ”climate change”, ”restaurants”, the wizard will suggest ”CO2

emissions” on the note-level as that is conceptually similar to ”ozone spikes”, but

is not mentioned in the note-card.

The system presents a set of suggestions that is mutually exclusive and unique

from a general-purpose search engine’s suggestions (e.g. Google’s suggestions). Be-

fore presenting the searcher with the suggestions, the wizard compares and excludes

the general-purpose search engine’s query suggestions which have been scraped and

presented as a list to the wizard (Figure 5.4 (top of panel 2)).

For the purpose of this prototype, the wizard determines conceptual similarity by

taking into account the following factors: (i) lexicographic similarity (i.e. overlapping

words e.g. ”air quality” and ”air pollution”); (ii) semantic similarity (i.e. relationships

between concepts/phrases often calculated using domain-specific ontologies e.g. ”car” is
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similar to ”bus” and related to ”road” and ”driving”); (iii) and structural similarity (i.e.

words that co-occur in the same part of the document, e.g. ”air pollution” and ”tourism”

could occur under the same heading in an article suggesting they are conceptually related).

The wizard was a member of the research team that spent six weeks learning and

training up on each study topic and gaining expertise. Also, they had prepared a sheet

summarizing their knowledge on each topic to help aid them in placing each suggestion in

real-time. Since the wizard had gained knowledge in each area and was assisted by NLP

algorithms that summarize the searcher’s activities, it is easier for the wizard, compared

to current state-of-the-art information retrieval and machine learning algorithms, to

determine conceptual similarity of query suggestions in real time and place the query

suggestions within the searcher’s emerging sense-making structures. The system is

mostly automated and the wizard’s task of placing NLP algorithm generated suggestions

within the sensemaking structure based on conceptual similarity heuristics is assisted

by clear instructions, and information sheets the wizard created during their six weeks

of research to summarize their knowledge. We discuss the limitations of this approach

further in the §6.2 of the Discussion section.

5.3.4 Implementation

InterWeave is a chromium-based web browser extension that employs Google Chrome

javascript APIs for the front-end, a Flask Python framework as a web socket server. In

the server, we process the natural language content from the websites, SERPs and

notes documents using BeautifulSoup4 [7] for parsing, TextBlob [266] for noun phrase

extraction, NLTK [45] and sklearn [322] for k-means clustering. We bridged the browser

to the sensemaking workspace by developing a Miro web plugin using the Miro REST

APIs [9]. The wizard saw, chose and placed suggestions on the users’ boards also using a

separate Miro web plugin.
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During the experiment, we logged all interactions with the search browser and

the sensemaking workspace to a Realtime Firebase database [3]. To ensure privacy

during data collection, we automatically anonymized and encrypted all data by creating

anonymous session and Firebase IDs. Please refer to the open-source code in the

supplementary materials or linked here 1 for implementation details.

5.4 Study: Where to place suggestions?

While presenting query suggestions within the searcher’s emerging sensemaking

structure might help searchers quickly explore the information contextualize the sugges-

tions in their work, make suggestion easier to discover, and reduce the need for context

switching between the browser and their notes to integrate learner knowledge, these can

also be distracting, cognitively overwhelming and confusing. To investigate how the

presentation of search suggestions impacts search, sensemaking and learning behavior,

we conducted a between-subjects experiment. 34 participants were asked to search the

Web, gather, take notes on, and synthesize information on a given topic. We collected

usage logs of each participant’s interaction with the search browser and sensemaking

workspace, as well as self-report data about their perception of the search suggestions’

content and presentation.

5.4.1 Conditions

Participants were randomly assigned to search and make sense of a topic using

either InterWeave or the baseline system which lists the same suggestions outside the

user’s sensemaking context. The baseline condition (Figure 5.5) augments the traditional

web browser interface (a) with (b) a list of contextual search suggestions and (c) a

1https://github.com/creativecolab/IntegratedSearch
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Figure 5.5: The Baseline Condition lists suggestions outside the user’s Sensemaking
Workspace

sensemaking workspace where people can take free-form notes. This condition tries to

simulate the lists in which we see search suggestions on general-purpose search engines

(e.g. Google, Bing) while controlling for potential effects suggestions’ content, quantity

and timing. This let us distinguish the effect of access to suggestions per se from the

effect of presenting suggestions in a context-aware manner. To ensure parity across

conditions, we only changed where the search suggestions were presented, and kept all

other system features the same.

This list gets updated based on patterns and gaps in the searcher’s searches and

note-taking. This list does not disappear when the searcher navigates to a new webpage

(unlike the current query suggestions which are only offered on the search results page).

This list can be minimized by clicking the search icon at the top. When there are new

suggestions the Suggestions list icon glows green. If a searcher has already seen all the

search suggestions in the list, the green fades away. Clicking on a suggestion issues the

suggestion text with the topic append as a new query and displays the search results in

the Search Interface. Suggestions that have been issued have a grey background.

Lastly, so as to not bias the wizard, the wizard does not know whether the searcher is

seeing the InterWeave or other experimental interface. They only see a mirrored version

of the searcher’s board, with the search suggestions as placed in the InterWeave interface.
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5.4.2 Participants

We recruited 34 participants (21 female, 1 non-binary; average age 23.69) through

online advertisements (on Prolific, an online diverse world-wide participant pool), and

e-mails to remotely-enrolled students at a university. All studies were conducted remotely

over a video conference call because of a pandemic. As incentive for participating in the

90-minute study, participants received $15 or equivalent gift card. Our institution’s ethics

review board approved all recruitment materials and entire study procedure.

When asked about their background using search tools, all participants reported that

they use search engines for look up searches multiple times a day. 14 of them reported

performing exploratory searches at least once a week, 13 said multiple times a week

and 7 said daily. 23 self-reported as proficient in search, 11 as experts. When asked

about their background using sensemaking tools, 22 participants reported taking digital

notes multiple times per week, 12 said daily. When asked about how frequently they

mind map, 11 said never, 12 said multiple times per week, and 11 said daily. 13 reported

being competent at digital note-taking, 12 reported being proficient and 9 self-reported as

experts. When asked about their experience with research, 10 reported being competent,

12 as proficient and 12 as experts.

5.4.3 Task

To help situate their searching and sensemaking [50], participants were given a

prompt:

”Imagine that you are a journalist writing an article for an online magazine.
As part of that process, your editor asked you to do research for an article on
the following topic:

[One of two search task topics: Environmental Impacts of COVID-19 OR
Future of Space Travel]

Today, your editor would like you to do initial research to get a broad
overview of the topic. Your goal should be to identify as many terms,
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concepts and perspectives related to the topic as you can find by searching
and gathering information on the internet. Use the sensemaking canvas
displayed on the right-window to gain a broad and deep understanding of
the topic.”

Participants were randomly assigned to one of these two topics:

1. Environmental Impacts of COVID-19: The recent pandemic has brought about

unprecedented changes in our daily lives, requiring us to adopt habits and measures,

such as wearing surgical masks, that may be new to many. These new changes

have various unintended environmental consequences. At this stage, your editor

asked you to collect information about the environmental impacts of COVID-19 as

the first step before writing an article about it.

2. Future of Space Travel: Several billionaires have dedicated projects investing in

space travel. More specifically, private companies are emerging as new actors in

the future of space travel. At this stage, your editor asked you to collect information

about factors affecting the future of space travel as the first step before writing an

article.

We chose these two task topics as they are relatively large and complex information

spaces and the average person has relatively limited knowledge coming into the task.

This effectively simulated a work scenario where participants would need to search and

take notes in order to explore and synthesize their topic knowledge.

5.4.4 Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two task topics to search and make

sense of using one of the two interface conditions (InterWeave or Baseline). Participants

answered a pre-task questionnaire which asked questions about their prior knowledge-
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level on the topic, and watched an 10-minute long video that presented the main features

of the system (see Supplementary Videos) before the task.

Then, participants were asked to search the Web, collect, take notes on, and synthesize

information on their task topic for 45 minutes. During the 45 minutes of using the

interface, participants could use the system to issue queries, view pages, and take notes,

as they naturally would. Next, participants answered a post-task questionnaire which

asked questions about their knowledge-level on the topic after their search session;

and discuss their perception of the query suggestions’ content, presentation and their

interpretation of how the suggestions were generated.

Lastly, to gain insight into the participant’s thought processes, participants were asked

to perform a retrospective think-aloud (for a maximum of 10 minutes) as they scrubbed

through a screen-recording of them doing the task. They were prompted to reflect on

how and why they issued each query, added information to the board, etc. and how the

query suggestions and their presentation affected their process.

5.4.5 Measures

To observe and analyze the differences in search, sensemaking and learning patterns

across searchers who saw the suggestions placed within and outside their sensemaking

structures, we measure the following:

Search Behavior Measures

From the search logs we measured: Number of queries issued; Number of query sug-

gestions issued; Number of queries typed; Total number of query suggestions presented

to the searchers during the session; Number of webpages opened.
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Sensemaking Behavior Measures

To observe patterns in their information gathering and sensemaking behavior, we

logged interactions with their sensemaking work-space. The sensemaking measures are

based on the Sensemaking Model by Pirolli and Card (Figure 2, [328]) and prior work

[414, 202, 444]. Information gathered is the second step in the model and therefore we

measure the quantity of information gathered (as number of words) in the sensemaking

workspace as a measure of sensemaking [414, 444]. The third and fourth steps in the

model are organizing information and creating schema, respectively. The sensemaking

workspace supported organization and schematization of information by forming clusters,

drawing connections between notes or labeling the cluster titles. Therefore, we measure

the number of connections as Breadth of Sensemaking, and the average number of words

within each cluster as Depth of Sensemaking.

Learning Measures

To measure learning as information gain, we examine the change in knowledge level

between the pre- and post-surveys:

(i) Change in Self-rated knowledge where the participants were asked to rate how

knowledgeable they were on the topic on a scale of 1-5, where higher is more knowledge-

able, before and after searching.

(ii) Change in number of domain-specific terms listed: We asked participants to

“Please list any terms/concepts/phrases you currently know about this topic” pre- and

post- search task. We calculated learning as the difference between the number of unique

domain-specific terms listed both pre- and post-task by each participant. Free recall

of domain specific terms and our operational definition of information gain have been

used consistently by the search-as-learning and IR communities to measure learning

[414, 346]. To clean the data of not domain-specific words, a domain expert curated a
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standard glossary of terminology based on gathering participants’ responses to this pre-

and post-task question, and removing generic terms.

(iii) Change in number of idea units listed: Most prior work involves asking par-

ticipants to demonstrate what they have learned by producing a written summary and

measuring the change in number of recalled facts or ideas [444, 346, 414]. We choose

not to use a quiz format to measure learning: during open-ended exploratory tasks, users

traverse and discover information from a much larger unconstrained space of information

on the web. Even a reasonably long quiz would limit the areas of knowledge that could

be tested. Therefore, we asked participants to “Please summarize what you know about

this topic” both before and after the task. Change in the number of facts has been used as

a learning measure by the search as learning communities [414], however since partici-

pant’s statements were not always facts but sometimes ideas or opinions, we calculated

learning as the change in the number of unique idea units written about pre- and post-task

by each participant. Two raters coded the number of idea units in each participants’ short

write-up based on gathering participants’ responses to this question, and their knowledge

(IRR = 0.93 Cohen’s Kappa).

To understand quantitative differences in search, sensemaking and learning behaviors

across the Interface conditions (InterWeave vs Baseline) and topics (Environmental

Impacts of COVID-19 and Future of Space Travel), we performed two-way ANOVA

tests, followed by post-hoc two-way Tukey’s HSD pairwise test in case of significance (p

¡ 0.05).

Self-Reported Perceived Value of Suggestions’

To understand the perceived value of the presentation of query suggestions within

or outside the sensemaking structures, in the post-task survey questions, we asked

participants’ to rate their level of agreement to the statements about their perceptions
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of the suggestions’ content, placement, and their interpretation of how the suggestions

were generated (all statements in section 5.3). Here, participants rated their level of

agreement with each of these statements on a scale of 1-5 where 1=strongly disagree

and 5=strongly agree. We also thematically analyzed the transcripts of their post-task

reflective think-aloud interviews. Here two researchers identified themes based on an

open coding session of the transcripts in a grounded theory manner to develop a coding

schema. Then, the two researchers coded all the transcripts closely on the coding schema.

There was an inter-rater reliability of 0.85 Cohen’s Kappa between the two raters.

5.5 Results

During the task of searching and taking notes to explore and synthesize knowledge

on their assigned topic, participants, on average, issued 16.3 queries, 10.1 suggestions

and typed 9.3 queries, per session. They visited 13.6 websites, gathered 280.9 words into

their notes, on average. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show a few example sensemaking workspaces

of InterWeave and Baseline participants, respectively. When comparing the responses to

pre- and post-questionnaires, participants on average reported an increase in their topic

knowledge, learning 5.6 new domain-specific terms/concepts on average.

We found no statistically significant differences between the task topics and no

significant interaction effects between topics and interface condition used across all

search, information gathering, sensemaking and learning measures. In this section, we

report the findings of the study, beginning with how the presentation of search suggestions

within vs outside the sensemaking context affects search, and then respectively how it

impacted information gathering, sensemaking and learning behavior.
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Figure 5.6: Examples of notes taken by InterWeave participants. Note the suggestions
embedded within the participants’ evolving sensemaking structure as green icons.

Figure 5.7: Examples of notes taken by Baseline participants

5.5.1 InterWeave encourages active searching

InterWeave participants averaged 22.5 queries each, while Baseline participants

averaged significantly fewer queries at 14.8 queries (F33=1.79, p=0.04*). Of these

queries issues, InterWeave participants issued 12.5 suggestions on average whereas

Baseline participants issued significantly fewer suggestions i.e. 6.9 (F33=2.65, p=0.01*).

However, there was no significant difference in the number of queries typed out across

Baseline and InterWeave participants (F33=0.55, p=0.29) (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8: InterWeave participants issued significantly more queries, particularly the
suggestions compared to Baseline participants. However, they typed similar number of
queries.

To observe if there were differences across the type of query suggestion used in the

InterWeave condition, we conducted a chi-square test ( χ2) between the types of query

suggestions. Participants issued notes-level the most (M = 3.2,SD = 3.66), then cluster-

level suggestions (M = 1.8,SD= 0.21), and then cross-cluster level (M = 1.3,SD= 1.45)

and lastly title-Level (M = 1.0,SD = 1.50). Participants issued significantly more note-

level suggestions and cluster-level suggestions than the other types (χ2(1,33) =1.42,

p=0.03*).

5.5.2 InterWeave assists sensemaking

There is no significant difference across the number of webpages opened per query

issued across InterWeave and Baseline participants (F33=-1.39, p=0.09). However, Inter-

Weave participants gathered nearly double the information per query issued (M=405.5,

SD = 388.63 words) compared to Baseline participants (M=219.4, SD = 183.50 words,

F33=1.79, p=0.04*) (Figure 5.9). This implies that participants got more information out

of visiting similar number of websites.

InterWeave participants exhibited significantly broader sensemaking (M=13.2, SD =

7.49 connections) than Baseline participants (M=8.5, SD = 7.70 connections, F33=1.80,

p=0.04*) as they created more connections across gathered information (including cluster
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Figure 5.9: InterWeave participants gathered significantly more information and exhib-
ited broader and deeper sensemaking in their sensemaking workspace, while visiting
similar number of websites, compared to Baseline participants

titles, cluster groups, connection lines). Similarly, InterWeave participants also tended

to develop deeper sense by writing more within each cluster (M=51.3, SD = 42.08 avg.

words per cluster) compared to the Baseline participants (M=27.9, SD = 23.90 avg. words

per cluster, F33=2.33, p=0.01*) (Figure 5.9).

5.5.3 InterWeave enhances knowledge gain

InterWeave participants reported a significantly greater increase in knowledge (M=

1.88, SD=0.83) compared to Baseline participants (M=1.1, SD = 0.81, F33=2.23, p=0.03*).

Figure 5.10: InterWeave participants reported a significantly greater increase in knowl-
edge, discovered more domain-specific terms, and idea units compared to Baseline
participants.
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When analyzing their answers to their topic knowledge pre and post-task, we found that

InterWeave participants discovered significantly more domain-specific terms (M= 7.0,

SD=4.78), compared to Baseline participants (M=4.1, SD = 3.06, F33=2.45, p=0.02*).

Similarly, they also discovered significantly more idea units (M= 4.7, SD=1.55), com-

pared to Baseline participants (M=2.1, SD = 1.35, F33=2.02, p=0.02*) (Figure 5.10).

5.5.4 Participants preferred InterWeave’s in context presentation of

suggestions

To understand how searchers perceive the value of query suggestions, we asked

participants to rate their level of agreement to the statements about their perceptions of

the suggestions’ placement, their interpretation of how the suggestions were generated,

and the content of the suggestions (on a scale of 1-5 where 1=strongly disagree and

5=strongly agree, in the graphs lighter colors indicates more agreement) in the post-

task survey. To check if there were any statistically significant differences between

participants’ perceived value of Baseline and InterWeave suggestions, we ran Friedman

tests, along with post hoc analysis using a Bonferroni correction applied on their ratings

for each statement.

Placement of suggestions

InterWeave participants agreed significantly more to the statements about the presenta-

tion of query suggestions being helpful compared to Baseline participants: ”Suggestions

were positioned in a manner that was easily discoverable”, ”Placement of suggestions

helped me connect new information to gathered information” and ”Placement of sug-

gestions helped me discover information faster” (Figure 5.11). In the retrospective

think-aloud, InterWeave participants P15 said, ”I liked that the suggestions were right
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Figure 5.11: InterWeave participants agreed significantly more to the statements about
the presentation of query suggestions being helpful compared to Baseline participants

next to the components that they were building on. That made it clear what the sugges-

tions were relating to.” Similarly, another InterWeave participant P24 said, ”I was easily

able to see the connections between my notes and what I searched for.”

Meanwhile, many participants in the Baseline condition (nine out of 17) believed that

suggestions could have been more helpful. Out of these nine, five participants attributed

this dissatisfaction to the placement of the suggestions. Specifically, they thought that

it was difficult to see how suggestions relate to the notes taken on the board. Baseline

participants said: ”I wouldn’t say that the suggestions were very discoverable... Also

the fact that it is presented as a list makes it less interesting in terms of connections. . . it

was not easy to directly transfer them in my mindmap.” (P20) ; ”I think it would be nice

to see how certain queries were connected to what I already had on the Miro board,

since there were times where I wondered whether any of the queries were relevant to

what I’m looking at. Like The Wolf Amendment was suggested to me, but I wasn’t sure

what it related to. . . I thought it was a cool amendment related to wolves or something ,

definitely not space related” (P4) Therefore, the presentation of suggestions in vs out of
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Figure 5.12: InterWeave participants felt they had better transparency around how the
suggestions were being generated.

context affected the participants’ perceptions and value of the suggestions.

Interpretation of suggestions

When asked about how they thought the suggestions were generated, InterWeave

participants seemed to have better transparency around how the suggestions were being

generated (Figure 5.12). They agreed significantly more to the statements: ”Suggestions

seemed to take into account the structure of my notes” and ”Suggestions seemed to be

informed by my previous searches”. This implies that they were able to glean the context

of the suggestions and what data was being used to generate these suggestions based on

their interactions with the suggestions in the sensemaking workspace. In the post-task

retrospective think-aloud, InterWeave participant P24 said, ”It was really helpful and

grounded the suggestions in my notes. So I was easily able to see the connections between

my notes and what I searched for.” Similarly, 12 out of the 17 InterWeave participants

mentioned found the suggestions helpful and reasoned that the query suggestions were

relevant to their search and sense-making process.
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Content of suggestions

When asked about their perceived values of the suggestions, InterWeave participants

agreed significantly more to the statements ”Suggestions helped me ...”: ”reflect on

what I had learnt so far”, ”organize and structure my notes better”, and ”discover

new connections across gathered information” (Figure 5.13). There was no significant

difference across the interface conditions for the statements ”Suggestions helped me...”:

”better articulate my information goals”, ”ask new questions”. Lastly, InterWeave

participants disagreed significantly more to the statement: ”Suggestions helped me

narrow my search to retrieve the right quantity of information”. Generally, when we

asked participants why they used the query suggestions, the common answer was that it

helped open up new routes of research and expanded the topic domain. As InterWeave

participant P20 suggested, they often used the query suggestions when they “get stuck

in [their] flow or to search for branches for my clusters.” InterWeave participant P17

also “thought [the query suggestions] were very useful in expediting the creation of new

clusters and also connecting them.” Other than providing new perspectives and insight

into the topic, two participants specifically mentioned that InterWeave provided unique

queries that the popular search engine did not. ”Very helpful in showing me different

avenues to explore and were different from the google related searches I usually search.”

(P30) ; ”They suggested topics that Google did not suggest.” (P7) These comments

underscore the appeal and potential benefits of uniquely tailored search suggestions that

popular search engines are not currently sufficiently implementing.

Baseline participants raised several pain points concerning the query suggestions.

There were many instances in which participants felt that they were too distracting or

overwhelming. Some thought the suggestions were “way too detailed and I did not

want to get that deep” (P6). Others found the suggestions distracting and irrelevant.

For example, P18 mentioned how they “distracted [their] thought process because then
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[they] tried to reason how these suggestions came to be and what connections they had

to the topic at hand.”

On the other hand, although InterWeave participants thought the query suggestions

provided were semantically related to a part of the user’s sensemaking structure, they

were not always aligned with their thought process which ultimately hindered their

workflow. P28 talks about about the suggestions ”were really useful in directing me to

explore different parts of this larger more abstract research topic. . . It was really useful

to see that they appended parts of my notes to clarify the query suggestions. Sometimes

this was not so helpful because the terms appended were not relevant to what I was doing

then, but it might be useful as I explore further so I want to bookmark or save these

for later.” This indicates that not only do suggestions need to be presented in context,

they also need to be presented in a timely manner that aligns with the searcher’s train of

thought and workflow.

5.5.5 Wizard’s insights on automating the process of inferring con-

text and placing suggestions

Our goal was to evaluate an interaction approach and explore where to best present

suggestions with respect to the user’s sensemaking and work. To understand this aspect,

we employed the wizard-of-oz prototyping technique [128] to develop and evaluate the

InterWeave interaction techniques. We gained many insights about not only the effects

of presenting suggestions in this manner, but also about what it would entail to develop

such a context-aware system. Based on discussions with the human wizard who placed

the suggestions withing the user’s evolving sensemaking structures, we learned that the

main challenges were:

(1) Timeliness of suggestions: The wizard reported that it was at times challenging

to prioritize when to provide which suggestions at a particular location. They said ”at
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Figure 5.13: Searchers’ level of agreement to these statements on a scale of 2 (Strongly
Agree) to -2 (Strongly Disagree) for Baseline and InterWeave suggestions. Lighter
colors indicate higher level of agreement.
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times it was difficult to be on the same wavelength with the user”. While proactively

placing suggestions at a location can be beneficial to the user, the challenge is providing

assistance without being too disruptive to the user’s workflow. To maintain experimental

control, the wizard placed the three suggestions across the board after every major edit

or query issued. However, in a future automated system that builds on this work, the

system might only show suggestions where and when a user requests it, allowing them to

moderate when they request help and how it affects with their workflow.

(2) Cross-cluster query suggestions: To provide useful cross-cluster suggestions, an

automated system must effectively model the topic space of each cluster of information

[202] and the topic overall. The wizard discussed how these suggestions required

extensive research, preparation, and abstract-level thinking and therefore, hypothesized

that for an automated system, this task might be difficult because it hinges on high-level

decision-making.

(3) Assessing usefulness of suggestion: The wizard wondered if the users were able

to understand why a suggestion had been provided at a particular location. They worried

that ”a seemingly irrelevant query suggestion may disincentivize participants to initiate

the search.” To help assess relevance and usefulness of suggestions and further integrate

the search and sensemaking environments this future system could allow users to preview

the search results of a suggestion or highlight relevant website clippings from issuing the

suggestion (like [334, 458, 178]).

5.6 Discussion

Complex, exploratory information work can be slow, tedious and cognitively de-

manding. It can be hard to articulate ill-defined information goals into specific queries,

synthesize new information with prior knowledge, and select optimal exploration strate-
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gies as people might be unaware of better alternatives. Our work in this paper seeks to

reduce the cognitive load through an intelligent system that symbiotically guides a user

towards fulfilling information goals during exploratory search and sensemaking. This

paper presents a novel approach, InterWeave, which infers a user’s information goals

from the structure of notes taken and presents query recommendations weaved into the

context of their emergent sensemaking.

5.6.1 How can in context placement of search suggestions affect

exploration and learning?

Our analysis finds that InterWeave participants issued more search queries, partic-

ularly using the suggestions provided compared to baseline participants (Figure 5.8).

When asked about their perceived value of these suggestions, InterWeave participants

agreed significantly more to the statements ”Suggestions helped me ...”: ”reflect on what

I had learnt so far”, ”organize and structure my notes better”, and ”discover new con-

nections across gathered information”; and disagreed significantly more ”Suggestions

helped me narrow my search to retrieve the right quantity of information” (Figure 5.13).

Generally, when we asked participants why they used the query suggestions, the common

answer was that it helped open up new routes of research and expanded the topic domain.

InterWeave provided unique queries that popular search engines usually did not. This

highlights the potential synergy in which an intelligent system, such as InterWeave, can

help enhance and speed up the user’s search and sensemaking process.

InterWeave participants issued more suggestions offered at the individual notes-level

and the cluster-level than the cross-cluster or topic-level suggestions. This might suggest

some level of a Goldilocks effect where people pay attention to suggestions that are

neither too broad and nor too deep. The notes-level and cluster-level suggestions might

broaden their exploration just enough, while still keeping the exploration focused. This
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preference for semantically- and structurally- near suggestions is similar to a phenomenon

studied in creativity research: people are more likely to hit an impasse when presented

with semantically far ideas during brainstorming [82, 81, 80]. As such, presenting query

suggestions at the title level may need more context than those presented at the cluster

and notes level. ”Far” recommendations need more context and informational cues to

understand how they relate. Since this type of suggestion deliberately goes beyond the

informational structures currently present in a user’s notes, it might be less essential for

these suggestions to be placed directly in the notes. It is worthwhile to investigate ways

to make the connections between the queries and notes more concrete and clear at the

title level.

Although InterWeave participants thought the query suggestions provided were se-

mantically related to a part of their sensemaking structure, the guidance was not always

aligned with their thought process which some participants found distracting. This

concern was highlighted not only by the participants, but also by the wizard. Therefore,

future work must build on this contextual presentation of search suggestions to also per-

haps match the timeliness in which the query suggestions are presented at any particular

location of work.

In terms of sensemaking behavior, InterWeave participants gathered significantly

more information in their sensemaking workspace, and demonstrated broader and deeper

sensemaking, even with no significant difference in the number of webpages visited, com-

pared to baseline participants (Figure 5.9). This implies that presenting the suggestions

within the evolving sensemaking structure, helps glean more information from a similar

number of webpages. InterWeave participants might have read more of the websites they

opened, because they were primed to how the suggestion that opened the website and

thus the information on the website was directly connected to their notes. This might

be affected by the availability heuristic, which is a mental shortcut where people often
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form connections, here of usefulness, between things that co-occur or seen in the same

place together [411, 273, 86]. Previous work has explored the role of query suggestions

in creating information scent (i.e. the proximal cues from which searchers perceive the

value of distal information sources) [327, 186, 219, 222]. As InterWeave suggestions

present the user with gaps in their knowledge directly next to the parts of what they

already know, it is creating a more contextualized trail of information which in turn helps

with assessing usefulness and relevance of suggestions and information found on SERPs

and websites.

Correspondingly, InterWeave participants also reported a significantly greater gain in

knowledge, discovered more domain-specfic terms and idea units compared to baseline

participants (Figure 5.10). The enhanced sensemaking and knowledge gain seen in

InterWeave participants might be related to schema theory which states that explicitly

linking new information to the knowledge and schema that learners already posses can

help learners integrate the new information into their schema [326, 328].

When talking about the perceived values and challenges around the presentation

of suggestions, participants mentioned that they preferred InterWeave’s in context pre-

sentation of suggestions compared to the Baseline’s in terms of its content, placement

(Figure 5.11) and their interpretation of why the suggestion was being provided. Par-

ticularly, InterWeave participants seemed to have better transparency around how the

suggestions were being generated (Figure 5.12). As many machine learning papers in the

contemporary zeitgeist have shown – the explainability and transparency of recommender

systems and algorithms is critical [311, 388]. Presenting suggestions within the context

of the where the suggestion might be used might help users demystify what signals

recommender system algorithms take in as input, and how they might be being processed

to provide recommendations.
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5.6.2 Limitations and Future Work

As we primarily wanted to study the interaction mechanism of where do users see

query suggestions – in or out of their work context – we decided to prototype InterWeave

and Baseline conditions using a wizard-of-oz prototyping technique that leveraged natural

language processing algorithms to provide real-time, suggestions positioned with respect

to the users’ knowledge and work structures. As there are many individual differences

across how people make sense and work on complex, exploratory information goals,

this prototyping technique enabled us to quickly test and gain insights about this inter-

action mechanism without committing to extensive coding and development. However,

the wizard-of-oz prototyping approach limits the replicability of this system because

it depends on the wizard’s knowledge on a topic. The wizard in our study spent six

weeks researching a topic to gain enough topic expertise to know whether two terms,

concepts or subtopics were conceptually related or not. To help with reproducibility,

we have linked the sheets they generated to outline their topic knowledge as part of the

supplementary materials linked here: 2. Based on the findings and participant feedback

we have summarized in this paper, future work can translate the InterWeave wizard-of-

oz algorithm based on searcher’s actions, and our operational definition of conceptual

similarity into a completely automated process for providing query suggestions. Here,

conceptual similarity can be calculated based on wizard’s heuristics for placing query

suggestions using new state-of-the art complex language models such as Bidirectional

Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [120]), and general-purpose ontolo-

gies like ConceptNet [391] or even leveraging the structure of websites like Wikipedia

(https://en.wikipedia.org).

The current prototype is a Chrome browser extension and Miro plugin. However,

people take notes and make sense of information across a variety of tools and applications.

2https://tinyurl.com/InterWeaveUIST22
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Now that we have shown the benefits of presenting query suggestions within work context,

we leave it to future work to integrate these suggestions across various different note-

taking, sensemaking and information work platforms (e.g. Word documents, Google

Docs, emails, etc.).

Self-reported measures of learning are common in the CHIIR and search as learning

community, however, self-report data may have gaps or inconsistencies with actual

observed behavior and might be affected by cognitive biases such as the Dunning-Kruger

effect [130] where people with limited knowledge or competence in a given intellectual

topic greatly overestimate their own knowledge or competence in that topic relative

to objective criteria or to the performance of their peers or of people in general. To

mitigate the impact of this measure, we also measured learning by asking participants to

recall terms, concepts and facts, and write a summary of what they knew about the topic

before and after the search task. However, written summary measure can be affected by

memory biases, and co-variates such as the summary length [444]. To control for these

factors, we asked participants to write no more than 500 words, and to write the summary

immediately after their search session and they could consult their notes taken in their

sensemaking workspace.

Another limitation of the controlled lab study was that we controlled the time of

exploratory search and sensemaking to only 45 minutes. However, complex, exploratory

information work often span multiple sessions over multiple days [439, 276]. This

controlled timed experiment might have affected the searcher’s normal searching, sense-

making and learning behavior [229]. It is important to understand users search and

sensemaking practices in the wild and study how presenting suggestions in vs out of

context affects search, sensemaking and learning behaviors over the longer, natural

course of users’ information workflows. We intend to make all the code from this project

open-source and accessible so that future work can conduct longitudinal studies in the
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wild.

The current prototype pushes suggestions proactively to all locations across the

board. While proactively presenting suggestions can be beneficial, participants also

reported being distracted from their train of thought at times [423, 448]. To prevent this

InterWeave not only needs to be aware of the content and structure of the users’ notes,

but also where they are in their overall information foraging and sensemaking workflow.

Future work could use additional signals to better time offering query suggestions during

complex, exploratory information work.

Modern knowledge work is often collaborative, and while collaboration has its

benefits, effectively coordinating work in a team can be challenging. Collaborators

must spend time dividing and assigning search goals and tasks, locating, sharing, and

synthesizing information to create a shared mental model [370, 75]. Challenges may

include repeated work done across collaborators, and confusions about process and

results [114, 370, 74]. InterWeave presents an interesting first step in alleviating some

of these challenges for individual information workers. This highlights an interesting

opportunity to build tools to promote collaborative knowledge discovery and reducing

sensemaking coordination costs by recommending queries based on each collaborator’s

prior experience, searches, contribution to a shared document in future work.

5.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel interaction mechanism, InterWeave, that leverages

patterns and gaps in a searcher’s sensemaking structures to present query recommen-

dations weaved into their evolving work context. To evaluate how this interaction

mechanism affects users’ search, sensemaking and learning activities, we implemented

this system as a web browser extension using NLP algorithms and wizard-of-oz tech-
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niques. A between-subjects user study (n=34) found that InterWeave’s approach not only

promoted active querying, more information gathering, broader and deeper sensemaking

and discovery of domain-specific terms and concepts but also helped participants keep

track of suggestions and connect newly discovered information to existing knowledge

when compared to presenting suggestions as a list separated from the sensemaking con-

text. As the information work becomes increasingly complex, the ability to ask questions

and explore easily and naturally is becoming especially important. This work brings us

one step closer to the vision of leveraging people’s natural information-searching and

sensemaking activities as relevant contexts for scaffolding knowledge discovery and

online learning.
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Chapter 6

Relatedly: Scaffolding Literature

Reviews With Existing Related Work

Sections
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Scholars who want to research a scientific topic must take time to read, extract

meaning, and identify connections across many papers. As scientific literature grows,

this becomes increasingly challenging. Meanwhile, authors summarize prior research in

papers’ related work sections, though this is scoped to support a single paper. A formative

study found that while reading multiple related work paragraphs helps overview a topic,

it is hard to navigate overlapping and diverging references and research foci. In this work,

we design a system, Relatedly, that scaffolds exploring and reading multiple related

work paragraphs on a topic, with features including dynamic re-ranking and highlighting

to spotlight unexplored dissimilar information, auto-generated descriptive paragraph

headings, and low-lighting of redundant information. From a within-subjects user study

(n=15), we found that scholars generate more coherent, insightful, and comprehensive

topic outlines using Relatedly compared to a baseline paper list.

6.1 Introduction

Scientific discovery and innovation rely upon scholars to have a rich understanding of

prior work, which they achieve through reviewing the literature, extracting meaning, and

identifying connections across many papers with large amounts of ambiguous domain-

specific information [234, 460]. This process is getting progressively harder with the

exponential growth of scientific publications [141, 51, 210, 421] and the increasingly

interdisciplinary nature of science [422, 309]. Unfortunately, current approaches such as

reading survey papers or using textual or visual search engines are limited in terms of

sensemaking support or timeliness. For example, survey papers present a broad overview

of a research topic with coherent research themes and carefully synthesized descriptions

[59, 234]. But since they require significant manual effort to compile, survey papers

are not always available on all topics and can quickly become outdated as new research
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Figure 6.1: The Relatedly system presents users with related work paragraphs from
prior work on a topic and scaffolds the paragraph exploration experience with features
for reading, prioritization, and progress tracking. Here, the Overview View shows
paragraphs relevant to the high-level query topic and ranked by diversity, so the top
results show a wide range of subtopics. A user interested in learning more about one
of the paragraph’s subtopics could click on the “Explore Similar Paragraphs” button,
which would take them to the Similar Paragraphs View in Fig 6.2.
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emerges. To address this, scholars also frequently rely on automatic approaches to

help explore literature such as scholarly search engines, including Google Scholar1 and

Semantic Scholar2. These tools can be effective in looking up papers relevant to a query

but do not present higher level themes that connect multiple papers. Other tools use

visualization to connect and cluster papers [230] using metrics based on citations or

semantic embedding vectors, such as Connected Papers.3 However, it can be hard for

users to comprehend the underlying meaning of complex graphs and clusters as automatic

clusters often conflate multiple dimensions [179]. As a result, when timely survey papers

are not available, scholars still need to examine many individual papers and try to figure

out the latent themes and connections between them to conduct literature reviews [328].

Meanwhile, authors of scholarly papers also go through a similar process of exploring

and summarizing prior research whenever they need to write the related work sections

of their papers. While a related work section provides up-to-date and well-synthesized

summaries of prior work [404, 407], because they are scoped to support a single paper

they often do not provide a comprehensive overview of the topic like survey papers.

However, this issue could potentially be mitigated if readers are presented with multiple

related work sections about a topic from different papers so that they gain broader

coverage and different perspectives of the space from multiple authors.

To investigate this opportunity further, we first built a text search engine over a

set of related work sections extracted from many papers, and used it to conduct a

formative interview study with 10 scholars. We asked scholars about their reactions to

and challenges with exploring related work sections when compared to their current

practices. We found that while participants preferred reading related work sections, they

had difficulty prioritizing and tracking their reading, given that different related work

1scholar.google.com
2www.semanticscholar.org
3www.connectedpapers.com
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sections have both overlapping and diverging references and foci.

Motivated by insights from the interviews, we designed Relatedly, a novel system

for scaffolded exploration of literature that leverages related work sections to provide

a synthesis of a broad topic. As shown in Figure 6.1, when the user queries a topic in

Relatedly (a), the system retrieves relevant paragraphs from different papers’ related

work sections along with their section headings (b) to help users gain a quick overview of

disparate research threads. In cases where a paragraph does not have a descriptive section

heading, Relatedly automatically generates one. Users can also drill-down on a subtopic

by exploring similar paragraphs for a given paragraph (c, followed by Figure 6.2). To

support users in prioritizing and tracking their reading, as a user is exploring related work

sections in Relatedly, it tracks which paragraphs and references the user has read and then

dynamically re-ranks the remaining paragraphs and highlights unexplored references

that diverge from the user’s history (d). Relatedly also low-lights sentences that refer to

papers that have been cited in already-seen paragraphs (e).

We conducted a within-subjects study (n = 15) to evaluate Relatedly where partici-

pants were asked to explore literature on two scientific topics, with the ultimate goal of

producing an outline of a survey paper on each topic using Relatedly in one condition and

using a baseline system that returns a list of papers in another. We find that participants

produced better quality outlines when using Relatedly versus in the baseline condition,

as rated by topic experts who were blind to the conditions. System logs reveal that users

of Relatedly interacted with significantly more information (both paragraphs and papers)

than in the baseline condition, despite having the same amount of time for each condition

and access to the same set of papers. Participants also self-reported that they preferred

to explore related work sections using Relatedly rather than explore a list of papers to

conduct literature review.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
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• A novel approach to discovering and systematically reviewing literature on a

scientific topic by reading and exploring relevant related work sections extracted

from many papers.

• Results from a formative user study (n = 10) outlining current literature review

practices and user challenges with this approach.

• The Relatedly system, which scaffolds related work paragraph exploration with

reading, prioritization, and progress tracking features.

• Empirical insights from a within-subjects study with 15 participants that finds that

scaffolded exploration of related work sections promotes literature discovery and

synthesis.

6.2 Related Work

Our work builds on prior work studying how scientists explore and review literature,

and tools built to support these complex exploratory processes.

6.2.1 How Scholars Conduct Literature Reviews

Literature review helps scholars identify patterns and gaps in prior research in order

to find opportunities, determine rationale for a new investigation, and situate research

goals within the literature [404]. Reviews detail both known research and open research

questions in this topic. A high quality literature review comprehensively includes all

the main themes and sub-themes found in a chosen topic of study, from both classic

foundational work and recent studies to demonstrate an in-depth understanding of the

topic at hand [115, 234, 207]. To achieve these goals, scholars must take time to compre-

hensively explore a topic and read many individual papers. However, the sensemaking
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process of trying to get an overview of a field from reading individual papers can be

time-consuming and cognitively overwhelming [59, 407, 354]. For example, it can be

hard for users to diversify their readings to quickly identify different threads of research.

The overwhelming number of individual papers and redundant information scholars need

to go through often leads to information overload [292].

One way scholars have addressed this is to write survey papers for different research

topics [115, 234, 207]. Yet with the exponential increase in publishing rates, survey

papers are often unavailable [141, 51, 210, 421], and even when they are, they quickly

get outdated as newer research emerges.

Meanwhile, in most scientific papers, authors summarize and draw connections

across multiple papers to situate their own work in related work sections [407, 404]. Each

paragraph in these related work sections adds context and structure to individual papers

referenced. For example, the related work section of a paper on misinformation might

group a set of referenced papers into a paragraph with a title of “How misinformation

affects public health”, and another set of papers might be grouped under “How misinfor-

mation spreads on social media”. However, related work sections only focus on a paper’s

specific point of view and do not attempt to exhaustively overview all the themes and

sub-themes in the broader topic. For example, the above paper about misinformation

might focus its related work section on health misinformation on social media because

that is what is relevant but lack coverage of other work related to misinformation, such

as, say, computational techniques for detecting misinformation. Therefore, scholars

hoping to gain a broader picture of literature on a topic would likely need to read multiple

related work sections across multiple papers. This task is what the Relatedly system is

attempting to scaffold.

Information foraging theory [327] provides some pointers on how to go about this task.

During complex exploratory tasks, people switch between exploring different information
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patches and exploiting a discovered patch to optimize information gain. They rely on

various cues, or “information scent”, in the information environment to assess whether

a source is promising for gaining information. We take inspiration from information

foraging theory to provide information scent cues in Relatedly such as displaying how

much new information the user can learn about by reading each paragraph. Also, to

support switching from exploring to exploiting, Relatedly allows a user to dive in to view

similar paragraphs given a paragraph; this enables them to gain a deeper understanding

of a sub-topic from different perspectives.

6.2.2 Tools for Supporting Literature Review

One of the most common tools scholars rely on today for literature review is scholarly

search engines [407], such as Google Scholar1 and Semantic Scholar2. These can be

very effective in helping users look up individual papers relevant to a query. However, to

gain deeper understanding of a research area, such as during literature reviews, scholars

often need to synthesize information across individual papers. This effortful and time

consuming process of making sense of connections between papers and uncovering the

different nuanced research themes within a larger topic is largely left to the users with

minimal support [276, 358]. For example, when exploring papers from a search results

list, it can be hard for users to prioritize their readings, keep track of information scattered

across multiple papers, or have a sense of their overall progress within the unfamiliar

information space.

Faceted search interfaces allow users to navigate search results by applying multiple

filters across categories [179]. Categorizing provides coherent and mostly complete

labels. However, manual categorization takes time and effort and is hard to keep updated.

Automatic categorization is typically based on metadata [179]. For example, Google

Scholar supports filtering paper results by time of publication and relevance, among
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others. Similarly, Semantic Scholar presents ‘fields of study’, ‘publication types’, etc.,

as facets by which papers can be filtered. But metadata is not always available. Also,

these labels are often too general and don’t provide meaningful insight into the topic or

domain.

Visual clustering systems attempt an alternative approach to help scholars discover

relationships between papers. For example, given a seed paper, Connected Papers3

utilizes the citation graph to find clusters of other relevant papers. Research systems like

PaperQuest [331] and Apolo [88] visualize citation relationships between a set of papers

as input, with support to overcome information overload by progressively revealing

further related papers given a source paper and its citations. However, prior research in

clustering search interfaces has also pointed to how automatically generated clusters can

be incoherent and difficult for users to understand because they often conflate multiple

dimensions [179]. Specifically, visual paper clustering approaches often show edges

between similar papers but do not describe their semantic relationships [179]. They

also show clusters of similar papers but lack high-level descriptions of the underlying

themes [179]. As a result, scholar still need to examine individual papers to determine

the meaning of each automatically generated clusters and how different papers relate to

one another [88].

Automatic summarization techniques like Multi-Document Summarization [121]

and Metro Maps of Science [371] add explanations to otherwise complex and hard

to understand citation graphs. However, these explanations are not always accurate,

coherent, or comprehensive. On the other hand, manual (e.g., Threddy [216]) and crowd-

powered systems (e.g., Knowledge Accelerator [176, 85, 218], Crowdlines [272]) help

provide more coherent, comprehensive, and accurate summaries of topic spaces, but take

time and effort to generate.

Relatedly sidesteps the issue of generating high quality connections and clusters by
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building on the significant effort that related work authors already expend to construct

these for their paper. The main challenge then becomes about exploring multiple papers’

overlapping clusters and differing perspectives on how papers connect to each other.

6.3 Formative Study & Design Goals

To understand user challenges and strategies when exploring and making sense of

related work paragraphs on a topic, we conducted a formative interview study with

scholars.

6.3.1 Formative User Study Method

We conducted semi-structured interviews with 10 people who have experience search-

ing for, reading, and writing scientific literature for more than three years (5 male and

5 female, average age of 27.5 years). One had completed their doctoral degree, while

five had completed a master’s, and four had completed their bachelor’s degree. In terms

of job titles, we had: one post-doctoral researcher, one research assistant, one research

scientist and the remaining seven were doctoral researchers. Five reported using schol-

arly web search multiple times a day, four reported doing this at least multiple times a

week, and one said rarer than every week. Eight had experience conducting systematic

literature reviews for three or more years, one reported doing this for two years, and

one for one year. Participants came from diverse domains: neuroscience, geography,

biomedical sciences, human-computer interaction, natural language processing, AR/VR

design, and wearable computing. They reported mostly using scholarly search engines

and paper lists for exploring literature, including Google Scholar, Semantic Scholar, and

domain-specific conference proceedings, journals, and organizations (e.g., ACL for NLP

or CHI’23 proceedings for HCI). They used a wide range of applications for reading and
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writing scientific literature.

We asked participants about their workflows for conducting literature review and

about any challenges they experience. Then, we gave them 20 minutes to explore and

read a set of related work paragraphs extracted from multiple research papers on a

topic. The paragraphs were displayed in a list on a simple text search engine interface.

To contextualize their exploration, we gave them a simulated task [50] of conducting

initial research to get a broad overview of the topic of “misinformation, fake news and

fact-checking”, towards the ultimate goal of writing a literature review. To get insight

into their user experience, participants were asked to think-aloud as they explored the

list of paragraphs. Afterward, they were asked about their experience reading multiple

paragraphs instead of papers, the challenges surrounding this, and strategies they used to

overcome these challenges. We then presented them with alternative mock-up designs

that augment the related work paragraphs with highlighting of references and terms that

are unexplored and low-lighting of redundant citations.

Interviews were conducted remotely over video calls by the first author and lasted

around 45 minutes. They were recorded and then transcribed using an auto-transcription

service. Then, the first author went through the transcripts and coded them for themes

using an open coding approach [87]. Through multiple iterations along with periodic

discussions with the rest of the research team, we identified the user challenges and

subsequently the design goals for our approach.

6.3.2 User Experience when Reviewing Literature

Current Literature Review Workflows and Challenges

When asked about their current workflows, all participants (10/10) mentioned using

scholarly search engines to discover relevant papers on a topic. Some (5/10) mentioned
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socially gathering a list of papers from collaborators, advisors, or social media such

as Twitter. All of them mentioned reading papers one by one to extract meaning, 3/10

mentioned annotating the PDF documents with notes and highlights, and 2/10 mentioned

saving these papers to a bibliography manager (e.g., Zotero, Mendeley).

When asked about challenges, 10/10 mentioned that it was hard to make connections

across papers. 8/10 participants mentioned challenges with uknown unknowns ranging

from not knowing the right search keywords that would lead to the right papers to not

knowing what all the latent subtopics were within the topic of interests: “I often don’t

know which keywords/domain-specific language to search to get to the right literature”,

“Even if people refer you to a shortlist of papers, it’s hard to get an overview of the topic

and it feels like I might be being myopic and might have blind spots”. 7/10 mentioned

that it was hard to keep track of what they had read before: “hard to keep track of many

different research threads, points of view and see the bigger picture.” 5/10 discussed

challenges prioritizing what to read first : “When I see so many papers in results, I get

overwhelmed and open them up in tabs. But then I don’t know which to read first so they

will just stay open in these tabs”.

Preference for Exploring Related Work Sections and Challenges

When asked about their experience reading multiple paragraphs to get a topic

overview, 9/10 participants preferred reading related work paragraphs to papers. Some

positive reactions discussed getting a broad overview of the topic: “Reading even a few

paragraphs equips me quickly with the relevant vocabulary, references and takeaways

from the topic”, “I’m able to see the different threads of research immediately”. Others

talked about the value of the text summarizing the referenced papers: “I like the the

additional explanation around the references, so I can understand the context and decide

quickly whether I want to open it up to read more or not”. Some also indirectly referenced
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how they already use papers to help find other papers to read, and how extracting related

work sections and their citations streamlines the process: “Definitely more helpful than

reading PDFs and doing the ritual of opening PDFs, reading introductions, and the

paper, going back and forth between references in the bibliography and the paper to

identify which papers might be useful”.

However, there were also challenges with reading multiple paragraphs to get a topic

overview. Some participants desired prioritization and navigation support to know what

to read next: “hard to prioritize which order to read these in” (5/10), “it is unclear

what the similarities and differences between paragraphs are” (7/10), “want to know

which are the most important or central papers summarized in this paragraph” (3/10).

Participants also wanted support for tracking their exploration: “want to keep track of

what [paper and paragraph] has been read vs not” (2/10), “hard to assess how much

more there is to read on this topic” (2/10).

When probed about how they would like prioritize which paragraphs and papers to

read, participants mentioned that they wanted to prioritize paragraphs with high coverage,

sourced from papers that cover both recent and fundamental work, highly cited and

ideally survey papers, and that minimally discuss the paper’s own work. Also, in terms of

ranking, most (8/10) discussed how the first few paragraphs they read should map out the

diversity of subtopics, and (6/10) said similar paragraphs should not be on the same page.

6.3.3 Design Goals

Motivated by the findings above, we list our core design goals:

[D1] Support users in inferring higher-level meaningful organization of topics and dive

deeper into subtopics

[D2] Enable users to fluidly prioritize and explore similarities and differences between
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related work paragraphs

[D3] Help users keep track of paragraphs and references they have explored

6.4 The Relatedly System

Figure 6.2: To read more on the subtopic discussed in a specific paragraph in the
Overview View (Fig. 6.1), this Similar Paragraphs View allows users to explore other
paragraphs of that same subtopic that cited the same or similar references.

Guided by the insights from our formative study, we developed Relatedly, a novel

approach to literature review that helps users achieve a broader and more insightful

overview of a research topic. In this section we will describe the system through an exam-

ple user scenario, a walk-through of the main features of the system, an explanation and

evaluation of our automatic section heading generation pipeline, and the implementation

details of the system as a whole.
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6.4.1 Example User Scenario

Consider a junior computer science researcher interested in getting a broad understand-

ing of a research area with which she is unfamiliar—misinformation and fact-checking.

Not knowing what the important subtopics are, she starts by conducting a literature review

using a common scholarly search engine and searches for the phrases: “misinformation”,

“fact-checking”. However, even though all the papers in the search results look relevant,

it is difficult for her to see the higher level themes and how individual papers relate to

each other by only looking at the paper titles and search snippets.

Feeling overwhelmed, she switches to Relatedly with the same query, and the system

returns a list of related work paragraphs relevant to the query in the Overview View

(Fig.6.1). Wanting to get an overview, she skims through the section headings and

quickly learns different subtopics, such as Fact Checking Datasets, Social Media, News,

and Misinformation, and Fake News Detection Techniques. The section headings allow

her to skim through the Overview View to get a sense of the different high-level research

foci. As authors often structure their related works section into relevant subsections based

on themes, these titles can help describe the gist of the paragraph’s focus.

As she becomes interested in the subtopic of Social Media, News, and Misinformation,

she starts to read the related work paragraph that has it as a section heading. She clicks

some of the references to see their metadata, including title, abstract, TLDR [68], authors,

publication year, conference, and citation count, and she collects some of the ones she

wants to read later by clicking “Copy” . Noticing the current paragraph was published

four years ago, she clicks on the “Explore Similar Paragraphs” button. In the Similar

Paragraphs View (Fig. 6.2), the system brings up other paragraphs from the search

result that are also about Social Media, News, and Misinformation. As she skims the

similar paragraphs, she reads about how other author summarized prior work about this

particular subtopic across paragraphs (e.g., The Blurry Boundaries of Online Journalism,
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The Dilemma of Fact Checking, and Fact Checking Claims) extracted from different

source papers. She starts to understand connections between multiple referenced papers

and concepts discussed in this subtopic. She starts to feel like she is getting a more

holistic and well-rounded understanding of this subtopic. She continues reading other

paragraphs including ones that were published more recently to comprehensively explore

this subtopic.

She then returns to the Overview View to explore new subtopics. She notices that the

paragraphs she is shown have changed as a result of her exploration thus far. Paragraphs

have been dynamically re-ranked to prioritize ones with more unexplored and dissimilar

references. She also notices that some paragraphs have sentences low-lighted that

reference papers corresponding to ones she has already explored. Paragraphs also now

sometimes have certain inline citations highlighted that point to unexplored references

that are semantically different from those she explored before. She skips over some

paragraphs with many sentences low-lighted and focuses on a paragraph with multiple

highlights. Lastly, she checks the progress bar to keep track of what proportion of the

entire set of related work paragraphs and references has she explored thus far.

6.4.2 System Features

We organize the description of the system features according to our three main design

goals from the formative study.

[D1] Infer Topic Overview + Drill-Down to Subtopics

Given a search query, Relatedly presents a list of related work paragraphs relevant

to the query in the Overview View (Figure 6.1). Each paragraph is representative of

a different subtopic and is ranked to cover a broad range of subtopics. To drill-down

to a subtopic covered by a paragraph (e.g., Fact Checking Claims), a user can click
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on the “Explore Similar Paragraphs” button on the top right corner of this paragraph

card. This brings up the Similar Paragraphs View with the similar paragraphs in the

right column, and pins the selected paragraph to the left column (Figure 6.2). Below are

specific features to enable topic overviews and drill-down to subtopics.

Diversity ranking of paragraphs: To help users see high-level organization in

the Overview View, Relatedly first retrieves the most relevant paragraphs based on the

standard BM25 [349] scoring,4 and then re-ranks the retrieved paragraphs using the

Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) technique[76] to balance query-relevance with

information-novelty in the top results. While the original MMR technique relied on

text similarity to measure the information novelty given a document, here we use the

number of unexplored references in each paragraph to approximate its information-

novelty. The goal is to re-rank the paragraphs such that the top paragraphs jointly contain

the most number of unique and unexplored references and present a wide range of

diverse subtopics, while accounting for their relevance to the query term and number of

references. This ranking was determined based on the participants’ responses to how

they would like to rank paragraphs in the formative user study. The ranking score for

paragraph at rank i is as follows:

MMRi = argmaxi{BM25i[λ|Refsi|− (1−λ)|((∪i−1
j=1Refs j)∪Refsexp)∩Refsi|]}

In the equation, BM25i is the relevance score based on the paragraph text and the

query term, Refsi is the set of references in the paragraph ranked at position i, Refsexp

is the set of references already explored by the user, and λ is a hyper-parameter for

adjusting the penalty for containing references that already appeared in previously ranked

paragraphs.5

Descriptive paragraph headings: Each paragraph in the Overview View comes with

4We showed the top 30 paragraphs by default to control for the length of the user study.
5Based on play-testing during development, we set λ to 0.3 to give a moderate advantage to paragraphs

containing more references and a high penalty for containing references already covered by higher-ranked
paragraphs to diversify topic coverage of the top results.
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a descriptive title to describe the gist of the paragraph’s focus and serve as a subtopic for

the user. As authors often structure their related works section into relevant subsections

based on themes, for most paragraphs, these are extracted from the section headings of

the related work sections. For paragraphs for which authors had only written generic or

short section headings that contained less information (e.g. “Related Work” or “Fact-

Checking”), or for paragraphs with no section headings, Relatedly generates descriptive

titles using a BART-based [251] model (described in more detail in §6.4.3).

Similar paragraphs given a paragraph: In the Similar Paragraphs View, a list of

similar paragraphs are shown for a selected paragraph. We determine paragraph similarity

by whether they reference either the same papers as the selected paragraph (primary

sort-order), or are semantically similar papers (secondary sort-order, using a threshold on

the Euclidean distances between their SPECTER paper embeddings [99]).

Reading the paper behind a given paragraph: In the Similar Paragraphs View,

underneath the selected paragraph, the user can access all the other sections from the

same paper, including other portions of the related work section, in order to gain more

context behind the paragraph.

[D2] Prioritize and explore similarities and differences across related work para-

graphs

In the formative study, participants expressed that it was “hard to prioritize in which

order to read the paragraphs”. Thus, Relatedly presents a number of features to support

prioritizing and reading diverse unexplored information.

Unexplored references count badge: Both our formative interviews and prior work

pointed to wanting to prioritize paragraphs that had the highest unread information

first. To aid with this, all paragraphs have an unexplored references count badge (like

) that conveys the number of unique unexplored number of papers dis-
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cussed in this paragraph. This number dynamically updates as the user interacts with

more references across the paragraphs. The ranking algorithm prioritizes and ranks

paragraphs with more unread references higher in the Overview View.

Highlighting of dissimilar unexplored references: To further facilitate prioritiz-

ing unexplored novel information and address the need to “identify similarities and

differences between papers”, Relatedly highlights dissimilar unexplored references (like

). As the user clicks and reads references and para-

graphs, some references get highlighted yellow indicating that these papers are semanti-

cally different to other papers interacted with so far (calculated using a threshold on the

Euclidean distances between their SPECTER paper embeddings [99]). These references

are highlighted on a yellow gradient, where the brighter the yellow, the highlighted paper

is more different than the most similar papers interacted with so far.

Reference timeline visualization: Another heuristic that users wanted to use was to

prioritize paragraphs that covered both recent and fundamental prior research on the topic.

To help triage this, all paragraphs have a reference timeline visualization that visualizing

the time-range of papers referenced in this paragraph (like ). Here,

each semi-transparent blue dot is a referenced paper publication year. As the min and

max of the timeline signify the earliest and latest papers referenced across all paragraphs,

users can use this to prioritize reading paragraphs that reference recent papers or more

fundamental older papers. This feature was based on the formative study participants’

saying they wanted to triage reading priority based on the recency of papers referenced

in the paragraphs.

Citation frequency badges: Participants in the formative interviews mentioned

wanting to prioritize parts of a paragraph, particularly wanting to know which paper to

prioritize when there are multiple papers cited for a claim or in a paragraph. Relatedly

offers Citation frequency badges that aim to indicate how central or important a referenced
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paper is to a topic. These green tags with a number refer to the number of times this

paper has been referenced in these result paragraphs (like ). If more

than one of the paragraphs returned in the Overview View referenced it, it means that

multiple authors discuss this paper, therefore it might be central or important to this topic.

Self-reference icons: Participants in the formative interviews mentioned wanting to

de-prioritize parts of a paragraph where the authors were situating their own work in the

background. To aid this Relatedly identifies which parts of the paragraph refer to the

paper’s work and signal this to the reader with an icon.

[D3] Keeping Track Exploration Progress over Papers and Paragraphs

In addition to wanting to prioritize dissimilar unexplored information, users men-

tioned that it was challenging to track which papers or paragraphs have been read versus

not. Relatedly provides a number of features to give users a sense of their progress in

covering content while minimizing redundancy.

Low-lighting previously encountered information Relatedly low-lights previously

encountered information by graying out the entire sentence in a paragraph. If a user

has clicked on a referenced paper in a paragraph and it is referenced in another unseen

paragraph, the reference and the corresponding text will be low-lighted there too to

indicate that they have previously encountered this information (like

)

Mark paragraphs as explored: Similarly, at the paragraph level, once a paragraph is

“marked as explored”, it is removed from the Overview View. To access these explored

paragraphs, a user can click on the “Show explored paragraphs” button at the top left

of the page. Also, every time a paragraph is marked as explored, all of its references

are considered as “encountered” and there is a dynamic re-ranking of the paragraphs list

based on the number of unexplored papers in them, how dissimilar the paragraph is to
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what has been read, and the relevance to the topic queried (formula 1, described in a

previous section).

Progress bars: As paragraphs get marked as explored, the paragraph progress bar at

the top of the page is updated (like

...). As the user clicks on refer-

ences, the paper progress bar at the top of the page gets updated as well and conveys

that the user has read n out of the total number of unique references across the para-

graphs returned (like ). The

unexplored reference count badges across paragraphs also get updated. This remains

persistent across queries, so as a user issues new queries and if they have read any of the

papers or paragraphs before, these would would be tracked in the progress bar too. This

feature is designed to help address the user challenge that it is difficult to keep track of

information read over papers and subtopics explored.

6.4.3 Automatic Section Heading Generation

Relatedly leverages section headings of related work sections to provide users a quick

overview over different research threads. One challenge here is that not all authors create

descriptive subsection headings. In these cases, showing the generic higher-level section

heading (e.g., “Related Work” or “Fake News”) for the query of fake news provides

little value to the users. To address this, we developed an automated heading generation

model, trained on heuristically identified descriptive section headings, and applied it to

paragraphs that did not have descriptive headings written by the authors of the source

paper.
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Method

We experimented with two popular transformer-based sequence-to-sequence models

for heading generation: (i) BART [251], and (ii) T5 [337]. These pre-trained models

have become de-facto starting points to develop various text generation models due to

their strong performance and ability to adapt to different tasks. To further train these

models for scientific heading generation, we use a set of heuristics to gather paragraphs

that contain descriptive titles from our dataset. These heuristics include filtering out all

titles that are single acronyms, shorter than three words or contain generic terms.6 This

strict filtering favors precision over recall in order to reduce the amount of noise in the

filtered dataset for training and testing. Our final dataset consists of 23,957 paragraphs

and their titles, which we further randomly divide into 80% training, 10% validation

and 10% test splits. We train the large variants of both BART and T5 on this training

split for 10 epochs and use loss on the validation split to select the best-performing

model checkpoint. Table 6.1 presents an evaluation of both models on our held-out test

split using the ROUGE metric [255], which measures title quality via n-gram overlap

between generated and human-written titles. Based on these scores, the two models seem

to generate similar-quality titles, and we sampled and examined a small subset of the

generated headings to compare the two models and found that the BART model tends to

produce headings that are more detailed and descriptive. Therefore, we then used the

BART model to generate headings for paragraphs outside of the filtered set that did not

have descriptive author-generated headings (39,186 in total or around 62% of the entire

dataset) for a more rigorous human evaluation detailed in the next subsection.

6literature review, background, limitations, future work, conclusion, discussion, related work, results.
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Figure 6.3: Human-evaluation comparing model-generated and author-written section
headings. Results suggest that model-generated headings were of comparable quality
when the authors had written long and non-generic headings and were of significantly
higher quality when the authors did not.

Table 6.1: ROUGE scores for both models on the test split of descriptive section
headings. ROUGE-1, -2, and -L measure unigram, bigram, and longest subsequence
overlap between generated and author-written titles, respectively.

Model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L

BART 30.7 14.2 28.8
T5 31.0 14.3 29.0
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Human Evaluation

We conducted a human evaluation of the BART-based heading generation model.

This is important because automatic metrics, such as ROUGE, do not always correlate

well with human perception. We manually rated four sets of headings: both author-

and model-generated headings for both paragraphs with descriptive headings but not

included in the training (the test split) and paragraphs without descriptive headings. Two

statements were rated for 5-point agreement: The heading is descriptive and specific to a

thread of research (S1) and The heading captured all key points in the paragraph (S2).

S1 aimed to measure the quality and specificity of the headings, and S2 aimed to measure

how well they represent the paragraph text.

To ensure rating quality, two of the authors went through two rounds of redundant

rating of 40 randomly sampled headings per round (10 from each set). After two rounds of

comparison and discussion to calibrate rating standards, inter-annotator agreements based

on Krippendorff’s alpha reached 0.90 and 0.74 for S1 and S2, respectively.7 The authors

then proceeded to rate 400 headings (100 from each set, paired) without redundancy.

During the rating process the authors were blind to the condition each heading was

sampled from to avoid bias.

As shown in Fig. 6.3, our model was able to generate headings of comparable

quality to long and descriptive titles written by the authors (S1: p=0.40; S2: p=0.32;

n = [100,100], Wilcoxon signed-rank tests), and significantly higher quality headings

when descriptive headings were not available from the authors (S1: p¡0.001∗∗∗; S2:

p¡0.001∗∗∗; n = [100,100], Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). In addition to these ratings,

we also quickly screened all model-generated titles (200 in total) for repetition and

hallucinations, i.e. mentions of concepts not present in the paragraph. We do this

as a sanity check since generation models are often prone to these issues, especially

7Agreements from round 1 were 0.66 and 0.49 for S1 and S2, respectively.
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hallucinations [208]. Based on our screening, we found that our model rarely suffers

from these issues - only 5/200 (2.5%) titles have repetition and 9/200 titles (4.5%) have

hallucination. This may partly be due to the fact that generated headlines are fairly short,

which offers less scope for repetition and hallucination to creep in. Given these promising

results, in the system, we showed model generated titles whenever a paragraph did not

have a descriptive author-written heading (Fig. 1). Some examples of model-generated

headings side-by-side with their corresponding author-written headings are presented in

the Appendix (Table A.1 and A.2).

6.4.4 Implementation Details

Relatedly is built as a standard web application. The front-end was written in

approximately 3,500 lines of TypeScript using the ReactJS framework. The back-end is

implemented in approximately 1,500 lines of Python and SQL code. We used Flask for

HTTP server framework and PostgreSQL database for both dataset access and behavior

logging for the user studies. We used the Whoosh8 Python library, which implements

the standard BM25 document retrieval algorithm [349], to support full-text search of

the paragraphs. For the evaluation study, all interactions with the system (such as new

queries, papers and paragraphs read, etc.) are logged to a database in a JSON format

(refer to supplementary materials). All communications between the server, database and

users’ browser are encrypted and anonymized by creating anonymous session and user

IDs.

Dataset

To test the Relatedly approach, we gathered a dataset of full papers from five HCI

and NLP conferences (ACL, EMNLP, UIST, CSCW, CHI) published between 2016-2021

8https://github.com/mchaput/whoosh
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from S2ORC, a large open-source corpus of 81.1M English-language academic papers

spanning many academic disciplines [264]. These topics were selected out of convenience

so that the authors could evaluate the usefulness of the system during development, and

also for recruiting participants who are likely more engaged with this topic during our

user studies. To find paragraphs that summarize multiple prior studies, for each paper, we

extracted all paragraphs that contained three or more references along with their section

titles. Since a related work section would typically reference its source paper, which

can seem out of context when read independently, we used a simple word list to resolve

self-referencing phrases (e.g., in this paper, our approach, our system, ..., etc.) to the

source paper. In the end, this dataset contained 63,144 paragraphs extracted from 11,382

papers. Approximately 49,975 paragraphs were from related work sections and the

remaining paragraphs were mostly extracted from introduction and discussion sections.

The inline references were resolved by S2ORC [264] to their metadata including authors,

citation count, abstract, and TLDRs [67]. This also allowed Relatedly to reformat the

reference text into APA format (i.e., the first author’s last name and the publication year)

in the system so that the same references have the same surface form across paragraphs.

6.5 User Evaluation Study Design

The design of Relatedly changes the common literature review process of exploring

individual papers (e.g., from a search engine), to exploring paragraphs describing multiple

papers on a topic. To investigate its effects, we conducted a within-subjects experiment

with 15 participants conducting literature reviews comparing Relatedly to a standard

paper search engine as baseline. During the study, participants used the assigned system

to explore the literature with the goal of creating an outline and notes for writing a

survey paper on assigned topics. This allowed us to capture what participants had learned
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Figure 6.4: The Baseline condition that emulates common scholarly search engines
(left). In addition, the “Read Related Work Sections” buttons allow users to read the
paper’s sections with paragraphs that contained three or more references with lowered-
interaction costs (right).

during the tasks. After the study, we analyzed the behavior logs to understand how they

utilized each system, and rate the quality of their outlines to see which process allowed

participants to gain a better overview of the literature.

6.5.1 Experimental Setup

We compared Relatedly to a Baseline system simulating standard scholarly search

engines as an within-subject condition. During the study, each participant used both

systems to conduct literature reviews on two different topics. To control for individual

differences and learning behavior, we counterbalanced topics and conditions to reduce

order effects.
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The Baseline Conditions

The baseline condition was a standard BM25 search engine that returned a list of

papers from our dataset that mentioned the query term in their titles or abstracts (Fig.

6.4). For each paper in the search results users can access its metadata including the

title, authors, venue, publication year, abstract, and a TLDR summary[68].9 To lower

the interaction costs of using the Baseline condition, users can click on a “Read Related

Work Sections” button to access the section headings and paragraphs that contained three

or more references (Fig 6.4). This ensures that 1) participants have access to the same

data in both conditions, and that 2) the interaction cost of accessing them is low in the

Baseline. Similar to the Relatedly condition, participants could also click a “copy” button

to copy a paper title and paste into their outlines.

Tasks

To contextualize their exploration and sensemaking, participants were given a simu-

lated work task scenario [50] to conduct initial research to get a broad overview of the

topic towards the ultimate goal of writing a survey article:

Imagine that you are surveying and summarizing scientific work in HCI and
NLP on the topic of:

[One of two task topics: Misinformation, Fake News and Fact Checking OR
Crowdsourcing]

Today, please do an initial research to get a broad overview of the topic.
Your goal should be to get a broad overview of this topic and identify as
many terms, concepts and perspectives related to the topic as you can find by
searching and gathering information on this search engine. During the task,
write an outline in the notes document provided to you such that it would
help you resume work on this task in the future. This may include planning
out all the sections of your paper, recording important papers and research
you find, etc.

9These are 1-2 sentence summaries also available on popular scholarly search engines.
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As part of the within-subjects study design for evaluating user behavior across the

two conditions, each participant worked on the above task twice (i.e. once for each

condition). To prevent carryover effects in learning, each participant completed the task

on the two topics listed below. To avoid order effects, the systems were counterbalanced

such that they saw a different topic with each condition.

• Misinformation, Fake News and Fact Checking: The internet makes it easy for

billions of people to access information with a few simple keystrokes. However, it

also makes it easy to spread false information, which can have disastrous effects

on both individuals and society as a whole. Research in HCI and NLP has focused

on detection methods, their use and impacts. Research the impacts of fake news

and the methods being developed to combat it.

• Crowdsourcing: Crowdsourcing involves a large group of dispersed participants

contributing to a task. As we move towards a new future of work with digital

platforms for crowdsourcing, research in HCI and NLP has focused on the different

methods of crowdsourcing and the applications across different domains. Research

the methods and applications of crowdsourcing.

The chosen task topics are relatively large, complex, multi-faceted information spaces

where the average person has relatively limited knowledge coming into the task. They are

also fairly interdisciplinary tasks so that even if we do get people with domain expertise,

there’s more they can learn in this area. Also, these topics are well-represented in our

dataset – which is papers for HCI and NLP conferences.

Participants

15 participants were recruited from research labs across three universities (8 identified

as female and the rest as male; age: 19-32. M=25.88, SD=3.72). All studies were
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conducted remotely over video calls. Compensation was $45 USD for the 90 minute

study. The participants were mostly research scientists, post-docs, and graduate students

engaging in research activities.

6.5.2 Study Procedure

Before the study appointment, participants were sent the informed consent form

and asked to fill out demographic information. During their study appointment, each

participants went through two literature review tasks where the order and the combination

of tasks and system assignments were counterbalanced. Each of the two tasks lasted 20

minutes. During the 20 minutes, participants freely interact with the system and create

their learning outline on a Google Doc while thinking outloud about their experiences

[250, 198]. Before starting each task, participants watched a short tutorial on each system

and were given 5 minutes to explore the system using the test topic of “sensemaking”.

6.5.3 Measures

Quality of Learning Outlines

Our primary measure focused on how well Relatedly supports literature reviews

compared to the baseline by analyzing the learning outline participants wrote in the lab

study. For this, we used topic experts to examined and rate each of the Google Doc

outlines while being blind to which condition they came from. We defined an expert as

someone who has obtained a doctoral degree focusing on the topic, and had multiple

years and publications in the field. Two of the authors matched these criteria for the

tasks used in the study, blind to condition. The experts counted the number of research

themes participants added to their outlines (a proxy for comprehensiveness), and rated

the outlines for the following aspects on a five-point scale (higher is better):
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• Coherence: The category structures make sense and the papers and subcategories

in the them fit.

• Insightfulness: The categories were insightful and captured important research

threads in the space.

• Level of Detail: The categories contain rich details of relevant subtopics and papers.

These criteria were inspired by literature on human evaluation of clustering (e.g. [459])

and NLP evaluation criteria for automatically generated outlines (e.g. [154]) The two

experts went through two rounds of rating and discussion to calibrate the number of

themes and their final scores. The sum of these scores is then used to calculate overall

quality of the outline.

Behavior Log Analysis

Using the behavior logs from both conditions, we measured how frequently each

participant interacted with both the systems at both the paragraphs and papers level. For

example, references clicked on, paper titles copied, or paragraphs explored. In addition,

we also examined how frequently participants interacted with features only available

in the Relatedly condition, such as reference low- and high-lights, citation frequency

badges, and using the Overview View and Similar Paragraphs View.

Qualitative Insights and Perceived Values

In order to gain deeper understanding of the challenges and benefits of using the two

systems, we transcribed participants’ think-aloud recordings during the tasks. The first

author then went through the transcripts in two passes using an open coding approach

[87]. Through discussions with the rest of the research team, we identified common

themes in participants’ experiences. Additionally, we also conducted a post-task survey
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where we asked participants to rate a set of statements around system values (Table 3)

using a 5-point Likert-scale for agreement.

6.6 Findings

Figure 6.5: Participants generated learning outline summaries after 20 minutes of
literature review each with the two systems. The summaries were rated by experts
on 3 criteria using 5-point Likert-scales for agreement (5 indicated strong agreement).
The experts were blind to which condition each outline came from during rating. A
MANOVA and a Wald-type test were used to correct for multiple comparisons and found
a statistically significant difference (manovaF = 7.78, p = 0.02∗,Waldχ2 = 13.18, p =
0.004∗∗) between the conditions on the combined dependent variables of Coherent,
Detailed, and Insightful.

In this section, we combine results from our three measurements described in the

previous section to give a holistic view of the costs and benefits of using Relatedly when

compared to the Baseline condition, which simulates standard scholarly search engines.

6.6.1 Higher Quality Synthesized Outlines

Based on the sum of 5-point expert ratings on the three aspects, participants wrote

significantly better quality outlines when using Relatedly compared to the Baseline

(M = 10.53,SD = 3.64 vs M = 8.07,SD = 4.61; t = 2.58, p = 0.02 out of 15, Fig. 6.8).

To correct for multiple comparisons, we ran a Wald-type test and a MANOVA with
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repeated measures and found a significant difference between the two systems on the

combined measures of Coherence, Insightfulness, and Detailed (manovaF = 7.78, p =

0.02∗,Waldχ2 = 13.18, p = 0.004∗∗; Fig 6.8).10 Breaking this quality score down,

participants wrote significantly more coherent (M = 3.87,SD = 1.30, out of 5) and

insightful (M = 3.53,SD = 1.30, out of 5) outlines when using Relatedly compared

to when using Baseline (Coherence: M = 2.73,SD = 1.58 out of 5; Insightfulness:

M = 2.73,SD = 1.67 out of 5). Participants also wrote more detailed outlines when

using Relatedly (M = 3.13,SD = 1.30 out of 5) compared to when they used Baseline

(M = 2.60,SD = 1.55 out of 5).

Qualitative analysis of the think-aloud recordings revealed participants’ exploration

strategies when using Relatedly. Most commonly, 13 out of the 15 participants talked

about using a “breadth-first approach for exploring different paragraphs and topics,” and

8 specifically mentioned using the Unexplored Reference Count Badge ( )

at the paragraph level to prioritize. For example, P09 used the Overview View to quickly

capture diverse topics and relevant papers in their outline, taking advantage of how

Relatedly ranked the paragraphs dynamically to maximize marginal novelty [76]:

“I spent most of my time in the all paragraphs view looking at the various
summaries. – I like that they are in [the] order of most unread references
to fewest, so it felt like going in-order made sense. As I found new topics,
I jotted them down – sometimes as a short summary, sometimes I included
entire quotes of the overall message, and then copied over the related paper
to go back to reference if I needed.” (P09).

All participants switched between the Overview View and Similar Paragraph View

for broad overview and drill-down into different subtopics. Furthermore, when using

Relatedly, participants explored significantly more paragraphs in the Overview View

(M = 5.80,SD = 8.00) than in the Similar Paragraphs View (M = 1.80,SD = 1 = .13, t =

10R package: MANOVA.RM: Resampling-Based Analysis of Multivariate Data and Repeated Measures
Designs
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Figure 6.6: Participants interacted with significantly more paragraphs when using
Relatedly vs the Baseline system

2.55, p = 0.02∗). Two participants specifically mentioned switching between the two

views to control both the depth and breath of their explorations:

“I’d describe my searching as like a limited-depth depth first search strategy.
I start at a high level idea, try to find everything related to that topic up
to some effort level. Similar Paragraphs [View] was a great feature for
this! Then, I switch to another sub topic [in the Overview View] and repeat.”
(P17).

These system log analysis and qualitative insights suggested that participants had

more control over their exploration when using Relatedly, fluidly switching between

exploring many diverse subtopics and drill-down to specific subtopics, and are potential

explanations for how they collected more subtopics and generated higher quality overview

learning outlines.

6.6.2 Paper- vs Topic-Centric Exploration

While participants in both conditions had access to papers’ related work paragraphs,

we found that when using Relatedly, participants interacted with more than twice as

many paragraphs compared to when they were using the Baseline (Relatedly: M =
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16.85,SD = 7.66 vs M = 7.21,SD = 5.70, t = 4.40, p = 0.001∗∗). Participants described

their exploration strategies were centered around individual papers instead of paragraphs

when using the Baseline. Most commonly, nine (/15) mentioned relying mostly on the

abstracts and TLDR summaries to decide which papers to read: “Go paperwise, skim

through abstract - read more if it’s interesting or relevant” (P04). Participants also

mentioned using other signals such as the citation counts (3/15), spotting unfamiliar

terms in the abstracts to find categories to add to their outlines (3/15), and reading related

work sections (4/15).

In addition to differences in exploration strategies between the two conditions, we

also found participants actively used the paragraph reading support features when using

Relatedly based on both behavioral and qualitative data. On average, 38.73% of citations

clicked were low-lighted previously read references, 37.84% of citations clicked were

highlighted and 10.35% of citations clicked had citations frequency badges. Based on

qualitative data, participants utilized the reading support cues to both prioritize and

de-prioritize their reading activities. 12/15 participants talked about relying on the yellow

highlighted references to prioritize their reading:

“oh I see yellow, which means that there is something different, and the
brighter the yellow, it looks more attractive to me. I want to see papers that
disagree to the papers I’ve read so far” (P04).

In addition, 11/15 participants paid attention to the citation frequency tags to find impor-

tant papers on the topic:

“I will look for the citation with high numbers, because those tend to be
popular and more classic or fundamental.” (P03).

For deprioritization, 12/15 participants talked about their use of low-lighted references:

“when I start to read a paragraph and I see grayed out text and references,
it is very helpful to see that I have read about this paper before in another
paragraph. I’m going to click on this to verify which paper this is and then
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read how this paragraph is discussing it. Oh it seems to be a slightly different
take on this paper’s contributions so I’ll copy this paper. It seems like there’s
some discussion around it.” (P09).

Finally, participants mentioned using the descriptive section headings to explore

topics when using Relatedly. Ten participants explicitly mentioned how the section titles

indicate topics that are useful for organizing knowledge:

“These [titles] are roughly the broad categories for which I would look for,
and I’m first going through the titles and adding the unique ones to my notes
. . . I will now start looking into specific things similar to this subtopic title”
(P14).

6.6.3 Participants Preferred Relatedly

After using both systems, participants were asked about their preferences and 13 / 15

participants said they preferred Relatedly’s approach of reading related work paragraphs

on the topic to the Baseline’s approach of reading papers to review literature. While the

two participants who preferred the Baseline mostly described it as a familiar interface,

participants who preferred Relatedly reported much richer explanations: (1) provides a

good structure and organization to an otherwise unstructured complex exploratory task:

“I can have a relatively clear path to explore. I can use what other researchers have

summarized so I don’t need to start from zero.” (P05); (2) helps understand connections

between multiple papers: “For literature review, it is important to see connections

between cite works... I find the Related work sections helpful for this, not so much for the

paper list.” (P14); (3) gives the right amount of relevant context around papers: “Gave

a lot more context and resulted in fewer papers being read – had to open fewer pdfs.”

(P13); and (4) helps track progress and prioritize what order to read things in: “can help

me to keep track of my pace of learning about the topic.” (P03).

In a post survey about participants’ opinions about the two systems, participants

thought the Relatedly system helped them significantly more than the Baseline for ”find
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Figure 6.7: Participants’ level of agreement to how well Relatedly and Baseline sup-
ported their literature review process. For each statement, we report the percentage of
likert responses and results from paired wilcoxon signed rank tests, with z and p values.
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relevant research on the topic”, ”understand relationships between terms/concepts”,

”bring together information from multiple sources and points of view”, ”prioritize what to

read” and ”keep track of information gained or read during the literature review process”

(Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for all statements reported in Fig. 6.7).

Lastly, to measure the perceived workload of using the two systems, we used the

NASA TLX questionnaire, and found no significant differences (Appendix Table A.3).

This result suggests that participants did not perceive higher workload when using

Relatedly even though it consisted of significantly more features, and that they were able

to utilize these features to synthesize learning outlines of significantly higher quality.

6.6.4 Volunteered Use in the Wild

Figure 6.8: Background and usage of participants who volunteered long-term use.
Participants self-reported their job title, reason for using Relatedly in their research
workflow, hours of work, hours using Relatedly, # queries, and # of relevant papers
curated to read

One interesting but unplanned observation was that five of the participants were plan-

ning to conduct literature reviews for their upcoming paper submissions and expressed

interest in using Relatedly after the study had concluded. We saw this as an opportunity to
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better understand how Relatedly performs for real-world tasks over a prolonged period of

time. Therefore, we continued to allowed them access to Relatedly from their computers

to conduct their own tasks, and scheduled interviews with them after two weeks to learn

about their user experience. The first author then open coded the transcripts of these

interviews to identify common themes. All participants were Ph.D. students across three

large research universities with an average age of 25.7 years. Two identified as male

and three as female. Table ?? shows an overview of their real-world tasks and their

engagements with Relatedly.

These scholars expressed their preferences for reading related work sections in

Relatedly over reading individual papers to “learn about a topic” (P09), and “verify

whether I have covered all the important research threads, papers and perspectives when

writing my paper” (P13) , “discover what are the central papers on this topic” (P15).

They also mentioned that it is still helpful to use traditional scholarly search engines

to look up specific papers or author, and saw the two approaches as complementary to

each other. P13 summarized their experience by comparing it to their previous literature

review process:

“there’s a learning curve to getting used to the shift from reading papers
individually one by one to reading paragraphs instead, but once you get used
to this paradigm, it’s easier to explore the topic this way.” (P13)

Most other benefits mentioned in the post-interviews echoed benefits uncovered in

the lab study. Additionally, participants reported using Relatedly with other apps such as:

scholarly search engines and PDF readers to read the papers thoroughly; and reference

managers like zotero , note-taking apps like notion, documents to attach notes and curate

papers for later use. We see this as a promising signal that Relatedly is also able to support

real-world tasks over a prolonged period of time, and the fact that participants from Study

1 volunteered to use Relatedly after the study under no obligations nor compensation

suggested that it provided real-world value to at least the five scholars.
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6.7 Discussion

This chapter illustrates opportunities of leveraging prior effort (i.e., content and struc-

ture of existing related work section paragraphs) to scaffold the users in discovery and

synthesis for literature reviews. Motivated by a formative study that identified challenges

in this approach, we design a novel system, Relatedly, which provides scaffolding fea-

tures such as auto-generated descriptive paragraph titles, high and low-lighting paragraph

text to facilitate reading overlapping and novel information, re-ranking paragraphs to

maximize subtopic breath while allowing users to drill-down to specific subtopics. Here,

we draw connections between observations from the user study and theory to further

contextualize our findings.

Educational psychologists [19, 352] have found that giving students multiple explana-

tions or different representations of the same topic helps them overcome the weaknesses

of any particular explanation or representation and better make sense of a complex

scientific topic [20] and problem solve [104]. In this context, reading multiple similar

paragraphs written by different authors who might frame the topic slightly differently

might help users understand and synthesize information topic better. Based on the behav-

ior logging, we indeed found that participants explored significantly more paragraphs

when using Relatedly than when using the Baseline, which could potentially explain why

they wrote significantly higher quality learning outlines when compared to the Baseline.

Information foraging theory suggests that people have a tendency to switch between

information patches in order to maximize the amount and breadth of information gained

during exploration [327]. Relatedly’s Overview and Similar Paragraphs Views were

designed to facilitate this strategy when exploring multiple related work paragraphs

extracted from multiple papers with overlapping and dissimilar information. During the

think-alouds and in the post-task surveys, participants described using the two views to
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to fluidly alternate between exploring diverse subtopics and exploiting reading details

about a specific subtopic, which could potentially explain why they were able to write

down significantly more themes/subtopics in their learning outlines when compared to

the Baseline.

Finally, participants thought Relatedly was more helpful than the Baseline for lit-

erature reviews. Participants in the evaluation study agreed significantly more to the

statements: the system helped me “find relevant research on the topic”, “understand rela-

tionships between terms/concepts”, “bring together information from multiple sources

and points of view”, “prioritize what to read” and “keep track of information gained or

read during the literature review process” compared to the Baseline system. Overall 13

out of 15 participants preferred using Relatedly compared to the Baseline for literature

review, and five adopted Relatedly to support their upcoming paper submissions after

the study had concluded. Considering this continued usage was volunteered without

obligations nor compensations, we see this as a promising indication that Relatedly

was able to provide real-world benefits when participants used it to support their own

literature review tasks.

We believe that any system that uses algorithmic approaches to help user manage their

attentions (recommendations, search, summarization), should be aware of and account

for potential model errors misleading users, implicit biases, and echo chamber effects in

their designs. When developing Relatedly, we also aimed to mitigate these potential risks.

For example, we were careful about the quality of Relatedly’s generated section headings

and conducted an additional human evaluation in addition to the standard automatic

evaluation techniques in NLP (ROUGE). Several of Relatedly’s UI features also aimed to

combat these risks. For example, the progress bars encourage users to cover more papers

and paragraphs instead of feeling satisfied with what they had already explored. The

benefits of this increased exploration can help offset possible changes in the distribution
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of papers explored. Further, while most prior recommender systems help users in finding

documents similar to what they have already explored, Relatedly, in contrast, actively

re-ranks documents and highlight sentences to encourage users to prioritize exploring

information most dissimilar to what they have already explored.

Relatedly’s main insight is that given multiple different texts on a particular topic,

it scaffolds the reader’s exploration by helping prioritize new dissimilar information

and de-prioritizes redundant information. Relatedly demonstrates this approach using

scientific texts and related work sections, however, this approach could be applied in

other domains such as policy makers reviewing policy literature for policy briefs, or

lawyers researching prior cases to identify patterns, legal precedent and make a case, or

voters tracking important issues across multiple politicians’ platforms or news articles,

or programmers trying to navigate different discussion fora or Jupyter notebooks for

solutions for a bug. We envision an augmented reading experience which supports getting

a broad overview of different perspective or themes, lets you prioritize what to read and

track what you have read so far across information sources on any topic on the internet.

We leave these promising research avenues for future work to explore.

6.7.1 Limitations and Future Work

Many design decisions were influenced by our focus on literature review of scientific

topics by scholars. One assumption we made was that scientists write high quality

related work sections in their paper that can provide more benefits to users than looking

at individual papers and synthesizing them. For this, we selected papers from leading

venues in HCI and NLP to construct our dataset. Future work on this approach that

wishes to expand the coverage to all scientific publications would require additional

support for finer-grained user control over the sources that the related work paragraphs

are extracted from. For example, allowing users to curate a set of venues or authors that
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they trust. Alternatively, future research could expand on NLP techniques for assessing

writing quality [290, 402] to automatically rate the quality of related work sections [404]

and incorporate them into the ranking algorithm . Another future direction for further

improving Relatedly is to analyze the importance of each reference in the context of the

paragraph they were mentioned. For example, NLP techniques such as [419] could be

used to estimate the level of influence of each references in a paragraph, so that Relatedly

could mitigate the effects of bulk and passing citations [188, 226, 189].

When designing our user study, we also considered citation graph visualization tools

as an additional baseline condition. However, literature review tasks can be difficult to

study [241], because they can be mentally taxing and time consuming for participants

due to their exploratory nature [241]. To keep our study realistic, we wanted to keep

participants engaged with longer literature review sessions, while keeping the whole pro-

cedure under 90-minutes to prevent fatigue. Therefore, we chose the Baseline condition

which simulates the most-popular literature review strategy for most users (i.e., scholarly

search engines and reading papers individually). Future work can build on our study by

including prior visualization systems as a baseline to compare Relatedly against to help

us further understand the costs and benefits of Relatedly.

In the formative interviews, we mostly interviewed PhD students who are junior

scholars. Since Relatedly aims to help people jumpstart their lit review process by

broadly overviewing and finding relevant papers in an unknown topic, we focused

on understanding the needs of junior researchers. While three of the participants in

the formative study were full-time, post-graduate researchers, we focused on junior

researchers for the formative study because they tend to face more challenges and

need more support with the literature review process [138, 199, 113, 403] compared to

senior scholars. Senior scholars are more likely to rely on wider social connections to

support paper recommendations and have richer adjacent domain knowledge to draw
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from [113, 138]. Existing research systems support senior researchers’ literature searches

by recommending papers based on social signals such as who they have collaborated or

interacted with before [217, 218], and papers, authors, institutions, venues of work that

they have read or curated [220].

To avoid potential unintended consequences such as plagiarism, Relatedly’s design

aims to highlight the provenance of ideas and encourage correct referencing practice by

prioritizing author information at the top of paragraphs and attaching author information

when users copy over references.

One potential obstacle to broader adoption of this approach is licensing and access to

scientific documents. Specifically, not all scholarly papers can be freely accessed and

searched by anyone on the internet. On the other hand, recent trends in promoting open

science [288] and efforts such as the S2ORC dataset [264], arXiv.org [289, 159], and the

Open Science Foundation11, and making older articles accessible using technology such

as OCR, GROBID [265], VILA [374], point to a promising future where scholars can

take fuller advantage of each others prior research effort, enabling new technologies and

interactions such as Relatedly.

Currently, Relatedly is designed for scholarly users. However, an interesting future

direction could be supporting lay-people to make exploring scientific information more

accessible. For example, if an individual wanted to overview scientific literature on

vaccines to determine whether or not to get vaccinated or if they want to overview

literature to apply scientific research as a startup product. The opportunity here is that

seeing different perspectives from authors of different papers describing a research topic

and each other’s work has the potential of avoiding lay-people overly trusting a single

piece of evidence [136]. In this case, a future version of Relatedly could help not only link

unfamiliar terminology to definitions [177] or summarize paragraphs in plain language

11Open Science Foundation: https://www.cos.io/products/osf
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[28], but more importantly also surface agreements and disagreements between prior

works and their levels of uncertainty while helping users build confidence and trust about

their learning could be especially important [136].

Knowledge work and literature reviews usually involve exploring multiple topics by

issuing multiple queries [138, 316]. This is evidenced by the results of the participants

who volunteered to use Relatedly for their real-world tasks. While our user evaluation

lab study observed how Relatedly helped participants explore information on a single

topic and query, an exciting avenue for future work is investigating how users shift their

exploration over multiple topics and queries. Recent work, like [317, 320], help people

exploring a new domain articulate queries when they lack domain-specific language

and well-defined informational goals. We leave it to future work to extend Relatedly’s

approach to better support exploring scientific literature over multiple queries and topic

shifts.

6.8 Conclusion

In this chapter we explore a novel approach for supporting literature review workflows—

instead of focusing on making sense of individual papers one-by-one to understand a

topic, Relatedly guided users to explore different subtopic areas using many related work

section paragraphs extracted across multiple papers. The idea here is that by leveraging

prior scientific efforts of authors conducting literature reviews to write their related

work sections, we can improve other researchers’ literature review process. To address

how paragraphs extracted from different documents might cover both similar and dis-

tinct topics, Relatedly also provides reading support cues and information gain tracking

features to facilitate users in reading many related work paragraphs to cover a broad

overview of different topics more efficiently. A comparative user study demonstrated
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that Relatedly’s approach to literature review helped scholars synthesize information

on the topic in a broader, more coherent and insightful manner. This might have been

because Relatedly’s reading support features scaffold discovering and interacting with

more paragraphs and papers, which helps explore broad multifaceted information spaces.

Additionally, participants discovered more domain-specific terms when using Relatedly

and preferred using it over the Baseline. We believe the Relatedly approach brings us

one step closer to leveraging information and structure available on the web to support

knowledge exploration and synthesis.
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Part III

Augmenting Creative Workflows
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Chapter 7

The Practitioner Perspective on

Creativity Support Tool Adoption
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With the rapid development of creativity support tools, creative practitioners (e.g., de-

signers, artists, architects) have to constantly explore and adopt new tools into their

practice. While HCI research has focused on developing novel creativity support tools,

little is known about creative practitioner’s values when exploring and adopting these

tools. We collect and analyze 23 videos, 13 interviews, and 105 survey responses of

creative practitioners reflecting on their values to derive a value framework. We find that

practitioners value the tools’ functionality, integration into their current workflow, perfor-

mance, user interface and experience, learning support, costs and emotional connection,

in that order. They largely discover tools through personal recommendations. To help

unify and encourage reflection from the wider community of CST stakeholders (e.g.,

systems creators, researchers, marketers, educators), we situate the framework within

existing research on systems, creativity support tools and technology adoption.
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Figure 7.1: Visual abstract of this paper’s investigation of what creative practitioners
value when adopting creativity support tools – summarizing the key contributions: C1.
Empirical Observations, C2. Creative Practitioners’ Value Framework, C3. Mapping
values to design principles and theories in literature
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7.1 Introduction

Creative practitioners (e.g. professional designers, software developers, artists, archi-

tects, film-makers, etc.) harness digital technology to achieve their goals and augment

their creative potential. This use of digital technologies to support creative practice –

Creativity Support Tools (CSTs, e.g. AutoCAD and Illustrator), have been studied for

decades and is considered a ”grand challenge” in HCI research [381, 150]. Frich et al.

[150] define a CST as ”technology that runs on one or more digital systems, encompasses

one or more creativity-focused features, and is employed to positively influence users of

varying expertise in one or more distinct phases of the creative process.”

Over the past couple of decades, creative domains, i.e., industries that conceive

products and services [351, 100], such as design, software development, architecture,

and film, and entertainment, have grown both in industry and research [381, 150, 340].

In this rapidly evolving landscape, it has become imperative for creative practitioners

to constantly explore CSTs, and decide whether to adopt new tools or abandon current

ones. However, little is known about creative practitioners’ values when choosing and

exploring tools.

HCI research has developed several novel tools to stimulate creative thinking and

support design processes (e.g., [151, 150, 149, 116, 228]). However, most of these

prototype CSTs exist in a lab setting – few explorations are carried out for tools in-the-

wild, over a long period of time [150, 340, 342, 380]. To address this issue, Frich et al.

[150] suggest “shifting our efforts to studying in-vivo use of creativity support tools, not

just the ones we build ourselves, but the ones that most creative practitioners employ in

practice”. This premise motivates our research questions:

RQ1: What do creative practitioners value when adopting CSTs?

RQ2: How do creative practitioners discover and explore new CSTs?
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To address these questions, we analyzed 13 interviews and 23 YouTube videos of

creative practitioners reflecting on their values when adopting CSTs. We synthesize

the findings from this analysis in a conceptual framework of values held by creative

practitioners when deciding whether to adopt a new CST. Then, to contextualize and

verify identified trends in values with a larger population of creative practitioners, we

surveyed 105 creative practitioners and asked them to rate and rank each of the values in

the framework.

This investigation uncovers that creative practitioners care about multiple factors:

CST’s features and functionality, integration with existing workflow, performance, inter-

face and user experience, support, financial cost, and even the emotional connection with

the tool. Delving into the subcategories, the highest-rated values were a CSTs’ reliability

in performance and ease of use. This chapter makes the following contributions (Figure

7.1):

C1. Empirical observations from creative practitioners [§7.4]. The analysis of

YouTube videos, interviews and survey responses, adds the creative practitioners’ per-

spective to existing CST developer, educator or researcher-centric perspectives described

in literature.

C2. Creative Practitioners’ Value Framework [§7.4]. A conceptual framework of

creative practitioners’ values for discovery and adoption of CSTs as shaped by C1.

C3. Unified mapping of practitioners’ values to design principles and theories

in literature [§7.5] We connect our proposed framework to principles in the existing

literature to encourage reflection and innovation from CST stakeholders (e.g. systems

creators, researchers, marketers, educators).

To contextualize these contributions, we describe existing design heuristics in HCI

systems, CST research, and theories of tool adoption [§7.2]. The research methods

[§7.3] detail how we collected and analyzed video, interview data, and survey data. The
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definitions of our framework, along with the empirical observation and numerical data are

outlined [§7.4] before they can be tied back together to the foundational literature [§7.5].

We conclude by discussing the limitations and the avenues for future work [§7.6].

7.2 Related Work

To frame practitioners’ values, one must consider elements of both technology, as

well as usage preferences and practitioner needs. This work builds on HCI systems and

CST design and evaluation; and social science theories of technology acceptance and

adoption.

7.2.1 Designing and Evaluating Creativity Support Tools

As a sub-field of HCI research, studies of CSTs formally began two decades years

ago, when Shneiderman alluded to computers’ potential to become tools that enhance

human creativity [379, 380]. CST research has developed tools for many stages, such as

making discoveries or inventions from information gathering [271, 317], hypothesis and

idea generation [383], and initial production [116, 148], to refinement [228], validation

[149], and dissemination [380, 150].

Note how the term ”tool” is tied to the Human-Centered perspective on what is used to

accomplish a task, ranging from applications (e.g., Figma), toolkits (e.g., D3 to visualize

data), and programming languages (e.g., C#), as opposed to individual commands (e.g.,

undo, copy) or a tool’s features (e.g., using a brush inside an application).

The HCI and creativity research communities have proposed quantitative and quali-

tative approaches to evaluate the usefulness of CSTs. One quantitative measure is the

Creativity Support Index [77, 92], a general-purpose survey to gauge a novel CST’s

effectiveness. Other methods include co-design workshops [127], physiological re-
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sponses (e.g., galvanic skin responses, EEG) [78], and self-report in post-study reflective

think-alouds and surveys[364, 431].

CST research also follows design principles proposed by HCI systems research.

Myers outlines that systems should facilitate: (i) Path of Least Resistance (i.e., leading

users towards doing the right things, and away from doing the wrong things) and (ii)

Predictability (i.e., alignment with the user’s mental model), (iii) ”Low Thresholds,

High Ceilings, and Wide Walls” (i.e. that tools should be easy for novices to get

started, yet provide ambitious functionality that experts need and provide a wide range

of functionality with underlying services). Olsen [310] outlines similar concepts: (i)

Generality (i.e., the ability for a tool to generalize across situations, tasks and users), (ii)

Reduce solution viscosity (i.e. reducing the effort required to iterate on many possible

solutions), (iii) Enabling Expressive Leverage such that a designer can accomplish more

by expressing less, (iv) Facilitating Expressive Match (i.e., mapping how close the means

for expressing design choices are to the problem being solved), (v) Power in combination

(i.e., supporting combinations of more basic building blocks through: (a) Inductive

combination (i.e., combining features within one tool to accomplish larger, more complex

goals), or (b) Simplifying Interconnection (i.e., all components/features of the tool should

work with each other within and across other tools). Similarly, Cognitive Dimensions of

Notation [166, 47] was also used to reflect on systems, though its usage in the literature

has decreased in favour of Olsen’s framework likely given the high overlap [245].

Similar design principles and heuristics are outlined in CST research as well. For

example, Resnick et al. [342] echo Myer’s [301] design principle of ”low thresholds, high

ceilings and wide walls”. Resnick et al. also proposed additional principles: (ii) support

many paths and many styles, (iii) support collaboration, (iv) support open interchange,

(v) make it as simple as possible, (vi) choose black boxes of explorability carefully.

Additional perspectives informed by developers and HCI researchers include: (vii) invent
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things you would want to use yourself, (viii) balance user suggestions with observation

and participatory process, (ix) iterate (x) design for designers, and (xi) evaluate your

tools. Shneiderman [380] frames general design recommendations for CSTs: (i) support

exploratory search, (ii) enable collaboration, (iii) provide rich history-keeping, and

(iv) design with low thresholds, high ceilings and wide walls. The above systems and

CST research papers acknowledge the importance of establishing frameworks that foster

reflection systems’ usefulness and contributions to the research- and user-communities.

Recent surveys of CST and HCI systems research show a focus on building novel

tools often evaluated in controlled experiments with novices and students as primary

subjects[340, 245]. This might be due to research prototypes’ limited resources to operate

at scale. This constraints the understanding of in-the-wild use of CSTs over a long-period

of time by practitioners. Still, there is room to better understand long-term tool use within

people’s existing practices and use these findings to better inform system building in

HCI.

In practice, creative professionals usually opt for CSTs made by established industry

tech companies, for example digital designers use Adobe Illustrator or InDesign, software

developers use Microsoft Visual Studio [408]. This work builds on and unifies these

multi-disciplinary reflections and sheds light on practitioners’ perspectives long-term

when exploring, adopting, retaining, and abandoning CSTs.

7.2.2 Theoretical Background On Technology Adoption

Research in social sciences has explored the theory for what influences individuals’

acceptance and adoption of emerging technologies in education, healthcare, and other

information provisions.

Rogers [350] defines technology adoption as “a decision to make full use of an

innovation as the best course of action” (p473). The adoption process includes an
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individual’s acceptance or rejection of the innovation, its subsequent use, and purchasing

and acquisition decisions [341]. Rogers Innovation Diffusion Theory [350] posits a five

stage process for technology adoption – the innovation-decision process: (i) Knowledge,

occurs when an individual learns about an innovation; (ii) Persuasion, involves the indi-

vidual forming an opinion on the innovation; (iii) Decision, occurs when the individual

prepares to choose to adopt (or reject) an innovation; (iv) Implementation, is when the

individual uses the innovation, and (v) Confirmation, is when the individual reinforces

the decision to adopt or reject the innovation. Rogers’ Innovation Diffusion Theory

proposes that users base technology adoption decision on perceptions of the tool’s: (i)

relative advantage (the extent to which a new technology is seen as being beneficial over

the preceding one – similar to performance expectancy), (ii) complexity (the difficulty

in using it – similar to effort expectancy), (iii) compatibility (the extent to which using

the target technology is viewed as being compatible with the user’s beliefs, values, and

work patterns), (iv) trial-ability (the possibility to try, experiment, and reduce uncertainty

and to learn by doing prior to adopting), and (v) observability (the visibility of the results

of adoption, which stimulates discussion, interest, and uptake). Other theories exist

[201, 252, 372, 376, 443, 442], yet they have received criticism for excluding external

conditions [131, 395, 400, 443].

Parallel research on Technology Acceptance has also been developed: including

the Theory of Reasoned Action [363], Theory Of Planned Behaviour [21], Technology

Acceptance Model and TAM2 [249] and the Unified Theory Of Acceptance And Use Of

Technology by Venkatesh et al. (UTAUT) [424]. These models predict that technology

acceptance is influenced by: (i) performance expectancy / perceived usefulness (the extent

to which potential users expect performance improvements using the new technology);

(ii) effort expectancy / ease of use (the extent to which people expect usage to be free

of effort); and (iii) social influence / subjective norms (perceived pressure from others
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to use the technology). These theories focus on predicting acceptance instead of actual

use and adoption of technology. While the terms ”adoption” and ”acceptance” are often

used interchangeably, they actually refer to two distinct aspects. Acceptance is viewed as

a component of adoption [341], such as the willingness to use technology for the tasks

it was designed to support [122]. Willingness and actual use are separate and different

measures. This chapter unifies the vocabulary used to describe the CST design principles

and theoretical model parameters, and adds a layer of granularity and richness to existing

models by presenting empirical observations from practitioners.

7.3 Method

To understand what influences creative practitioners when exploring and adopting

CSTs, we followed a two-fold approach:

1. Observation. We collected 23 YouTube videos and conducted 13 semi-structured

interviews with creative practitioners to gain an initial overview of values across partici-

pants.

2. Survey. To verify and contextualize the observed trends with a larger population

of practitioners (105 responses), we designed a survey for practitioners to rate and rank

the different values.

Questionnaires are available in the supplementary materials and were approved by

our organizations’ ethics review.

7.3.1 YouTube Videos

We chose YouTube’s1 comprehensive public video database as a start because this data

includes practitioners sharing knowledge through vlogs, tutorials, personal experience,

1https://www.youtube.com
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etc, and these videos have a wide reach to general audiences.

Sampling. To sample videos, we queried YouTube keywords such as “why I switched

to...” and selected autocomplete suggestions about CSTs. Sample queries include ”why

I switched to Figma from Sketch”, ”why I switched from AutoCAD to Revit”. We

excluded less CST-relevant queries e.g., ”why I switched to...” ”...iPhone from Android”,

”...formula”. We focused on comparisons and creators reflections, hence we excluded

videos mentioning a single CST.

Filtering. We ensured to cover multiple creative domains, such as 3d modeling,

software development, creative writing, architecture, video editing, and UI/UX design

(Figures B.2 in Appendix). To base our data on audience relevance, we selected videos

with over 10,000 views. We collected material past data saturation in case a particular

domain yielded new findings.

7.3.2 Semi-Structured Interviews

While the YouTube dataset provides a base data, there are two key limitations. First,

the videos shown are decided by the internal algorithm, which has its own biases as

defined by its code, advertisements, company sponsorship, audience, and search location,

etc.. Second, the videos are crafted by content creators, leading to short narratives

designed to capture an audience. To further expand and enrich the data, we interviewed

professional practitioners.

Participants

We chose purposeful sampling [48] as recruitment strategy, mixing direct contacts as

well as recruitment through a large software company’s Slack channel and a university.

We interviewed a diverse mix of participants across different practices, ages, organiza-

tions, gender, race, location, cultures, and target audiences. We recruited 13 participants
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(8 male, 5 female) across nine creative fields including graphic design, UX design, ar-

chitecture, industrial design, software programming, film, game design, and sketching

(Figure B.1 in Appendix). While we reached data saturation by the 8th participant, we

continued interviews to reach a larger coverage of professions/roles. Participants’ ages

ranged from 22 to 59 years (M = 33.23,SD = 7.10). Compensation was $50 USD or

equivalent for the one hour interviews.

Procedure

Before the interview, participants answered a demographic questionnaire collecting:

age, gender, occupation, organization, team size, educational background, professional

experience, and expertise in their creative field and in digital CST use.

Interview questions were drawn from a semi-structured interview guide. (Question-

naires are available in the supplementary materials and were approved by our organi-

zations’ ethics review). To ground the discussion, we asked participants to recall the

last adopted CST, and the most interesting recent tool adoption. Follow-up questions

included: How did you find out about this tool? What motivated you to switch? What

alternatives did you consider and why did you choose this tool over others?

7.3.3 Analysis of Videos and Interview Data

The videos underwent an intelligent transcription, removing pauses, filler words and

doing minor grammar adjustments. Analysis included: open coding, focused coding, and

thematic clustering [87].

The first two authors independently coded 3 randomly-chosen videos in the dataset

through open coding. The two authors discussed the emerging themes and agreed upon a

common vocabulary. Once similar codes and themes were identified across many videos

with no significant discrepancies, the two coders finalized the coding scheme and shifted
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to a focused coding approach. The coders independently coded another 3 randomly-

chosen videos in the dataset. To ensure inter-rater reliability [359], we compared the

independent coders’ results from the focused coding. There was a 83.56% to 94.64%

agreement level, which translated to a Cohen’s Kappa score of 0.58 to 0.71 across all

categories. Given the moderate to high agreement, one of the coders independently

coded the remaining YouTube video data based on the agreed coding scheme. The first

author also coded the interview data under this coding scheme. The two coding authors

would have discussions after each interview and only identified one new theme from the

interviews: maintainability.

We measured: (1) coverage – number of videos and interview participants who

mentioned the code; and (2) frequency – number of times a code was mentioned across

the data. Figure 7.2 shows an overview of mentions and coverage of the primary value

categories.

7.3.4 Survey

To further verify our observations, we surveyed 105 creative practitioners to rate and

rank each framework value.

Participants

We recruited 105 creative practitioners online: Twitter, Reddit (e.g., r/design, r/user-

experience, r/cad), a large software company Slack channel, and a university. Participants

were screened by email. We also reached out to the 13 interview participants and relevant

personal connections. Compensation was $5 USD or equivalent (participants belonged

to 8 countries and created content for a diverse set of audiences across cultures and

languages).

Participants’ (52 female, 50 male, and 2 non-binary) ages were 19 to 51 (M = 28.26,
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SD = 5.16). Self-reported experience was: 8 novices, 27 intermediate, 41 proficient,

and 25 expert. Average time working in a creative industry was 4.48 years (SD = 3.60).

Average time working with digital CSTs was 9.08 years (SD = 7.63).

Questionnaire

In addition to demographics, participants rated their values for each of the codes

and framework categories on a scale of 1-5 (1=”none at all”, 2=”a little”, 3=”a

moderate amount”, 4=”a lot” and 5=”a great deal”). (Questionnaires are available

in the supplementary materials and were approved by our organizations’ ethics review).

Participants ranked the main categories with respect to each other into a seven-item

ordered list.

7.4 Results

This section describes the framework on creative practitioners values for CST adop-

tion. The framework’s categories and subcategories were derived from the themes

identified in the analysis of 23 videos (V01 - V23), 13 interviews (P01 - P13) and 105

survey responses. Figure 7.2 provides an overview of the 7 categories of our framework,

which shows aggregate mentions and coverage, followed by the survey rankings of the

categories. This section is organized in the order of the general rankings. For each

category, we summarize its values in a figure (e.g., Figure 7.3) depicting subcategory

mentions, coverage, and survey ratings. Average survey ratings determine the order for

presenting subcategories in each subsection. This section is restricted to results. Broader

reflections and ties with the literature take place in the discussion section (§5).

Zooming into these value categories, the higest-rated values were a CSTs’ reliable

performance (§4.3.1) and ease of use (§4.4.1). On the other hand, the CST’s ability to
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Figure 7.2: Overview of creative practitioners’ value categories. Figure shows mentions,
coverage and survey rankings (1: top rated to 7: lowest rating). Categories are sorted
by overall rank. Our survey placed features/ functionality, integration with current
workflow, and performance as top 3, while support, financial cost, and emotional
attachment ranked at the bottom 3.

integrate across non-digital and digital media (§4.2.4), customizability (§4.4.7), and cus-

tomer support (§4.5.3) were mentioned but not valued as much as the other subcategories

(refer to Figure 1 for the overview rankings and definitions of the value framework).

7.4.1 Tools’ Features and Functionality

A tool’s feature is defined as a command or abstraction that achieves a particular

goal. For example, this includes atomic commands such as undo and save, as well as

interactive features such as the ability to draw on an sketching software. This was a

frequently mentioned category across the videos and interviews, according to mentions

and coverage, participants ranked CST’s features as the highest value (Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Features and Functionality values. Figure shows mentions, coverage and
survey ratings (where 1: no value at all, 5: value a great deal). Values are sorted by
survey ratings. Our survey shows essential features [§4.1.1] were the most valued, while
generalizability [§4.1.5] was the least valued.

Essential Features

The set of features necessary to accomplish a particular creative task as aligned

to the CST. This for instance includes the ability to type words in a word processing

application. What features are deemed as essential depend on the practitioner, the

application, and the domain. To determine whether the feature is essential the question is:

”if this feature is removed, can a practitioner still accomplish their most common goals?”

Practitioners valued tools with essential features over more complex CSTs loaded with

more specialized, less essential features. Essential features are the target for novices

when getting started in a particular creative domain’s tool. For instance, V07 described

Affinity Photo as having essential photo editing features: ”Some people require the vast

amounts of Photo Editing capabilities that LightRoom and Photoshop have available.

I don’t need all the bells and whistles”. While these impressions are highly subjective,

”essential” implies a set of features is just enough to accomplish the majority of the tasks:

”iMovie is way too basic... Da Vinci Resolve was a nice in-between where it was just

complex enough for me to make what I wanted to make” (P03). Survey respondents rated
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Essential Features as 4.33 on average (SD=0.87, Median=5).

Dynamic Responsiveness and Liveness

The ability to see feedback and effects on an object of interest as a feature is

being used. Practitioners manipulate virtual objects on a regular basis, and changes

are eventually reflected on their output. For example, moving a rectangle in a vector

application with the mouse is often reflected live, while rendering a three-dimensional

scene might take time to show the results. This feature facilitates fluid creative expression.

As P03 describes, ”What makes Unity superior... it has an actual user interface that you

can click around and adjust options. Whereas JavaScript that’s like change the value

from 60 to 50. Change windows. See what happens. You just have to play with numbers

and sometimes that is not the most intuitive.” Survey respondents rated this as 4.26 on

average (SD=0.94, Median=5).

Collaboration - Awareness, Feedback, Hand-off

The ability to work with others, including awareness of collaborators, feedback

and communication, and hand-off to other stakeholders. V05 mentions awareness of

collaborators a key value ”you’ll see the avatars for each person inside the file, you can

also see their cursors moving around”. With respect to feedback and communication,

V09 values Figma’s collaboration features as it allows them the ”ability to jump into the

design file itself... the mood board itself, and again add comments... those comments are

captured in a place where actually they become actionable items”. Furthermore, V04

makes a case for better hand-off features, ”you’ve got your architects, you’ve got your

structural engineers... you’re always working with a bunch of different people. Revit

allows everybody to work inside of a same file, so this again eliminates chance for user

error, and also eliminates a chance for clashes.”. Survey respondents rated this value as
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3.80 on average (SD=0.96, Median=4).

Specialization

The ability to do unique, specialized creative tasks using features with high

precision and control. Contrasting this with Essential Features, Specialization features

can include non-essential features. A function such as content-aware fill in Photoshop

would be considered specialization, whereas adjusting the lighting of a photo would be

an essential feature. V01 states: ”DaVinci Resolve is a great app for the color grading

features”. In fact, P02 described mixing DaVinci Resolve into their workflow with Adobe

Premiere Pro exclusively to adjust the colour and tone of their videos despite Premiere

Pro having colour adjustment capabilities. P06 mentions how ”3DS Max does rendering

better than any other software tool, so I will use that for just the rendering phase”. This

was rated 3.65 on average in the survey (SD=1.04, Median=4).

Generalizability

The general- or multi purpose nature of a CST, where it can be used for various

creative tasks and domains P08 illustrates how this led to choosing Figma over Tableau:

”Tableau is very specific to data visualization. And it’s very useful in a design setting.

It’s really useful at the beginning... but it suffers a little bit when... you’re trying to

polish a prototype. Since not all of our projects are data visualization, we needed a more

general-purpose tool. Therefore, we chose Figma where we can use it for more than just

InfoVis design”. Similarly, P06 shared: ”we use 3D Studio Max... it’s like a Swiss army

knife and can read lots of different forms of data, probably more so than any of our other

software.” Survey respondents reported valuing general-purpose tools at an average of

3.56 on the five-point scale (SD=1.12, Median=4).
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Figure 7.4: Integration with current workflow values. Figure shows mentions, coverage
and survey ratings (where 1: no value at all, 5: value a great deal). Values are sorted by
survey ratings. Our survey shows practitioners valued integration across tools the most
[§4.2.1] and across analog and digital media the least [§4.2.4].

7.4.2 Integration with Existing Workflow

How well different elements work together or co-exist in an ecology of tools and

devices. All interview participants and videos mentioned they value tools fitting into

their creative workflow (Figure 7.4). Survey participants on average ranked this category

second out of the seven primary categories

Integration Across Tools

How well the tool interconnects with other tools. This can be either by combining

functions from other tools into this tool, or through plugins, exporting and importing

features, etc. For instance, P06 mentions abandoning a tool because of problems with

exporting and interchanging formats, ”I hate when anyone gives me data from SketchUp.

Like even if they translate it to another piece of another format that I can read in my

tool, it will come in very unstructured and requires a lot of rework” V12 gives another

example, ”the main feature though that i really think sets Premiere Pro apart in this

category is dynamic link. This means I can seamlessly switch between Premiere Pro and

After Effects and have all of my changes perfectly reflected.”.
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Integration Across Devices

How well the tool supports creative work done across other devices used in

creative workflow. Many practitioners talked about working across multiple devices,

such as mobile devices, cameras, and computers. V13 mentions this was the major reason

for adopting a tool, because ”you can use [Figma] whether you’re on a Mac or a PC.

So, for all those people who keep asking me if there’s a Sketch alternative for PC, this

is now my answer”. Poor device integration can be cumbersome and push people to

abandon CSTs. P10 describes how they ”use different pens on different devices across

Apple, newer Microsoft versions, and Android versions, and they are usually incompatible

across each other. This doesn’t really work with me”. Similarly, P09 describes how a

mobile-only environment optimizes for working with social media: ”Even though I was

taught to use the Adobe apps in school, I use the apps that are available on my iPhone...

apps like Mojo, ... [Adobe] Spark, because it’s easier to create graphics. So I don’t need

to go open a program on my computer and import all the files, export then upload again

to my phone. I save time when I do everything on my phone”. The survey rated this value

3.98 on average (SD=1.01, Median=4).

Integration Across Creative Stages

How well the tool supports different stages of a creative project such as ideation

or prototyping. In some cases, this overlaps with tool integration, as import-export

functionality enables easier movement across stages. P05 describes, ”You can gather

feedback in there. You can do brainstorms, and all the files are inside of Figma. So it’s

really easy to apply whatever you’re looking for within the app itself. You’re able to

prototype in Figma. And there’s even new features coming out that let you prototype

components and do developer hand-offs. And that was the biggest pull for us to switch

over as a team”. Survey participants rated this value an average of 3.74 (SD=0.96,
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Figure 7.5: Performance values. Figure shows mentions, coverage and survey ratings
(where 1: no value at all, 5: value a great deal). Values are sorted by survey ratings. Our
survey shows practitioners valued reliability the most [§4.3.1] , and storage performance
the least [§4.3.5].

Median=4).

Integration Across Analog and Digital Media

How well the CST supports smooth transfer between digital and non-digital

media. Creative practitioners work across both digital and analog tools such as paper,

whiteboards, and pens. P10 talks about their workflow while sketching, ”Sometimes I

have paper sketches that on my drawing analog tools, on my sketchbooks, that I want to

digitize. I use the different versions of the Adobe Lens where you can capture them and

then it converts them into a vector drawing”. Overall, survey participants rated valuing

this only a moderate amount (M=2.82, SD=1.23, Median=3).

7.4.3 Tools’ Performance

Refers to the level of consistency in execution, processing speed and storage

required to produce artifacts, quality of outputs, effort required to maintain projects.

12 interviewees and 16 videos mentioned this 147 times (figure 7.5). On the survey,
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performance ranked third out of the seven major categories.

Reliability

Consistency in performance, such as applications behaving as expected and

not crashing. Reliability was rated as the most valued quality across all primary and

secondary value categories. P03 talks about switching tools even though, ”the workflow

would be the exact same. I just think that the changes come in terms of quality of life and

not having the software crash on me all the time.” P07, a Creative Coder, faced similar

issues, ”another deal breaker is if a tool glitches out often or is just annoying to work

with, and it frequently crashes on me, I lose work and everything takes twice as long, just

because the thing is unstable, then I would also definitely avoid it.”. Survey respondents

on average rated this a 4.67 (SD=0.70, Median=5).

Quality of Outputs

Quality, accuracy and excellence of finished creative artifacts created When

discussing LaTeX vs Markdown V18 stated ”the cool thing about LaTeX is that it looks

very very professional.” Similarly talking about 3D modelling V17 mentioned ”3DS Max

excels in animation and also very high quality and good renders and that’s why I would

choose it”. While it was not mentioned as frequently as other codes in this category

across videos and participants, survey respondents rated highly valuing this (M=4.13,

SD=0.91, Median=4).

Maintainability

Ease with which creative projects can be maintained on this tool over a long time

period. For example, P07 describes, ”So, one thing that I usually check is the maturity

of the tool ... I don’t want to be maintaining the infrastructure myself. Doing all the
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system updates, etc. on your own time because the company is not paying you for this

extra work”. Similarly, P12 mentions the difficulty of maintaining software libraries

over time, stating ”you’ve got to kind of think about versioning and there’s breaking

changes in every major release”. Survey respondents valued maintainability reasonably

high (M=3.98, SD=0.97, Median=4).

Processing Speed and Algorithm Sophistication

The time taken and ability to leverage resources for the tool to process and

complete a task. Examples include preview, as well rendering time in the context of

video, as highlighted by V21: ”I was using Resolve more and... you can easily feel

the gain in performance, when you load clips or when you scrub through your footage,

or your audio. I also measure the rendering time on each software... Resolve is just a

little faster”. Survey participants rated valuing this on average 3.88 out of 5 (Median=4,

SD=1.01).

Storage

The amount of storage space required to run the tool either locally or on the

cloud. V14 mentions how storage plays a role when installing the software ”the install

package was only around 300MB, which is considerably smaller than AutoCAD”. V09

reflected on concerns of cloud-only storage, ”I couldn’t have files installed in my computer

and work from locally, it really gave me a lot of anxiety”. On the other hand, V20

considers cloud storage a positive, ”if I lost a hard drive or if my hard drive is broken at

least my design files are safe”. While this was mentioned 25 times across 6 interviews

and 7 participants, a software bug in the survey collection prevented collecting ratings on

how valuable storage was compared to the other performance values (Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.6: User Interface and Experience values. Figure shows mentions, coverage
and survey ratings (where 1: no value at all, 5: value a great deal). Values are sorted by
survey ratings. Our survey shows practitioners valued ease of use the most [§4.4.1], and
customizability the least [§4.4.7].

7.4.4 User Interface and Experience

Components related to how people interact with their CSTs. 13 interviewees

and 15 videos mentioned the interface and experience a total of 514 times (Figure 7.6).

Survey participants, on average, ranked this fourth out of seven primary categories when

considering the overall impact to adoption.

Ease of Use

The ease with which the user can achieve their goals effectively P13, an architect,

talks about how usability factors in CST adoption, ”Rhino to me is so intuitive and I

value that a lot. Even though I learned Blender and SketchUp in college, I never use

them because they were never intuitive to me”. Overall, survey respondents rated this as

the second-most valuable feature across all secondary categories with an average of 4.37

(SD=0.75, Median=5).
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Interaction Language

The mental model or process required to accomplish a creative goal. P04 illus-

trates how this plays a role in choosing which CST to adopt: ”a button is a button is

a button, no matter where you see it. And because of the nature of this particular UI

[referring to their design], it had a lot of common elements that got repeated over and

over again. And illustrator was awful. It was like painting with a sledgehammer. We

would make a change somewhere and then we’d have to find the 500 other locations

where that particular element was used and make that change. so it was, it was very

much an uphill battle. At one point we decided to change the font and it was not fun.

Even slight color tweaks were a nightmare.” Survey participants highly valued it, rating

it a 4.15 on average (SD=0.78, Median=4).

Ease of Experimentation and Startup

Ability to quickly get started, achieve results and generate variations. CSTs have

different scaffolds and resources to reduce time and effort to try out new ideas, methods

and prototypes or start a new project. Starting from a blank canvas can be overwhelming.

To reduce this some CSTs provide walk-through tutorials, templates, examples, etc. to

help get started with a project and try out the tool. P04 talks about the startup costs:

”not having to go through a million steps to get the tool up and running is definitely a

deal maker”. P03 also talks about the ability to experiment, ”Seeing it all next to each

other allows me to play around, trial and error and spin up a bunch of characters really

quickly”. P05, a graphic designer, talks about how startup costs affect how their team

selects CSTs: ”We like to describe it as how heavy the tool is. It’s like Premiere Pro,

how long does it take to boot up, get everything going. And how quick can you wound up

though your load, your files, and then go through the edits that you’re making. There’s

certain tools, like let’s say Photoshop, that’s really slow and clunky. And a lot of times
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we’ll ditch it and do things like banner ads in Figma, just because it’s so light weight”.

Survey respondents valued this on average 4.11 out of 5 (SD=0.80, Median=4).

Learning Curve

Time taken to become proficient using a CST skillfully P03 says, ”I was looking

at Adobe Illustrator too, and I just kind of figured that the learning curve for something

like that was a bit too high for what I want to pursue. So I went with Sketch since it was

a little bit more simple, cause I wanted to focus on minimalist designs”. On average,

survey participants rated learning curve at 3.98 (SD = 0.98, Median=4).

Aesthetics + Organization

Visual embellishment, layout and design of the tool including color, animation,

imagery, and iconography. Aesthetic UI elements can create an impression on what

the tool feels like (e.g., ”feeling modern”, or ”outdated”, feeling ”fun”, etc.). Moreover,

the general layout can make a tool feel more or less ”overwhelming”. Illustrating its

importance of aesthetics, P02 says, ”The layout and colours and design of the software

itself, not the work, makes me use it. In a normal week, I stay 8 hours for 5 days in front of

that software. I don’t want to see ugly colors and rectangles. I don’t want to feel like I’m

working in a 1960s factory”. P08 also brought up the role of aesthetics, suggesting that

UX tools are bound to look ”more modern given that they are newer” and thus aesthetic

qualities can be easily overlooked. P03 echoes similar values, ”The interface seemed

really clean. I don’t know, people look at the Photoshop or I guess Adobe Illustrators’

interface and there’s like so much stuff everywhere. It can be really overwhelming to look

at, but Sketch had a very light interface that was minimalistically designed, it was pretty

intuitive, get the grasp of, and I wanted to do more graphic design things and have fun.”

Survey participants rated it an average of 3.55 (SD=1.13, Median=4).
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Similarity of UI to Other Tools

Similarity of interface and or user experience across tools currently used or tools

used in the past. Part of it may draw from consistency across tools in the same suite of

applications, or as transfer from different software with overlapping functionality. P06

acknowledges: ”It’s just knowing that if I pick a tool to do this, it’s similar to the tool in

another piece of software, by the same company that I picked to do the same thing and

they’re going to behave the same way”. P12, also talks about this, ”I’ve adopted P5.JS

for creative coding. So that’s the web-based version of processing. It has a very similar

syntax... it’s based on Java script and Java, which makes it nice”. Survey participants

rate this an average of 3.49 (SD=1.01, Median=4).

Customizability

Extent to which the interface and functionality can be modified. For example,

P11, an architect talked about ”changing the interface in AutoCAD to dark mode and

organize the toolbars” made the tool feel easier to use, while stressing that every architect

has a completely different personalized interface for AutoCAD. On the other hand, P13,

another architect, talks about designing a plugin that modified the functionality, ”I’ve

designed a plugin to puncture the building with different types of windows. This allows

me to express myself more creatively”. Survey participants rated it on lowest value for

this category (M=2.98, SD=1.16, Median=3).

7.4.5 Level of Support

The availability of resources that can provide assistance in navigating a tool,

such as tutorials, communities of users, and customer support. 9 out of 23 videos and

11 out of 13 interviews talked about how the role of resources for learning how to use the
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Figure 7.7: Level of support values. Figure shows mentions, coverage and survey ratings
(where 1: no value at all, 5: value a great deal). Values are sorted by survey ratings. Our
survey shows practitioners valued tutorials and documentation the most [§4.5.1], and
customer support the least [§4.5.3].

tool affects their decision-making process – specifically tutorials, the community of other

creative practitioners using the tool and customer support from the tool’s developers

(Figure 7.7). Survey participants, on average, ranked this category as fifth out of the

seven primary categories.

Tutorials and Documentation

The availability of online software learning resources such as video and blog

tutorials, and developer documentation. P03 reflects on visual design for games: ”the

main challenge was that for something like Sketch at the time, there weren’t as many

resources or tutorials compared to something like Photoshop or Illustrator. This lack of

resources... was kind of an issue and that’s why I didn’t choose it”. Survey participants

rated this an average of 3.94 (SD=0.95, Median=4).

Community of Users and Developers

The availability of support on online and offline communities including friends,

collaborators, online forums. P04 reflects on their teams’ decision-making process,

”we looked into whether there was an active community of users, not so much because we
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Figure 7.8: Financial costs of CSTs [§4.6]. Figure shows mentions, coverage and survey
ratings (where 1: no value at all, 5: value a great deal).

wanted to be involved in the community or anything like that. But if other people cared

about [the tool], that’s a good sign to us that, there’s a reason to care about it and that

there will be help when problem-solving later.” V07 explains, ”I don’t feel like they listen

to the community quite as much as say, Affinity, or some other programs out there. The

company that makes Procreate, they’re really great about listening to their community

and implement changes.” V17 also shapes tool decisions based on community: ”one

advantage of SolidWorks is that it does have a larger user community, and so when you

go and want to look for learning resources, templates, plugins, etc. it’s much easier to

find those for SolidWorks.” Survey participants rated this an average of 3.92 (SD=0.10,

Median=4).

Customer Support

The availability of support from the CSTs developers (e.g., developer representa-

tives, live chat). P06 discusses their decision to use a rendering software, ”[the tool] has

a fighter pilot interface, right, like a lot of tools. I would have a very hard time adopting

it, if I’m being quite honest, if we didn’t have the guy who wrote the software, working

with us to get all the infrastructure configured because that’s a whole another game”.

Survey participants rated this an average of 3.11 (SD=1.30, Median=3).
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7.4.6 Financial Costs

Monetary costs to use the tool individually or with collaborators, a subscription-

or perpetual license-based business model, or buying one tool vs a bundle. V05

talks about how,”many people are leaving the Adobe subscription just to get a finished

software because it’s a one-time purchase instead of subscribing to a platform of other

tools that they might never use”. V14 talks about the value of using a tool that brings

in collaborators, and other stakeholders into the same design file, like Figma: ”I think

that’s really cool and worth the twelve dollars, you can send out a link to anybody for

free since it’s web-based. so there’s no need to pay for any sort of seats like in other

prototyping tools.” Financial values were discussed only 28 times overall, 34 times across

16 videos and 35 times across 12 interviews (Figure 7.8). This category ranks fifth based

on frequency of mentions and third based on coverage across the primary categories.

Survey participants, on average, ranked this category as second-last out of the seven

major categories.

7.4.7 Emotional Connection

Feeling a sense of happiness, identity and belonging, ethical responsibility, etc.

when using the tool (Figure 7.9). For example, P10 mentions a sketching tool that

”really brings a smile on your face every time you use it... I feel really happy and at
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Figure 7.9: Emotional connection with CSTs [§4.7]. Figure shows mentions, coverage
and survey ratings (where 1: no value at all, 5: value a great deal).
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home using this”. P04 and P13 talk about feeling a sense of ethical responsibility when

choosing a tool. P04 said, ”this company already owns 90 percent of the market share and

is increasingly dictating the industry standards and pushing for all sorts of proprietary

stuff. I figured they didn’t need to control any more of it. So I’ll take my particular, tiny

little chunk of business and go elsewhere”. P13 echoes similar concerns, stating: ”I feel

really nervous doing an entire project in only one company’s umbrella of applications.

What if they suddenly make changes that makes it really hard to recover the work”.

Survey participants, on average, ranked this last out of the main categories (Figure 7.2).

7.4.8 Exploration and Discovery of Creativity Support Tools

While the previous categories refer to values considered when choosing to adopt

CSTs, we also wanted to RQ2: how practitioners discover new CSTs and what influences

their exploration process. Some creative practitioners explore tools because they are

intrinsically motivated to keep learning, or are extrinsically motivated by industry trends

and role changes. Often people retain tools because it is the industry standard (e.g

AutoCAD in architecture). Experience with using a tool often acts as inertia that might

keep people from switching. (Figure 7.10). Since the survey was to primarily verify

and rank practitioners’ values when choosing to adopt CSTs, and not about how they

discovered their CSTs, this was not included as a question in the survey.

Personal Recommendations

Discovering CSTs through personal recommendations from friends, collabora-

tors and social connections. P12 describes how their social circle alerts them of new

tools: “Each of my conversations with students, collaborators, friends, is almost like a

radar”. P3 also describes how social interactions lead to new discoveries: ”I was at a

hackathon and I saw someone creating a poster, with that tool. I thought it was really
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Figure 7.10: How practitioners discover and explore CSTs. Figure shows mentions and
coverage in interviews and video. Values are sorted by mentions. Our survey shows
practitioners’ explorations were most influenced by personal recommendations [§4.8.1]
and least by industry trends[§4.8.6].

cool how fast his workflow was. The interface seemed really clean too”.

Role Change

Feeling a need to adopt new CSTs to adapt to changes in their role, organization

or situation. These include role changes such as a students becoming a industry profes-

sionals, individuals changing jobs, teams shifting to remote work etc. P09 talked about

their transition from student to industry: ”at university we had training in Adobe Creative

Cloud, so Photoshop, Premiere and, Illustrator. So I had experience working with those

software for user experience... The tools I used changed because I work with social

media and all that new media now, like TikTok, Instagram, and Twitter. So sometimes I

don’t use desktop software at all and just use phone apps.” Some participants’ tool use

was restricted due to organizational requirements. P01 mentioned that they ”work for the

government, so I think the regulations are pretty strict here. I’m not allowed to install

any tools on my laptop by myself. And, actually if I want to get a new tool, which I try

to, I have to fill out a form, send it to someone and they will decide if I get the tool or if
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there’s an equivalent that is considered secure that they will give me”. This motivated

P01 to use web applications that did not require installation.

Search and Social Media

Discovery of CSTs by searching the web or getting recommendations from

people on social media, forums, or blogs. P04 mentioned ”[finding] OnShape on one

of like the 3d printing forums ... Blender’s huge from an online presence perspective...

lots of people talking about it all the time”.

Industry Standards

Exploration is influenced by CSTs that are standard practice in a creative

industry P02 gives an example of a standard practice CST, ”Most interesting tool I’ve

adopted is DaVinci Resolve... because it has been used in Hollywood and the entire film

industry around the world for the last 20 years as the primary color grading software”.

V03 mentions that “BIM software like Revit, Vectorworks and ArchiCAD are really the

industry standard. . . if you want to work on structures that are larger than homes you’ll

need to learn BIM to secure a job at a large firm”. While most practitioners talk about

industry standards as being a motivating factor to adopt new tools, V16 reflects on how

industry standards make it harder to adopt new tools at the organizational level: ”Sketch

is still the industry standard and, so to respect our clients we just need to maintain that

as our design tool of choice for now”.

Experience

Exploration is influenced by psychological inertia – a tendency to maintain the

status quo and avoid changes due to comfort. P04 reflected on how their team had to

assess adopting new CSTs ”knowing that we already had an entire workflow that worked
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well and thousands of hours of experience in Adobe illustrator. Like, yeah, I’m not going

to abandon my entire illustration workflow. I have thousands of hours in Adobe illustrator.

It’s a pretty big deal for me to switch... But I had to make an informed decision. I think it

took us like two work days to decide that we are going to reinvent our entire workflow.

We basically rebuilt everything we had done for that project up until then in a matter of a

few hours. and that was enough to convince us that, yes, this [CST] is the future.”.

Industry Trends

Exploration is influenced by trends in the creative industry by other creative

practitioners, tech advancements, etc. P06 shared: ”none of us want to be dinosaurs,

so we try to stay as fresh and relevant”. Similarly, P12 believes they ”tend to gravitate

towards things that are new and exciting because, and things that are trending and

industry, because those things, there’s a reason why they’re trending in industry... there’s

a reason why a lot of these different libraries and frameworks are so popular.”

7.5 Discussion: Ties Between Framework and Literature

The systematic qualitative analysis of practitioners reflecting on their values across

the video, interview and survey responses, come together as a framework of practitioner

values and rankings when adopting CSTs (Figure 7.2). As we discuss our findings:

the practitioners’ values, and their ratings of how important each value is, we draw

connections to design principles and evaluation heuristics in existing fundamental relevant

literature (Figure 7.11). The table in Figure 7.11 includes fundamental and relevant papers,

i.e., papers with 100 citations, and overlap with two or more values in our framework.

Papers overlapping a single cell are discussed in-line throughout this section, where core

terms are drawn from our definitions in [§2]. These values and observations prompt
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further reflection for the wider community of systems creators, researchers, marketers,

and educators, on how creative practitioners relate to their tools.

7.5.1 Features/Functionality

The tool’s features were ranked the most important consideration in the survey

ranking, and were an integral part of practitioners’ decision-making process. This

prominence was not surprising, as the CST’s features propel individuals to create their

content and shape their workflows. Systems and CST research focus largely on the types

of features/functionality CSTs should definitely have. Generalizability was the most

covered value with papers referring to it also as ”High Ceiling” [342, 301, 380], ”Wide

Wall” [342, 380] or ”Generality” [310]. CST research also emphasizes the focus on

collaboration [342, 380, 429, 46]. The ability to see real-time, dynamic updates to their

designs was important to practitioners. Prior literature suggests that this feature facilitates

more fluid interaction is tied to ”expressive match” [310] and ”observability” [350].

Creative practitioners also prefer CSTs that have a unique design specialization and

minimal, essential features. While most of CST research in HCI are low complexity

tools that contain one or two features to accomplish one or two specific tasks [150], CST

products are often complex feature-packed systems (e.g., [4, 1]). Future research should

further explore creative practitioners the relation between feature preferences and CST

adoption.

7.5.2 Integration with Current Workflow

During the course of a creative project, a practitioner often works across tools,

devices, creative stages, and analog and digital media. Evaluating how well a CST

fits into their existing ecosystem and creative practice was the second most valuable
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category. Prior literature has talked about integration with other tools by supporting

exportability, combined functionality, plugins etc. using terms such as ”simplifying

interconnection” [310], ”support open interchange” [342], and ”compatibility” [350].

Cross-device integration [60], ubiquitous computing [434] are their own sub-fields within

HCI and a lot of CSTs aim to support this [61, 308, 30]. Most CSTs in HCI research are

built to support specific creative stages, with idea generation being the most commonly

supported creative process [151, 150]. Surprisingly, only few papers explore how systems

might work across different stages (e.g., [246, 375]), which should be deemed as an

evaluation metric in its own right. In contrast, the CST industry is creating tools that

expand across multiple stages (e.g., Figma covers brainstorming, prototyping; Da Vinci

Resolve covers color grading, editing, VFX) [408]. With the rapid shift to remote work,

there has been an increased switch favouring digital CSTs and workflows [408]. That

said, practitioners continue to work with analog and digital media [150]. Further work

is needed to explore varying levels of integration. For instance, should individual tools

merge into a large system that supports all integration, as done by say, Affinity Publisher

incorporating photo and vector editing, or should tools remain light weight with seamless

import and export across them?

7.5.3 Performance

Based on how CSTs are marketed and the focus on theoretical models of tool adoption,

we expected performance to be a key value considered by creative practitioners. However,

we did not anticipate seeing the many ways in which practitioners assess performance.

Reflecting on the results, maintainability was mentioned by interviewees, but not reflected

in the videos, perhaps because videos aim to introduce tools to viewers, rather than discuss

long term project and the impact to team members and stakeholders. Many of these

practices are largely left to individuals to self-organize: naming layers, commenting code,
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or file management.

Rogers’ theory of technology acceptance [350] refers to these as a ”relative ad-

vantage”. On the other hand, despite systems research valuing performance [245],

peformance is rarely treated as a design heuristic. This may be due to performance

being largely tied to implementation rather than concepts, often falling beyond the scope

of many research projects. With the progress and democratization in areas like cloud

computing and computer graphics, these performance aspects will continue to evolve.

Developers and researchers can use performance expectations to innovate in a more

human-centered manner (e.g., via feedforward). These values can also be used by educa-

tors when choosing tools to teach, and by businesses to differentiate their products from

the rest.

7.5.4 User Interface and Experience

Current practice in HCI sometimes advocates for usability evaluation as a key part of

every design process. This is for good reason: usability evaluation has a significant role

to play when conditions warrant it [168, 313, 167, 360]. This tie to usability is reflected

by how well ”Ease of Use” (row 1 in this category) corresponds with existing literature

[16, 47, 310, 342, 304]. However, creative practitioners’ CST adoption criteria goes

beyond usability to also include interaction language, ease of experimentation and startup,

learning curve, aesthetics and layout, UI similarity to other tools and customizability.

Reflecting on our results, customizability was not mentioned in the videos, likely due to

videos targeting first-time audiences. Moreover, highly customized software makes it

inconsistent across people which can hinder other aspects such as support.

Within the value framework, interface and user experience might appear similar

to features and functionality (§4.1, §5.1). Yet, features and functionality describes

commands or abstractions to achieve a creative goal (e.g., liveness and collaboration
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features), whereas user interface and experience refer to values related to how people

interact with CSTs (e.g. ease of use, learning curve, etc.)

Systems and CST research share a focus on interaction language and learning curve

referring to these as ”path of least resistance” , ”predictability”[301], ”viscosity/fluidity”

[166, 47], ”solution viscosity” [310]; and ”low threshold” [342, 380, 301], ”hidden

dependencies”, ”role responsiveness” [310], ”black boxes of explorability” [342] and

”exploratory search” [380], respectively [47, 166]. The high level of overlap is likely

because as suggested by Greenberg [167], the general approach sets expectations from

problem solving and shapes how practitioners think and work with tools. Aesthetics

appeared to be easily overlooked, yet much research suggests it might tie to unconscious

processes that shape how people feel about a particular tool [168, 304, 305]. Future

research can uncover the impact of varying elements to these subcategories to CST

adoption.

7.5.5 Level of Support

The field of software learning within HCI research aims to understand and scaffold

the use of complex CSTs. Surprisingly, support, which often has large investment from

firms, rated rather low. Past systems have helped leverage learning resources into existing

tools [148, 53, 173, 284]. While we tie these elements to how tools might be adopted by

creative practitioners, further work might consider how to more tightly integrate support

and adoption.

7.5.6 Financial Costs

Most theories of technology acceptance and adoption include monetary cost as a

parameter. Yet, practitioners consider factors beyond these theories: subscriptions vs
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one-time purchases, bundles, collaboration cost, etc. Over time, considerations may

change.

Based on how CSTs are marketed and the focus of theoretical models of tool adoption,

we expected the monetary costs to be a key value for creative practitioners. When coding

the videos and interviews we hypothesized that the low ranking must be due to self-

report and social desirability bias. However, even in anonymous survey responses,

participants consistently ranked it as the second-to-last valuable category. This might

be due to differences in pricing across creative domains (e.g., software development

CSTs are usually free while architecture and 2D vector CSTs are usually paid). Industry

standards around pricing may accustom practitioners to certain prices. Investigating how

practitioners perceive financial cost beyond monetary value will be beneficial for CST

developers, marketers and companies. In some cases, we saw practitioners are more than

willing to pay for products provided they benefit from their use compared to alternatives.

We also found it interesting to see new business models appear featuring usage tiers that

mix one-time purchases with smaller subscription feature sets.

7.5.7 Emotional Connection

Feeling an emotional connection and identifying with a tool was the least valued

category in the framework. When coding the videos and interviews, we assumed the low

frequency might be because of self-report biases when talking about emotion and the

feeling of using the CST [227, 33]. The consistent low rank in survey responses might be

because participants were ranking these based on how much each value influences their

ability to accomplish creative goals. Values such as emotional connection and identifying

with a tool, have yet to be explored in depth in literature. Nouwens and Klokmose [306]

start to explore how knowledge workers have emotional connections to the applications

they use. There is also a recent movement to create designs that evoke emotions to drive
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positive user experiences, either viscerally, behaviorally or reflectively [305]. We believe

this is under-investigated, and might be similar to how practitioners are drawn to analog

tools, pens and notebooks because of how these tools make them feel. The emotional

connection can be interesting to investigate on its own.

7.5.8 Exploration and Discovery

The tool discovering mechanism is via personal recommendations. Yet, factors

such as role changes, search and social media, industry standards and trends, and the

experience or inertia affect the exploration process. Some of these have been previously

studied. For example, marketing and social science research talks about how (1) a

customer’s inertia or knowledge in a tool can hinder exploration and tool switching [165],

(2) blogger and social media recommendations affect product purchase intentions [268],

and (3) market trends of products and industries affect CST development [150, 413, 440].

These creative practitioner values illustrate that CSTs are not individually-siloed tools

[434, 304, 61, 66], rather a much larger complex ecosystem of people, tools, activities,

and sets of technologies.

7.6 Limitations and Future Work

This study triangulates self-report data from three diverse data sources. While

YouTube video data lacks richness and details because of its audience, biases, and format,

the semi-structured interviews with creative practitioners provided a rich first-hand

account on their values. Long form semi-structured interviews do not provide a sense

of scales, which merited verifying creative practitioners’ values through the surveying

the practitioners. Combining these approaches help build a deep and rich, qualitative

understanding of creative practitioners’ values. However, as with any methodology, there
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are trade-offs: self-report data may have gaps or inconsistencies with actual observed

behavior, controlled, questionnaire performance may differ from natural search behavior

in unanticipated ways, valuations are done in a short amount of time and based on our

textual descriptions, and CST log analysis can provide local, granular in-situ data, but

lack qualitative depth, etc. One of the realities of qualitative coding is that it draws

influences from authors’ pre-existing knowledge when coding. While the coding was

conducted independently by two authors and the inter-rater reliability was strong and

significant, future quantitative and qualitative analyses of long-term CST usage both in

the lab and in the wild will further expand and contextualize these initial results.

In an effort to standardize CST evaluation methods and go beyond usability as an

evaluation approach [340, 342, 379, 221, 339, 325, 245, 139], HCI researchers have

developed a range of quantitative methods such as the Creativity Support Index [92, 77],

reflecting the whole breadth of HCI evaluation techniques [150, 380]. Our Framework

brings the creative practitioner’s perspective as a way to look at CSTs for long term adop-

tion, retention and abandonment. Creativity research shows that creativity is subjective

and based on the practitioners’ background [108, 314, 274]. We suspect other aspects

of a practitioner’s background may play a role in CST adoption. In our investigation,

we collected data from people across 19 different creative professions (seven across

interviews as seen in Figure B.1, ten across YouTube videos as seen in Figure B.2 and

fifteen across our survey). However, despite collecting background information, such as

experience/ expertise, education, and demographics,this was not a well-balanced repre-

sentative sample to confidently identify trends in how background affects CST adoption.

We believe our framework can help future research as a set of reflective heuristics in an

evaluation toolbox (such as [245]). What makes a tool successful or impactful is not a

one-size-fits-all approach.

We hope that the values and observations prompt further reflection for the wider
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community of CST systems creators, researchers, marketers, and educators, on how

practitioners relate to their tools. For example, HCI researchers and CST developers

could use this framework to identify innovation gaps and opportunities unaddressed by

current CSTs, and motivate development of novel CSTs almost as values for design

spaces or competitor analysis. CST marketers could use this framework to understand

customers’ needs and wants and market the tools accordingly. Educators can assess CSTs

when choosing tools to include in their curriculum and aim for best student development.

Novice and expert creative practitioners can also use this framework to reflect on their

own values.

7.7 Conclusion

The rapidly evolving landscape of diverse Creativity Support Tools, makes it impera-

tive for creative practitioners to constantly explore and decide to adopt, retain, or abandon

CSTs to reach their creative potential. This chapter presents a conceptual framework of

creative practitioners’ values for discovery, adoption, retention and abandonment of CSTs

informed by empirical observations of creative practitioners’ values across 23 YouTube

videos, 13 interviews and 105 survey responses. This uncovers creative practitioners’

perspectives in contrast to existing developer, educator or researcher-centric angles. To

encourage reflection from the various CST stakeholders, we further tie creative practition-

ers’ values into existing design heuristics and principles in systems, CSTs, and theoretical

technology adoption research. This practitioner perspective exposes that values do not

revolve around individual siloed systems, rather the larger complex ecosystem of people,

their activities, workflows, and sets of technologies at the tool- as well as device-level.
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Chapter 8

Evolving Roles and Workflows of

Creative Practitioners in the Age of

Generative AI
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Creative practitioners (like designers, software developers, and architects) have

started to employ Generative AI models (GenAI) to produce text, images, and assets

comparable to those made by people. While HCI research explores specific GenAI

models and creativity support tools, little is known about practitioners’ evolving roles and

workflows with GenAI models across a project’s stages. This knowledge is key to guide

the development of the new generation of Creativity Support Tools. We contribute to this

knowledge, by employing a triangulated method to capture interviews, videos and survey

responses of creative practitioners reflecting on projects they completed with GenAI.

Our observations let us derive a set of factors that capture practitioners’ perceived roles,

challenges, benefits, and interaction patterns when creating with GenAI. Our insights

serve to encourage reflection from the wider community of Creativity Support Tools and

GenAI stakeholders, such as systems creators, researchers, and educators, on how to

develop systems that meet the needs of creatives in human-centered ways, we propose

design opportunities and priorities based on these factors.

8.1 Introduction

Throughout history, people have used various tools to innovate and create. From

analog paintbrushes and pantographs to digital tools such as Illustrator, text editors, and

AutoCAD. These are called Creativity Support Tools (CSTs) [381, 150]. The advent

of sophisticated generative AI models (GenAI) such as ChatGPT or Midjourney brings

about a paradigm shift in our relationship with these tools [62, 175, 161], as they produce

outputs (e.g., text, images) in ways that can rival human creativity. Once considered a

novelty for early adopters, GenAI is increasingly being used by a growing number of

creative practitioners, such as professional designers, software developers, and architects,

who are adding GenAI as one of the many tools in their toolboxes [200, 386, 174]. To
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build and evaluate future GenAI CSTs in human-centred ways, it is essential that we

study and define this change in the connection between people and a new generation of

CSTs. This means examining how the role of people is evolving in creative work, how

creative practitioners decide to use GenAI tools, and how their interaction patterns with

such tools are changing.

Recent work in HCI has begun to investigate the building of interactive CSTs with

GenAI models [449, 248, 398, 98] and characterizing interaction mechanisms [361, 262,

446] with specific individual models for individual creative tasks. However, real-world

projects undertaken by creative practitioners involve using multiple tools to accomplish

tasks that span multiple creative domains [? ]. For instance, designing a video game might

involve ideating plot and mechanics in ChatGPT, creating game visuals in Midjourney,

developing the game in Unreal, and animating it using Runway ML. Similarly, writing a

science-fiction novel involves writing chapters with Microsoft MS Word and creating

cover art with Dall-e. It is not yet clear how practitioners conceptualize their role and

interactions with Generative AI during the course of such real-world creative projects.

To guide the development of new CSTs, this question needs answering.

Our work seeks to provide these answers by investigating how creatives use GenAI

in their projects through a triangulation of complementary methods. We use contextual

interviews (n = 10) and self-recorded videos (n = 17) of creative practitioners in 19

different creative domains (ranging from architecture and software development to

UI/UX design and science-fiction writing) who had used GenAI tools to perform a variety

of tasks to complete a professional project. We focused our observations at the project

level instead of a specific model or task. We then contextualized and verified these factors

with a larger population of creatives (n=31) by asking them to rate and rank these factors.

Our selection of methods allowed us to gather information agilely to keep up with the

rapid pace of integration of evolving GenAI into people’s practices.
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Our analysis finds that practitioners perceive their relationship with GenAI CSTs in a

fundamentally different way to non-GenAI CSTs. Practitioners conceptualized their roles

as project managers with a larger creative vision orchestrating information context and

tasks across multiple GenAI models instead of traditional workers executing each task

(e.g., painting each stroke or creating each UI component in a wireframe). Additionally,

we find that while creative practitioners want creative agency across all creative stages

of their project, they want interactions with GenAI to model social relationships where

the models can empathize and perceive and modulate their responses based on their

emotional state. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that practitioners do not want

to use GenAI models to completely automate their creative workflow. Instead, they

consider trade-offs such as how challenging it is to articulate goals, work across tasks,

model sessions, and creative stages, and align GenAI outputs to user intents despite

model stochasticity and opacity, and benefits like how it helps develop their creative

goal further, streamlines their creative process, help with cold start, and serendipitous

discoveries. Lastly, we find that the practitioner’s creative process is changing to focus

on just project-level and artifact-level orchestrations. Based on these findings, we suggest

design opportunities to build GenAI-based CSTs in more human-centered ways.

8.2 Related Work

We build on previous literature on creativity as a practice and how people work with

digital tools, particularly generative AI, during the creative process.

8.2.1 The Creative Process and Creativity Support Tools

Creativity is generally defined as generating novel and appropriate ideas, processes,

or solutions [393], and a fundamentally non-linear and iterative process. For Wallace
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[428], creativity involves knowledge acquisition, unconscious information processing,

idea generation, and evaluation of the idea. In contrast, Guilford models creativity as

divergent and convergent thinking, which is seen as the capacity to generate multiple

solutions to a problem and effectively evaluate these solutions [394].

Computers have become common tools that can augment creatives [379, 380] and

streamline the creative process. CSTs can support the creative process at different

stages, such as making discoveries or inventions from information gathering [271, 317],

hypothesis and idea generation [383], and initial production [116, 148], to refinement

[228], validation [149], and dissemination [380, 150]. To guide the design of CSTs,

HCI research has proposed design principles such as the importance of guiding users

toward correct actions (Path of Least Resistance), aligning with users’ mental models

(Predictability), and providing tools with Low Thresholds, High Ceilings, and Wide

Walls to cater to both novices and experts, exploratory search, collaboration, rich history-

keeping, etc. [342, 301, 166, 47, 245, 310, 380]. On the other hand, HCI research has

proposed quantitative and qualitative approaches to evaluate the usefulness of CSTs. A

quantitative measure is the Creativity Support Index [77, 92], a general-purpose survey

to gauge the effectiveness of a CST. Other methods include co-design workshops [127],

physiological responses (e.g., galvanic skin responses, EEG) [78], and self-report in

post-study reflective think-aloud and surveys[364, 431]. As CSTs with GenAI features

grow in popularity and the relationship between creative practitioners and their tools

evolves, it is important to verify if these design principles and evaluation methods still

hold true and if not propose new GenAI CST design and evaluation guidelines.

8.2.2 Interacting with GenAI During Creative Processes

The landscape of CSTs is undergoing rapid evolution with the introduction of Large

Language and Diffusion models (GenAI), which are trained on large data sets and
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can generate text (e.g., [62, 58]), imagery (e.g., [12, 14]), or other media [13, 10, 11].

Notably, GenAI outputs can rival that of human-generated content [175, 62]. GenAI

have successfully passed creativity tests such as the Alternate Use Test and Torrance Test

[175, 377], highlighting their potential for creativity, and have been used in tasks such

as generating ideas for startups [161] and short stories [126]. GenAI is already being

applied to support creative tasks, including music composition [267], visual art design

[97, 96], and writing scientific articles [28, 319], and novels [247, 454, 155]. In these

applications, GenAIs can be a useful tool to increase creativity, even when (or because)

they can provide unintended outputs.

To start conceptualizing how creatives might interact with GenAI during their pro-

cesses, a new research area called Mixed-Initiative Co-Creativity (MI-CC) is emerging

[257, 118]. These MI-CC applications can be placed on a continuum, describing the

degree to which human and computational agents take the initiative in the creative

process [298, 343]. People often employ metaphors and analogies to understand and

explain the nuances of how they conceptualize GenAI and their interactions with them

[174, 298, 382]. In this regard, Shneiderman’s framework suggests that GenAIs can be

viewed as intelligent agents, collaborative teammates, social robots, or even as supertools,

tele-bots, control centers, or active appliances [382].

To understand how people interact with GenAI during the course of the creative

process, Spoto and Oleynik [392] analyze approx. 70 CSTs ranging from game creation

to manufacturing design systems to map the actions taken by the two agents into seven

types: ideate, constrain, produce, suggest, select, assess, adapt. Muller et al. [299]

look into including GenAI agents into this framework and propose additional AI-specific

actions: learn, ideate, constrain, produce, suggest, select (only 1), curate (many), assess,

adapt, assemble, and wait. Our work adds to the above research by observing how

practitioners across multiple domains engage with multiple GenAI during their real-
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world projects to present 1) a set of factors that influence creatives’ decision to use and

interact with GenAI; and 2) a set of design opportunities and priorities to help ground the

decision-making process of stakeholders of GenAI-fueled CSTs and lead to more human-

and creative-centered solutions.

8.3 Method

To address our research questions around the role of people in human-AI interactions

during creative work, how creative practitioners decide whether to use GenAI tools and

how their interaction patterns with such tools might be evolving, we follow a two-fold

approach:

1. Empirical Observations. We conducted 10 semi-structured interviews1, and

supplemented this data with 17 videos of creatives providing first-hand accounts of their

workflows. This helped us quickly capture a wide range of creatives and stay up-to-date

with the rapidly evolving landscape of how they incorporate GenAI into their workflows.

From these observations, we distill a set of emergent factors outlining the interactions of

creatives and their use of GenAI.

2. Survey. To verify and contextualize our empirical observations with a larger

population of creatives (n=31), where we asked them to rate and rank the different

emergent factors.

1Our Interview guide and questionnaires are available in the Appendix B.1. All our studies were
approved by our organizations’ ethics review.
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8.3.1 Semi-Structured Interviews

Participants

We chose purposeful sampling [48] to recruit 10 participants (7 male, 3 female),

mixing direct contacts and recruitment through social media channels (e.g., Slack, Yam-

mer, and Teams) at a large software company and public universities. Participants came

from different domains, ages, organizations, gender, race, location, and cultures. They

spanned six creative fields including graphic design, science fiction writing, UI/UX

design, software development, and scientific research (see Appendix ??). They used

different models to achieve their creative goals, including Midjourney, ChatGPT, Codex,

and Stable Diffusion. While we reached data saturation by the seventh interview, we

continued interviews to reach a larger coverage of professions/roles, as well as different

levels of professional expertise. All participants were experts in their chosen creative

domains, with professional experience ranging from 3 to 27 years (mean = 13.8 years, sd

= 5.6 years), and all recently started to use GenAI in their work. Four reported having a

doctoral degree, four a master’s degree, and one a Bachelor’s degree. Only one participant

reported having no formal educational background in a creative field.

Procedure

Before the interview, participants responded to a standard demographic questionnaire

and collected self-reported expertise in using GenAI, how much agency and empathy

they would like at different creative stages of the project, and how they might describe

their relationship with GenAI. To ground the discussion, we asked participants to recall

the latest project they worked on using GenAI, describe it, and explain how they used

GenAI to accomplish their goals. We asked them what actions they performed during

their workflow and how they coordinated these operations across work sessions, creative
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stages, and applications. To identify places of opportunity for technology interventions,

we asked them to map these activities on a diagram of the British Design Council’s

Double Diamond design process model (Figure 8.1).

8.3.2 YouTube Videos

To expand and enrich the subject of our observations, we chose YouTube’s 2 com-

prehensive public videos as a starting point, as they include diverse creatives sharing

knowledge through vlogs, tutorials, and personal experience. We searched using key-

words such as “I built . . . ”, “I made...”, or “creative workflow ...” with generative AI

technology keywords like “AI”, “ChatGPT”, “Midjourney”, etc. We selected videos

of practitioners who had completed a full project showing more than one GenAI and

covered more than one step in the creative process. We ensured that videos covered a

diversity of domains, such as graphic design, architecture, video production, creative

and scientific writing, software development, and UI/UX design (see Appendix ??). We

collected material past data saturation in case a particular domain yielded new findings.

8.3.3 Analysis of Videos and Interview Data

Our analysis included open coding, focused coding, and thematic clustering [87]. Two

of the authors independently coded two randomly chosen videos through open coding.

They discussed emerging themes and agreed on a common vocabulary. Once they

identified similar codes and themes with no significant discrepancies, they finalized the

coding scheme and shifted to a focused coding approach. To ensure inter-rater reliability

[359], we compared the coding results. There was a 79.07% to 95.83% agreement

level across all code categories. Given this moderate to high agreement, the first author

independently coded the remaining YouTube video data based on the coding scheme. We
2https://www.youtube.com
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report on: (1) coverage – the number of videos and interview participants who mentioned

the code; and (2) frequency – the number of times a code appears in the participant’s

responses.

8.3.4 Survey

To verify our observations with a larger sample of creatives across more domains, we

surveyed 31 additional practitioners to add their insights and rate and rank each category

in the initial behavior patterns.

Participants

We recruited 31 creatives (12 female, 15 male, and 4 non-binary) through Twitter,

LinkedIn, Reddit (r/design, r/userexperience, r/cad, etc.), and internal social networks at

a large software company and three public universities. Participation was incentivized

as a $1 USD donation to the local Humane Society for each complete survey response.

Participants reported having different levels of experience in their creative fields: four of

them reported 3-5 years, four between 6-10 years, and five more than 10 years. When

asked about how frequently they interact with GenAI for their creative projects, five

reported using it Frequently (several times per month), seven Very frequently (multiple

times a week or more), and one Occasionally (a few times a year). One participant had

no formal education in the creativity practice and was self-taught, one had a bachelor’s

degree, seven had a master’s degree, and four had a Ph.D. degree.

Questionnaire

We asked participants to list the software and GenAI tools they use as part of their

process and to describe how they use them. Reflecting on their projects, participants

rated how much they value each factor derived from our initial observations (interviews +
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videos) on a scale of 1-5. We added any interaction factors that they performed that were

not included in the list we provided.

8.4 Results

Our results are derived from the factors identified in the analysis of videos (V01 -

V17), interviews (P01 - P10), and survey responses (n = 31) from creatives using more

than one GenAI tool to complete a project.

Figure 8.1: Creative practitioners perform a range of activities with GenAI over the
course of the creative process. Here, we see these activities contextualized against the
British Design Council’s Design Double Diamond model.

8.4.1 Perceived Roles When Working with Generative AI

When talking about how they work with GenAI, the creatives we observed or inter-

viewed often used metaphors and analogies to describe how they conceptualized their

interactions with the models. Previously, metaphors have been used to conceptualize the

algorithmic abilities and limitations of models [382, 184]. Therefore, to understand how

creative practice and the role of people and AI are evolving, we thematically analyzed the

metaphors used to describe person and AI roles in creative practice. To get an overview
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Figure 8.2: Practitioner-mentioned metaphors for perceived roles, categorized by cre-
ative agency and perspective (people vs. AI), highlighting human-centric roles with
higher agency and AI-centric roles as tools. The badge indicates the number of practi-
tioners who mentioned each metaphor. Each quadrant size is proportional to the number
of operations according to their perceived or preferred degree of agencies.

of how practitioners are beginning to think of these roles, we heuristically place how

many practitioners mentioned each metaphor along two axes: (1) whether it is more

from the perspective of the person or the AI model; and (2) how much agency in the

creative process does the agent have in this role (see Figure 8.2). Overall, we find that

practitioners perceived their roles to have more agency than the AI models’ – being

conceptualized in roles such as project manager, collaborator, and main ideator, while

the AI’s role is perceived mostly as a tool.

Out of 27 practitioners (10 interviews, 17 videos), 14 mentioned identifying with the

role of a Project Manager when interacting with GenAI during the creative process. This

role can be ”information manager”, ”people manager”, ”crisis manager”, ”task manager”,

or ”managing memory”. For example, P01 said3, ”I approach this as an orchestrator

where you just have to send queries to [the] large language model you’re using. And

then as soon as it provides the output, you evaluate it, you try it, you refine, to find the

3We paraphrase all participants’ quotes in a way that makes them concise while preserving their
meaning.
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optimal solution.” Similarly, V04 said, ”I look at it as an extremely useful and obedient

assistant that’s going to help you at any time.” P04 said, ”I am managing [its] context

across sessions and the project.”

12 practitioners mentioned thinking of GenAI as just a tool. For example, P02 said

”I see Midjourney as a scratchboard, to do some early explorations.” Along the same

dimension, P03 called ”AI as high-variance search” and P06 said ”AI is an interactive

encyclopedia written collaboratively”.

10 practitioners mentioned thinking of the model as a collaborator. For example,

P06 ”I approached it similarly to how I would collaborate with someone. I could just

go in with something half-baked and know that the system would ask me to clarify [if it

needs it]. It can offer a suggestion or a follow-up question, which was great. It really felt

like a partnership [that] I found interesting and useful.”

Five mentioned thinking of their primary role as the main ideator. For example, P05

said ”I don’t use the LLM as a brainstorming partner. I usually have an idea.” Similarly,

V06 said, ”I want to come up with something driven by a strong idea.” Two mentioned

how they conceptualized the role of the model to be that of an ”all-knowing oracle.” P05

said, ”I like to treat them as all-knowing, all-capable oracles: my task is to find a way

for them to do what I’m interested in.”

However, many practitioners referred to both their and the GenAI’s roles chang-

ing over the course of the creative process. To delve deeper into how the roles and

the dynamics between creatives and GenAI models shift during the creative process,

we asked practitioners to rate the level of agency they would like them vs. the GenAI

to have across the different creative stages. We defined creative agency as the extent

to which a person can make choices based on one’s values, beliefs, and preferences,

without being unduly influenced by external factors or pressures, while having control

over their creative process and outcomes. We defined the different creative stages as
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Discovering insights 
and research

Defining project goals

Generating new ideas

Implementing and 
refining ideas

Communicating ideas 
and artefacts

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

I want full agency I want more agency than the AI I want the AI and I to have the same agency
I want the AI to have more agency than I I want the AI to have all the agency

(a) Across all stages, practitioners wanted more
agency than GenAI.

Discovering insights 
and research

Defining project goals

Generating new ideas

Implementing and 
refining ideas

Communicating ideas 
and artefacts

0% 25% 50% 75%

None Perceive Simulate Respond

(b) While practitioners generally want GenAI to
perceive their emotions, they wanted the GenAI
model to also respond in an empathetic manner
during the creative stage of implementing and
refining ideas.

Figure 8.3: Social dynamics such as agency and empathy between the creative practi-
tioner and AI models shift across the creative process

stated in the British Design Council’s Design Double Diamond model. Across all these

stages, participants wanted to have more agency than the GenAI model (see Figure 8.3a).

As many of these roles in the creative practice have been enacted by people, it is

conceivable that future GenAI models may have the ability to perceive, respond, and

simulate person-like behaviors to better fit and help in the creative process. We asked

the creatives we had access to rate whether they would find it worthwhile to interact

with an AI agent with empathetic capabilities(i.e. perceive and modulate their response

based on a person’s context) to help them achieve their creative goals. We defined

the different levels of empathy as having the ability to perceive, respond, and simulate

emotions to help better achieve certain goals [183]. Perceive is defined as AI agents

recognizing the user’s emotions via input cues such as tone, word choice, and context.

Respond: In the future, agents could adjust their behavior and responses based on the

user’s emotions, expressing empathy, or offering support. Simulate: Future agents could

generate and express their own simulated states to enhance interactions with users. On

average, participants wanted the GenAI agent to be able to perceive their emotions

but not respond empathetically during the creative stages of discovering insights and

researching, defining project goals, generating ideas, and communicating ideas and
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artifacts. And when they were implementing and refining ideas they wanted the GenAI to

not only perceive but also respond in an empathetic manner (see Figure 8.3b). A two-way

ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis show that this is a significant difference

(F(3,32) = 5.38, p = 0.01).

8.4.2 Trade-offs: Benefits and Challenges of Creating with Genera-

tive AI

To understand why practitioners use GenAI for some tasks and not others, we in-

vestigate the trade-offs of potential benefits and the challenges that practitioners might

encounter.

Figure 8.4: Challenges derived from thematic analysis across videos, interviews, and
survey responses showing how frequently something was mentioned, and the coverage
across sources.

Challenges

See Figure 8.4 for the frequency and coverage at which each challenge was mentioned:

C1: Articulating creative goals can be difficult. This is because it is hard to

articulate tacit knowledge such as style and expertise. GenAI requires clear instructions,

yet capturing subjective nuances can be difficult, leading to a potential gap between the

creator’s intention and the generated output. P05 shared, ”I don’t feel confident describing

my style, because it’s so ambiguous. The next best thing for me is to write things myself

and ask the model to improve [them].” Adding to this, V01, an architect, talks about their
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efforts to imbibe some of their real-world knowledge and experiences into ChatGPT ”The

idea is a series of buildings [with certain properties]. I tried ChatGPT for suggestions,

but it gave me really generic answers. I was looking for something that I had seen while

being at a particular place, and because ChatGPT doesn’t have the personal experience

of going there, it has a hard time giving the answers I wanted.” Without a specialized

vocabulary, GenAI can struggle to grasp the nuances of the creative domain, resulting

in outputs that miss important contextual details. For example, P02, an artist, said, ”at

times, I didn’t have the vocabulary to ask the model to help me. I think your background

knowledge matters: someone with an art history background knows how to prompt a

specific style, unlike someone who doesn’t.”

C2: Lack of memory across fragmented workflow. Almost all practitioners used

multiple different apps, models, and tools throughout their creative workflow. Therefore,

repetitive work done with different GenAI applications and tools was a major reported

challenge. P07 said, ”There aren’t models that can help you with all aspects of the

creative process. I have to repeat prompts or cut, copy, or paste the same thing repeatedly

across models.” GenAI often lacks memory between prompts or work sessions. This

leads to creators repeatedly explaining context and rephrasing instructions, which not

only disrupts the creative flow but can also result in inconsistent outputs over time. P06

said ”The most frustrating thing is just knowing that if I want to generate a set of three

illustrations, it’s going to be tricky to get them feeling as part of the same set”.

C3: Aligning and Assessing Stochastic Model Outputs With Intent. LLMs are

probabilistic: they can produce a different output given the same input. This can be

challenging as outputs can be inaccurate, and it can be hard to assess the alignment

and factualness of their outputs, especially when dealing with complex iterative creative

tasks. For example, P02 ”I was prescriptive in my prompt, and I thought I nailed it. But

the model never did, and it still doesn’t. That drives me crazy and keeps me surprised,
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delighted, and sometimes annoyed. On the other hand, some practitioners even scoped

their projects to work better with the models. V14 ”I chose to base my fantasy world

on Greek mythology because Chat GPT would already have a large base of information

on it. I also provided text vague in style, similar to how mythology stories are told, so I

thought the style would fit it pretty well.”

Benefits

see Figure 8.5 for the frequency and coverage at which each challenge was mentioned:

Figure 8.5: Benefits derived from thematic analysis across videos, interviews, and
survey responses showing how frequently something was mentioned, the coverage
across sources

B1: Helps with cold start & further develops creative goals. Starting a creative

project from scratch can be challenging due to the absence of initially clear ideas or

concepts. Generative AI can help overcome this ”cold start” problem by generating initial

concepts or sketches that serve as inspiration. P02, an artist, talks about how GenAI

helped them get started with coding, ”I’m not really a coder per se, but I gave it a shot

and was able to get it to work!” P08 said, ”As a designer, those blank canvases always

scared me, but generative AI provides me with a range of starting points, like a spark in

the dark.” It can also help further develop a goal. P06 shares their experience as a designer

developing their creative goals with GenAI, ”I could enter with a partially formed idea,

confident that the system would either prompt me for clarification. The prompt structure

facilitated this. It consistently offered suggestions and follow-up questions, which I found
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extremely helpful. This approach made me feel like I wasn’t wasting anyone’s time”.

Similarly, V06 discussed how in their project interacting with the model, ”exposed this

entire opportunity that I hadn’t previously considered.”

B2: Streamlines the creative process by eliminating or automating some steps in

the workflow. GenAI automates repetitive and time-consuming tasks, such as generating

initial sketches, mockups, or design layouts. This automation frees creators to focus on

tasks that require their unique creative insights and decision-making. P02 said, ”I could

generate any of this in Photoshop or Illustrator, but it. So, the fact that it was able to

render these things on an aesthetic level that was exceeding my bar or at my bar, and

doing it in an instant was mind-boggling. What it did is it gave me time to dabble in

other areas.”

B3: Accelerates the generation of alternatives. Generating creative alternatives

traditionally might take a significant amount of time, especially when exploring diverse

possibilities. Generative AI accelerates this process by effortlessly producing a range of

alternatives. This speed of doing things faster than manually allows creators to explore

a larger design space and consider numerous options. V01 also said ”Compared to a

traditional process, you can generate a lot more ideas. [Then] you can very quickly

go through them to see which one works, which one doesn’t, or which one you want to

tweak.” Similarly, architect V06 said ”Midjourney allows me to explore more options

than I could previously”

Balancing Benefits and Challenges

While GenAI is inextricably integrating into creative processes, professionals do not

entrust their entire projects to it. Practitioners often mentioned weighing the benefits and

challenges when deciding whether to use GenAI for a task. For example, P05 said ”If

I have the expertise, it might be quicker and easier to do it myself. However, if I’m not
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an expert, the model could help me get started and discover possibilities I didn’t know.

However, if I’m not an expert and the model doesn’t have enough training data, then it

might hallucinate, and I wouldn’t know.” Similarly, P10 talks about creative control, ”If I

just want to get something done, I’ll be concerned about how accurately it does it. If I

don’t influence it much with story direction or characters, it often leads to serendipitous

discoveries about the story.”

8.4.3 Evolving the Creative Process: Project- and Artifact-Level

Orchestrations

Figure 8.6: The creative process is evolving to be iterations between project- and
artifact-level orchestrations.

As we talked to and observed practitioners about how they interact with GenAI

models during their creative process, we realized that they might be reframing how they

interact with machines/systems during their process. We capture this as a set of factors

that synthesize the emerging set of interaction patterns we observed during our studies.

Figure 8.7 shows the factors derived from the thematic analysis of videos, interviews, and
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survey responses by creative professionals using more than one GenAI in their work. At

a high level, interactions with generative AI during the creative process are of two types:

Project-level orchestrations and Artifact-level orchestrations. Figure 8.6 illustrates. At

each of these two types of interaction, we define each factor and report on the number

of times it was mentioned/observed across all the practitioners, coverage across the 10

interviews and 17 video practitioners, and 31 survey ratings of how often they use each

interaction pattern. We reflect and tie these factors with the prior literature in Section 6.7.

Figure 8.7: Creative process is evolving to be iterations between project- and artifact-
level orchestrations. These interaction factors were derived from thematic analysis
across videos, interviews, and survey responses showing how frequently something was
mentioned, the coverage across sources and how often practitioners said they use each
pattern.

Project-level orchestration

These factors refer to activities that involve the coordination and management of

tasks, information resources, and processes within a project to achieve the creative

goals of practitioners. These include gathering information, learning capabilities and
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limitations of the models, defining goals, planning the project, specifying relevant context,

and directing the different components of a project to ensure that they work together

effectively.

P1: Gather information. Gathering relevant information for the project includes

searching for simple or complex information. These can be well-defined asks or more

exploratory. As P01, a researcher who uses data science, describes: ”I ask for additional

questions to span my knowledge. Like statistical tests that I didn’t know of.” Similarly,

V10, a content creator, says ”I’m starting off by asking ChatGPT for 100 YouTube channel

niches.” This information search and gathering can include more complex explorations

too. For example, P10 (a sci-fi author) describes: ”I was researching an artifact I had

seen at the British Museum that I wanted to write about for a story. I couldn’t figure

out what that artifact was, so I asked ChatGPT. It not only provided answers, but also

corrected my initial misunderstanding about its origin.”

P2: Learning the capabilities and limitations of models. Each GenAI model has

unique characteristics, such as the types of content they can produce, the different tasks

for which they are optimized and their biases. Understanding these factors is crucial to

align AI-generated content with practitioner and project objectives. Practitioners reported

doing this by asking the model to suggest capabilities and limitations, asking it to suggest

follow-up prompts and even repeat prompting to explore the range of its capabilities. For

example, P06 discusses starting with sample prompts, ”Given my prompt, I asked it to

generate follow-up prompts. Then, grabbed a bunch of its prompts and tweaked them

slightly to get the results that I’m happy with”. Similarly, P02 said, ”I took some sample

prompts from a website and fed some to Dall-E to see how they would look.” V14 tried

the repeat prompting method, ”I regenerated prompts multiple times to get something I

liked and understand how to work with this.”

P3: Define goals. Practitioners often start the project with ill-defined, fuzzy creative
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goals and define and scope their goals over the course of their project. It was interesting

to see how practitioners interacted with GenAI models to scope their goals to be more

well-defined. P06 shared their experience going in with a very fuzzy goal, ”I felt like I

could just go in with something really half baked and know that the system would ask me

to clarify and this would help me define my goal better.” Similarly, P05 shares how they

used it to further define their project goal, ”The model helped work out a well-scoped

goal and plan, and helped me figure out tasks, resources, timing, and success metrics.”

P4: Project planning. Practitioners talked about how they planned and managed

their project using a central document in which they developed a comprehensive plan

outlining the tasks, timelines, resources, and milestones of the project. For example, sci-fi

author P10 shared, ”When I’m writing a book and I use a document titled ”Scratchpad”

for drafting and preserving content for potential use. This is the document where I put all

of the to-dos, the drafts generated by me, or the models. I also use a ”Hero’s Journey”

document to track progress and plot elements. I can use ChatGPT to break down TODOs

into effective steps and plans.” Similarly, P03 said, ”There’s a bazillion thing in the

pipeline: choose this, then choose this, then write a story, then make a plan for writing

the chapters, then write. Task decomposition is like prompt engineering on steroids

because you’re putting together all the pieces.”

The difference between project planning and goal defining lies in their purposes.

Defining goals establishes the project’s strategic direction and vision, guiding decisions

by answering, ”What are we trying to achieve?” In contrast, project planning translates

these goals into actionable tasks, timelines, and resource allocations, addressing the

”How will we achieve the goals?” and detailing necessary tasks and activities.

P5: Specify relevant context. This type of orchestration involves providing specific

contextual information to guide GenAI in producing relevant and aligned content. As

V04 described, ”Every time you prompt, you’re giving it clues to get closer to the idea
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you have in your head. The more words that you use, the closer the image can get to

what you imagine. They’re only going to do exactly what you tell them to and not much

more. So, the better the directions you give it, the better the results you’re going to get

out of it.”

Specifying the relevant context for a task can involve specifying styles, project

constraints, or guidelines for the output. For example, web designer V02 shares how they

specify personal style or others’ styles as keywords or examples in their prompts, ”If you

want better outputs, you can provide it the kind of art style that you want, or how you

want the design to look and feel, whether to represent a certain brand.” Similarly, V01

shares why they think specifying project constraints is important, ”The constraints set

up the guidelines for your project... These limitations can give you clues as to what to

focus on and what to neglect. And without them, you can get lost in the process.” Other

guidelines can be used to specify the type of output, like its structure and the level of

diversity or complexity it has to have. For example, P02 specified: ”each response should

be no longer than 125 characters long and include an affiliated gender, age, location,

and occupation. Please bullet point each response.” V09 specified: ”I’d like to make a

short film that’s between 60 and 90 seconds long.” P05 specified, ”Most of the time, I

want to be as precise and as focused as possible, so I’ll just use very low temperature to

ensure that the model stays on tasks and follows instructions as closely as possible.”

Artifact-level orchestration

These factors refer to activities that involve the coordination of processes and re-

sources to create a refined (creative or design) artifact. This involves a dynamic interplay

between the practitioner and the model, encompassing interactions of divergence, trans-

formation, reflection, critique, and eventual convergence.

A1: Diverge. One of the most popular uses of GenAI is to generate multiple
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alternatives and then combine parts or some of these into the next iteration of the creative

artifact. This is similar to brainstorming and ideation – exploring a wide range of

concepts, perspectives, and possibilities related to the artifact they aim to create. P06

shared how they approach divergence: ”I would ask it to tell me alternatives. Push it to

think about it in a different way. I always ask – any other ideas? And it would always

come back with something.”

A2: Transform. Once a pool of ideas is established, the next phase involves taking

selected concepts and expanding upon them. This might involve iterating on initial

sketches, prototypes, or drafts, refining and evolving the artifact’s form and content. The

practitioner and the model collaborate to experiment with different variations. Practition-

ers would tweak the prompts and the outputs to expand previous work using keywords,

few shot prompting, and even by specifying personas for the model. V02 shared how

they expanded their idea set using Midjourney, ”I’m really liking this very first design

here at the very top. So we’re going to upscale our V1 here, and we’re going to wait for

that to come back.” P04 a researcher and software developer said, ”I use the GPT4 in

playground or in Visual Studio. If I can spot an error in a suggestion, I tell it to refine it.

I usually tell it to generate three options, and then I tell it that I like this, or I don’t like

this portion. Can you change that?”

A3: Reflect. Practitioners often prompted the model to see what it knew about the

task and process so far, and what needs to be done next. This phase involves critical

self-assessment and consideration of whether the current state of the artifact aligns with

the envisioned outcome. For example, P06, a UI/UX designer, talks about how ”As I

continually work through the project, I go and say okay, reflect back to me what your

current imagining of the state is here” P08 said, ”I would kind of reflect on and actively

work through each of the insights in a way that actually would quite often mean I would

not get stuck in a few details, and gained perspective at a high-level.”
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A4: Critique. This is when the artifact is subjected to a critique. The practitioner,

GenAI, or external stakeholders can provide feedback on various aspects of the artifact.

Practitioners describe critiquing their work in two ways – asking the GenAI to self-

evaluate its output, or asking the GenAI to critique their idea. For example, P10 used

ChatGPT to proofread, ”I had ChatGPT proofread an essay that I had written and it did

a decent job. So I tried to use GPT to give me a list of revisions. And I said, just give me

the summary of the edits.” Similarly, software developer P03 used GPT to self-evaluate,

”The model produces some content, then uses a separate prompt to evaluate [it], and then

calls itself again with the original output and the self-critique to produce a third output

that is hopefully better.”

A5: Converge. Practitioners often curate and combine multiple outputs or multiple

prompts. For example, author V14 shared, ”I regenerated prompts multiple times and

then Frankenstein’ed the different versions together to get something I liked.” Similarly,

architect V06 shared their use of Midjourney, ”I’ll remix and I’ll re-prompt until I have

a set of images that I’m happy with. Then I’ll use those to start blending, a key part

of the process. Blending takes two and up to four images and combines them, [likely]

you’re going to uncover something unexpected and use it to work a similar process.

[In-progress images are] the result of blending, remixing, and guiding Mid Journey to

select for certain traits in each iteration.”

8.5 Discussion

We build on our results to discuss how we see people’s decision-making around

GenAI. we then project our observations and insights into a set of design priorities and

opportunities for future CST
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8.5.1 Findings, Observations & Ties to Prior Literature

What do practitioners think of GenAI?

Our results and findings about perceived roles when working with GenAI extend prior

design metaphors used to conceptualize Human-AI interactions in a more goal-oriented

or algorithm-based manner (e.g., control centers, or supertools [382, 184]) to include how

practitioners are starting to conceptualize the ’social’ dynamics in the relationship over

the course of the creative workflow. While the literature has tip-toed around personifying

AI [62, 379], practitioners find it useful to think about these evolving cognitive abilities

and social contracts [293, 174, 298]. By capturing this change in perceived roles, we

hope that HCI researchers, practitioners, and system creators can design and incorporate

the right level of empathy, agency, and capabilities in CSTs.

Trade-Offs Considered When Choosing To Use GenAI CSTs

Practitioners do not want to use GenAI models to completely automate their cre-

ative workflow. Instead, they consider trade-offs between challenges and benefits. We

observed that creatives face UX challenges such as difficulty articulating their creative

goals because its hard to externalize tacit knowledge, having to repeat themselves (as a

consequence of a lack of persistent knowledge/context), aligning GenAI outputs to user

intents despite model stochasticity and opacity, and the friction caused by a fragmented

ecosystem of tools, apps, and models where cut-and-paste remains the most viable con-

nective tissue (Figure 8.4). [269] find a gulf between user expectations and the practical

experience of conversational agents, suggesting that they should set realistic expectations

by interactively revealing the system’s capabilities. This parallels the challenges in

communicating goals, objectives, and useful knowledge to machine learning models

[302].
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Despite these challenges, creatives used GenAI due to its tangible benefits (Figure 8.5).

It can help to remove cold start situations and further develop creative goals, streamline

the creative process by automating or simplifying steps, and accelerate the generation

of alternatives. Practitioners often talked about weighing benefits and challenges along

dimensions such as their own level of expertise, the amount of creative agency they

wanted at that stage, and the expected fidelity of the creative goal or artifact.

Furthermore, these trade-offs can be added as statements to existing quantitative

evaluation metrics like the Creativity Support Index [77, 92] to help evaluate GenAI-

based CSTs.

How do practitioners use Generative AI?

We asked practitioners to walk us through their latest project which they had created

with GenAI models. By analyzing these discussions, we find that the practitioner’s con-

ceptualization of their creative process is changing to focus on iterative interacting loops:

Project-level orchestrations and Artifact-level orchestrations (Figure 8.6). This iterative

process of creating with GenAI is, at its core non-linear, similar to how traditional creative

practices. Whether 1926’s four-stage model [428], the recent Double Diamond [101],

Stanford’s design thinking model [307], or recent work in Mixed-Initiative Co-Creativity

[392, 299]. However, here creative practitioners add some fundamentally different ac-

tivities like gathering information, learning capabilities and limitations, defining goals,

planning the project, and specifying relevant context compared to steps in other processes

such as ideate, constrain, produce, suggest, select one, curate many to select a subset of

artifacts, assess, adapt, assemble which might map better to the artifact-level creative

orchestration loop. This process further streamlines the artifact-level loop by integrating

steps like ideate, suggest, and produce into diverge; select, curate, and adapt into con-

verge; as well as assess, constrain, assemble, and wait into transform. These integrations
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underscore the practitioners’ creative process as interactions evolve into the intelligent

orchestration of actions, information resources, and management of the creative process

rather than diving into its nitty-gritty details. This evolution aligns with the metaphors

used by creatives who think of their role as project managers who orchestrate information,

tasks, and models.

8.5.2 From Observations to Insights: Design Priorities and Oppor-

tunities for Future CSTs

Our findings and observations give us a unique perspective to reflect on priorities and

opportunities to consider in the design and implementation of CSTs that leverage GenAI.

[D1] Help define creative goals and processes. Creative goals processes can be

ambiguous and come into focus through the act of work [C1, B1-2, B4]. GenAI-

fueled CSTs can help provide clarity on goals and processes earlier on. For

example, by helping craft SMART4 goals, and by splitting up complex tasks. Key

to this priority is the presence of a rich interaction language across modalities

to express goals in a particular domain subject. This involves the articulation

of creative styles or briefs. Lastly, CSTs can provide users with fluid access to

relevant information retrieval to better define creative goals and plan the project.

[D2] Preserve practitioners’ focus and flow. While the creative process can and

often benefits from a messy and unprescribed process, it can be hindered by a

heterogeneous toolset that often leads to divided attention and fractured interactions

[C2, C3, B2]. CSTs should allow for integrated environments that can seamlessly

incorporate capabilities and functionalities across the range of tools and services

that creatives use for their work. An example of a system that seizes this opportunity

4Specific, Measurable, Achievable, and Time-bound.
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is Visual Studio Code5, which enables code creation with a flexible interface and

extensions.

[D3] Facilitate the alignment of GenAI’s outputs to the practitioners’ goals. To

be useful and aligned with its user’s intentions, CSTs’ context awareness should

evolve over time [C1-3, B1-B5]. This priority aims to develop systems that reduce

friction in the interaction and lead to better-aligned results. While ’conversations’

one can have with a GenAI can have a notion of persistence and context building,

other user experiences that accommodate explicit ways to define personal and task-

related context will become important. An aspect of this could be the definition

and refinement of agents (with access to bespoke context and memory) powered

by GenAI. A potential benefit of having explicit ways to express and store context

is that they can provide a form of transparency where a user remains aware of what

information a GenAI has access to and uses to produce its output.

[D4] Elevate the user’s creative control, and add richer ways to express and verify

intent. The current interaction languages for most end-users to express personal

preferences or exert agency over GenAIs mainly consist of verbose prompts [C1].

Multimodality and user experience that expand the vocabulary one can use to

express personal preferences will be key in future CSTs. As important as elevating

a person’s control over a GenAI is ensuring a measure of useful transparency and

explainability [§4.1]. This priority focuses on making it clear what the system can

do, how well it can do it, and when it did something [P2]. This information, even

if marginally accurate, can be the difference between someone being stuck and

seeing a path to produce a particular different outcome [B1, 3-5].

[D5] Provide augmented support for creative operations. Critical operations during

5https://code.visualstudio.com/
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a creative workflow include divergence, transformation, reflection, convergence,

and critique [A1-5]. CSTs should take advantage of this opportunity by helping

generate a diverse set of alternatives, curating, combining, and refining them into

polished artifacts [B1-5]. Similarly, CSTs should provide semantically aware

shortcuts for novice and seasoned creatives, help them be unstuck, and highlight

efficient process paths to achieve desired outcomes. This can be driven by CSTs

learning from user behaviors across process iterations.

[D6] Consider and align with the wellbeing of the creative practitioner. There is

a significant amount of mental energy that goes into the creative process. As we

introduce AI capabilities that analyze and critique one’s work, it can be important

to have awareness of a user’s mental state, so that responses from GenAI are

modulated with empathy, while considering the user’s well-being [§4.1]. For

example, exposing certain individuals to large volumes of information at once can

cause anxiety, thus GenAI systems could regulate or progressively reveal their

output to be less harmful. Similarly, positive reframing feedback can lead to better

ways of AI critiquing.

[D7] Consider technical limitations as design constraints. Technical challenges

such as the particular quality of a GenAI’s output and latency can be considered

temporary and just the next version away from being fixed [C4-6]6. However,

these types of technical issues and their solutions will not be evenly distributed or

accessible, especially in light of the emerging families of smaller and open GenAI

models. Embracing these constraints can translate into thinking about designs that

incorporate waiting as non-blocking operations, where users can perform other

operations while a GenAI is working or providing ways to browse, explore, and

6For example https://stable-diffusion-art.com/sdxl-turbo/
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improve through traditional human agency on imperfect outputs [B2].

These design priorities and opportunities add nuance to an existing body of work

outlining design recommendations for systems where people + AI-complete a task

[25, 27, 2, 315] by presenting (to our knowledge) the first study with results grounded on

the perspective of creatives and how they use GenAI in their work.

8.5.3 Limitations & Future Work

Our work collected data from 19 different creative professionals, yet the creative

practice is larger and richer than one study can capture. Future work should study the

richer and ever-evolving possibilities and mediums of the creative practice.

Working in this rapidly evolving field, where changes can happen in a matter of

months rather than years, we focused our analysis on practitioners’ experiences and

insights rather than the technical capabilities of GenAI available at the time of this

chapter’s studies (Summer 2023). We are convinced that the fundamental ways in which

people perceive and interact with these technologies take longer to change significantly.

We aim to make our work accessible to creatives, GenAI and CST creators, re-

searchers, and educators to help them ground their work on how practitioners relate

to these GenAI and how the creative process is evolving because of it. For example,

novice and experienced creatives can use our observations and insights when deciding

whether or how to adopt GenAI models and tools into their workflow. HCI researchers

and CST developers could use observed mental models, challenges, perceived benefits,

and interaction patterns to identify innovation opportunities not addressed by current

tools. Also, our insights and priorities can serve as dimensions for design spaces or

CSTs competitor analysis. Lastly, educators with access to our work can consider how to

incorporate them into their curriculum and seek to better understand and develop literacy

on how people interact with AI tools.
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8.6 Conclusion

To build and evaluate future GenAI CSTs in human-centered ways, it is essential that

we study and define this change in the connection between people and a new generation

of CSTs. This means examining how the role of people is evolving in creative work, how

creative practitioners decide to use GenAI tools, and how their interaction patterns with

such tools are changing. Toward this, we conducted a systematic qualitative analysis of

creative practitioners from multiple domains reflecting on their process of working with

GenAI models to complete a project. We distilled our observations into factors of the

interactions between people and GenAI, as well as design priorities and opportunities

for future CSTs. Lastly, our analysis puts into focus current creatives’ perceptions and

the metaphors they rely on to establish a working relationship with GenAI, ultimately

preserving agency as orchestrators of powerful AI capabilities. Although our work does

not capture the diverse universe of the creative practice, it contributes to building the

knowledge and insights needed to embrace and evolve the role of GenAI and creativity

and help guide a new wave of CSTs in human- and creative-centered ways.
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Based on the design guidelines distilled from the formative study in the previous

chapter, we implement Amethyst, a creative smart notebook that aims to address the above

challenges by leveraging GenAI to support the creative process in an integrated, context-

aware manner. Amethyst features include supporting goal decomposition, grounding

prompts to specific contextual information, modulating GenAI output through simulated

expert personas, and providing a range of in-line, nonblocking creative operations. We

evaluated the potential of Amethyst to support the creative process through a within-

subjects user study (n= 12), comparing Amethyst to a baseline condition of standard tools

such as web search, LLM-based chat, and digital notebooks. We find that participants

generated more novel, feasible and creative ideas and preferred using Amethyst as it

helped interact with GenAI in a more integrated, empathetic and context-aware manner.

Through this work, we outline opportunities to focus on incorporating LLMs into the

creative process to boost it in human-centred ways while sharing insights to guide those

seeking to develop solutions in the space of GenAI-based creativity support tools.

9.1 Introduction

Creativity is often romanticized as lightning-strike moments of inspiration or dis-

missed as an innate ability possessed by a select few [300, 345]. However, creativity

is a process — an iterative journey of exploration, ideation, reflection, and refinement

[394, 393]. During the creative process, people engage with diverse tools, work across

multiple sessions, draw on expertise from multiple domains, are influenced by their

actions, and even collaborate with others [24, 150].

Although GenAI-based CSTs promise automating the entire creative process with

just a well-crafted prompt [62], in reality, today people are increasingly adopting a hybrid

approach, leveraging the capabilities of GenAI in conjunction with other traditional
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creative support tools to accomplish their creative goals [117]. For example, designing

a video game might involve ideating plot and mechanics in ChatGPT, creating game

visuals in Midjourney, developing the game in Unreal, and animating it using Runway

ML. Recent work in HCI has begun to investigate the building of interactive CSTs with

GenAI models [398, 155, 97] and characterizing interaction mechanisms [262, 396] with

specific individual models for individual creative tasks.

From the formative study mentioned in the previous chapter, we learnt that people

perceive their relationship with GenAI CSTs in a fundamentally different way from

non-GenAI CSTs, and their creative practice is evolving to balance new challenges and

capabilities. Overall, this study highlights opportunities for GenAI to support not only

individual tasks but also the creative process itself by helping people plan, monitor and

evaluate their work while prioritizing their agency to define and reference context, all

while interacting with a system that integrates otherwise fragmented capabilities and is

capable of providing empathetic responses.

Driven by these opportunities to support not only artefact generation but also process,

we pose an additional research question:

RQ: How might we implement the design opportunities derived from the
formative study in a system? In particular, what does it look like to have
a GenAI-powered system that enables people to orchestrate their creative
process in an integrated manner, define and manage contexts, and interact
with GenAI in an empathetic manner?

To answer this research question, we designed and implemented Amethyst, a sys-

tem that supports creative operations and the overall process in human-centered ways.

We instantiated Amethyst as a digital workbook, and among many features, it enables

goal decomposition and task management, the quick invocation of a range of creative

operations, context-aware prompting that allows users to align model outputs with their

intentions by quickly referring to relevant contexts from their process, including user-

level, project-level, and external contexts. Additionally, Amethyst also introduces the
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concept of simulated expert personas that enables creatives to modulate by creating,

managing and referring to expert ’personas.’ Amethyst also gives the user the agency to

see and edit the context on which a GenAI output will be based in a transparent manner.

All interactions with the system are non-blocking, illustrating how we can design around

technical constraints and allow people to continue with their work while generations are

in progress.

To evaluate how Amethyst supports peoples’ creative processes and how they interact

with GenAI during these processes and perceive their roles within them, we conducted

a within-subjects study with 12 people. Participants were asked to engage in creative

projects using both Amethyst and a baseline condition consisting of standard tools such as

search engines, chat-based LLM services, and a digital notebook. Our results show that

participants produced more creative ideas when using Amethyst than during the baseline

condition, as rated by design experts who were blind to the conditions. Results also show

that beyond affecting the creative outcome, Amethyst supported the creative process –

helping users interact with GenAI more seamlessly, contextually, and empathetically.

Participants reported that they preferred using Amethyst, wanting to leverage content

generated as part of their creative process as additional context to support their interactions

with GenAI during the creative process rather than their usual set of tools.

Through our work, we present the following contributions:

1. Empirical insights and design recommendations from a formative study with

creative professionals that identify current practices, challenges, and opportunities

around how people interact with GenAI during their creative processes.

2. A prototype system, Amethyst, that scaffolds not only individual tasks but also

planning, monitoring, and evaluating during the creative process using GenAI with

techniques like context-aware prompting and interacting with simulated expert

personas.
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3. The results and insights from a within-subjects study that finds that a system

like Amethyst (which uses GenAI to both support creative processes and outcomes)

can lead to better creative outcomes than using the current fragmented set of GenAI

tools.

9.2 Related Work

This chapter’s work builds on prior research studying the nature of human creativity,

GenAI, human-GenAI interactions during creative work, and tools built to support the

creative process.

9.2.1 The creative process is just as important as the outcome

Creativity is generally defined as the ”production of something original and worth-

while” [393]. The creative outcome could be intangible (e.g., an idea, a scientific theory,

a musical composition, or a joke) or physical (e.g., a device, a printed literary work, or

a painting). Creativity is often evaluated by examining the creative outcomes based on

their novelty, feasibility, and value [393].

Cognitive approaches to understanding creativity emphasize how the creative process

itself is as significant as its outcome [428, 394]. The creative process is a non-linear

and iterative process. Beyond these generalities, there are many characterizations of

the creative process. Some describe the staging of the creative process – e.g., Wallas’

four-stage model which suggests that the creative process involves knowledge acquisition

(preparation), unconscious information processing (incubation), emergence of the idea

(illumination), and evaluation of the idea (verification) [428]. Other characterizations

describe the types of thinking creative processes involve – e.g., Guilford’s Structure of

Intellect model which characterizes the creative process as iterating between generating
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multiple solutions to a problem (divergent thinking) and effectively evaluating these

solutions (convergent thinking) [394].

Some theories go beyond the individual’s knowledge, skills, and processes to also

include their social context. For example, Amabile’s Componential Theory outlines

the importance of domain-relevant skills, creativity-relevant processes, intrinsic task

motivation, and social environments for creativity [24]. This emphasizes the importance

of not only domain knowledge, but also procedural knowledge of how to do things

and conditional knowledge of when and why to use specific domain and procedural

knowledge. It also highlights the importance of meta-cognitive regulation like planning,

monitoring, evaluating, and managing knowledge, skills, and resources. An individual’s

intrinsic motivation and emotional creativity are also important, as they allow individuals

to create something new through the influence of emotions from personal experiences.

Social context also plays a crucial role in creativity, as factors such as criticism, politics,

the status quo, low-risk attitudes, and time pressure can impede creativity. In contrast,

positive challenges, diverse teams, freedom in work execution, supportive management,

and a culture of sharing ideas can foster creativity. One’s creative style can also be

developed by mimicking inspirational experts’ styles, contrasting various methodologies,

and improving personal creative practices based on feedback from peers and mentors.

Extrinsic factors such as the intended audience, genre, or specific project limitations can

also impact the style adopted for a creative project. [22, 39].

9.2.2 Today’s GenAI-based Creativity Support Tools assist with in-

dividual tasks, not the entire process

Creativity Support Tools (CSTs) formally began as a field in the late 1990s - early

2000s to mitigate some of these challenges and make creative work easier, faster, and

more efficient [379, 380, 279]. CST research has developed tools for many stages,
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such as discovering insights [271, 317], defining project goals and task planning [235],

idea generation [383], and prototyping [116, 148], refinement [228], getting feedback

[149], and communicating ideas more effectively [91, 380, 150]. However, most of

these prototype CSTs exist in a laboratory setting; few explorations are carried out for

tools in the wild over a long period of time [150]. This motivates our research focus on

understanding how creative professionals are integrating GenAI-powered CSTs over the

course of their workflows, not just for a single task.

The landscape of CSTs is undergoing rapid evolution with the introduction of GenAI.

These general-purpose models are trained on large data sets and can generate text (e.g.,

[62, 58]), imagery (e.g., [12, 14]), or other media [13, 10, 56, 11]. Notably, GenAI

models are starting to generate human-like creative outcomes [175, 62]. GenAI outputs

have successfully passed creativity tests such as the Alternate Use Test and Torrance

Test [175, 377]. They have also shown their creativity in more practical tasks, such as

generating ideas for startups [161], and short stories [126]. Due to the relative ease with

which they can be customized and controlled (that is, using natural language ’prompts’)

and their unique ability to generate ideas, these models offer a number of potential

benefits for creative tasks [62].

Instead of automating the creative process and automatically generating creative

outcomes, the field of human-computer interaction is built on foundational visions of

designing interactive systems where humans and AI work together to solve problems

while intuitively trading off agency and automation based on complementary abilities

[254, 401, 190, 181]. Therefore, HCI researchers, like us, go beyond building techniques

for training (e.g., [172, 263]), fine-tuning (e.g . LoRA [193], QLoRA [119]), and even

prompting techniques (e.g. chain-of-thought reasoning [432], ReAct [452]) to instead

build interaction techniques that support people’s creative processes by leveraging GenAI.

In recent years, the HCI community has built novel human-AI interaction techniques
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to compose music [267], design visual art [97, 96], write journalistic articles [324], and

novels [247, 454, 155].

While GenAI has proven capable of producing creative outputs, there is limited

understanding of how it can support the multifaceted nature of the creative process. A

process that involves various interrelated components that collectively shape the process

and outcome: Domain knowledge (i.e., expertise and understanding within a specific

field or discipline); Procedural knowledge (i.e. knowing the steps and methods for

accomplishing tasks); Conditional knowledge (i.e., understanding when and why to apply

specific domain and procedural knowledge.); Metacognitive regulation (i.e., the ability to

plan, monitor, evaluate, and manage one’s knowledge, skills, and resources); Intrinsic

motivation and emotional creativity (i.e., the internal drive and emotional factors that

fuel creative endeavors); and Social environments (i.e., the role of external factors, such

as collaboration and feedback).

This chapter’s work builds on these works to better understand how people incorporate

GenAI models into their creative process and how this can change their process and

perception of their role in it. Understanding these user perspectives is fundamental to

designing the right human-centered systems in this space that align with people’s mental

models and technology expectations. Our work presents a perspective of what some of

these solutions could look like and the design principles that guide them.

9.3 Amethyst System

Guided by our design goals, we develop Amethyst, a smart workbook to help or-

chestrate GenAI throughout the creative process. We develop Amethyst as a technology

probe [197], which is a type of research vehicle used early in the design process with

the purpose “not to capture what is so much as to inspire what might be.” [49]. In this
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Figure 9.1: Amethyst is a smart notebook designed to facilitate the creative process
in an integrated manner. With Amethyst, users can orchestrate GenAI models to (a)
decompose their goals, (b) manage the resulting tasks, (c) access a range of creative
operations by typing ”/”, and (d) specify and maintain context throughout the process by
explicitly referring to it using “@“, implicitly in the prompt, or by (e) selecting relevant
context and prompting in-line. To better understand the context of each operation, users
can hover over the generate button and activate the (f) transparency lens. Additionally,
users can adjust GenAI responses to be more empathetic by (g) specifying their own
emotional states and design preferences, as well as (h) generating or specifying simulated
expert perspectives.

section, we will describe the system through an example user scenario, a walk-through

of the system’s main features, and details about the implementation.

9.3.1 Example User Scenario

Consider a product designer, Sam, interested in coming up with an innovative design

for a digital fitness tracker that disrupts the current market! Not knowing how to get

started with this complex fuzzy goal, she types this in as a prompt into a chat-based LLM

service, but it outputs pretty generic ideas that miss important contextual details that

Sam wants. Sam tries to improve the outputs by iterating on the prompt multiple times,

looking up key information with search engines to add details to the prompts, and even

cuts-and-pastes outputs into a notes document to try and iterate on the output herself.

Feeling overwhelmed, she switches to Amethyst and types the same complex, ill-

defined goal into the goal prompt on the homepage of her notebook. The system helps

her get started by decomposing the goal into actionable tasks and presenting them as a
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list of task-prompt components (Figure 9.2). Tasks include ’1. Conduct comprehensive

market research to identify gaps in the current fitness tracker industry’, ’Brainstorm and

generate unique design ideas for the fitness tracker that address identified market gaps

and opportunities’, etc.

Excited to start the first task of conducting thorough market research, Sam clicks the

start task button on the task, and the system creates a dedicated working page for it in

the notebook and presents the output of the task there. She gets a recent and relevant

overview of the market, competitors, customer needs, and opportunities.

Wanting to add insights her collaborators had sent over in a document to this overview,

she uploads this document under My Context. Then, to summarize, she types a forward

slash ”/” to invoke a drop-down menu (e.g., Figure 9.3) that allows her to select from

a list of operations, and she chooses summarize. To reference that she wants this other

document summarized, she types ’@’, which lets her choose from a drop-down list of

documents in the workbook, including the shared document ’Personal˙Fitness˙Tracker,

which she selects (Figure 9.4). As she hits the generate button on the summarize

component, the output of this operation appears in a result block that allows her to

preview, regenerate, discard, or insert the output on the working page. Further, to ensure

her research so far is comprehensive and to analyze the coherence and diversity of her

findings, Sam uses operations like ”Find Gaps and Open Questions” and ”Critique”.

This iterative process enhances her understanding of the market landscape.

She wants to get opinions from domain experts to ensure that she has explored all

perspectives of the fitness tracker market. So, she clicks on the ”generate persona”

button on the previously generated task component of ’1. Conduct comprehensive market

research to identify gaps and opportunities in the fitness tracker industry’ to get interesting

expert perspectives. She clicks the button twice to generate a diverse set of personas –

once asking for a balanced generation, Dr. Fiona McLean, an expert market research
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analyst, and another more creative and unconventional one, Dr. Jane Goodall. Each

persona is detailed on a ”persona page” in the menu of each notebook, containing a

short biography, skills, expertise, personality traits, and work style (Figure 9.7). Sam

customizes these personas to help them achieve her goals by adding skills or personality

traits to channel into how they help her execute each task. To get Dr. Fiona McLean’s

perspective on the market research, she types ’@’ and chooses ’Dr. Fiona McLean’ from

a drop-down list of personas and documents in their workbook.

Next, to combine all of these perspectives into a comprehensive market research, she

starts to edit the working page. Even wanting the GenAI model to help revise it, she

invokes the Revise slash operation. She further specifies the revise operation by modifying

the revise component on the page with ”Revise in a way that synthesizes all perspectives

and details into a coherent whole.” All ”/” operations have a default grounding, which

is the working page on which it is invoked unless otherwise specified. So, the Revise

operation knows what this otherwise vague prompt means. She checks the grounding of

each operation component by hovering over its action button that displays the pages and

personas that the operation will consider in the transparency lens component.

Feeling confident in the market research, Sam moves to the next task of ’Brainstorm

and generate unique design ideas based on the identified market gaps and opportunities’

and chooses to ground this task in the previous tasks’ output page by typing ’@’ and

selecting that page from the drop-down menu. The system considers the market research

material available on the page, as well as the overall project goal, to give contextually

relevant and unique ideas. Similarly, she goes about each of the remaining tasks on the

homepage.

Sometimes, she issues multiple operations simultaneously, and the system displays

an ”in-progress” status for interactive components and result blocks while still letting

her edit the same page, change pages, and continue with other tasks in the interactive
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notebook while she waits for the results.

To make sure that she is on track towards accomplishing her goal, she issues the

Reflect ”/” operation. When executed, this operation inspects all the pages in the notebook,

produces a reflection of progress made towards the goal, and suggests the next steps.

Encouraged by this guidance on how to proceed, Sam feels more confident in how to

achieve her goal.

9.3.2 System Features

To provide users with a familiar user interface to work with and reduce the effort of

discovering features and how to use them, Amethyst’s base user interface is a workbook

modeled after popular digital note-taking interfaces that most users would have encoun-

tered, like Microsoft Loop 1 and Notion2. Amethyst’s front-end interface comprises two

main areas: the sidebar panel and the editor panel (Figure 9.1). The sidebar panel

(Figure 9.1) is a component that allows users to select, create, and delete documents.

When a particular document is selected, it appears in the editor panel, which takes most

of the area of the interface and is the area where people can view and edit the currently

selected document.

The following features add to this base user interface and provide interaction tech-

niques for users to integrate and orchestrate GenAI throughout their creative process.

We organize the description of these system features according to our main design goals

from our formative study.
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Figure 9.2: Users can provide a high-level objective, which the system can then break
down into actionable tasks. Also, all following GenAI outputs will use this as additional
context

D1: Help define creative goals

Goal Decomposition and Task Planning in Home page: The home page is the main

page of the system. Here, users can enter their creative goals into the goal component,

and clicking on ’execute goal’ will break down the goal into specific, achievable, and

relevant tasks and display them as task components (Figure 9.2). Users can specify how

certain the action plans generated are by adjusting the temperature of the goal component.

When a user starts a task, a dedicated working page is created for it, and subsequent

generations about this task will appear on it.

D2: Integrated ecosystem that supports multiple creative operations

Creative Operations as ”/” (Forward Slash) Commands: On every page in

Amethyst, users can leverage GenAI models to perform creative operations such as

information gathering, curation, divergence, transformation, reflection, convergence, and

1https://loop.microsoft.com
2https://notion.so
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critique. This list of operations is derived from the formative study in which participants

describe them as common in their workflows. So, Amethyst leverages a common interac-

tion pattern in editors, the ”/” command to invoke a drop-down menu that allows them

to select what (creative) operation they would like to access. Table 9.1 describes the

operations we made available in Amethyst.

All task and operation components have a basic structure comprising a text entry

field and an action button that triggers a particular type of operation. Upon hovering

over the action button, they can select the level of unconventional generation they want:

precise, balanced, or creative (Figure 9.2). These parameters directly map to generation

temperatures of 0, 0.5, and 1, respectively.

Figure 9.3: ”/” (Forward Slash) Commands: Users can access various creative operations
by typing ”/” to open the drop-down menu and selecting the desired operation.

D3: Align GenAI output to user goals and contexts

Context-Aware Prompting Technique: enables users to better align LLM outputs

to their intentions by explicitly or implicitly referring to relevant contexts present in

the many artifacts generated across their process. Users can ground any generation in a

relevant context using one of three ways:
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Figure 9.4: This Summarize component is an example of a ”/” operation. Here you
can see how the user can make use of ’@’ mentions to change how the operation is
grounded to different personas and/or documents.

1. Explicitly Grounding: By typing in ’@’, another familiar notebook interaction

pattern, and then selecting the relevant context from the drop-down list of project-

relevant context (Figure 9.4). Relevant context can be project-level (e.g., goal

components, working pages of various tasks from the action plan), external contexts

(e.g., collaborator’s shared files under my context, or information on the web),

or personal-level (e.g., emotional state and design preferences mentioned in ’me’

page under ’my context’).

2. Implicitly Grounding: by mentioning in the prompt to relevant information that

is somewhere in the notebook.

3. In-Line Prompting, which provides a lightweight way to do semantic operations

based on parts of a page, instead of ”/” operations, which are grounded to whole

pages. To do this, a user can select part of a page in the same way one would do in

any text editor. This brings up Amethyst In-Line prompt that allows users to apply

a prompt to the current selection. After entering the prompt, a context prompt

block is inserted immediately after the closest paragraph containing the selection.

Figure 9.5 illustrates an example of using this capability to search for the definition

of a term. This lightweight capability is not grounded to a page or associated with

a persona unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 9.5: In-line prompting. This figure illustrates Amethyst’s support for in-line
contextual prompting. a) first the user will select a part of a document, which will reveal
a contextual prompt area where the user enters their request. b) after the request is
fulfilled, it is inserted as a block, closest to the selection. As with any results block, the
user can regenerate the result, change the generation parameters, paste the result into
the page, or delete the block.

In the back end, each prompt is augmented with relevant information by leveraging

prompt engineering techniques like Retrieval-Augmented Generation [152] and ReACT

[452] agents with access to tools including a search engine, other GenAI models like

stable diffusion, etc. Overall, the context-aware prompting technique aims to help

maintain a thread across outputs generated over the course of each project without

repeating relevant context and improves the reliability of the generated responses.

D4: Interact empathetically with the creative practitioner

Sharing Emotional State in Me page & Empathetic Generative Outputs: Building

on the practice of journaling to examine and reflect on one’s emotions [], another special

page of the system is the ’Me’ page where the user can define how they would like

to be seen by externalizing personal context, such as their current emotional state and

design preferences (Figure 9.6). This personal information is then used by the system as

additional context when framing its outputs, especially for operations such as ’critique’,

’find gaps and open questions’, and ’revise’.
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Figure 9.6: Me page: Users can edit this text file to define how they would like to be
seen by the system externalizing personal context such as their current emotional state
and design preferences

Collaboration with Simulated Expert Perspectives: This technique enables users

to modulate GenAI model behavior by creating and managing ’expert personas’ and their

skill sets, characteristic styles, personality traits, etc., outside of prompts (Figure 9.7).

This is inspired by an insight from our formative study, where some creatives wanted

interactions with GenAI to model social relationships in creative studios like design

collaborations and critique sessions.

Users can create and channel perspectives of custom ‘Persona pages’ by creating

a new persona under ‘My Context’ in Amethyst’s sidebar. Or if they are not sure what

might be interesting or relevant perspectives to consider, they can ask the system to

generate relevant personas for each task by clicking the ‘Generate persona’ button in

each ‘Task’ component on the ’Home’ page. This adds a persona page in the sidebar

panel context area (e.g., left panel on the UI illustrated in Figure 9.6. If one is not happy

with the persona generated, one can click the action button again and generate a new one,

or alternatively, edit the persona’s definition in the context area. From then on, if the user

starts that task, it will be carried out from the lens of the persona associated with it. As

with any additional context, they can assign a persona to any ”/” operation by typing ”@”

and selecting the relevant persona from the drop-down menu.
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Figure 9.7: Example of a persona page. Users can edit this text file to customize their
personas to best help with their work.

D5: Prioritize user’s agency and creative control

Result Blocks: After the user submits any ”/” operation prompt, Amethyst presents

the results of the operation in a Result block (Figure 9.9) that allows users to preview,

regenerate, discard, or insert the result in the containing page.

Transparency Lens: Hovering over the generate button of each ”/” operation com-

ponent displays what context it is grounded on (i.e., which page, persona, etc.) so that

the users know what information it has access to for transparency and in case they want

to change it.

Figure 9.8: Transparency lens: Hovering over the generate button of each ”/” operation
component displays what context it is grounded on so that the users know what infor-
mation it has access to for transparency and in case they want to change it.
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Figure 9.9: Critique component output. The figure illustrates how the result of a ”/”
operation is presented. The block keeps the results contained and give users the option
to regenerate the results, insert them into the document, o deleting it altogether.

D6: Consider technical limitations as design constraints

Non-Blocking Actions: Amethyst’s support depends on asynchronous operations,

that is, performing a GenAI-based operation that does not produce immediate results

(e.g., a GenAI API service throttling). Amethyst embraces these delays and has its prompt

components and result blocks reflecting their ”in progress” status in a way that does not

prevent the user from performing other activities (e.g., switching pages, further editing,

prompting) on the same page or another page while results are on their way.

9.3.3 Implementation Details

The editor panel is built on top of TipTap 3, a headless open-source editor, which we

enhance with custom components to invoke and present AI capabilities.

Amethyst’s functionality and capabilities are supported by a Semantic and Document

3https://tiptap.dev
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Services back-end that exposes a RESTful endpoint for AI capabilities and document

management. Document services consist of providing an endpoint for CRUD operations

to manage and maintain the different types of documents supported by Amethyst. This role

allows for document persistence beyond a browser session and for access to documents’

contents when semantic operations are performed.

The back end provides AI semantic capabilities by building on top of general LLM

functionality. Amethyst’s back-end uses LangChain 4 and OpenAI’s GPT-4 [312] to fulfill

a user’s request for a particular capability or operation. Figure 9.10 illustrates the core

structure in which a system’s operation is fulfilled: a user’s prompt is expanded using

grounding and contextual information into a meta-prompt that is passed to a LLM, in

turn the response is (parsed) and passed back to the user. For details about the prompts

used in Amethyst, readers should refer to the Appendix C.

Figure 9.10: Amethyst’s components. This figure illustrates at a high level how the front
end and the back end interact. 1) when an operation takes place, the prompt visible
in the component is sent to the back-end. 2) the back-end enhances the prompt into a
meta-prompt using its knowledge about the user and operation context; the meta-prompt
is then sent to the LLM. 3) the LLM’s response if received by the back-end, which can
perform parsing and formatting operations. 4) the back-end sends the parsed response
to the front-end, which can further parse it, then presents it into a response block.

4https://www.langchain.com/
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9.4 User Evaluation Study Design

We designed Amethyst to support the orchestration of multiple GenAI capabilities

in a context-aware manner during the creative process in ways that gave people creative

agency while engaging with empathetic responses. To validate our design, gather insights,

and measure effects from Amethyst’s use, we conducted a within-subjects experiment

with 12 participants conducting a creative task with Amethyst as well as during a baseline

condition consisting of off-the-shelf tools traditionally used for creative processes such

as a search engine, an LLM-based chat, a digital notebook.

9.4.1 Tasks

To contextualize their creative design process, participants were given a simulated

work task scenario [50]. The task topics involved relatively large, complex, multifaceted

information spaces where the average person had at least some prior knowledge or

experience coming into the task, yet they had the opportunity to learn more about the

area. Our task instructions were as follows:

”Imagine you are a designer working for a client to redesign [ Airport Security
Experience — Fitness Trackers — Personal Finance Management Apps —
Job Search Apps — Mental Health Apps]. Your job is to change the existing
design concept so that any identified issues are solved and the product is
more innovative, original, and/or valuable.

During the task, you will:

• 2-3 original ideas of how to make the product better

• 1 final refined idea

• Script for a short elevator pitch

As part of the within-subjects study design for evaluating user behavior across the

two conditions, each participant performed the above task once for each condition. To

prevent carryover effects in learning, each participant completed the task on two different
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topics chosen from the above instructions. As a potential starting point, participants

received a market and user research report to understand the existing product, its market,

user base, and the design goals of their simulated clients. Participants were given 45

minutes to complete each creative task, with a 10-minute break between tasks.

9.4.2 Baseline

To choose an ecologically valid baseline, we compared Amethyst to the tools that are

representative of how users currently perform creative processes. Although there were

no limitations on what people could use during the baseline condition, we recommended

participants stay within the tools from the following list: Internet browser (e.g., Google

Chrome, Safari, or Microsoft Edge), LLM (e.g., Bing Chat, ChatGPT, Claude), and

Search engine (e.g., Bing, DuckDuckGo, Google). We also provided a text editor as a

place to take notes, paste content, and process information (e.g., Notion or Microsoft

Loop). This list of tools is derived based on insights from our formative study in which

we asked participants what tools they used during their creative process.

9.4.3 Participants

12 participants (four female, eight male) were recruited across research, design, and

software engineering departments of a large technology company via mailing lists. In

terms of their roles at work, one was a writer, one was a designer, four were engineers,

two were people managers, two were doctoral students, and two were researchers. Eight

of them had accumulated 6-10 years of experience in their respective fields, while two

possessed less than a year of experience, and another two had between three and five

years of expertise. In terms of experience using generative AI models, two said less

than 6 months, six of them reported having experience of 6 months to 1 year, two for
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1-2 years, and one for 2-3 years. Seven participants reported using these models very

frequently (multiple times a week), four reported using them frequently (multiple times

per month), and one reported using them occasionally (a few times in a year). All studies

were conducted remotely over video calls. Compensation was $100 USD Gift card per

participant for an approximately 2.5-hour study.

9.4.4 Study Procedure

Before the study appointment, participants were sent an informed consent form

and asked to complete a demographic survey. During their study appointment, each

participant underwent two creative tasks in which the presentation order for the experience

condition (Amethyst and Baseline) was counterbalanced.

During the 45-minute task, participants freely interacted with the tool(s) in each

condition to generate between two and three original ideas of how to make a product

better, converge to one final refined idea, and write a short elevator pitch, all while

thinking aloud about their experiences [250, 198]. Before starting each 45-minute task,

participants either watched a 5-minute tutorial for the Amethyst condition or were given a

short refresh on the Baseline set of tools. We gave them approximately 15 minutes to

explore and practice.

After each condition, we asked them to rate their level of agreement with statements

about their user experience with the system (such as ”I was able to clearly articulate

my creative goals,” ”I was able to manage tasks,” ”I was inspired or able to generate

ideas,” ”I was able to create something novel,” etc.). We also asked them to list up to

three things they liked, as well as up to three things they would like to improve about

their experience with each condition. At the end of the study, once they had used both

(Baseline and Amethyst), we asked them which system they preferred using and why.

From the study, we capture self-report data through think-aloud and responses to surveys,
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as well as application log data, to quantitatively measure and understand user behavior.

9.4.5 Measures

Quality of Creative Outcomes

Our primary measure assessed Amethyst’s support for the creative process compared

to the baseline was by analyzing participants’ creative outcomes. For this, we had user-

experience design experts, blind-to-condition. We define experts as those who have a

Master’s degree in Design and have completed at least 3 design projects. Experts were

recruited from a Master’s design program at a public university. They were asked to

rate the three types of creative outcomes (2-3 original ideas of how to make the product

better, 1 final refined idea, and Script for a short elevator pitch) on a scale of 1-5 (where

higher is better) along the following criteria, inspired by the literature on the evaluation

of creative outcomes [393].:

• Novelty: refers to the degree to which an idea, product, or solution is unique

or original. It is the opposite of something that is obvious, ordinary, or already

well-known.

• Feasibility: refers to the practicality or workability of an idea or solution. It

considers factors such as available resources, technical constraints, economic

viability, and compatibility with existing systems or processes.

• Value: refers to the usefulness, significance, or importance of an idea or solution.

It considers the potential benefits, impact, or worth that the creative output might

have for the intended audience, market, or purpose.
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Behavior Log Analysis

By analyzing application logs from both conditions, we measured how often each

participant interacted with each feature. These include metrics like query frequency,

prompt usage, engagement with Amethyst-specific features such as goal decomposition,

persona assignment, and context referencing, etc.

Qualitative Insights and Perceived Values

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the benefits and challenges of both con-

ditions, we transcribed participants’ think-aloud recordings during the tasks. The first

author then reviewed the transcripts in two passes using an open coding approach [87].

Through discussions with the rest of the research team, we identified common themes

in participants’ experiences. Additionally, we also conducted a post-task survey where

we asked participants to rate a set of statements around system values using a five-point

Likert scale for agreement.

9.5 Findings

Overall, nine out of twelve participants preferred Amethyst to the baseline condition.

In this section, we present the results of how Amethyst affects creative outcomes, creative

processes, and the participant’s preferences when compared to the baseline condition,

giving us a holistic view of the trade-off of using Amethyst.

9.5.1 Better Creative Outcomes Achieved When Using Amethyst

Based on the sum of 5-point expert ratings on the three criteria – Novelty, Feasibility,

and Value – participants generated significantly more creative outcomes when using

Amethyst compared to the baseline (M = 11.50 out of 15, SD = 2.10 vs. M = 6.45 out
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Figure 9.11: Participants generated significantly more creative outcomes when using
Amethyst vs. the baseline when rated by blind-to-condition experts on Novelty, Feasi-
bility, and Value of ideas, on a 5-point Likert-scales for agreement (5 indicated strong
agreement).

of 15, SD = 4.61; t = 1.58, p = 0.01∗∗, Fig. 9.11). To correct for multiple comparisons,

we ran a Wald-type test and a MANOVA with repeated measures and found a significant

difference between the two conditions on the combined measures of Novelty, Feasibility,

and Value (manovaF = 8.28, p = 0.02∗,Waldχ2 = 13.18, p = 0.01∗∗).

Breaking down this overall creativity score, participants wrote significantly more

feasible (M = 4.17 out of 5, SD = 1.27,) and valuable (M = 3.96 out of 5, SD = 1.30,)

pitches when using Amethyst compared to the baseline condition (feasibility: M = 2.65

out of 5, SD = 1.58; valuable: M = 1.92 out of 5, SD = 1.67). Participants also generated

more novel pitches when using Amethyst (M = 3.38 out of 5, SD = 1.30) compared to

the baseline condition (M = 1.92 out of 5, SD = 1.55). However, this difference was not

statistically significant.
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9.5.2 RQ3: How does the Amethyst help orchestrate GenAI during

the creative process in human-centered ways

To understand how orchestrating GenAI during the creative process is different when

using Amethyst from the baseline, we analyze the logs of tools used in both conditions.

We present each analysis in terms of how it addresses each of the design goals we derived

from the formative study. Overall, we find that participants issued significantly more

prompts during the baseline condition (M = 12.00,SD = 1.58) compared to Amethyst

(M = 6.53,SD = 1.19, t =−2.58, p = 0.05∗).

Amethyst helps define fuzzy goals

Figure 9.12: Participants found Amethyst’s goal decomposition and task management
features helpful in defining their fuzzy creative goals

Participants only used the model to decompose their goals and manage the resulting

tasks when using Amethyst. On average, the Goal component was used 1.17 times by

each participant to decompose their high-level goals into action plans. Participants used

the Task component by decomposing their goal on average 2.33 times, sometimes adding,

deleting, and editing these tasks (Figure 9.12(L)).

In the post-condition survey, participants rated a significantly higher level of agree-

ment for Amethyst compared to the baseline; for example, ”The tool helped me... clearly

articulate and define my creative goals using the tool(s)” (Wilcoxon signed-rank test
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Figure 9.13: Participants often used ”/” Commands to orchestrate creative operations
during their process.

(WSRT): z=−2.82, p= 0.01∗∗) and ”...plan and manage tasks using the tool(s)” (WSRT:

z =−2.82, p = 0.01∗∗, Figure 9.12(R)). Also, post-study survey results indicate that six

participants preferred Amethyst to the baseline because of how it supported breaking their

goals into actionable and manageable tasks; e.g. ”I really liked the structured breakdown

of the problem statement/goals into more manageable/thought-provoking chunks” (P05),

or ”I liked the roadmap generator and how it breaks down bigger goals into tasks” (P11).

Amethyst integrates the ecosystem by supporting multiple creative operations

During the baseline condition, participants used an average of 3.0 different tools.

In the post-study survey, seven participants preferred Amethyst to the baseline because

of its integrated nature; e.g., ”It has a lot of stuff together in one tool which makes the

experience of using it much better than jumping around to create content, define goals,

search the Internet, etc.” (P08), and ”I like having several features available in one
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place/tool.” (P01).

Delving deeper into how they used each of the Creative Operations in ”/” Com-

mands when using Amethyst, we find that participants used the ’ask’ or ’prompt’ opera-

tion the most – on average 5.67 times (see Figure 9.13 for exact counts of all operations).

We thematically analyzed all prompts issued in the baseline condition and found

that participants issued similar percentages of prompts to summarize, expand, critique,

revise, and find gaps. The only difference was that in the Amethyst condition, participants

used Reflect to reflect on the work done so far to reach the overall goal and what still

needs work. There were no significant differences in Likert scale ratings when asked how

successfully they were able to prompt, summarize, expand, critique, revise, find gaps,

etc.

In the post-study survey, 10 participants cited Amethyst’s ability to provide structure

to their process through ”/” operations as the reason for preferring Amethyst over the

baseline; e.g., ”The ”/” commands allowed me to compartmentalize information into

different silos and create personas to work on each. This helps navigate through projects

and goals with more clarity versus [baseline], which is more free-form, and hard to

manage the process” (P12), and ”I was able to work very fast, and the operation

suggestions quickly did the writing and thinking for me that I hate, it definitely reduced

my mental workload” (P04).

Amethyst helps ground GenAI output more to user’s goals and contexts

During the baseline condition, participants switched tools 15.75 times on average per

session. They also copy-pasted text 8.56 times on average per session across prompts

and tools in an attempt to maintain and carry important contextual threads throughout

the project. In comparison, when using Amethyst, ”/” creative operations were grounded

in a context on an average of 24.75 prompts per participant). Figure 9.14 illustrates the
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Figure 9.14: Participants found it useful to ground their creative operations in relevant
context explicitly. They mostly referred to relevant context using ”@”. They also
implicitly referred to using natural language in prompt and by selecting relevant content
in-line.

counts of how different levels of context were used by participants.

In the post-condition survey, participants rated a significantly higher level of agree-

ment for statements including, ”The tool helped me ...”: ”connect work done across

different creative stages” (WSRT: z =−1.94, p = 0.03∗), ”align the work with my goals”

(WSRT: z = −1.62, p = 0.05∗), ”align the work with the relevant context” (WSRT:

z = −2.75, p = 0.01∗∗), ”work faster and more effectively using the tool(s)” (WSRT:

z =−2.89, p = 0.01∗∗) while describing their experiences using Amethyst than during

the baseline condition.

Eight participants expressed that they preferred Amethyst because they were able to

specify the right amount of relevant context around each step; e.g., ”Being able to have

context in different pages, available to be leveraged for new content generation” (P10),

”[Having the] ability to have a huge repository of personas and context that could be

cherrypicked on demand was ultimately really useful” (P05), or ”I liked being able to

automatically incorporate my previous work into my prompt context windows and thus

improve upon work iteratively”(P07).
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Figure 9.15: Participants found it helpful to use simulated expert personas to modulate
GenAI outputs and appreciated Amethyst’s empathetic responses based on the user’s
emotional state.

Amethyst responses exhibit forms of empathy for the user

When using Amethyst, participants were able to mention relevant personal context

by referring to emotional state and design preferences in the ’me’ page. Participants

chose to edit this page to add details an average of 4 times per session. This context is

then subsequently used for most ”/” creative operations.

Participants could also modulate GenAI outputs by defining and referring to simu-

lated expert personas. Participants chose to generate personas an average of 3 times per

session and edited ’persona’ pages an average of 12.08 times per session (Figure 9.15

(L)).

Participants reported significantly higher levels of agreement to the statement ”The

tool supported me empathetically through my creative process” (WSRT: z =−1.85, p =

0.04∗) on a 5-point Likert-scale (Figure 9.15(R). In the post-study survey, 10 out of 12

participants expressed that they preferred Amethyst to the baseline because of the ability

to interact with GenAI in a more empathetic and social way; e.g., ”hearing [persona]

critique my work and be encouraging because I had said I was feeling not confident,

cheered me up and feel more excited about my work” (P03), and ”Working with personas

made it feel like I had my own team of experts helping through this journey” (P08).
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Amethyst prioritizes user’s agency and creative control

Participants reported ”feeling more confident in their inputs and GenAI outputs”

(P12) knowing that they could examine the Transparency Lens and get a sense of what

each prompt was grounded on. P07 added that ”it really helped me figure out why this is

getting generated and gave me control over what I could do to change the output”.

Non-blocking actions helped seamlessly workaround GenAI technical limitations

Non-blocking actions were important to participants using Amethyst; e.g., ”I really

liked how I could issue multiple prompts parallelly and could interact with the notebook

by switching pages, editing the page, etc. while waiting on previous prompts to finish

generating outputs.” (P03), or ”I felt I could reach a state of flow – continuing to do

my work and check on multiple threads of information without having to deal with the

latency of waiting for individual outputs” (P10).

9.5.3 Participants’ perception of Amethyst’s and GenAI’s effects on

their creative work

When using Amethyst, participants begin to see GenAI as a collaborator rather than

just a tool

We asked participants to think about their experience using GenAI in both conditions

and reflect on how they conceptualized their role in relation to the LLMs’ when using

Amethyst and during the baseline condition. 12 out of 12 participants said they conceptu-

alized LLMs primarily as tools during the baseline condition. While using Amethyst, 8

out of 12 participants said that interacting with LLMs felt like they were interacting with

a collaborator while retaining creative control throughout the entire process; e.g., ”When

I used Loop and Bing Chat, it was clearly a tool, almost like a grammar or an editing
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tool. But [Amethyst] felt more like a collaborator, and there’s a natural inclination to

want to place trust in it” (P04).

Participants believe that GenAI still requires guidance from creative experts and

cannot replace them yet

When asked to think about the implications for the future of creative work, given

the rapid rise of GenAI and their experience using them to do creative work, all of the

participants said that experiences like the one they had would augment the creatives’

work rather than replace it; e.g., ”While it won’t completely replace a skilled illustrator,

it is likely to significantly increase their productivity, allowing them to take on two, three,

or even four times as many projects as they currently do.” (P02), or ”The AI performed

well, but here’s the key point: it’s like mentoring a research assistant with talent, but they

need guidance to be productive. This underscores the growing importance of critical

thinking, creativity, and market knowledge. We should prioritize these qualities, along

with the more enjoyable aspects of our work” (P15).

9.6 Discussion & Future Work

Our work investigates how people interact with GenAI during their creative process

and distills challenges and opportunities to device ways to overcome and better support

creatives that use GenAI during their practice. Guided by the results of a formative study,

we designed, implemented, and studied a digital notebook that uses GenAI to support

people’s creative processes and outcomes. In this discussion, we share our main insights

that we hope can guide practitioners working in the development of AI-infused CSTs.
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9.6.1 Supporting Both Creative Tasks & The Process Using GenAI

From the user evaluation study, we observe that participants using Amethyst achieved

better creative outcomes than during a baseline condition (sec.6.6.1). Participants found

Amethyst’s features to be helpful in scaffolding not only individual creative tasks but

also their process as a whole. Amethyst’s goal decomposition and task planning feature

helped provide structure to an otherwise complex and ill-defined process. Based on

the activities creative practitioners mentioned in the formative study, Amethyst enabled

users to access a variety of creative operations such as asking, expanding, finding gaps,

critiquing, revising, and reflecting on progress, etc., by just typing ”/” on the page they

are working on.

Participants also found it useful to have non-blocking actions as they often simulta-

neously issued multiple prompts and wanted to interact with Amethyst while waiting

for GenAI outputs. However, one of the side effects of this and general interactions

with GenAI is the added task of validating or judging its results. Every time GenAI,

in either condition, generated content, we observed that participants spent time ”going

over the AI’s homework”. This type of evaluation activity can be present in traditional

human-only creative workflows but in much lesser doses: one trusts oneself because one

follows the process or trusts a colleague because of a built relationship or reputation.

Amethyst introduces the Transparency Lens feature to help users see what each prompt or

action is grounded on. This provides additional creative control over their interactions

with GenAI. However, future work is needed to support the evaluation of generation and

explainable (XAI) mechanisms to develop trust over time.

Overall, Amethyst’s approach showed promise in overcoming the inherent inefficien-

cies of a fragmented ecosystem. However, integrated environments often suffer from

the ”Swiss army knife” syndrome. When trying to integrate all tools, the ”all-tool”

becomes bloated and difficult to carry in one’s (mental) pocket [171, 378, 258, 191].
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Ideal integrated solutions should embrace modularity and the ability of its users to bring

the functionality they need or want to it. A creative’s workbook should ideally be like

their workbench, have the tool they need for the task at hand, and no more. Future work

is needed for creatives and end-users in general to have access to experiences where they

have the ability to easily define their ideal working environment. We intend Amethyst

to follow this approach. In this regard, work such as [427] inspires us to think about

systems that guide its users on what are the likely tools that will allow end-users to move

forward in their process or to teach them other paths that they could follow.

9.6.2 Context-Aware Interactions With GenAI During The Creative

Process

Our formative study finds that specifying important contextual information and

maintaining a thread across multiple generations is difficult for GenAI models due

to their probabilistic nature. Amethyst provides context-aware prompting as a feature

that enables users to specify the relevant context for any action by either explicitly

referencing using ”@”, implicitly by using natural language in the prompt or prompting

in-line by selecting the relevant context on the page. Users can ground any prompt in

one of three types of context: user’s personal context, project-level context encoded in

artifacts generated across the process, and external context like different domain-specific

knowledge, design, and collaboration styles channeled through personas.

The ”@ mention” mechanism for expert personas and pages is one of the most used

capabilities Amethyst brought into the participant’s experience. Although this feature has

now a history in current editors, Amethyst reinforces its original benefits and projects

them into new possibilities when combined with the semantic processing capabilities of

LLMs. One of the ways in which we saw such synergies is in ”@” mentions in prompts of

the form ”summarize the opportunities section from @market research”. Such a prompt
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shows not one but two mentions, one explicit (the ”@”) and one implicit, by referencing

a sub-section of a document that an LLM could parse.

Participants used the different styles of specifying context approximately the same

amount. However, we suspect that the different styles of specifying context for prompts

apply not only to different styles of doing things but also to specific ways to be more

granular and precise about a prompt’s context. In-line prompts underscore the benefits of

bringing functionality where the information is, as opposed to the other way around to

take the information where the functionality is, which is seen in the ”@” referencing or

even cut-and-paste actions in the baseline condition.

9.6.3 Modelling Interactions with GenAI To Be More Empathetic

and Social

The creative profession is one where it is often said that one needs a ”thick skin” to

take and process critique and keep persisting with refinement [233]. Amethyst provided

an opportunity for participants to consider a system that is aware and attentive to their

internal state and context. Having working environments that support someone’s creative

process in a way aligned to their emotional state and persona context, while respecting

their privacy, seems to be an encouraging direction for future systems to follow.

In Amethyst’s user evaluation study, participants reported that they found journaling

their emotional state and design preferences on Amethyst’s ‘me’ page to be a useful

exercise. This helped them become more aware of their own emotions, intentions, and

implicit preferences. Furthermore, they found it valuable when Amethyst used this

information as an additional context to adjust the GenAI output.

Participants also found it useful to interact with simulated perspectives through

expert personas. However, participants had different views on the ability to access the

perspective of experts generated by the system. For some participants who had experience
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with prompting, this was not new, and they used personas in both experimental conditions

by explicitly defining them as part of a prompt, e.g., ”As a product manager, review

this document”. For others, it was a concept that took some time to get used to. In

particular, the notion that they were not real people and that what they provided was a

lens through which the information generated by the AI was modulated was something

that took some time to absorb. While anthropomorphizing AI can lead to over-attribution

of abilities and potentially trusting the system more with their data [278] , participants

found this exercise useful in thinking about prompt engineering, determining the abilities

and limitations of the GenAI and felt more creative and productive overall. We hope that

future systems build on these initial efforts to support not only the generation of creative

outputs and the creative process, but also the well-being of the creative.

9.6.4 Beyond Interacting with GenAI as a Creativity Support Tool

Most participants preferred Amethyst to the baseline condition. A key insight we

Amethyst revealed is that by providing explicit and implicit affordances to leverage

content generated as part of their creative process as additional context, users can interact

with GenAI more seamlessly, contextually, and empathetically, ultimately leading to more

creative results. Amethyst’s prototype currently focuses on supporting conceptual text-

based creative artifacts and processes. However, we envision that Amethyst’s approach

can be applied to other modalities of creative artifacts, such as images and videos, as

well as other modalities of interacting with GenAI, such as audio-based virtual assistants

or wearable devices and AR/VR headsets.

Furthermore, our post-study interviews provided unique insight into how our partici-

pants think about their relationship with a GenAI-based environment to help them in their

creative process. While our current results position GenAI-assistance mainly as a tool,

we see the beginnings of a shift where roles can shift to more capable and accountable
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collaborative entities.

Working in this rapidly evolving field, where changes can happen in a matter of

months rather than years, we focused our analysis on participants’ experiences and

insights rather than the technical capabilities of GenAI available at the time of this

chapter’s studies (April-June 2023). We are convinced that the fundamental ways in which

people perceive and interact with these technologies take longer to change significantly.

Our insights serve to encourage reflection from the wider community of CSTs and GenAI

stakeholders, such as system creators, researchers, and educators, on how to develop

systems that meet the needs of creatives in human-centered ways. Future work can build

on these insights as the technical capabilities of models evolve.

9.7 Conclusion

The emergence of GenAI extends machine capabilities, even in realms like creativity,

once considered exclusive to people. To understand the opportunities for GenAI to

support creativity and ideation as a whole, we conducted a formative study showing that

while creatives are embracing GenAI in their work, they face usability challenges (e.g.

articulate fuzzy goals, a fragmented ecosystem of tools, lack context persistence, etc.)

that lead to a misalignment between what creatives want and the support these models

can provide. Fueled by these insights, we produced Amethyst, a smart workbook that

integrates GenAI support, blending creative operations into their workflow, giving them

access to expert personas to modulate the outputs of the model, grounding prompts to

specific personal, project-level, or external contexts while respecting creatives’ role as

orchestrators of their process. Through a within-subjects user evaluation study (n=12),

we found that people generated more novel, feasible, and creative ideas and preferred

using Amethyst compared to a baseline condition consisting of off-the-shelf tools (e.g.,
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web search, LLM-based chat, and digital notebooks).

Our work not only outlines opportunities to focus on incorporating GenAI into the

creative process to boost it in human-centered ways but also showcases a concrete

example of what that can look like. We aspire that the insights from our work can

guide those seeking to develop solutions in the space of GenAI-based creativity support

tools. Future works in this space include, but are not limited to: testing our ideas about

integrated creativity support in longitudinal studies across different creative tasks; finding

the right balance between a fixed set of support options and the unbounded potential of

general prompts, taking user agency even further and developing creative configurable

environments that bring the capabilities people need; developing support for assessing

and trusting the results of generative systems; making AI support have rich context

understanding for their users so as to modulate their responses in empathetic ways that

support their well-being; and furthering the metacognitive support, such as evaluating

the outputs of GenAI, that is needed during creative tasks. This work brings us one step

closer to people+GenAI systems for supporting and augmenting creativity.
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Table 9.1: Amethyst ”/” commands or operations.

Operation Description Uses

Add Task Adds a task prompt component to
the current page. On excecution, a
new working page will be created.

generated per-
sona.

Ask or Prompt Adds a generic prompt component
that can route its prompt to either
Critique, Expand, Find Gaps, Re-
flect, Revise, or Summarize. If the
prompt does not map well to either
of the operations, it is satisfied ei-
ther by a regular LLM or by a call
to a search engine.

(*).

Critique Adds a critique prompt component
that, when excecuted, inspects the
page it is grounded on and produces
a critique.

goal, given per-
sona, personal
preferences.

Expand Adds an expand prompt component
that, when excecuted, inspects the
page it is grounded on and produces
content that expands it.

goal, given per-
sona, personal
preferences.

Find Gaps and Open Ques-
tions

Adds a gaps & questions prompt
component that, when excecuted,
inspects the page it is grounded on
and produces a list of conceptual
gaps and questions one might ask
of it.

goal, given per-
sona.

Reflect on Progress Adds a reflect on progress prompt
component that, when excecuted,
inspects all working pages and pro-
duces a reflection on the amount of
progress made and what still needs
work.

goal, given per-
sona, personal
preferences.

Revise Adds a revise prompt component
that, when excecuted, inspects the
page it is grounded on, and pro-
duces a revised document that better
aligns with the overall goal.

goal, personal
preferences.

Summarize Adds a summarize prompt compo-
nent that, when excecuted, inspects
the pages it is grounded on and pro-
duces a summary of it.

given persona.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion & Future Work
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This dissertation demonstrated the potential of distilling and integrating knowledge

from the Web, either through search systems or Generative AI, within the context of

information workflows. Together, the empirical insights gained about user behavior

from four observational user studies, the development of four intelligent interactive

systems and their user evaluations showed that mining rich contextual signals from user-

generated artifacts can help intelligent systems scaffold information discovery, synthesis

and creativity.

Each study observes how people work at different parts of the information exploration

(ch. 3), sensemaking (ch. 6, 2) and creative process (ch. 8, 7). Each system introduces

an approach for inferring contextual signals from work patterns: mining an individual’s

unstructured artifacts for knowledge gaps and patterns in CoNotate (ch. 4), emerging

sensemaking structures in InterWeave (ch. 5), existing knowledge structures on the Web

from previous users in Relatedly (ch. 6), and presenting users with affordances to specify

and refer to relevant personal, project-level and external contexts in Amethyst (ch. 9).

User evaluation studies of these systems find that the context-aware systems’ approaches

promote information exploration, synthesis and creativity. This chapter proposes future

directions based on the challenges and open questions that emerged from this research.

10.1 Future Research Agenda

I envision a future where AI agents move beyond being merely tools to becoming

adaptable collaborative partners capable of helping us learn, work, and make strides

toward solving today’s most daunting problems. I aim to build techniques that balance

automation with other cognitive and social goals, such as learning, critical thinking,

creativity, and collaboration. Some fruitful directions for future work are:
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10.1.1 Understanding and Designing for ”Good Friction” in Interac-

tion Mechanisms

Intelligent systems aim for ease through automation, but studying user interactions

with LLMs reveals that excessive ease can be counterproductive. Users seek benefi-

cial friction, such as productive disagreements, to understand LLM capabilities, assess

accuracy, and get critical feedback on their creative work.

As we saw from the studies and systems presented in this dissertation, instead of

automated generation of summaries or creative outputs, people wanted good friction

in their interactions with intelligent systems. For instance, in CoNotate, users wanted

to see diverse query suggestions that challenged them to explore semantically distant

concepts. This ”friction” inspired new connections and creative insights, rather than just

providing the most obvious or expected suggestions. Similarly, in InterWeave’s user

evaluation study, we see that participants exhibited a Goldilocks effect where people

mostly issued suggestions that were neither too broad nor too deep. In Relatedly’s user

evaluation, Participants wanted to actively engage with subtopics in both breadth-first

and depth-first manners. This allowed them to not only build a solid understanding but

also identify connections and gaps to generate new hypotheses. Even in Amethyst, users

preferred to engage in the creative process themselves, specifying contexts and accessing

transparency tools to better interpret the AI’s outputs. They did not want the system to

fully automate the creative work.

These findings suggest that users do not simply want intelligent systems to automate

everything and provide a frictionless experience. Rather, they seek a degree of ”good

friction” that challenges them, sparks new ideas, and allows them to actively participate

in the process.

In future work, I plan to empirically study similar ’good friction’ interactions to create
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a cognitive framework for positive and negative friction in human-AI collaboration. Then,

I want to design interaction techniques that balance the need for good friction with the

need to mitigate bad friction. I hypothesize that this might be based on context. The goal

would be to create intelligent systems that foster productive engagement and collaboration,

rather than just mindless automation. By understanding the role of ”good friction,” we

can develop approaches that enhance, rather than replace, human capabilities.

10.1.2 Leveraging Collaborative Context to Guide Data Exploration,

Sensemaking, and Creative Insights

An intuitive extension of my work so far would be to think of this in a collaborative

scenario, as knowledge work is often collaborative. Introducing a collaborative scenario

presents its own set of unique challenges that could be addressed through intelligent

systems.

One key challenge in collaborative knowledge work is the issue of repeated or

redundant work across collaborators. As team members independently search for in-

formation, synthesize insights, and generate content, there is often substantial overlap

and duplication of effort. Another challenge lies in coordinating workflows and aligning

collaborators’ activities. In a distributed, asynchronous setting, it can be difficult for team

members to stay apprised of each other’s progress and ensure coherence in the overall

workflow. A third challenge is the difficulty in achieving a shared understanding among

collaborators. As individuals contribute their diverse perspectives, backgrounds, and

mental models, it can be challenging to converge on a common conceptual framework or

vocabulary.

To address these challenges, a future vision could involve intelligent systems that

seamlessly integrate with collaborative knowledge work environments. These systems

would mine the individual contexts of collaborators, including their search histories,
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annotations, and content generation, to identify opportunities for reducing redundant

work and improving coordination. By recommending relevant pathways and suggesting

ways to align the shared understanding, the intelligent systems could help collaborators

work more efficiently and effectively towards their shared goals. By incorporating these

capabilities, future intelligent systems could play a crucial role in supporting the unique

challenges of collaborative knowledge work, transforming the way teams navigate the

complexities of knowledge-intensive tasks and achieve their shared objectives.

10.1.3 Evaluation Metrics Based On Human Cognition and Social

Dynamics During Information Workflows

Future work could use the empirical insights gained about user behavior and human

cognition from the studies in this dissertation to derive more human-centered evaluation

metrics for intelligent systems. Building on the rich literature on Human Cognition and

Social Dynamics, such as the Theory of Mind, Grice’s Maxims, and the Social Infor-

mation Processing model, could provide a strong foundation for developing evaluation

metrics that better align with how humans perceive and interact with intelligent systems.

The Theory of Mind framework, for instance, suggests that humans have an innate

ability to ascribe mental states, such as beliefs, desires, and intentions, to other agents.

Incorporating this insight could lead to evaluation metrics that assess how well an

intelligent system can model and respond to the user’s mental states, rather than just

focusing on task completion or information retrieval.

Similarly, Grice’s Maxims of Cooperation, which describe the underlying principles

that guide human communication, could inform the development of evaluation metrics

that measure how well an intelligent system adheres to these principles, such as being

informative, relevant, and clear in its interactions with users.

The Social Information Processing model, which explains how individuals form
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impressions and make judgments about others in computer-mediated communication,

could also inform the design of evaluation metrics that capture the user’s overall social

and emotional experience when interacting with an intelligent system.

By grounding the evaluation of intelligent systems in these well-established theories

of human cognition and social dynamics, future work could create more meaningful and

user-centric assessment frameworks. This could lead to the development of intelligent

systems that are not only effective at completing tasks, but also perceived as more natural,

engaging, and trustworthy by human users.

10.2 Closing Remarks

This dissertation introduced (1) Empirical studies that advance our understanding

of how people think, learn, and create, leveraging online information and generative

AI. (2) Algorithms and interaction techniques that seamlessly integrate knowledge from

the Web into user’s work contexts. These contributions demonstrate the potential of

bringing knowledge from the Web to everyone’s fingertips and integrated into their

workflows in a personalized, contextual way. As the Web paradigm evolves from search

engines and recommendation systems to include Generative AI models and beyond, my

hope is that by leveraging the wealth of knowledge that already exists online and in our

workflows, future interactions with intelligent systems are more seamless, personalized,

and cognitively-convivial.
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Appendix of Chapter 7: Relatedly
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Table A.1: Example model-generated headings for paragraphs with long and descriptive
author-written titles side-by-side.

Author-Written Titles Model-Generated Title

Unsupervised Summary Generation Unsupervised Abstractive Summarization

Bezel-initiated Text Entry Text Entry on Smartwatches

Robots as Social Proxies Designing Social Robots for Representation

Makers and Makerspaces Makerspaces as Sites of Creativity

Sociocultural Factors and Checklist Efficacy Cultural Tensions around AI Fairness

Data Table Extraction and Cleaning Classification of Web Tables

Bias in Bilingual Word Embeddings Bilingual Word Embeddings

Table A.2: Example model-generated headings for paragraphs with short and generic
author-written titles side-by-side.

Author-Written Titles Model-Generated Title

Related Work Machine Translation Optimization

Lucid Dreaming Lucid Dreaming and Virtual Reality

About Soylent Soylent as a Product and Concept

Introduction Topic Modeling for Text Segmentation

Definitions Delays for Visual Search and Navigation

CONCLUDING IMPLICATIONS The Moral Economy of Data Management

Related Work Classic Keyphrase Extraction Systems
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Figure A.1: During the formative user study, participants were given access to a
prototype system where they could search topics and it would return topic-relevant
paragraphs from related work sections across multiple paper. They could click on
references (hyperlinked corpusIDs) to see paper details (including paper title linked to
paper, authors, abstract’s TLDR)

Table A.3: There were no significant differences in task workloads when using Relatedly
vs Baseline suggesting improved performance with similar precieved workload. We
report the mean NASA-TLX scores with standard deviation as uncertainty and results
from Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests, with z and p values. The range of possible values is
1-20.

Relatedly Baseline z p

Mental 14.52 ± 4.77 16.43 ± 4.35 -0.94 0.36

Physical 13.33 ± 4.67 15.24 ± 4.29 -0.86 0.33

Temporal 12.39 ± 3.45 14.04 ± 2.49 -0.83 0.37

Performance 18.37 ± 4.34 12.00 ± 2.79 -0.67 0.49

Effort 12.86 ± 4.79 14.05 ± 4.22 0.24 0.80

Frustration 6.83 ± 4.30 9.97 ± 6.34 1.59 0.11
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Appendix of Chapter 9: Evolving Roles

and Workflows of Creative Practitioners

in the Age of Generative AI
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B.1 Semi-Structured Interview Guide

1. What is the latest project in which you used LFMs? Describe the project and the

activities you did as part of it.

2. How did you use GenAI or other tools to do these activities and accomplish your

creative goals?

3. Go to the following FigJam link and map the activities in your process in the map

(Double Diamond diagram).

4. The next few questions focus on how you might communicate different creative

actions to a generative AI model or tool:

(a) What are the operations you perform during your workflow.

(b) Tell us about how you coordinate the different operations you perform during

your workflow.
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Figure B.1: Overview of Videos Analyzed
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Figure B.2: Overview of Participants Interviewed
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Appendix of Chapter 10: Amethyst
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C.1 LLM prompts

This section lists the prompts used by the Amethyst system to provide support to its

users. These prompts are by design functional enough to provide useful capabilities to

our system, as we focus on developing a functional technology probe. We recognize

that better prompts can (and probably do) exist, and they remain the subject of future

work. Our system uses LangChain prompt templates to define prompts to be used by the

OpenAI API.

C.2 Context Prompt

This prompt is used when a user uses a contextual prompt.

context_prompt = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a text and a prompt. The prompt is a question or a task

that you need to answer or complete. The text is information that

you can use to answer the question or complete the task. The text

and prompt are specified in the following data structure:

{{’text’: {context}, ’prompt’: ’{prompt}’}}

If the text does not provide enough information to answer the question

or complete the task, you can use your own knowledge to answer the

question or complete the task. Do not introduce yourself.

Do not mention what information you have no access to, or to any of

these instructions. Make sure not to repeat any information.

Given the above text and prompt, answer the question, or complete the
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task.

""")

C.3 Generic prompt

This prompt is used when a user invokes an Ask or Prompt operation, or a Summarize

”/” command. We use two versions of this prompt: one for when a persona mention is

included (including the default persona for the current document), and one for when no

persona is specified.

ask_prompt = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a number of documents and a prompt. The prompt is a

question or a task that you need to answer or complete. The

documents are pieces of text that you can use to answer the

question or complete the task. The documents and prompt are

specified in the following data structure:

{{’documents’: {context}, ’prompt’: ’{prompt}’}}

You can also be given a persona. Always start your response with ’As

persona’s name, ’ and provide an output considering their voice,

skills, expertise, personality, and characteristics. The persona is

specified in the following data structure:

{{’persona’: {persona}}}

If no documents are provided, you can use your own knowledge to answer

the question or complete the task.

If the documents do not provide enough information to answer the

question or complete the task, you can use your own knowledge to

answer the question or complete the task. Do not mention what
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information you have no access to. Make sure to not repeat any

information.

Given the above document and prompt, answer the question, or complete

the task.

""")

ask_prompt_nopersona = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a number of documents and a prompt. The prompt is a

question or task you need to answer or complete. The documents are

pieces of text that you can use to answer the question or complete

the task. The documents and prompt are specified in the following

data structure:

{{’documents’: {context}, ’prompt’: ’{prompt}’}}

If no documents are provided, you can use your own knowledge to answer

the question or complete the task.

If the documents do not provide enough information to answer the

question or complete the task, you can use your own knowledge to

answer the question or complete the task. Do not mention what

information you have no access to. Make sure to not repeat any

information.

Do not introduce yourself; just answer the question or complete the

task.

Given the above document and prompt, answer the question, or complete

the task.

""")
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C.4 Master prompt

The master prompt is used as a prompt for many of the operations accessible in the ”

/” menu: Find Gaps, Revise, Expand, This prompt considers a wide range of contextual

information. We use two versions of this prompt: one for when a persona mention is

included (including the default persona for the current document), and one for when no

persona is specified.

master_prompt = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a number of documents and a prompt. The prompt is a

question or task you need to answer or complete. The documents are

pieces of text that you can use to answer the question or complete

the task. The documents and prompt are specified in the following

data structure:

{{’documents’: ’{context}’, ’prompt’: ’{task}’}}

You can also be given a persona. Always start your response with ’As

persona’s name, ’ and provide an output considering their voice,

skills, expertise, personality, and characteristics. The persona is

specified in the following data structure:

{{’persona’: {persona}}}

If the documents do not provide enough information to answer the

question or complete the task, you can use your own knowledge to

answer the question or complete the task. Do not mention what

information you have no access to. Make sure to not repeat any

information.

When answering the question or completing the task, keep in mind that

this work is part of a larger project goal and user’s design
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preferences. The goal and persona are specified in the following

data structure:

{{’goal’: ’{goal}’, ’design_preferences’: ’{preferences}’}}

Given the above documents and prompt, answer the question, or complete

the task, considering the persona, goal, and design preferences.

When communicating your answer, do not mention the provided data

structures and do not inform that you are not mentioning them. Do

not mention what information you have no access to. Make sure not

to repeat any information.

""")

master_prompt_nopersona = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a number of documents and a prompt. The prompt is a

question or task you need to answer or complete. The documents are

pieces of text that you can use to answer the question or complete

the task. The documents and prompt are specified in the following

data structure:

{{’documents’: ’{context}’, ’prompt’: ’{task}’}}

If the documents do not provide enough information to answer the

question or complete the task, you can use your own knowledge to

answer the question or complete the task. Do not mention what

information you have no access to. Make sure to not repeat any

information.

Do not introduce yourself, just answer the question or complete the

task.

When answering the question or completing the task, keep in mind that
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this work is part of a larger project goal and user’s design

preferences. The goal and design preferences are specified in the

following data structure:

{{’goal’: ’{goal}’, ’design_preferences’: ’{preferences}’}}

Given the above documents and prompt, answer the question, or complete

the task considering the goal, and design preferences. When

communicating your answer, do not mention the provided data

structures and do not inform that you are not mentioning them. Do

not mention what information you have no access to. Make sure not

to repeat any information.

""")

C.5 Create persona

This prompt is used when a user wants the system to assign an expert persona to a

particular task.

make_persona_prompt = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a task in the context of a larger goal. The task and goal

are specified in the following data structure:

{{’task’: ’{task}’, ’goal’: ’{goal}’, ’exceptions’: ’{exception}’}}

Find a real-world expert or fictional character from a diverse

population that can assist in performing this task in the context

of the larger goal. The expert or character cannot be someone from

the exception list. Try to avoid hyped celebrities. Do not execute

the task.

Your answer should be in JSON format following this schema:
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{{

"name": Name of the expert,

"biography": Short biography,

"skills": Comma-separated list of skills,

"expertise": ’Comma-separated list of expertises,

"personality_traits": Comma-separated list of personality traits,

"work_style": A paragraph describing the characteristic work style of

the expert,

}}

It is critical that the output adheres strictly to this format. Just

provide the persona information. Do not work on the task, or return

anything other than the persona details.

""")

C.6 Critique and Reflection prompt

This prompt is used by the Critique and Reflect operations. Their differences are

resolved through the template parameters. We use two versions of this prompt: one

for when a persona mention is included (including the default persona for the current

document), and one for when no persona is specified.

critique_prompt = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a number of documents and a prompt. The prompt is a

question or task you need to answer or complete. The documents are

pieces of text that you can use to answer the question or complete

the task. The documents and prompt are specified in the following

data structure:
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{{’documents’: ’{context}’, ’prompt’: ’{task}’}}

You will also be given a persona. Always start your response with ’(As

persona’s name)’ and provide an output considering their voice,

skills, expertise, personality, and characteristics. The persona is

specified in the following data structure:

{{’persona’: {persona}}}

Do not mention the absence of documents.

When answering the question or completing the task, keep in mind that

this work is part of a larger project goal and user personal

preferences. These are specified in the following data structure:

{{’goal’: ’{goal}’, ’personal_preferences’: ’{personal_preferences}’}}

When communicating your answer, do it in an empathetic manner knowing

that the recipient’s emotional state is the following:

{{’emotional_state’: {emotional_state}}}.

Given the above documents and prompt, answer the question or complete

the task, considering the persona, goal, and personal preferences.

Make sure to communicate with a voice that is consistent with the

voice of the specified persona. Make sure not to repeat any

information.

""")

critique_prompt_nopersona = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are given a number of documents and a prompt. The prompt is a

question or task you need to answer or complete. The documents are

pieces of text that you can use to answer the question or complete

the task. The documents and prompt are specified in the following
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data structure:

{{’documents’: ’{context}’, ’prompt’: ’{task}’}}

Do not use first person or terms that imply personhood. Do not mention

the absence of documents.

When answering the question or completing the task, keep in mind that

this work is part of a larger project goal and user personal

preferences. These are specified in the following data structure:

{{’goal’: ’{goal}’, ’personal_preferences’: ’{personal_preferences}’}}

When communicating your answer, do it in an empathetic manner knowing

that the recipient’s emotional state is the following:

{{’emotional_state’: {emotional_state}}}.

Given the above documents and prompt, answer the question or complete

the task, considering the persona, goal, and personal preferences.

Make sure to communicate with a voice that is consistent with the

voice of the specified persona. Make sure not to repeat any

information.

""")

C.7 Todo prompt

This prompt is used to decompose a general goal into a list of smaller, actionable

tasks.

todo_prompt = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are a planner who is an expert at decomposing a task into tractable

sub-tasks. Come up with a todo list for this objective:

{objective}
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Please ensure that there is no mention of time in the answer provided,

and there is no text like ’Task list’ or ’to do list’ in the output.

The list should have no more than 5 items. Each item should be a

single, concise, and actionable sentence.

"""

)

C.8 Do Task prompt

This prompt is used by the system to try to do a task specified in a task prompt

component.

do_prompt = PromptTemplate.from_template("""

You are {persona}. Deliver a comprehensive, well-reasoned and completed

task output to {task}.

Ensure alignment with the overall project goal to {goal} and my

preferences: {personal_preferences}.

Please respond as the persona, starting each response with ’As persona’

s name:.’

Do not provide information about your approach to the task; simply

complete the task as the assigned persona and provide the output in

their voice. If the persona is an AI task executor, do not start

each response with the persona’s name and just deliver the output.

While aligned with the project goal, the output should not attempt to

fully complete it.

""")
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